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XXII Preface 
This thesis is  an account of the work carried out between October 1999 and 
October 2002 towards the investigation of the mechanical loss associated with 
dielectric coatings used to turn the silica test masses used in current gravita-
tional wave detectors into mirrors. 
Chapter One discusses the nature, sources and detection methods of gravita-
tional waves.  This work has been derived from published literature. 
Chapter Two gives an introduction to thermal noise; its calculation, methods 
of minimisation and its influence on the design of gravitational wave detectors. 
This work has derived from current literature with some aspects begin derived 
by the author in conjunction with C. Cagnoli and J.  Hough. 
Chapter Three contains firstly some relevant aspects of multilayer and compos-
ite material theory.  Subsequently methods of applying coatings are described. 
These discussions are derived from literature.  The latter sections of the chap-
ter deal with the theoretical description of the mechanical loss associated with 
dielectric coatings and an experimental technique for determining mode shapes 
useful in the preceding anal:n;is.  This latter work was carried out h~' the author 
in conjunction with J.  Hough and S.  Rowan;  the experimental techniqll<' was 
designed and carried out  b~' the author. 
XXlll Chapter Four initially discusses the theory of strain energy; this is drawn from 
literature.  The remainder of the chapter discusses the methods required to 
calculate strain energy ratios in test substrates using finite element analysis 
and analytical software written by the author. This work was primarily carried 
out by the author, in conjunction with G.  Cagnoli. 
Chapter Five discusses the effects  on their loss  factors  of applying a  dielec-
tric mirror coating to silica substrates.  The substrates were modelled by the 
author in the fashion  described previously  The results  were  then analysed; 
two investigations are presented.  The experimental results were gathered by 
P.  Sneddon and subsequent discussions were  held between the author,  P.H. 
Sneddon, G.  Cagnoli, S.  Rowan and J.  Hough. 
Chapter Six presents the necessary theory necessary to obtain the strain energy 
ratios for  an anisotropic material.  The appropriate changes to the calculation 
software are then discussed.  Finally,  an initial investigation into the effects 
of applying a coating to a sapphire substrate is  presented.  The experimental 
work was again carried out by P.H. Sneddon.  The modelling was carried out by 
the author and discussions were held again between the author, P.H. Sneddon, 
G.  Cagnoli, S.  Rowan and J.  Hough. 
Chapter Seven gives the conclusions to the work presented.  In addition, some 
discussion is  given on the potential future avenues the work may follow. 
Appendix A details the experimental loss measurement s~'stelll used in chapters 
five  and six.  This was developed by S.  Rowan, J.  Hough, G.  Cagnoli and P.H. 
Sneddon. 
Appendix B shows the modeshapes for  the substrate used in the initial part 
of chapter fiye. 
XXIV Appendix C shows the modeshapes for the substrate used in the latter part of 
chapter five. 
Appendix D shows the modeshapes for the substrate used in chapter six. 
Appendix E gives the source code for  Ocean, written by the author. 
Appendix F gives the source code for  Aocean, written by the author. Summary 
In 1916, Einstein predicted the existence of gravitational waves in his General 
Theory of Relativity.  These waves  may be considered to be ripples  in  the 
curvature of space-time.  There is  currently only indirect  evidence for  their 
existence;  the search for  direct evidence of gravitational waves  is  one of the 
most  challenging goals  in  experimental physics  today.  Their discovery  will 
not only provide tests of some of the predictions of Einstein's theory but also 
fascinating insights into many astrophysical phenomena. 
Gravitational waves  are quadrupole in nature and produce a  tidal strain in 
space.  They interact only weakly with matter which means that they are not 
shielded over long distances in the same way as  EM waves  are;  however this 
also means that gravitational waves  are very hard to detect.  Waves emitted 
by violent astrophysical sources are predicted to produce rms strains at the 
Earth of the order rv  10-21  to rv  10-22  at frequencies  amenable to detection 
by ground based detectors (i.e.  a few Hz to a few kHz).  All detection schemes 
involve  the detection of these strains;  one of the most promising of t  hc~c  i~ 
based on laser interferometry. 
There are at the current time a number of laser interferometric  detect()r~ un-
der construction;  GE0600 in  German)",  LIGO  in  ~-\lllerica.  \'IRGO in  Ital)' 
and TA!\ fA in Japan.  LISA  i:-;  a sp(1Ce  ba~('d interferOIneter planned j'()r laullch 
XXVI in the next ten years.  The GE0600 observatory in Germany is  the work  of 
a collaboration between the Albert Einstein Institute at Hannover and Golm  , 
the Max-Planck-Institut fiir Quantenoptik at Garching, the University of Glas-
gow and the University of Wales,  Cardiff, with contributions from the Laser-
Zentrum, Hannover.  G E0600 is a 600m arm length interferometer and is close 
to the end of commissioning. 
GE0600 is designed to operate over a frequency range of 50  Hz to a few  kHz. 
Between 50  Hz  and 200  Hz  the limit to the sensitivity of the detector is  set 
by the thermal noise associated with the test masses that form the mirrors of 
the interferometer, which in G E0600 are manufactured from fused silica.  The 
level of this thermal noise is  set by the level of mechanical loss factors of the 
materials for the test masses and suspension elements within the system.  The 
thermal noise contribution to GE0600 is expected to be 2 x 10-
22
/ J  H z at 50 
Hz.  There are two possible methods which may be used to improve sensitivity; 
the first is to transplant GE0600 technology to an interferometer with longer 
arm length such as the American 4 km detector LIGO. The second is to pursue 
test masses with a lower thermal noise contribution. 
Both of these are being used for  the proposed upgrade to LIGO called  "Ad-
vanced  LIGO",  which  will  employ  a  suspension similar but more  advanced 
than that used in GE0600.  It is  currently planned that Advanced LIGO will 
use  sapphire test masses which  are expected to yield  a  lower  thermal noise 
contribution than fused silica. 
As a result of the pursuit of the lowest possible contribution of thennal lloi:-;(' 
to the overall noise level of current and future detectors,  all  possible  :-;()lll'C'(':-; 
of thermal noise  beyond that  intrinsic  to the nlaterial  are  under  stremlOU:-; 
examination.  One  possible  source  of  excess  t hernlal  lloise  is  the  di('l('('t ric 
coMillgs used to turn fll:-;cd  silica test  lllCls:-;e:-;  into Illirrors. The work of this thesis involves the analysis of mechanical losses  associated 
with coated test masses manufactured from fused silica, to determine the exis-
tence and level of excess loss associated with the coatings on these substrates. 
In particular, a major part of this analysis requires the calculation of the ratio 
of the strain energy stored in the dielectric coating to the strain energy stored 
in the substrate for a number of the resonant modes of the test mass.  This is 
extremely difficult to calculate analytically for  all but the simplest of modes. 
Finite element analysis had to be used to calculate the modeshapes of a num-
ber of resonant modes of the test masses.  A piece of analytical software was 
specifically written to use the output of the finite element analysis package to 
calculate these energy ratios.  The majority of this thesis is concerned with the 
methodology and usage of this software in the context of a number of analyses 
of different coated test masses.  In addition, a technique was developed to allow 
experimental determination of modeshapes.  This method could then be used 
to confirm or identify the nature of different modes. 
An initial investigation suggested that the loss  associated with the coatings 
may prove  significant  for  future  generations of detectors such as  Advanced 
LIGO.  Further investigations suggested that the principle source  of coating 
loss  was  due to the materials used in the coatings themselves.  These inves-
tigations also suggested that for  the coatings used, which were manufactured 
using tantalum pentoxide and silica, the tantalum pentoxide had a higher me-
chanical loss  than the silica.  Investigations into different  coating materials 
have  been initiated.  Finally,  preliminary tests on a  coated sctpphire  Inirror 
have been completed which give  an upper limit to the loss  of a coating on a 
sapphire mass.  These tests required comprehensive changes to be made to the 
allal~,ti('al  energ~' ratio soft\vare to allow t he  anal~'sis of anisotropic lnateriab 
s11ell  as sapphire and to allow the output fronl different finite clelllcnt packag(\s 
to be llsed. 
XXVlll Chapter 1 
The Nature, Sources and 
Detection of Gravitational 
Waves 
1.1  Introduction 
One consequence of Einstein's General Theory of Relatiyity[5] was that a grav-
itational field does not change instantaneously at an arbitrary distance from a 
moving source; indeed, Einstein proposed that gravitational effects propagate 
at the speed of light.  In addition,  he  proposed that there exist  wa\'e  solu-
tions to the linearised Einstein Field Equations. suggesting that gravitational 
radiation would be emitted by masses under acceleration 
The detection of such  \\'a\'cs  would  have  t\Hl  nlajor consequencc:-::  hr:-:t h- it 
would provide further verification of Einstein's General Theory of  Relativit~­
in the \H'<lk field linlit and a test of General Relativit~· in the non-liw'ill' :-:t rUllg 
1 field.  Secondly, it will allow observations of violent astrophysical phenomena 
to be made which would both complement and extend current observations. 
For example, gravitational wave astronomy would allow us to see into the heart 
of the coalescence of black hole/black hole binaries (see section 1. 3.1).  This 
is  a very similar situation to that extant before the rise of X-ray astronomy. 
Current evidence of the existence of gravitational waves is  indirect in nature. 
In  1973  Hulse  and Taylor observed the binary pulsar PSR 1913+  16[6]  and 
over  the following  years  a  great  number of observations  were  made of this 
binary.  They used the orbit of the binary to predict the rate of energy loss due 
to gravitational radiation.  This was  then used to predict the rate of binary 
inspiral which was compared to the observed rate.  These were found to agree. 
Indeed, Taylor and Weisberg [7,  8]  found that the observed rate of decrease of 
the orbital period and the calculated value of the decrease expected as a result 
of the emission of gravitational radiation agreed to within 1%. 
The direct detection of gravitational waves has been sought for  over 30 years 
and remains one of the most challenging goals in experimental physics.  The 
first generation of long baseline ground based interferometric detectors section 
1.4.2) are nearing completion; detectors in this generation include GEO 600[9]. 
VIRGO[10], LIGO[ll] and TAMA[12]  (see section 1.4.2).  These detectors have 
a significantly greater sensitivity than that of previous systems, but even with 
this  improvement  only  a  few  astrophysical  sources  may  be  expected to  be 
detected in the first instance.  Hence there is  a great deal of research currently 
being carried out into upgrades to these detectors to give advanced, or 111atUl'e. 
detectors with which real astronomy lllay be carried out.  In particular. with 
respect  to  this thesis.  the  LIGO  project  is  ill\'estigating  an  upgrade  to  it:-; 
detectors.  "Advanced~' LIGO[13].  The \\'ork in this thesis is  applicable to the 
lllajority of the ClllTCllt  detectors but is  particularl~' directed towards the G EO 600 and Advanced LIGO projects.  In this chapter the fundamental nature of 
gravitational waves,  possible sources and proposed methods of detection will 
be discussed. 
1.2  The Nature of Gravitational Waves 
1.2.1  Relativity 
From Special Relativity, the spacetime interval ds  is described as: 
ds2 = -c2dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2  (1.1 ) 
or, more generally, 
ds2 = TJ/Lvdx/LdxV  (1.2) 
using the 'Minkowski' metric of fiat spacetime TJ/LV; 
-1  0  0  0 
0  1  0  0 
TJ/LV  =  (1.3) 
0  0  1  0 
0  0  0  1 
In General Relativity, spacetime is no longer necessarily fiat and the spacetime 
interval is  generalised to 
(1.4) 
with spacetime metric g/Lv.  Consider a  perturbation in spacetime.  If viewed 
from  great distance (as the Earth would be from any astrophysical sources), 
we  lllay describe this perturbation in the following way 
g/lV  =  TJ/LV + h/Lv 
3 where h,J,V  is some small perturbation. 
We have a certain amount of freedom in the description of hf.Lv,  One particular 
"gauge"  in which the mathematics and physics become particularly clear is 
the transverse - traceless gauge,  or TT gauge,  in which the co-ordinates are 
marked by the world lines of a number of freely falling masses.  In this gauge, 
the weak field limit of the linearised Einstein Field Equations may be written 
as 
(1.6) 
i.e,  a wave equation to which there are consequent wave solutions.  Note par-
ticularly the result that the waves always travel with velocity  c. 
Consider now the form of hf.Lv,  Since it is transverse and traceless, it must take 
the form 
o  0  0  0 
hf.LV  = 
o abO 
(1. 7) 
o  b  -a  0 
o  0  0  0 
hf.LV  may therefore be described as the linear combination hf.Lv  = ah+ +  bhx  with 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
0  1  0  0  0  0  1  0 
(1.8)  h+ =  hx  = 
0  0  -1  0  0  1  0  0 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Thu~ there exist two polarisations of ",moes  at 45°  to each other.  The effect 
of each polarisation of wave,  incident perpendicular to the page.  i~  :-;hmnl  in figure  1.1.  The effect  of a  gravitational wave  of amplitude h on the masses 
shown in the figure  is  to give  a  strain in each  axis  of fl.Lj  L~ where  fl.L  is 
the change in the diameter of the ring in one axis by the wave  with L  the 
original diameter of the ring.  The total strain will therefore be 2fl.Lj  L.  The 
relationship between h and this strain is given by, 
I'  ~ e_ ..... 
,  , 
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Figure 1.1:  The  two  polarisations of gravitational waves  - the  "+))  and  "x)) 
polarisations. 
Illuminating insight into the nature of gravitational waves may be gained by 
analogy with electromagnetic radiation.  In the same way that conservation of 
charge prevents the existence of electromagnetic monopoles,  conservation of 
energy indicates that gravitational monopoles do not exist.  Similarly, conser-
vation of momentum precludes gravitational dipoles.  Hence the lowest order of 
gravitational radiation must be quadrupole in nature; i.e.  gravitational waves 
will only be caused by the asymmetric acceleration of mass. 
5 1.3  Sources of Gravitational Waves 
Ideally,  one would wish to generate gravitational waves in a laboratory situ-
ation  (in  a  similar way  to that used by Heinrich Hertz for  the detection of 
electromagnetic waves)  in order to have complete control of the experiment. 
However, Saulson[14] suggests an interesting thought experiment concerning a 
"typical" lab generator of gravitational waves.  This consisted of 2 masses each 
with a mass of 1 tonne, 2 metres apart, rotating about their common centre of 
mass with a frequency 1 kHz.  The magnitude of h which this generator might 
create was calculated to be h ~  1 x 10-38  at a distance of one wavelength from 
the source.  This strain would result in a  displacement of  ('V  1 x  10-35  m on 
a  length scale of kilometres.  This is  too small to provide a  useful source of 
gravitational waves.  Hence we  must look elsewhere, to astrophysical sources. 
The remainder of this section will deal with a number of such sources.  We shall 
be concerned primarily with ground based detectors during the course of this 
work, which are limited to a bandwidth of ('V  10 Hz to ('V  few  kHz due to noise 
sources which will be discussed shortly.  Hence it is  sources in this bandwidth 
that will feature here.  First, transient or burst sources will be discussed. 
1.3.1  Burst Sources 
Burst sources are those which occur over a short timescale, from milliseconds 
to minutes. 
Coalescing Binaries 
Sy~tf'lll~ of pairs of high  densit~· stars rotating about their common centre of 
llW.sS nrc known  a~ compact binaries.  There are three  t~opc~ \\Ohich  interest  11:-;: 
6 black hole/black hole (BH/BH) , neutron star/neutron star C:\S/~S)and neu-
tron star/black hole  (NS/BH) binaries.  PSR 1913+16, mentioned earlier.  is 
a NS /NS binary in which, as previously mentioned, the orbital frequency and 
hence the radiated gravitational wave  frequency increases with time.  Even-
tually, the two stars will coalesce;  for  example,  PSR1913+  16  will coalesce in 
rv  10
8  years.  In the last  few  seconds  before  this  coalescence,  the gravita-
tional wave  frequency will be high enough to be within the valid bandwidth 
for ground based detectors.  Schutz[15] calculated that the approximate strain 
amplitude h from coalescing NS /NS binaries as: 
h ~  1 X  10-23  (100M  pc) (  Mb  )  ~ (  f  )  ~ 
r  1.2M8  200Hz 
(1.10) 
where Mb  = (M1M2)3/5/(M1 +M2)1/5 is the mass parameter of the binary and 
Ml and M2  are the masses of the two stars.  The binary is  at a distance from 
the Earth r and the radiation is  at frequency f.  M8 is  the solar mass. 
BH/BH binaries  are  expected to  be  rarer  than  NS /NS  binaries,  but  their 
greater mass and greater wave amplitude generated makes it likely that more 
BH/BH binaries will be detected.  It is  estimated [16]  that initial LIGO type 
detectors will have a NS/NS detection rate of rv 0.03 yr-1  and a BH/BH rate 
of up to 0.5  yr-1.  Advanced configurations should have equivalent rates of 
0.5 - 100 yr-1  and 100 - 2000 yr-1  respectively. 
Supernovae 
Supernovae,  amongst the most spectacular events to occur in  the Uni\'crs('. 
are classified into two types,  Type I supernovae cHe  believed to involve  billar~' 
~~·~t(,lll~ of low rnass stel.l'S sllch  Cl.S  white dWCl.rfs.  One Pl'<JCCSS leCl.ciillg  tu a  t~'pe 
-
I I supernova, accretion induced collapse of white dwarfs, is thought to produce 
gravitational waves. 
Type II supernovae involve  the violent  collapse  of a  massive  stellar core  to 
produce a neutron star or a black hole.  If  such a collapse is  symmetrical then 
no gravitational waves will  be created.  If the collapse is  asymmetric due to 
the star's core having significant angular momentum, gravitational waves may 
be produced.  Schutz[17]  estimated the typical magnitude of h expected from 
a supernova to be 
h ~  5 X  10-22  (  _  E  )  (15MPC)  (1kHZ) (lms)  ~ 
10  3 M8c2  r  f  T  (1.11) 
where E is the energy emitted in the form of gravitational waves by the source 
at a distance r  from the detector and predominately at a frequency f  over a 
timescale T. 
The event rate for both Type I and II supernovae, out to the Virgo cluster at 
a distance of rv 15Mpc, has been estimated as several per month[18]. 
1.3.2  Continuous Sources - Spinning Neutron Stars 
Although binary stars generate waves throughout their lives, these waves have 
too Iowa frequency to be detected by ground based detectors until their final 
seconds  of life  (space  based  detectors  should,  however,  be  able  to  ob~('n"(\ 
such sources).  There exist, however,  other potential continuous  ~oun·('~.  The 
signal to noise ratio for  all of these sources can be increased by illcrca~ing the 
integration time. 
Single spinning neutron st8rs can be a  source of grayit 8tion8l  \\"8n)~ if  t  11{'.\· 
8 spin non-axisymmetrically.  A typical pulsar will emit gravitational \"rm'es  at 
twice its rotational frequency  frat.  An estimate of the likely amplitude from 
such a source is[19] 
h ~  6 X  10-25 (  frat  )  2 (lkPC)  (_E_) 
500Hz  r  10-6  (1.12) 
where E,  the equatorial eccentricity, is a measure of the asymmetry of the star 
and r is  the distance of the star from the Earth. 
One known pulsar, the Crab pulsar, is  expected to be emitting gravitational 
waves  at approximately 60  Hz.  An upper limit of the signal from  the Crab 
pulsar of h  ~ 10-
24  has been calculated for  E  =  7  X  10-4 ,  r  =  1.8  kpc  and 
frat=30  Hz[19].  The sensitivity of an instrument to signals from  "unknown" 
neutron stars is  reduced by a  factor  of 10  due to the increased  size  of the 
parameter space over which a search must take place[20]. 
Low Mass X-Ray Binaries 
An interesting class of objects which contains deformed spinning neutron stars 
is  the class of low  mass X-ray binaries  (LMXBs).  These systems consist  of 
neutron stars being torqued by accretion from a companion.  Current predic-
tions suggest that a mature detector such as Advanced LIGO should be able 
to detect the LMXB Sco-X1  with three weeks  of integration;  in  addition.  a 
further 7 LMXBs will  be visible on a similar timescale at frequencies around 
600  Hz  if the detector is  used in a narrow band configuration[21]  (see  sectioll 
1.6.1). 
9 Accretion Induced White Dwarf Collapse 
If the collapse of a white dwarf due to accretion from a neighbour results in a 
fast spinning neutron star and if this can be reasonable modelled  it is  likely  ,  , 
that Advanced LIGO, for  example, should be able to detect such sources at 
rate of rv 500 yr-1 [20]. 
1.3.3  Stochastic Background 
The final  type of gravitational wave  signals that will  be discussed here  are 
in the form  of stochastic background.  This is  not in  itself a  single  source, 
but rather a  superposition of  "random",  uncorrelated signals which are not 
individually resolvable.  The stochastic background may be seen as a source of 
noise in a  single detector; indeed, it cannot be detected by a  single detector 
but requires a correlation between two detectors.  Nonetheless, with care useful 
information can be drawn. 
Perhaps the  most  important  source  of stochastic background waves  results 
from the dynamics of the early universe, a source covering the entire sky in a 
similar way to the cosmic microwave background. 
One prediction of the magnitude of h  likely to occur due to the stochastic 
background,  which uses  the cosmic  string scenario for  the formation of the 
universe, is[22]: 
-25  Ho  ~lgw  2  __  - 1 1') 
)  ( 
()  )  1  (  f  ) -~ (  B  )  ~ 
h "'"  1.8  X  10  COOkms  -ll\lpc  -1  10-'  100Hz  2Hz  ( .. ) 
in a  band,,'idth B  ctbout  a  frequenc)' f. ",here SlglL'  is  the  ellel"!.!~)'  dell~it)· per 
10 logarithmic  frequency  interval  required  to close  the  unIverse  and  Ho  the 
present value of Hubble's Constant. 
In summary,  a  chart showing  all  of the  sources  likely  to  be  detected  by  an 
advanced  detector is  shown  in figure  1.2,  where  WB  refers  to a  broadband 
advanced detector and NB refers to a narrowband; these refer to the different 
modes of operation possible with signal recycling (section 1.6.1). 
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Figure  1.2:  Likely  sources  detectable  by  advanced  detectorsf1j.  The  mag nta 
lines indicate the sensitivity curves of  current and mature detector.  Th  blu 
lines  indicate the  expected magnitude of  the signal from binary in piTal..  with 
th  green  offshoots  indicating  the  signal magnitude from  th  m  rg  r  of th  .  '( 
binaries. 
11 1.4  Types of detector 
There exist several designs of instrument suitable for the detection of gravita-
tional waves, all of which must deal with the common problem of the extremel~' 
small expected magnitude of h.  Although the detector types fall  mainly into 
two sections, resonant bar and interferometric (ground- and space-based), there 
do exist other possible strategies.  One of these is to use the small changes in the 
relative separation of the Earth and some interplanetary spacecraft.  In prin-
ciple it would be possible to detect these changes by measuring the Doppler 
shift of the radio signals employed to track such a spacecraft.  The principles of 
this technique were established in 1975 by Estabrook and Wahlquist[23].  An 
early use of this technique was the Ulysses joint NASAl ESA mission.  This 
mission had a sensitivity of h rv 3 X 10-15 in the millihertz region, and returned 
no positive detections  [24] .  The CASSINI mission to Saturn is  anticipated to 
have a strain sensitivity of around h rv 5  X  10-17  in the millihertz region and 
with an observation time of 40 days[25].  The limits to the sensitivity of such 
a  technique  are the precision of the master clocks  used  and fluctuations  in 
the interplanetary medium leading to changes in the propagation time of the 
electromagnetic waves. 
1.4.1  Ground based detectors - Resonant Bar 
The original experimental instrument used in the search for gravitational \\'m'c~ 
was  the resonant bar[26].  In essence such detectors consist of a  large bar of 
Inetal whose motion will be excited by the incidence of a pube of gravitational 
wave.  The resulting resonant motion would then be picked up and amplified 
using transducert' well coupled to the bar. 
12 Indeed, in the 1960s, Weber constructed a pair of resonant bar detectors and 
claimed to have detected gravitational waves  using the coincident  signals  of 
the two  detectors.  The sensitivity of these original detectors "'as  It  r-v  2  X 
10-
16
/ vi H z[27]  However,  following  this,  further bars were  constructed with 
initially similar and subsequently better sensitivity and no further detections 
were made.  At the current time, a number of improved resonant bar detectors 
cooled to reduce the effects of thermal noise are being used around the world. 
These are shown in table 1.1. 
Name  Bar Mass  Material  Location  Operational  Working 
(kg)  Since  Temp.  (K) 
ALLEGRO  2300  Al  Baton Rouge (Louisiana,  USA)  1991  4.2 
AURIGA  2230  Al  Legnaro (Padova, Italy)  1997  2x 10-1 
EXPLORER  2270  Al  CERN (Geneva, Switzerland)  1990  2.6 
NAUTILUS  2260  Al  Frascati (Rome, Italy)  1995  1.3x 10-1 
NIOBE  1500  Nb  Perth (Western Australia)  1993  5 
Table 1.1:  Current resonant bar detectors 
A recent study[28,  29]  suggests that these detectors will be capable of strain 
sensitivity to burst sources of h  r-v  10-19/ vi Hz.  The current sensitivities are 
shown in table 1.2 
Name  Burst 
Sensitivity (x 1O-19/...;HZ) 
ALLEGRO  16 
AURIGA  2.3 
EXPLORER  2.0 
NAUTILUS  2.4 
NIOBE  4-5 
T  bl  1 2  CurlY'ent  resonant bar detector sensitil'ititS  a  e  .:  I' 
InlprovenlCnt s ill  the sensitivity of t his  t~'pe of detector hm'c been gained  h~' 
cooling and hence the tenlperatures noted in the table.  The drawback of  thi~ 
t,,"pe  of detector b  that the bandwidth is  limited  b~' the resonant  IldtUl"('  of 
13 these detectors.  Often the current set of detectors may have t\yO resonances. 
separated by tens of Hz.  A possible improvement may be possible through the 
use of spherical detectors.  These detectors will have five  resonances. allowing 
a much improved bandwidth.  Two such detectors are in planning or construc-
tion.  The "Mario Schenberg" detector, with a planned sensitivity of h < 10-21 
over a bandwidth of 3.0 - 3.4 kHz, in Brazil is at the site construction phase[30). 
The MiniGRAIL detector in Holland, with similar sensitivity and bandwidth, 
has been constructed and initial measurements of quality factors and cooling 
procedures are underway[31]. 
1.4.2  Ground Based - Interferometric 
The motion of the ring of particles shown in figure  1.1  as caused by gravita-
tional waves suggests the possibility of their detection using a  Michelson  in-
terferometer, a simple diagram of which is shown in figure  1.3.  The first work 
on such detectors was carried out in the 1970s by Forward [32]  and Weiss[33]. 
It is relevant at this stage to recall the basic working principals of a Michelson 
interferometer.  Laser light is  directed at a  beamsplitter,  as  shown in  figure 
1.3.  The light is  then split into two beams,  each of which is  directed along 
a separate arm of the interferometer.  These are reflected at the end mirrors 
(hung on pendulum suspensions for seismic isolation) back towards the bealn-
splitter where they recombine and are directed to a photodiode.  An incident 
wave would move the end mirrors of a correctly oriented interferometer differ-
entially, thus changing the output power detected at the photodiode, albeit b\' 
a tiny amount.  1\lore precisely, the effect  of an optimall~' oriented wan' inci-
dent on the detector would be to increase the optical path length of one arm 
h.Y  6L  and reduce the path length in the orthogonal arm b~' the :-;illll(' amount. 
giving (l  tot al change in arm length of 26L.  This change in ann length gin):-; 
1-1 a relative phase shift in the return beams of the interferometer, which can be 
detected as a change in the power of the output photodiode.  In reality.  current 
interferometer designs hold the photodiode to a constant power lev  1 (u ually 
a  dark fringe;  hence  the common  description  of the output photodiode  a  a 
"dark port") by using feedback to control the positions of the mirror  .  The 
gravitational wave signal is then encoded in the control signals. 
End mirror 
Laser 
End  mirror 
Photodiode 
Figure 1.3:  Basic Michelson interferometer 
One  of the  major  advantages  of the  laser  interferometric design  is  that the 
gravitational wave signal can be increased by increasing the length of the arm 
since this will increase 5L.  In reality there is a limit to the practical maximum 
length of arm.  This is ",4 km  and arises  from  the curvature of the Earth.  In 
addition there are storage time effects (see section 1.4.2) which ari  wh  n th 
length of time light  spends in the arms is  greater than half the p  riod  f th 
gravitational wave. 
It is,  how v  r  po sibl  to  increa  the  opti al  path 1 ngth  b)'  making  t h 
light remain in th  interferOlnet r  for  longer p  ri  d  .  Ther  ar  tw  \\"c \'·:  o[ 
a.  hi  ving thi : firstl  to u  a.  d  1,  lin  int rf r  nlet  1',  and '  ('  nclh·  t  ll~  a 
1 Fabry-Perot cavity.  We will examine these below. 
Delay Line Interferometers 
This  type  of  interferometer  design,  first  suggested  by  Weis  [33].  i  hO\n1 
schematically  in figure  1.4.  This  type  of  interferometer adds  additional  in-
board mirrors  to the  basic  Michelson design, which  allows  the laser  light  to 
spend more time in the interferometer itself.  This effectively increa es the arm 
length of the  detector  and hence  the optical  path  length  and phase  hift  of 
the detector.  The additional mirrors allow multiple, non-overlapping b  am  to 
coexist  in the interferometer arms. The light  enters each arm via a small  hole 
in each inboard mirror.  A group in the Max-Planck-Instihit fiir Quantenoptik, 
Germany,  developed  a  system  whereby  the light exited the delay  line by  the 
same hole. 
-
The  Garching  30  m  prototype demonstrated a strain  sensitivity  of h  r-v  1  X 
10- 19/ -J H z above 1.5 kHz in  1988  [34]. 
I--.----,,....-,.---J Outboa rd Mirror 
Outboard Mirror 
N pass delay line 
Fio"ur  1.4:  S  h  mati  diagram  hawing  a d  la y lint:  int( lj( ranI( ie r  l/( .  19 11 
1 The delay line interferometer provides a  simple way to understand the idea 
of a storage time limit.  Consider the light beams repeatedly reflecting off the 
end and inboard mirrors.  As the length of time the light spends within the 
arms increases  (the  storage  time),  the phase change of the light due to the 
gravitational wave gradually accumulates.  The phase change registered b~" the 
interferometer output is effectively the integration of these phase changes over 
time.  If the storage time is  too great then the phase changes will  start  to 
cancel as the gravitational wave progresses through its cycle.  This gives rise to 
a storage time limit which is of the order of half a period of the gravitational 
wave[14]. 
Fabry-Perot Interferometers 
This design for  increasing the light storage time, adapted in Glasgow for  use 
in gravitational wave detectors  [35],  uses  a  pair of Fabry-Perot cavities,  one 
in each arm of the interferometer.  An example of such a  design is  shown in 
figure 1.5.  Each cavity is formed using one partially reflective mirror and one 
fully reflective mirror.  One cavity (the reference cavity) is  held on reSOIlClIlce 
(wherein the cavity length L  is  set to an integer number of half wavelcllgt  h~) 
using feedback to the laser.  The secondary cavity is  then held on resonclllC<' 
using feedback signals to an actuator at the end mirror of the cavit~". 
When a  gravitational wave  is  incident on the interferometer.  t  llll~  challging 
the arm length of the primary cavity. it is  held on rE'SOllcUlCC  by changing the 
wavelength of the laser.  Hence the change in wa\"elength contain~ information 
about the change of arm length of the primcu~' ca\'it\'.  The incident wan) \\'ill 
also challge the length of the secondaT~" CClyi t~'. 
The size of the signal required to hold the secondary  CC-l\'it~,  OIl  n)~()ILIllCe (by 
17 Fully Reflective Mirror 
Partially Reflective Mirror 
Figure 1.5:  Schematic diagram showing a Fabry-Perot interferometer design 
moving one of the cavity  mirrors)  and hence keep  the null condition  at the 
photodiode will be proportional to 25L. 
The main advantages of a  Fabry-Perot type interferometer  over  those  u ing 
delay lines are that the mirrors can be much smaller and scattered light within 
the interferometer is reduced[36]; however a greater amount of servo-control i 
required to hold all the cavities on resonance [37]  . 
The strain sensitivity achieved in the kHz region by the prototype Fabry-P rot 
detectors in Glasgow (10 m)  and Caltech  (40 m) is of the order of a few  t im e ~ 
10- 19  - 10- 18/ Vfiz[38 , 39, 40]  for  wideband bursts. 
Current Ground Based Interferometric Detectors 
Th re are s  veral ground bas  d la  er int rferOlnetric d  t  t  c  cun  nt 1)" Ull 1  'r 
on truction.  LIGO  [11] is the larg  t  in  cale of th  ~  , with  ..J,  km H rm-l  ngt 11 
jnt  rf rom t  r  in  Hanford  C \!\ a  hingi on,  )  '=1.11  Li\'ingst  11  (LouisiclllH. 
1J USA).  There also exists at Hanford a  2 km detector which shares the beanl 
tubes and main assembly of the 4 km one.  These detectors are currently being 
commissioned and have undertaken engineering test runs.  There is  extensi,'e 
planning and research underway for  an upgrade to the LIGO  s~'stelll" known 
as  "Advanced LIGO".  More details of this will  be given in section 1.7.  In 
Cascina, Italy an Italianj French collaboration is building an interferometer of 
arm length 3 km called VIRGO[10].  This is still under construction and should 
be commissioned within the next year or so.  GE0600, located in Ruthe near 
Hannover,  Germany,  is  a joint Germanj British 600  m  arm length detector 
currently being commissioned  [9] .  This detector has already undergone an en-
gineering run in coincidence with the LIGO detectors. Although smaller in arm 
length, G E0600 uses advanced technology which should allow its noise level to 
approach that of LIGO over a range of frequencies.  GEO 600 will be discussed 
in greater depth in section 1.6.  TAMA[12]  is  a Japanese interferometer with 
300 m arms built in the grounds of Tokyo National Astronomical Observatory. 
This observatory is currently in operation.  Plans are in place for  a second,  U11-
derground, Japanese detector which is likely to be cooled.  Finally, there exist 
plans for an Australian detector produced by ACIGA (Australian Consortium 
for  Interferometric Gravitational Astronomy) [41].  The site for  this detector 
can accommodate an arm length of up to 4 km and a preliminary detector of 
80 m arm length is currently being built. 
1.4.3  Space Based Interferometers 
There is  only one dedicated space based interferometer for  gravitat ional \\"a\"(' 
detection planned at the current time.  The Laser Interferometer Space 01 ):-;('1'-
vat()l"~' (LISA) H2]"  a joint ~  ASAjESA project, is  currentl~' planned for  laullch 
in 2011.  Another year will  then be required for  t he  ~pacecraft to reach their 
19 operational positions.  LISA will consist of 3 drag free spacecraft  eparated by 
5 x 10
9  m in a heliocentric orbit  as shown in figure l.6. 
Figure 1.6:  The proposed orbit of  LISA 
LISA  will  not  be  subject  to  gravity  gradient  noise  and  so  will  be  able  to 
detect gravitational waves with frequencies  in the mHz to 1 Hz range.  This 
means that it will  be  in an excellent position to observe continuous sources 
such  binary star systems which  generate waves  of a  frequency  too low  to b 
detected by ground based detectors.  Space and ground based  detector  are 
thus complementary.  They operate over  different frequency  range  and can 
search, therefore, for different types of source. 
1.5  Noise sources 
The gravitational wav  mit  ted  frOlTI  even  violent a  trophy'ical  'ourc  . will 
produc  extren1ely  n1all  di pI  cen1ent  in  current  dete  t  r .  Thu ~'  an  x-
tr  m  ly ilTIportant t  pic in the di  Cll  i  n  f interfer  metric  (or.  in 1,  L  <:1 11.\') 
I t  ct  r  i  that of the ,"ari  u  r  levant  n  i'e  ' ur  s.  Thi '  k'  ct i  11  \\"ill  em"  ' 1" the major noise sources present in an interferometric detector  ~  the frequencies 
at which they are present and the measures which may be taken to minimise 
their effect. 
1.5.1  Quantum Noise Sources 
Quantum nOIse  associated with Heisenberg's  Uncertainty Principle  gl\~es  at 
present a limit at certain frequencies to the sensitivity level possible in current 
interferometric detectors.  In a detector such as  LIGO~ the quantum noise ran 
be fully  described by a  pair of optical noise  sources,  photon shot noise  and 
radiation pressure. 
Photon Shot Noise 
The output intensity of light from an interferometer is  measured using a pho-
todiode.  From Poissonian counting statistics, for  N detected photons in  the 
photodiode, the uncertainty in the number of photons detected is m.  Such 
an error gives rise to an uncertainty in the detected value of h,  specifically be-
cause the output power level from the photodiode is used as a measure of the 
light exiting the interferometer.  This noise is  described as photoelectron shot 
noise, or shot noise.  For a delay line interferometer, the shot noise  sensitivit~· 
is  given as[22] 
(l.l-J) 
where n  is  the reduced Planck's COllstallt,  A is  t he  \\·m~clellgt  h of t he light. E  i~ 
t he quantum efficiellcy of the photodiode, Pin is  the input power of t he  Lt~('r. 
:21 c the speed of light, f  the frequency of the gravitational 'Nave  and T  the light 
storage time.  The delay line nature of the interferometer is entered \"ia  T.  Shot 
noise is the dominant noise source at high frequencies and leads to a practical 
upper limit to useful sensitivity at "-'kHz for ground based detectors.  It  ma~' 
be noted that the effect of shot noise on the sensitivity may be minimised b\" 
setting the light storage time to half the period of the gravitational wave.  i.e, 
fT =  ~.  The effect of shot noise on detector sensitivity can also be reduced by 
increasing the input power of the laser as can be seen from equation 1.14:. 
Radiation Pressure Effects 
There is a limitation to interferometer sensitivity caused by fluctuations in the 
number of photons reflected off the surfaces of the test masses.  There is a force 
on the mirrors of an interferometer due to the momentum imparted to them 
by the reflections of these photons.  As  the number of photons fluctuates the 
force on the mirror also fluctuates in turn. It may be expressed for a delay line 
interferometer as [14] : 
(1.15) 
where Fin is the input power, N  is the number of round trips the light makes. 
m  is  the mirror's mass,  L is  the arm length, c is  the speed of light and A i:, 
the laser wavelength.  The level of radiation pressure noise falls  off  at  higher 
frequency and at a given frequenc:y the noise increases with Rn. 
Radiation pressure and shot noise  contribute to the  "optical noise":  the to-
tal optical noise  level  is  the quadrature sum of the:-;e.  It  can be  :-;(,(,11  from 
equatiollt'  1.14:  and  1.15  tlwt radiation  pre:-;:-;ure  noi:-;('  dominate:,  at  the  10\\' frequency end of the spectrum and shot noise at high frequencies.  Since in-
creasing the input laser power reduces shot noise but increases radiation pres-
sure noise for  each frequency,  there clearly exists an optimal input power
1  at 
which hshot =  hradiation pressure[14].  The minimum of optical noise at this power 
is described as the quantum limit and in principle could be the limiting factor 
for  the current generation of detectors[43].  A recent study[44]  has suggested, 
however,  that for  an interferometer using signal recycling  (see  section  1.6.1) 
the radiation pressure and photon shot noise  may be correlated,  leading to 
an altered quantum noise  limit which may be below the standard quantum 
limit for  some configurations.  However,  below several hundred Hz  the quan-
tum limit is  below other sources of noise for  current detectors;  in particular 
seismic noise tends to limit performance at low frequencies and thermal noise 
at higher frequencies. 
1.5.2  Seismic Noise 
Indirect coupling 
Seismic noise originates from environmental phenomena such as ocean WC1\"eS, 
earth tremors, traffic and people.  There are two complementary strategies for 
dealing with seismic  noise.  The first  is  to site the detector in  a  seismicall~" 
quiet region.  In  addition, one must isolate the test masses, for  example using 
pendulums:  GE0600 uses triple pendulums.  A single, low loss pendulum wit h 
resonant frequency  fo  will  provide attenuation of rv  (fo/ f?  at  a  frequency 
f  »fo.  A  greater factor can be achieyed  at  a  frequency  f  b~"  using mon' 
pendulun1 stages.  This technique provides greater attenuation in the horizollt al 
direction than in the \Oertical;  this is  becanse the resonant  frequencies  of the 
horizontal n10des are 10\n'1' t han those of the H'rtical modes.  G EO(i(ll) empl().\'S a  triple suspension system with two  sets of cantilever springs to giYe  a  low 
vertical resonant frequency and hence sufficient  vertical isolation  [45] .  LIGO 
uses single pendulum suspensions but it should be noted that Advanced LIGO 
will  use  a  quadruple pendulum design,  with three sets of cantilever blades, 
adapted from the current G E0600 design. 
Direct coupling 
There is  another source of seismic noise from which the test masses cannot 
be isolated.  This is  noise caused by direct gravitational coupling between the 
masses and objects moving in the wider environment of the detector[46,  47]. 
There is  no easy way to reduce this on the ground although ways of sensing 
and correcting for this noise are being proposed[48].  Currently this noise sets 
an important lower limit to the bandwidth of ground based detectors at low 
frequency [49] . 
1.5.3  Thermal noise 
Thermal noise arises from the random vibrations of atoms in the mirrors of an 
interferometer and their suspensions.  The thermal noise for  a mirror and its 
suspension is peaked at the resonances of that system; there exists ~kBT  energy 
per degree of freedom of the system at a given temperature.  It is  possible to 
shape the thermal noise so that its spectral contribution is  minilni~ed in  the 
operating bandwidth of the gravitational wave detector.  In particular \H' lll'1.\O 
concentrate the noise  at the resonances  of the mirror and suspcllsion.  t Im;-; 
reducing the off resonance noise.  Since the frequencies of the reson311(,C;-; \\'ill be 
well known, t  he~o can then in  man~o CClses  be relllmoed fronl the detection hand 
using notch filters.  The nlCljor  sources of thermal noise includ(' the penduluIll modes of the suspensIOn,  the violin  modes of the suspension wires  and the 
internal thermal noise in the test masses themselves.  The resonances in the 
suspension tend to be at low frequency and the resonances of the test masse~ 
themselves tend to start much higher (> 10 kHz for GEO and LIGO). Hence 
the internal modes of the masses will not intrude on the detection band. 
For current detectors, GE0600 in particular, thermal noise from the internal 
modes of the masses is one of the most significant noise sources; i.e.  to reduce 
overall noise further it is  necessary to reduce thermal noise.  Hence the reduc-
tion of the contribution of thermal noise to the total noise level of a detector 
over its operating bandwidth is one of the most important areas of research in 
the gravitational wave detector field.  In chapter 2 aspects of thermal noise at 
its minimisation will be discussed. 
1.5.4  Other Noise Sources 
There exist other noise sources, mainly concerned with the laser.  For example, 
both the laser frequency  and intensity are  subject to fluctuation.  The use 
of RF modulation moves  the measurement frequency  to a  frequency  where 
intensity noise is insignificant.  In addition, frequency noise can be reduced by 
using a frequency stable reference cavity.  For a Michelson interferometer with 
matching arm lengths, any common mode noise, such as frequency nobe. will 
cancel between the arms and not intrude on the output signal.  Allot her source 
of "laser" noise is scattered light.  This scattered light will haye a random plw:-;c 
which consequently contaminates the main beam.  Scattering can be reduced 
b~' a series of baffies within the beam tubes. 
ThennorefractiYe noise arises from the temperature dependence of r he refr,\('-
tin' indict's of the lnateriab used in the bulk of the heamsplit tel'  and in  the 
25 dielectric  coatings used  as  mirrors on the test masses.  There exist  natural 
fluctuations in the temperature of the materials which gives rise to changing 
refractive indices of the materials.  These changes alter the phase of the trans-
mitted light through the beamsplitter or the reflectivity of the mirror coatings 
which leads to phase noise[50]. 
Finally,  the suspension systems (and indeed the entire interferometer)  sit  in 
vacuum during operation.  This vacuum is  unlikely  to be perfect,  however. 
Residual gas is a source of thermal noise as it is a source of dissipation (viscous 
damping).  Secondly,  however,  there will exist density fluctuations in the gas 
giving rise to fluctuations in the index of refraction of the arms, and hence in 
the relative phases of the light from the two arms. 
1.6  GE0600 
The GE0600 gravitational wave detector is currently undergoing commission-
ing in Ruthe, near Hannover, Germany.  Construction on the detector began in 
1995.  It was conceived and designed on the basis of experience gained from the 
Glasgow 10 m interferometer and the 30 m interferometer at the Max-Planck-
Institut fur  Quantenoptik in Garching,  near Munich,  Germany.  GE0600 is 
now  being developed by a  collaboration of groups from  the Albert  Eillsteill 
Institute at Hannover and Golm,  the Max-Planck-Institut fur  Quantenoptik 
at Garching, the University of Glasgow, the University of Wales,  Cardiff with 
contributions from the Laser-Zentrum, Hannover. 
GE0600 is  a delay line interferometer with 600m ann length,  PO\\'(Tcd 1)\'  all 
injection-locked laser-diode-pumped l\d:YAG s~'st('nl with an output powcr of 
12\Y  (the optical layout schen1e  is  S11m\"11  in figure  1. 7).  Light  from  t he  Ll~(  '1' 
')('  - ) is  passed through two modecleaners to reduce  beam geometry noi  e [51]. Th 
interferometer mirrors are suspended as  triple pendulums to provide  el  11l1C 
isolation. 
slave laser 
master 
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mirror 
mirror 
fa r mirror 
near mirror 
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output 
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photodetector 
Figure 1. 7:  The optical  layout of  GE0600 
far mirrol 
To reduce fluctuations in the optical path length due to a fluctuating index of 
refraction in the beam tube, the entire optical system i  held in a vacuum; the 
current pressure is in the upper  10- 9  mbar region[9]. 
GE0600  employs  two  different suspension  arrangements.  The  mod cl  an  r 
mirrors are suspended in a double pendulum system with an upper ma  mad 
of stainless steel and a lower mass made of fused  ilica.  Reaction pendulum , 
placed a few millimetres behind many of the mirrors in th  interferomet r, . r 
u ed to provide a stable platform from which to give actuation for Ion 'itudin' 1 
control.  The lower mas  of this doubl  pendulum ha  oil  on it  urfa  \\'hi '11 
int ract with  magnets attached to the back  0  the m  d  clean  r  mirror.  he' 
whol  u  pensIOn  IS  upport  d on thr  leg ~  each of whi  h  ntain' a .'ta 'k  ( r 
tw  la  IV  i olation and '  r  tati  nal fl -xure  t  is  lat  th  PCll tllllllll further from seismic noise. The entire suspension can be seen in fi cyure 1. 
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Figure 1.8:  The modecleaner suspension system  used in  GE0600 (suspen  ion 
here shown without reaction mass) 
The suspension systems for  the end mirrors  (figure  l.9) are similar  in  many 
respects,  but  have  additional  aspects for  further  noise reduction.  The most 
obvious difference  is that a  triple pendulum is  now  employed  which  use  an 
additional fused silica mass between the upper steel mass and the fused silica 
test mass.  The upper mass is suspended from cantilever springs  (or  "blade") 
which provide vertical isolation.  The additional fused silica mass  (the  "inter-
mediate"  mass)  is suspended by wire loops from the upper steel ma s. Th  6 
kg lower  mass is jointed  to the intermediate mass  by fused silica  fibr  , thu 
creating a  quasi-monolithic fused  silica suspen  ion.  In  thi  a  e the reaction 
pendulurns use electrostatic force  to act on the test nla  in  tead of coil  and 
magnets; magnets on the back of the test mass would 1 ad to an incr  '1 '  in t h 
thermal noise.  The three  stacks  upporting the triple p  ndulu111  'u,'p  11:-11 )11.' 
have on  pas  iv  and  n  active layer, and a flex pivot for r  tation' 1  i ,~ ( lHti(  11. 
A pi  tur  of thi  typ  of su  pen  ion in talled in t h  G  0 
hown in fi 'ur  1.10. 
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Figure L9:  The  end test mass suspension system  used in GE0600 
The purpose of this quasi-monolithic suspension design is to minimise thermal 
noise;  this will be discussed in full in chapter 2. 
1.6.1  Dual recycling 
One of the major design aims of GE0600 is to approach closely the expected 
sensitivity of the longer  LIGO type detectors over  a certain frequency  band. 
As mentioned earlier, this is being enabled by the use of more advanced tech-
nology  The first  exam pIe of this was  seen  in the previous section w  h  r  th 
quasi-monolithic suspension systems were described.  Another  advance  i  the 
xtension  of recycling to not only the power  in the system  (pow r r  cycling) 
but  also the signal sidebands in the output of the detector  ( ignal r  cyclin -). Figure 1.10:  The quasi monolithic silica  suspension system used in GE0600 
Power Recycling 
GE0600  is  operated  with  a  dark  fringe  at  it  output  a  di  eu  'ed  in  s  '-
tion  1.4.2.  In  this  configuration,  1110  t  of  the  light  inj  ted  int  th  int "r-
f rometer  will b  reflected back towards the 1a  er  y'tem:  in eff  't.  t h  III  r-
f  romet  r  act  a  on  high1  refle  ti  .  n111TOr.  partia ll ~ '  r  fl  'tin'  min  r 
pl'  -d  betw  n  th  1a  rand th  int  rferom  t  r  pl'  p  r  will  therdore  yin '  a 
30 cavity between that mirror and the effective mirror of the interferometer[52J. 
If this cavity is  held on resonance there will be a buildup of light within this 
cavity which in turn leads to a power increase at the beamsplitter of the in-
terferometer.  The increase in G E0600 is anticipated to be rv2000,  leading to 
a power at the beamsplitter of rvl0 kW; this in turn leads to an improvement 
in the shot noise limited sensitivity of,  in principle,  a factor of V2000  ~  --15 
(equation 1.14). 
Signal Recycling 
Any differential change in the arm length of the interferometer such as  that 
which might result from an incident gravitational wave will cause light to leak 
out of the interferometer.  A  further mirror placed after  the interferometer 
to reflect  the light  back  will  form  another cavity:  the signal  recycling  cav-
ity.  At certain Fourier frequencies  this cavity will  enhance the light  power 
representing the signal.  Thus the signal is  enhanced at certain frequencies; 
the interferometer can be tuned by changing the position of the signal recy-
cling mirror and the bandwidth can be varied by altering the reflectivity of 
this mirror[53].  Figures 1.11  and 1.12 show noise curves for  both broad and 
narrow band operation; figure  1.11  shows the broadband mode and 1.12  the 
narrowband. 
1.7  Advanced LIGO 
As  was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the work in this t  l[(\~i~ 
is  directl~' applicable to Advanced LIGO, the proposed upgrade to the LICO 
project.  In this section a brief sumnlary will be gin'll of the main  featllr('~ of 
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Figure 1.11:  Expected noise curves for GE0600 (Broadband configuration) 
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Figure 1.12:  Expected noise curves for GE0600 (Narrowband configuration) 
the upgrade. 
32 1.7.1  Suspension Design/ Test Masses 
The current LIGO suspension design, in contrast to GE0600, is a single pen-
dulum with a 10.7 kg fused silica test mass.  The mass is suspended b~' a single 
steel wire loop and control is achieved using magnets attached to the back and 
sides of the mirror [54].  The proposed changes are detailed in table 1.3 
Design feature  LIGO  Adv LIGO 
Mass  10.7 kg Silica  40 kg Sapphire 
Pendulum type  Single  Quadruple 
Test mass suspension  Steel wire  Silica fibres/ ribbons 
Local control point  At test mass  At highest point in pendulum chain 
Table 1.3:  Comparison of  features of LIGO with its proposed upgrade Advanced 
LIGO 
The local control point refers to the point at which signals are applied to damp 
the low  frequency resonances of the pendulum.  Global control of Advanced 
LIGO, used to control the interferometer, will possibly be achieved using elec-
trostatic forces  on the test masses themselves.  The use of sapphire is  due to 
its extremely low intrinsic loss [55].  The quadruple pendulum system will give 
additional seismic  isolation.  The use  of control at the upper stages  of  the 
pendulum as opposed to at the test mass level will reduce the level of control 
noise,  as well as removing the requirement of having magnets attached to the 
back of the test mass which currently leads to greater thermal noise. 
Optical Layout 
The other major changes to LIGO involve  the optical  lR~'out,  \\'hich  will  be 
altered b,' the addition of an additional rec~'c  ling mirror at the interferomet  ('1' 
output to provide signal n'c~'cling. 8S well  RS  a lle\Y IRscr oper8ting 8t  rv 200 \\'. 
33 1.8  Conclusion 
The experimental search for  gravitational waves has been carried out for  over 
30 years.  We find ourselves now on the threshold of a new stage in this search 
as  a  number of broadband detectors reach the commissioning stage of their 
construction.  First generation ground based interferometric detectors are ex-
pected to reach sensitivities of rv 10-22/ ffz  over the frequency range of a few 
Hz to a few  kHz, with mature detectors being improved by a factor of 10-15 
over the next ten years.  Amongst the most likely sources to be observed are 
black hole/black hole binaries. 
GE0600 is  now  in  the commissioning phase and uses  advanced  techniques 
which should reach a sensitivity approaching that of the longer detectors.  This 
will allow it to run coincidentally with LIGO. An advanced design of LIGO is 
expected to begin implementation in the 2006 timeframe. 
Within the next ten years LISA will be launched which will allow observations 
to be made in the millihertz region of gravitational radiation. Chapter 2 
Thermal Noise 
Associated with every degree of freedom of a  mechanical system is  ~kBT of 
thermal energy  (with kB  Boltzmann's constant and T  temperature),  by  the 
Equipartition Theorem.  Such  a  mechanical  system is  the mirror  and sus-
pension system used in an interferometric gravitational wave detector.  This 
energy manifests itself as thermally induced motion of the system.  The com-
bined motion due to all degrees of freedom of the suspension is such that this 
displacement noise (thermal noise) is potentially of the same order as the dis-
placement of the mirror due to an incident gravitational wave in the operating 
bandwidth of the detector.  The reduction of the effect of thermal noise on the 
sensitivity of the detector within its operating bandwidth is thus an important 
area of research. 
The most  obvious route to the reduction of thermal nOIse  is  to reduce  1 he 
temperature at which  the detector operates;  indeed,  resonant  bar detectors 
alrcad~' 1lse  this method[28].  Cryogenic techniques are being  ('()ll~id( ']'(\d  and 
illvestigated for  f1lture  interferometric  detector~ (for  example  in  .Japan[:')()i), 
but  arc not in pL1CC'  for  the current generation of detectors. 
35 The integrated level of thermal noise present in a current generation suspension 
would therefore appear to be a fixed  quantity; however methods exist  \yhich 
can shape  this noise over the frequency domain. 
Initially in this chapter a more detailed introduction to thermal noise  ,,~ill be 
gIven. 
2.1  The First Observations of Thermal Noise 
In 1  *52 Robert Brown observed the erratic, random movement of pollen grains 
suspended  in water[57];  he  believed  this  motion to be  associated  with  the 
pollen grains themselves.  In 1905 Einstein noted that the motion was  instead 
associated with the water[58].  He saw that the random motion of the grains 
arose  as  a  result of random fluctuations in the number of impacts of welter 
molecules on the grains.  Einstein realised that these impacts also resulted in 
the pollen grains losing kinetic energy as they moved through the water.  This 
was  the first  instance of a  relationship being recognised between fluctuation 
(which, in this case, excites the system on a microscopic scale i.e.  the random 
displacement of the pollen grains) and dissipation (which dissipates energy. ill 
this case on a macroscopic scale i.e.  the viscosity of the water). 
Later, Callen et al[59, 60]  developed a general form of this association betwccn 
fluctuation and dissipation which forms the basis of the study of thermallloisc 
in gravitational wave detectors.  It was called the Fluctuation Dissipi:1tioll The-
orem. 
36 2.2  The Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem 
The fluctuation dissipation theorem relates the power spectral density of the 
thermal driving force Sj(w) to the real (or dissipative) part of the impedance. 
Z (w)  of the mechanical system in question in the following way: 
(2.1 ) 
Since  Z  ~, where v  is  the resultant velocity due to an applied force  F. 
this may be equivalently written in terms of the power spectral density of the 
thermal displacement, Sx (w); 
(2.2) 
where Y(w), the admittance of the system, is equivalent to Z-l(W). 
Hence,  if we  can macroscopically describe the impedance of a system, we  are 
immediately able to determine the relevant thermal noise contribution. 
2.3  Potential sources of dissipation 
On consideration of a suspension s~'stem. there are a number of possible ~011n'('~ 
of dissipation of energy, both in the suspension and also in the tc~t  lWl~~ ib('lf 2.3.1  External suspension dissipation 
The first source is that of residual gas molecules within an imperfect vacuum 
causing viscous  damping.  This is  perhaps the most  clear  analogue  to the 
original pollen grain observation. 
Other possible sources of dissipation are: 
•  Energy loss due to eddy current damping or hysteresis 
•  Suspension point friction 
•  Electrostatic charging of the test mass 
•  Energy loss due to surface damage of the suspension fibres 
These sources should be able to be reduced by the design of the pendulum 
system and so should not lead to high levels of noise. 
2.3.2  Internal dissipation 
Once the external sources of dissipation have been removed or reduced to an 
insignificant level, the dominant source of dissipation (OL  equivalently".  damp-
ing)  in these circumstances will be internal damping in the suspension  wir('~ 
and test masses.  Internal damping arises from  a  process known  a~ nne/nstir 
relaxation. 
Consider a  force  acting on a  mass.  The reaction of the body to th,lt  forc(' 
will not be instantanCOll;';.  due to internal ilnperfections in  t he solid.  The t ilJl(, 
tilkCll for thi;.; reaction i~ knmYll  a;.;  the relaxation time:  thi~ proce~:-; i~ Cl.IH'la:-:tic 
3~ relaxation.  To find the thermal noise contribution of such a process. consider 
first  the standard reaction force  experienced by a  dissipationless simple har-
monic oscillator,  F  =  -kx, Hooke's Law.  Anelastic relaxation introduces a 
time delay that in the frequency domain appears as a phase lag: 
F =  -k[l + i¢(w)]x  (2.3) 
where ¢(  w)  is the loss angle or factor. It represents the phase lag in radians of 
the response x  of the system to the applied force  F.  The equation of motion 
of a harmonic oscillator displaying internal friction is: 
F(w)x(w) =  -mw
2 + k[l + i¢(w)]x(w)  (2.4) 
In  order to calculate the impedance we  need this in velocity form: 
F(w) = iwmv(w) - i k [1 + i¢(w )]v(w) 
w 
(2.5) 
where x = v/iw if we  take x  ex:  eiwt.  This gives Z = F/v as: 
k.  .  (  k)  k  Z(w) =  iwm - i-[l  + z¢(w)]  = z  wm - - + ¢(w)- w  w  w 
(2.6) 
We,  however, want Y =  Z-l: 
39 y  =  Z-l  W 
k¢(w) + i(w2m - k) 
1  ¢(w)~ - i (wm - ~) 
~¢(w) + i (wm - ~) .  ¢(w)~ - i (wm - ~) 
¢(w)~ - i (wm - ~) 
[¢(w)~]2 + (wm _  ~)2 
This may be simplified by using k =  w5m : 
y  =  ¢(w)mw6/w - i (wm - mW6/w) 
[¢(w)mw6/w]2 + (wm - mW5/w)2 
If this expression is substituted in equation 2.2 we  get: 
4kBT 
-2-R(Y(W)) per Hz 
w 
4kBT  ¢(w)mw6/w 
w2  [¢(w)mw6/w]2 + (wm - mW6/w)2 
4kBT  ¢(w)w6 
w  m[¢2(w)w6 + (w6  - w2)2] 
2.3.3  The Internal Loss Factor ¢(w) 
(2. i) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
In this section two possibilities are presented for  the form  that the internal 
loss factor ¢(  w)  nlCl~" take, frequC'llcy  dependent and frequency independellt. 
One fonn of frequ('nc~" dependent loss "would take the form ¢(  v":)  =  Jv.-'  \\"11(,1'e  .-j 
is  SOllH' constant.  Substituting into equation 2.3  gi\"c:-;  a:-;  the imagillary t(lrm: 
40 Fjriction =  -bv  (2.1-±) 
where v  =  iwx and b =  kf3.  This velocity dependence results in this form  of 
loss being called internal viscous damping. 
There is,  however,  evidence which suggests that it is  more likely that many 
substances do not exhibit velocity damping.  Experiments  [61 ] suggest that a 
frequency  independent loss  is  more realistic.  Such a  damping form  is  called 
"structural" damping. It is thought that in such a situation there exist many 
internal damping mechanisms which all contribute to a total loss factor.  Each 
of these mechanisms has its own resonant peak (known commonly RS  a Debye 
peak) at a characteristic frequency of the process; it is  at these peaks that the 
individual loss  factors  (which  are  frequency dependent)  are at a  maximum. 
The frequencies  of the separate resonant peaks range over  several  orders of 
magnitude.  Between these frequencies  (where the bandwidth of gravitational 
wave detectors is  thought to lie)  the overall observed loss factor is  essentially 
constant  [62] . 
Hence for all intents and purposes we  may consider the internal damping loss 
factor  to be constant,  with one important exception.  This is  thermoelastic 
damping and will be dealt with later in this chapter. 
The level  of thermal displacement  noise  is  crucial to current  ground  based 
gravitational wave detectors and so predicting the correct form of the internRl 
loss  is  very  important.  It is  extremely difficult  to measure  the  loss  factor 
¢(  w)  Rt  frequencies interesting for gravitational \\'cl\'e detection for  ,t pendululll 
s~'stenl because its magnitude is  ver~' small.  :-\  technique is  available.  hm\"('\"CL 
which  will  allow  us  to  n1easure  the  le\'('l  of  the  internal  loss  fclct or  at  the 
reSOllallce of H  s~'sten1. 
41 It is  first  interesting to note that the definition by French[63]  of the  qualit~· 
factor, Q,  of a resonant system in terms of its damping coefficient  b.  mass  Tn 
and resonant frequency Wo  is, 
Q(  ) 
_  mwo 
Wo  ---
b 
(:2.15) 
The  damping  term  in  a  resonant  system  comes  from  the  real  part  of  its 
impedance Z.  From equation 2.6 we  see that in the case of internal damping 
it is  ¢(w)~ which is  equivalent to b in equation 2.15  (note that b is  constant 
for  velocity damping and variable for  structural).  Substitution into equation 
2.15  (with w = wo)  leads to a relationship between Q(wo)  and ¢(wo): 
1 
Q(wo)  =  ¢(wo)  (2.16) 
The technique for  measuring the loss of a system is  consequently to measure 
the loss  (or Q)  at resonance and then, where applicable, to assume structural 
damping to evaluate the loss at all frequencies. 
2.4  Thermal Noise Level 
2.4.1  Single resonance 
\Vc  are now in a  position to calculate the level of thernlal noise  present  in  a 
sinlple resonant system such as  that presented  Clh()n~.  Following  this.  t('ch-
niques for  calculating the thernlal noise contribution of a mally'  mode  ~\·~t(,lll 
such as that present in reality' \yill  be prescnted. 
-1:2 Recall initially equation 2.13.  There are three distinct regions of interest in 
the frequency domain; firstly,  the region far below resonance, ie W «  Wo: 
4kBT  ¢(w)w5 
W  m[¢2(w)W6 + (w5 - W2)2] 
(  4  per Hz  mw W O¢2(W) + w6) 
mww5(¢2(W) + 1)  (2.17) 
which, assuming ¢2 (w) « 1 becomes: 
(2.18) 
Secondly, consider the situation far above resonance, ie W > > Wo: 
(2.19) 
which becomes, if again it is assumed ¢2 (w)  «  1: 
(2.20) 
From equations 2.18  and 2.20  it can be seen that the thermal displacement 
spectral density can be greatly reduced if the mechanical loss  factor  is  very 
small (hence ¢(  w) «  1).  However, since energy must be conserved (recall the 
equipartition theorem does in fact  give  the total integrated thermal noise  a~ 
43 ~kBT  per mode) the corresponding spectral density at resonance (",-'  =  "'-'0 ""ith 
¢( w) «  1 must be consequently very high: 
(2.21 ) 
Equation 2.18 can be used to calculate the thermal noise spectral density below 
the frequency of the internal test mass resonances which is where the detection 
band for  gravitational wave detectors lies. 
2.5  Multi Resonance System 
In reality,  the suspension systems used in  gravitational wave  detectors have 
several resonance modes.  One method of calculating the thermal noise contri-
bution below resonance would be to generalise 2.18 as follows: 
(2.22) 
Where ¢internal
n  is  the loss  factor associated ,,'ith the  nth  internal mode and 
On m  is  the effective mass of the same mode.  an  is  an empirical factor char-
acterising the coupling between the internal mode and the optical mode ;md 
depends on the laser beam \\'idth[64] , the lllc-lSS of the lllirror and the rCS()]l<lllt 
frequency u.,'Il' 
There is,  hm\'C"CL a problenl ,,'ith this method.  Clll(lsS  the l()ss(ls  in  the Itl<lSS are evenly distributed throughout the mass (homogenous), this method is in-
correct.  The reason for  this is that in the case of inhomogeneous loss modes, 
the modes may share a common Langevin driving force;  there exists a corre-
lation between the modes which means that the summation is inaccurate. 
There are two solutions to this problem.  The first is to enumerate these mode 
correlations  [65]  and the second is  to use a different  method to calculate the 
thermal noise in the first place.  Levin[66]  considered the effect of applying an 
oscillating pressure to the front face  of the form: 
_r2/r2  e  0 
P =  Fo  2  cos(wt) 
'lITO 
(2.23) 
where Fo  is  a constant force  amplitude and ro  is the radius of the laser beam 
at a  point where  the intensity of the beam has fallen  to a  point  lie of its 
maximum.  This Gaussian profile matches that of the laser beam.  Levin derives 
the admittance in terms of a power averaged over  a period  27r I  w calculated 
from the applied force to give the following: 
IR[Y(w)]1  =  2W~iSS 
Fo 
(2.24) 
where Wdiss  is  the power fed  into the mass by the oscillating pressure.  This 
results in a thermal noise spectral density of: 
(2.25) 
Using  the Wdiss  calculated in[67]  for  a  half infinite mass,  the thermal noise 
spectral density due to internal loss  in  a  test  mass  at temperature T  at  a 
frequency well below resonance is as follows: 
45 Property  Value 
Y (kg/ms2)  7.2 x 1010 
(J  0.17 
ro  (m)  0.017[68] 
¢  fused silica  5 X  10-8 
T  (K)  300 
w  (8-1)  27r  X  50 
Table 2.1:  Properties used in calculation of J  Sx (w)  for fused silica 
(2.26) 
where (J  and Yare the Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus of the test mass 
material respectively.  We  may calculate the thermal motion, J  Sx (w),  for  the 
GE0600 test mass material fused  silica using the values  given  in  table 2.l. 
This gives a value  SX/used silicJW) =  2.9  X  10-20  m/viHz.1 
Nakagawa et al.[69,  70,  71]  have developed a method of calculating the ther-
mal noise in a half infinite test mass.  The basic technique they used was to 
relate the loss parameters to the power spectrum of the 2 point displacement 
correlation function.  They do this by relating the power spectral density to 
the linear response of a body under traction using the method of Kubo[72]. 
This method was  first  used to analyse a test mass of homogeneous loss,  the 
results of which  agreed with the Levin result given  in equation 2.26.  Most 
recently, they have calculated that the addition of a slab of different material 
properties to the surface of the substrate (for example a coating layer) would 
1 It should be noted that there is a correction factor for finite masses, which is calculated 
for  a 30kg sapphire mass (as proposed for  use in Advanced LIGO)  test mass in  [67].  The 
correction factor is of order unity for  TO  rv 10  X  10-
3  m 
46 increase the thermal noise contribution of the mass by a factor: 
R  1 + {_1_  2  (1 + (J coating)  ¢coating  Ysubstrate}  X 
ft  (1  - (J substrate) (1  - (J  coating) ¢  substrate  Ycoating 
( 'J  ,)-) 
-.-1 
{  [(1 - 2(J  .  ) + (1  _ 2  )2 (1 +  (Jsubstrate)2  (  Ycoating  )  2] 
coatmg  (J substrate  (  2 
1 +  (J coating)  Ysubstrate  (~)} 
where d is  the thickness of the slab of coating,  w  is  the radius of the laser 
beam where the amplitude has fallen to l/e of its maximum, Y is the Young's 
modulus of each component and (J  is  the Poisson's ratio of each component. 
Yamamoto  [65]  derived an "advanced"  modal expansion technique which cal-
culates the coupling between modes to render the modal expansion method 
more  accurate.  This advanced modal expansion also  agrees  with corrected 
Levin method.  He then calculated the thermal noise due to a silica lllC1SS using 
finite element analysis (see section 4.3 for a description of this type of analysis) 
with Levin's method and compared the results to the same calculation using a 
traditional modal expansion.  This confirmed the discrepancy between the tra-
ditional modal expansion technique.  He  performed further experimellt:-; using 
an aluminium drum which confirmed the Levin  approach for  inhomogenous 
loss. 
2.6  Thermoelastic Damping 
It was commented in SE'ction  2.3.3  that there existed a  form  of internal  I():-;~ 
which was not COllsLlllt  \\"ith  frequenc~", thermoelastic damping.  \ \"hell all  (d)-
jed, for  example a sllspension \\"ire.  bewb back and forth there  i~ differcntial heating across the object.  While one side expands (and cools) the other con-
tracts (and is heated) and vice versa, hence causing a thermal gradient across 
the object.  This leads to a flow  of heat as the material attempts to return to 
thermal equilibrium, which is  a source of dissipation. 
When the system is  at rest,  local temperature fluctuations  lead  to motion 
through the thermal expansion coefficient  a  =  Z-1  (:~).  The mechanical loss 
associated with thermoelastic damping is  given by Nowick and Berry as[73] 
(:2.28) 
where Y  is  the Young's modulus, a  the thermal coefficient of expansion,  p is 
the density, T  is the relaxation time and C is the specific heat per unit volume 
of the  suspension  wire  material.  For  a  cylindrical  fibre~  the characteristic 
frequency (the frequency at which the maximum loss occurs) is  given by 
ichar 
1 
27fT 
K, 
2.16 pCd2  (2.29) 
where K,  is the thermal conductivity of the material and d the diameter of the 
suspension fibre. 
If, instead of a cylindrical fibre, a fibre with rectangular cross section (a ribbon) 
is  used. this characteristic frequency becomes: 
7f1-l 
ichar =  2pCt2 
(2.30) where t  is  the thickness of the ribbon.  This allows  the frequency  at "ohich 
maximum thermoelastic damping occurs to be altered while maintaining the 
same tension in the suspension wire. 
Recently, this theory has been extended to include a temperature dependent 
Young's modulus.  This leads to a replacement of a  in equation 2.28  b~o the 
following effective thermal coefficient of expansion[74]; 
a  ff =  a  _  (~  dY)  0"0 
e  Y dT  Y  (2.31) 
where  0"0  is  the stress on the fibre.  This indicates that it would be possible, 
given the correct stress, to set aeff to zero (providing that the Young's mod-
ulus is  in fact temperature dependent).  This would then remove the effect of 
thermoelastic damping from the suspension fibres. 
Braginsky et al. [75]  have derived a  similar expression for  the power spectral 
density for the thermoelastic damping in a test mass; 
(2.32) 
where ro  is the beam radius at the point where its intensity has fallen  to l/e 
of the maximum value.  This expression was derived for  an infinite test mass: 
Liu and Thorne[67] determined a correction factor for finite test masses.  This 
factor, which is dependent on the dimensions of the test mass, is of order unin" 
for typical test masses. 2.7  The Dilution Factor 
It has been noted that the test mass is suspended in a pendulum to attenuate 
seismic noise  (section  1.5.2).  A  pendulum will  also  have  associated with it 
thermal noise which may be reduced by careful construction.  There are two 
main methods involved  in this.  The first  is  to set  the pendulum resonant 
frequency to be below that of the detection bandwidth of the interferometer, 
so  that at 50  Hz  the thermal noise  due to the pendulum will  be that given 
by equation 2.20 with the total pendulum loss factor ¢pendtotal  substituted for 
¢(w).  Secondly, as will be explained below, this loss factor is  much less than 
that for the intrinsic loss of the material used to manufacture the suspension 
WIres. 
Consider  a  pendulum,  mass  m,  hanging at rest  from  a  rigid  support  by  a 
suspension wire of length l.  Now,  consider what happens if the pendulum is 
pushed to one side.  There will be two restoring forces acting on the pendulum; 
the transverse elastic force  and the gravitational restoring force.  If the wire 
is  thin then most of the restoring force  will come from  gravity;  the wire will 
bend only in a small region at the top near the suspension point  [76].  Since the 
gravitational restoring force is lossless, the only loss will come from the small 
contribution from the transverse elastic spring constant which is  itself a small 
fraction of the total spring constant. 
Following this qualitative example, we can now proceed to derive all expre:-;:-;ioll 
for  the pendulum loss factor with respect to the intrinsic loss of the material 
from which the suspension is  manufactured.  First. consider the following  al-
ternative description of loss: 1 
¢(wo)  =  Q(wo) 
EZost  per  cycle 
27r Estored 
p.33) 
The energy lost per cycle is in this case dissipated in the bending of the wire. 
The energy stored in bending the wire is: 
1  2  E  t  d  =  -k .  x  s  ore  wire  2  wzre  (2.3.J) 
where x  is  the horizontal displacement of the pendulum from its equilibrimll 
position and k wire is the elastic spring constant of the wire. 
The energy lost per cycle is  a fraction a  of the total elastic energy; 
1  2 
EZost  per  cycle  =  "2akwireX 
The total energy stored in a cycle of the swinging pendulum is 
1  2 
Estoredpend =  "2  (kwire + k grav ) x 
where k grav is  the effective  "spring constant" associated with gravity[77] 
Hence 
and 
mg 
k grav =  -z-
51 
(2.35 ) 
(2.36) 
(2.37) rPpendtotal ( Wo ) 
1  k  2  '2ct  wire  X 
27r ~ (kwire + kgrav) X2 
27r (kwire + kgrav) 
Dividing equation 2.39 by equation 2.38 gives the following: 
rPpendtotal ( Wo ) 
rPmattotal ( Wo ) 
kwire 
kwire + kgrav 
Since kgrav » kwire  (provided the wire is thin), this simplifies to: 
'""  ()  I"V  '""  ()  k
wire 
Y-'pendtotal  Wo  I"V  Y-'mattotal  Wo  -k -
grav 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41 ) 
Thus the loss factor displayed by the pendulum mode is a reduced level of that 
associated with the suspension material, again since kgrav »  kwire.  The value 
~wire is known as the dilution factor. 
grav 
The situation may now be generalised to that of n suspension wires of length 
l suspending a mass m. 
The elastic spring constant of a bending wire under tension is given by[77] 
nJTYI 
kwire =  2[2  (2.42) 
where T is the tension per wire, Y  is the Young's modulus of the wire material 
and I  is the moment of cross sectional area (1l"~4  for a cylindrical wire of radius 
r).  Substituting for  kwire  and kgrav  (equations 2.37  and 2.42)  into equation 
2.41  gives: 
52 nvTYI 
¢pendtotal (WO)  =  ¢maitotal (WO)  2mgl  (2.43) 
This can be generalised further by the addition of a factor ~ which has value 1 
or 2 depending on whether the wires are constrained to bend only at the top 
or at the top and bottom respectively: 
(2.44) 
Note that although equation 2.44  is  defined at Wo,  the relationship between 
the pendulum loss  and the material loss  at the same frequency  W  still holds 
for all w. 
2.8  Summary of Suspension System Thermal 
Noise Sources 
We have discussed the fact that thermal noise is greatest at the resonances of a 
system.  In this section a summary is given of all major modes in a suspension 
chain.  These essentially fall  into two major areas;  those due to the internal 
motion of the test mass and those due to the suspension itself. 
2.8.1  Internal Modes 
Thf'se modes, in which the test mass is considered to be an clil~ti(' hod,\', occur 
as  the test mass itself vibrates.  'Yhile the centre of  nlas~ of  the  t('~t  m;\~~ 
renlains fixed the shape of t he  t('~t lllass  change~. Some' of t h('~(' III  ( )( k~ c()llpk 
53 into the interferometer; others do not.  The consequences of these modes are 
dealt with in the later chapters of this thesis. 
The typical materials and geometry of the test masses used in gravitational 
wave  detectors tend to set the lower limit for  the frequencies  of such modes 
at "-'10 kHz.  Thus, as discussed earlier, we  are not concerned with the actual 
resonances (except for  some control issues) but their contribution to thermal 
noise at frequencies much lower than the lowest internal mode. 
2.8.2  Suspension Modes 
The  suspenSIOn  modes  essentially  fall  into  three  groups;  pendulum modes, 
transverse vibrational (or violin) modes and other modes.  In the case of these 
modes, the test mass may be considered to be a rigid body.  These will be dealt 
with in turn. 
Pendulum Mode 
The pendulum mode excited in the direction of the arm of the interferom-
eter has associated with it thermal noise  which will  directly couple into the 
interferometer signal, reducing its sensitivity.  This is because the relative  di~­
placement of the masses will be altered by the thermal motion in the same wa~' 
that it would be altered by an incident gravitational wave.  However.  as  was 
discussed in section 2.7, the resonant frequency of the pendulum mode should 
be set to a  value below the detection bandwidth of a  detector.  Indeed.  tIl<' 
length and cross section of the suspension fibres/ wires is  determined in part 
by this consideration, as we  11  as  b~' considerat  ions of breaking stress and t 11<'1'-
modastic daIllPing.  Thus with careful engineering the thernlalllOis(1 associat(ld with the pendulum mode may be reduced. 
Violin Modes 
The modes occur because of transverse vibrations in the suspenSIOn  chain. 
Unlike  the pendulum modes,  the violin  modes form  a  harmonic series  with 
frequencies within the detection band.  The loss is  reduced from the intrinsic 
loss of the material in the same way as for the pendulum modes; the thermal 
displacement noise of the test mass due to the violin modes is the noise of the 
violin mode suppressed by a factor ~  where m is the mass of pendulum and  mWtre 
mwire is the mass of the suspension fibre/ wire.  If  the damping is homogeneous 
and the rocking mode of the suspension has been constrained then the loss due 
to the violin mode is related to the loss of the pendulum mode in the following 
way  [78 , 79], 
(2.45) 
The loss  of the suspension is  designed to be very low,  hence the thermally 
induced noise  due to the violin  modes will  be concentrated in  very  narrow 
bands around the resonant frequencies.  Thus it would be relatively straight-
forward to notch these frequencies out of the detection band with only a small 
reduction in the useful bandwidth. 
Other Modes 
There is  also thermal noise associated '\'it h the torsional and tilt modes of 1 he 
.  Howe\'cr  the noise due to t hc-;<:,  modes call be kept "'it  hin acc('pt- suspensIOn.  .  .  . 
55 able limits by ensuring that the laser beam is  positioned at the centre of the 
test mass.  The thermal noise due to the vertical spring modes of the suspen-
sion cannot be reduced in the same way; for long baseline detectors the vertical 
modes couple into the horizontal direction by a factor  (arm length/radius of 
the earth) which for  a  4  km arm length detector such as  LIGO is  rv  0.1%. 
Experimental studies of the Glasgow 10 m prototype yield a similar coupling 
factor  [80] . 
2.9  Calculation of Thermal Noise Level Due to 
Test Masses in an Interferometric Gravi-
tational Wave Detector 
We  may use  the methods above  to calculate the thermal noise  due to,  say, 
a  single test mass.  The question remains as  to how these noise  levels  com-
bine in an actual interferometer.  Hence in this section the calculation of the 
summation of thermal noise sources in the GE0600 detector will be detailed. 
The following calculations are valid where the length of time the light remains 
in the interferometer is less than the storage time limit, as discussed in chapter 
1.  Consider the simplified optical layout of GE0600, as shown in figure  2.1. 
This figure shows the order in which the laser beam travels through one of the 
arms.  It is  assumed that paths 2 and 5 are the same length (X2):  as are paths 
3 and 4 (X3). 
This consists of a beamsplitter. two inboard test masses and t\H) outboard t('~t 
Inasses.  It should be noted that the inboard test  lllas~('~  actllClll~"  ~it  ;d()ll,~ the 
:-;,1.1nc  Clxi:-;  ,1S  the end test IllClsses  but are drawn here  to aIle side for  darit~". BS 
x  6 
6 
ETM 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Figure 2.1:  Simplified  optical path of GE0600.  The  length of these  paths  is 
We will discuss the thermal noise contribution to the G\lV signal h in 2 stage . 
Firstly, we will discuss the displacement changes due to motion of the differ  nt 
mirrors.  This will  be  achieved  by  considering the effect of 3 displacements; 
6 xETM,  associated with each end test mass  (ETM),  6 XITM ,  associated with 
inboard test mass (ITM) and 6 5  BS associated with the beamsplitter. 
2.9.1  Displacement Contribution of End Test Mass Per 
Arm 
The path length of one arm before a displacement of 6 x ET  M  will be, according 
to 2.2, 
(2. -±  ) / 
BS  / 
/ 
6 
/ 
X6  / 
'\ 
Figure 2.2:  Optical path length  change caused by  movement of ETM 
Afterwards, the path length will be 
that is,  there will  be an increase of 26xETM  for each  bounce  of the light  off 
the end test mass.  Hence the total displacement increase for  each ETM will 
be 
(2.4  ) 
2.9.2  Displacement Contribution of Inboard Test  Mass 
Per Arm 
The path length of one arm before a displacement of 6 x IT  I  ~  ill  again  I 
('  .  .1.  ) 
according to 2.3. ETM 
BS 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Figure 2.3:  Optical path length  change caused by  movement of ITM 
This time, the path length after displacement will be 
(2.50) 
Hence the total displacement increase for  each ITM will be 
26.XITM  (2.51) 
2.9.3  Displacement Contribution of Beamsplitter 
The contribution of 6.SBS is slightly more complicated since it affect  both arm 
at the same time.  The path length in the  "North"  arm after  a di  plac  m  nt 
6.SBS  (which  in  turn leads to a  displacement  R  in  the axe  of th  ann ', a ' 
shown in figure 2.4)  will be 
(2  .. :2) 
ac  ordinO'  t  2.4. ETM 
Old  BS  position 
/ 
New BS position 
Figure 2.4:  Optical path length change caused by  movement of BS 
Also from figure  2.4, R =  c ~:~lo, giving a displacement 
(2.53) 
The path from the BS  to the ETM is unchanged.  The reason for  this is that 
the motion of the BS only causes the light to hit  a different part  of the ETNI 
(the point at  which the light strikes the ETM moves  slightly to the right). 
The path length after displacement in the "East" arm will be, where the da  hed 
quantities indicate the East arm; 
(2.  c!) 
using similar arguments as were used for  the North arm. 
Henc  the total increa  e in path length due t  th  di 'plac  III  nt  ~ "B .'-, ·  \\'ill  I (' 
o .6SBS  M 
2  =  2v 2.6sBs 
cos 45° 
('J  :- -)  _ ..  J.) 
Now,  these changes  are uncorrelated and so  must  be added in  quadrature. 
Thus the total path change due to thermally induced displacenlents  in  the 
mirrors and beamsplitter is: 
(4.6XETM)2 + (4.6XETM)2 + (2.6XITM)2 + (2.6xITA!)2 + (2V2.6sBS ) 2 
J  32.6X~TM + 8.6x7TM +  8.6s~s  (2.56) 
2.9.4  Path Length Change in Terms of h 
If we  consider now the incidence of a gravitational wave.  how might this dis-
placement change be written in terms of h?  Consider a  gravitational wave 
incident normal to the plane of the detector.  Then, as commented earlier the 
increase in the length of one arm will be .6L = hL/2.  The other arm will  Clt 
the same time decrease in length by the same amount (see figure  2.5).  \'otc 
that we  assume here that the ITMs are close  to the beamsplitter. otherwise 
they would move as well as the end test masses. 
Hence the change in the path length of one arm will  be 2hL /2 on  the initial 
bounce off  the ETM  and  a  further  2hL/2 on  the return,  giving  a  total of 
4hl/2 path length difference.  The change in the other arm will  1)('  the Salll<' 
in Inagnitude but opposite in sign.  These path length difference are combined 
linearh'  hecause they are no'"  correlated.  Thi~ leads to a path length challge  . .  . 
in terms of h as 4h L. 
These two definitions of the path length clWllgC must be equi\"tlent. gi\'illg: 
61 / 
BS  /~  ~ 
/  hL 
/ 
6~ 
2 
Figure 2.5:  Motion of the masses  at the interferometer caused by  an incident 
gravitational wave 
4hL 
h  ~  J326x~TM + 86 x7TM + 86 s15 
L  4 
1 
L 
(2.57) 
This is the total thermal noise contribution of 5 test mas  mIrror  in GE0600. 
An example  value  for  the total  thermal  noi e  contribution may be obtain  1 
by  using  th  value  of Sx(w)  =  6 x2  calculated  for fused  ilica in  ecti  11  '  .5. 
S(w)  =  8.2  X  10- 40  m2/ Hz.  Using  thi  value  for  the thre  cliff  rent  t.vP  "  )f 
luirror yields  an  stirr1ate of th  total  th  rmal  noi'e  ontributi  11  f  r  t  11  t  .. t 
rna  se  th m  Iv  s (negl  ting all oth  r  OUIT  of 10  )  f h =  J .~  lO- :n 2.10  Conclusions 
Thermal nOIse  is  one  of the most  important  nOIse  sources  with  an ilnpact 
on interferometric gravitational wave  detectors.  We  have  discussed  possible 
sources of thermal noise in the suspension systems of a  typical detector and 
methods by which the level of this noise may be reduced where possible.  In 
addition, where the thermal noise cannot be reduced completely methods haye 
been introduced to minimise the impact of the noise, either by the use of notch 
filters or by setting the frequency at which the noise is a maximum to be below 
the detection bandwidth of the detector. 
Finally, a method of combining the thermal noise contribution due to different 
sources in the GE0600 gravitational wave detector was introduced. Chapter 3 
Dielectric coatings 
All  current ground based interferometric gravitational wave  detectors use  a 
multi bounce interferometer design and hence require mirrors with a  ver~' high 
reflectivity.  As a result, metallic mirror coatings are not used since their optical 
absorption is too high [81]  and the high power of the laser system can damage 
the coatings.  Another possible mirror coating is  a  dielectric  coating.  Such 
coatings are more durable than metallic coatings and have a  high degree of 
flexibility in terms of reflectivity and frequency response.  In this chapter the 
nature and process of applying such coatings will be discussed.  Following this, 
the investigation of the magnitude of the potential contribution to the total loss 
factor of a mirror due to the presence of a dielectric coating will be described. 
3.1  Nature of dielectric coatings 
A  dielectric  coating consists  of a  number of  lclH'l'S  of alternating di('l(,<t ric 
111atcl'ials of different refract in' index.  Conlllloll exanlples of sllch materials in 
64 use in coatings are tantalum pentoxide, silica, titanium oxide~ hafnium oxide 
and niobium oxide.  In general, the optical thickness in wavelengths for  highly 
reflecting coatings is the same for each layer.  This optical thickness is  generall~' 
A/4.  The optical thickness is  related to the actual thickness in the following 
way: 
6 = nh  (3.1 ) 
where 6 is  the optical thickness,  n  is  the index of refraction of the material 
at that wavelength and h is  the physical thickness.  Care has to be taken in 
discussions about coatings as to whether physical or optical thickness is meant. 
The  alternating layers  of material have  different  indices  of refraction;  it  is 
this difference which leads to the reflectivity of the coating.  Consider a  1(1:-;c1' 
incident on a  coating of an even number of quarter wave  (6  =  A/4)  layers, 
2N,  of indices  nH  and nL  with  nH  >  nL·  If the beam is  incident  from  a 
material with index no  and the substrate has index n s ,  then the reflectivit~, of 
the coating will be [82](see figure 3.1) 
(3.:2) 
For an odd number of layers 2N + 1 this beCOllle:-; 
Two cOllclusions ('c111 be lllade frOlll t  11f'::-;c equat  i()ll~.  The tir~t i:-;  1 hat 1 he greater substrate  ns 
n
L 
nH 
n
L 
nH 
n
L 
nH 
n
L 
nH 
air  no 
Incident beam 
Figure 3.1:  Diagram of a dielectric coating with 2 different materials in alter-
nating layers 
the number of layers the higher reflectivity and secondly that the greater the 
difference between nL and nH the greater the reflectivity.  This means that for 
a given reflectivity the number of layers can be reduced by using materials with 
widely different indices of refraction; alternatively, if the desired materials hav 
very close indices then a much greater number of layers is required to attain a 
given reflectivity. 
For example, take the case of a 30 quarter wave layer coating made from tantala 
(Ta20 5)  and silica (Si02) ,  with nsilica  = nL = 1.45 and ntantala = nH = 2.03 
at  1064 nm.  Using equation 3.2 this gives a reflectivity of [1  - (1 x  10-
4
) ]. 
Alternatively, if alumina (Al20 3 ,  nalumina. = 1.65)  i  us  d in place of  ili'a  th-
reflectivity drops to [1- (6 x 10- 3)].  In order to r  ach an equivalent reflectivity' 
to th  silica/ tantala coating,  rv 50 layers  v\ ould be required. 
For the work don  in thi  the i  it is nece  ar r to be abl  t  treat  thE  lltirc 
o ,ting as  on i ting of 1  mpo ite Inat  rial a  opp  d  t  2 '  par'lt  mat 'ri-also  This is for the energy calculation which will be discussed in more detail in 
chapter 4.  From composite materials theory, it can be shown that the effective 
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for  an isotropic multilayer coating with 
two different materials are[83, 84] 
(3.-1) 
(3.5) 
where Yx ,  tx  and  (jx  are the Young's modulus,  layer  physical thickness  and 
Poisson's ratio of material X. 
Again, consider our 30 quarter wave layer coating of silica/ tantala.  Substitut-
ing the properties of these two materials into equation 3.1  and subsequently 
3.4 and 3.5 gives Yeff =  1 x  1011  kg/ms2 ,  (jeff = 0.20  and the total physical 
thickness of the coating as 4.72 x 10-6  m. 
3.2  Manufacturing techniques 
3.2.1  Introduction 
There are a  number of techniques used to apply multilayer coatings of thin 
films onto a substrate.  In this section a brief overview of t  he~e techniques will 
be given.  Following this.  a  more detailed discussion of ion  beanl  ~putt('rill~. 
the' technique used to create the coatings used in this t  h('~i~. will 1)(' gin'l!. The 
lnatcrial in this section is  drcnnl prinlarily frOlIl  [~5.  ~L  ~(i.  XI]. 
(i, 3.2.2  Coating Processes 
One of the oldest methods of applying a coating (or thin film deposition as it is 
more commonly referred to), is thermal or vacuum evaporation.  In this process. 
the coating material (evaporant) is  generally placed in a crucible and heated 
until it changes to the gas phase.  Because the process takes place in vacuum, or 
at least reduced pressure environment, the atoms ejected from the surface mm"e 
in a steady stream towards the substrate, upon which they condense.  There is 
a great diversity in the methods used for heating the evaporant. These include 
heating the crucible by RF induction, conduction or radiation.  An electron 
beam directed at the crucible may also be used, or a laser.  In these kinds of 
processes care must be taken to ensure the cleanliness of the substrate (as is 
the case with all the processes discussed here).  Finally, because the evaporant 
is held in a crucible while it is being heated care must be taken to ensure that 
there is no reaction between the evaporant or the crucible material, or at least 
that this reaction is  slowed as much as possible. 
A second class of deposition methods is use of gas phase chemical techniques. 
Here a chemical process is  used to apply the film  rather than a physical one. 
Example of such techniques are chemical vapour deposition or thermal oxida-
tion.  Thermal oxidation is  a  technique where the surface of the substrate is 
oxidised to form  a  protective layer.  For example.  silicon may be oxidised to 
silica.  This is  useful in protecting sensitive silicon electronics. e.g.  p-n junc-
tions as  well  as for  device purposes.  Chemical vapour deposition  (or  C\"D) 
involves  a  mixture of constituents in a  vapour phase which  then react  C1t  or 
close to the substrate.  The chemical and physical composition of the thin film 
can be tailored since the chemical reaction can be finely controlled.  Exampl('~ 
of chelllicc1l  reactions used in  this technique include  thermal  decomp()~ition. 
oxidation, reduction.  h~"drolysis and cC1rbicle  and nitride format ion:  t hi~  li~t  i~ not, however, exhaustive. 
Liquid phase chemical film formation includes electrochemical plating (for ex-
ample,  anodisation or  electroplating)  and chemical  deposition,  for  example 
reduction plating or displacement deposition. 
The final type of thin film  deposition we  will discuss is  use of glow  discharge 
techniques.  This class  includes  two  main methods,  sputtering and plasma 
processes.  Plasma processes use the presence of a  cloud of energetic ions  to 
accelerate certain chemical deposition techniques such as oxidation, nitriding 
and carburizing. 
Sputtering is  the most basic  and widely  used glow  discharge  technique.  It 
involves momentum transfer from a stream of ions which bombards the surface 
of the coating material.  This causes ejection of atoms of the material which 
condense on the substrate; it appears in this respect very similar to thermal 
evaporation and is indeed used in its place. 
We shall now discuss one particular form of sputtering, ion beam sputtering. 
3.2.3  Ion Beam Sputtering 
A  simple arrangement of ion  beam sputtering is  shown in  figure  3.:2.  Here 
the ion beam traverses the evacuated chamber to the target which t hell  ejC'ct~ 
atoms towards the substrate.  The ions themselves are  generall~' formed  in  a 
plasma which itself can either be generated solely within the ion gun ib<'lf or, 
more  usuall~r.  within the entire chamber.  An example of  thi~ arrallgcment. 
using DC cnrrent. is shown in figure 3.3. 
III  t  hi~ setup the electric field  acceleratc~ the electroll~ in  the argoll  ga~ \\"hi('h 
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Figure 3.3:  A  DC glow discharge sputtering scheme!2} 
ionize  the atoms; argon is commonly used as a source  of  putt ring ion  . The 
positive ions  consequently  formed  are  accelerated  to the cathode which  vvill 
then  be  sputtered,  assuming  the  energy  of  the  bon1bardment  ion  i  high 
enough.  ote that this arrangement work  if th  target mat rial i  ~ conelu  tin. 
In  the case of an insulating target Inaterial an RF pow  r  ource i  ~  U '  d.  The 
target is given a negativ  pot ntial which attract  po iti\·  ion  until th  ('  11-
quent po itiv  charging cau  th  target to r  p  1 any furth  r p  siti\·  lOlL. 
Th  potential i  then rever  el  0  that th  targ  t  is  bOllll  a1' 1 cl  \\·ith  11 'onti\·' electrons which neutralise the charge of the ions.  The current is then re\"ersecl 
again and the process continues.  A final variant of sputtering is  to use a con-
ductive target material but mix reactive gas ions with the inert gas sputtering 
ions.  This is primarily used to produce metallic oxide coatings and is  known 
as  "reactive" sputtering. 
3.2.4  Ion Assisted Deposition and Dual Ion Beam Sput-
tering 
Another use of an ion source  (argon or reactive gas)  in thin film  deposition 
is  to direct it at the substrate while the target atoms are generated indepen-
dently.  This is  known as  ion assisted deposition;  when the target atoms are 
generated using ion beam sputtering, the combined process is  known as  dual 
ion beam sputtering (DIBS). The second source is  used to improve the mate-
rial properties of the coating layer.  It energises the ejected target atoms before 
they reach the substrate which gives them greater mobility which in turn leads 
to a  coating with better composition or stoichiometry.  In addition, the ions 
from the second source drive the target atoms into the substrate which again 
improves the properties of the coating.  The alterations to the initial simple 
sputtering scheme required to allow  dual ion  beam sputtering are shown  1Il 
figure 3.4 
3.2.5  Properties of Ion Sputtered Coatings 
Due to the high  ellerg~" of the sputtereci atoms of film  materiaL ion  ~Pllt  I (\n\<I 
coatings tend to exhibit both a  denser structure and a  greater adhesion.  In 
addition, they hayc been shm\"11  to hm"e  better optical  prop('rti('~ I han equiv-
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Figure 3.4:  A  dual ion beam sputtering setup 
alent coatings  created using electron beam thermal  evaporation  technique . 
Electron  beam coatings  have  an optical  power  absorption  in  excess  of  1000 
ppm[88] (parts per million) while sputtered coatings have an absorption of less 
than 30 ppm[89].  This is especially important in Fabry-Perot type int  rf rom-
eters where extremely high reflectivity/ very low  optical absorbption mirror 
are required (less than a few parts per million). 
3.3  Dielectric Coating as Source of Mechani-
cal Loss 
Possible sources of mechanical dissipation  (and hence  possible contribution  ~ 
to the thermal noise level) were discussed with chapter 2.  In particular it wa' 
not d that alterations to the test  mass might lead  to an  additional  ource  of 
di  ipation; a  ource of excess 10 s. The purpo e of the ren1ainder of this  til  'is 
j  to determine initially th  exi tence of  uch exce  10  du  t  dielectric  coat-
InO"s.  Sub  quently the po sible root cau  e of  uch a 10"  \\'ill  be ill\'  ~., t i ga t  d 
(at  1 ast  ph J10n1enologically).  In  the  next  ecti  n a p  'sil1r  III  del  e f 110\\' 
u .h  a 10  Ini  ht  b  de  rib  d analytically  \\'ill  t c  llstrllct  (1.  f(  lle wcd  h~ '  a discussion of a modeshape determination experiment.  In the remaining section 
possible sources of the coating loss will be considered. 
3.4  Analysis technique 
3.4.1  Loss Parameterisation 
The total level of loss  attributable to a suspension system can be calculated 
by adding all the separate loss factors due to different sources of dissipation. 
If the intrinsic dissipation in the substrate and a loss  due to the coating are 
thought to be the only sources of loss, we  may therefore describe the loss of Cl 
coated test mass in the following way: 
¢(WO)coated =  ¢(WO)substrate +  ¢(WO)coatingmode  dependent  (3.6) 
where we  assume frequency independent damping in the intrinsic term and a 
general mode dependent form  for  the coating loss.  Hence  we  may separate 
the  ~(WO)coat,;ng  term into the products of two terms, one of which  If'  "  mode  dependent 
is  mode dependent and one of which is mode independent.  This giyes a loss of 
the form  R(wo)¢(wO)coating where R(wo) is mode dependent but ¢(w'O)coating  is 
mode independent.  We wish to establish the form that the factor R(w'o)  tak('~. 
Recall the following definition of ¢(wo); 
E dissipated 
, ()  per cycle 
(])  w'O  = 
·)~E 
- II  stored 
(:3. -;- I 
Now  consider  the case  of two  S0111,(,('S  of  di~:-;ipation,  the  ~llh~t rate and  t h(' coating.  Equation 3.7 then becomes·  , 
~()  Edissipatedsubstrate + Edissipatedcoatin9 
'+'  Wo  coated =  ---=---..::...=-::..:..::..:...:::..::...--~~=-=~~ 
27r Estoredtotal 
Substituting with equation 3.7 into the numerator gives; 
(3.8) 
¢ (  Wo ) coated 
27r E  stored  substrate ¢(  WO) substrate + 27r E  storedcoating ¢(  WO) coating 
27r Estoredtotal 
Estoredsubstrate ~()  + Estoredcoating ~(  ) 
E  '+'  Wo  substrate  E  '+'  Wo  coating 
storedtotal  storedtotal 
(3.9) 
This may be simplified to 
~()  _  ~(  )  Estoredcoating  ~(  ) 
'+'  Wo  coated - '+'  Wo  substrate + E  '+'  Wo  coating 
storedsubstrate 
(3.10) 
if Estoredsubstrate »  Estoredcoating.  This is  likely since the substrate is  of scale rv 
cm while the coating is  of scale  rv  p,m.  This consequently defines  the mode 
dependent factor R as: 
R(wo)  =  Estoredcoating 
E  storedsubstrate 
(3.11) 
It is  possible to extend this to other sources of loss.  In particular, if coating 
is  present on the barrel of a  test mass the following  would  be appropriate. 
where from now on we  use  Estoredcoating  =  E  coating,  Estoredsubstrate  =  Esubstrate for  on  face 
simplicity; 
74 E coating  E  coating 
¢(WO)coated ~  ¢(WO)substrate + E  onface  ¢(WO) coating +  on barrel  ¢(WO)  coating 
substrate  on face  E  substrate  on barrel 
(3.12) 
where the quantity E  coating  is  introduced which is  equivalent to E coatmg  for  a 
on barrel  on face 
coating on the barrel of the mass.  Hence if we  have knowledge of ¢(w'O)coated 
(the loss of the coated test mass),  ¢(WO)substrate  (the intrinsic loss of the test 
E coating 
mass)  and  E  on face  (the fraction  of energy  stored in  the coating),  we  can 
substrate 
in principle evaluate  ¢(wO)coating  in the case of coating present on  the front 
surface of the sample only.  For the case where coating is  also present on the 
E  coating 
barrel,  E  on barrel  would also be required.  In particular, if we  know a range of 
substrate 
these values, for example a set for each resonant mode of the test mass, linear 
regression could be used to provide not only a value for  ¢(wO)coating but also a 
measure of the accuracy of the model. 
3.4.2  Analysis Requirements 
We may use equation 3.12 as a multi-parameter linear fitting function to de-
termine values for  ¢(Wo) coating  and ¢(Wo)  coating  where appropriate.  The value 
on face  on barrel 
for ¢(wO)coated may be determined for a number of modes, along with the value 
of ¢(WO) substrate ,  using the experimental technique described in  appendix  A: 
E coating  E  coating 
the energy ratios  on face  and  on barrel  are then calculated for  each of the 
E  substrate  E  substrate 
modes measured. 
The energy stored in the substrate and coating will  depend on the shape of 
the mode at each resonant frequenc~r. The stored ellerg~' arises from the st rain 
induced in the coating/ substrate by this deforrnation.  The calculation of the 
(,lH)rg~r  c1~ a fUllction of strain using finite elenwnt analysis \\,ill be dis(,lls:-;('( I ill chapter 4,  along with the subsequent energy ratio calculation. 
Finally a further experimental technique is  required to link the experimental 
observations of the loss of the samples with the energy ratios derived through 
finite element analysis.  Assuming that each of the required terms is calculated 
for  several modes  (and hence mode shapes in the latter case),  a  method is 
needed  to ensure that  the  mode  identification  in  each  case  is  correct·  the  , 
technique used here to determine the loss of the test mass yields little about 
the shape of the resonant mode although it gives accurate information about 
the mode frequency.  Hence a second experimental technique is used to connect 
the mode frequency with the shape generated by finite element  anal~·sis.  This 
be presented in the next section. 
3.5  Establishing Resonant Mode Shapes 
Having obtained loss factors for  the samples, the next important stage in the 
analysis is  to establish a link between the mode frequencies and the resonant 
modes of the mass as determined by a finite element package (see section 4.3). 
The loss measurement system itself provides a certain amount of information 
on this subject.  The interferometer can be used to sense displacement either 
at the center of a mass or off centre; indeed this is  carried out as a matter of 
course.  Thus modes which have little motion at the centre but greater motion 
elsewhere (or vice versa) can be determined. 
The matter of mode identification may be relatively  straightforward  \\·here 
there is a close concordance between the measured frequenc~' of t he mode and 
the modelled frequcucy, or where there is  a large gap in freqllCllci('~ indicating 
that there is  only  one  possible candidate for  the mode.  \rhere there are  it number of candidates, however, or generally where there is a que tion of th 
mode identification, a further technique to determine the mode hape of a mode 
at a particular frequency would be invaluable.  This section will discu  uch a 
technique. 
3.5.1  Experimental Setup (Direct Modeshape) 
The experimental arrangement is shown in figure 3.5. 
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::::::::::;:::;::=-...  "--------.J,,--==::;;:::::::;:= 
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Piezoelectric 
Transducer 
Figure 3.5:  Experimental arrangement used  to  determine  the  modeshap  of 
test masses 
The mass is mounted upon rubber grommets on a metal plate with a circular 
hole cut in the centre.  A piezo  tranducer is then raised on a lab jack until it 
touch  s the low  r surface of the mass. This transducer i  th  n u ed to  lrive the 
lnass.  Th  motion of various point  on the surface of th  Ina  are mea 'ur  I 
u ing very small ac  el  ron1et  r  (Brii  1  & Kjaer 4374 a  0] \\·hi ·h 
h  ve a  lnass of 1  than  a graIn).  Th  e accelerometer'  'lr  att·  hIt) th ' 
urfa  of th  Ina  with doubl  ided tap.  F  r  thi' r  . ,  11  thi,-'  t  clllli  III '  i:-; 
(  I not suitable for  all masses and indeed was only used here with a mass \\"hich 
would not be used in any future interferometer development. 
There are two  methods of modeshape determination.  The first  was  to use 
an oscilloscope with the drive signal superimposed with the signal of an ac-
celerometer placed at different  sites around the surface of the mass.  As  the 
frequency of the drive was increased, the resonances were noted along ""ith the 
phase difference between the drive and accelerometer signal.  By repeating this 
using different sites around the surface at 45° angular intervals around the edge 
of the mass,  a  picture could be obtained of the motion of the surface of the 
mass and from this the nature of the shape of the mode could be deternlined. 
The difficulty of this method is that the motion is  necessarily discretised into 
separate accelerometer sites, and the accuracy with which the phase difference 
could be measured is  not great since  it was  measured  by  eye.  In  addition 
since only the motion of the front  surface is  being measured distinction can 
only be made between modes which have a different surface motion; it would 
be difficult  to distinguish between modes with the same surface motion but 
different barrel motion, for example different orders of drum modes. 
Nonetheless this method works well  in basic mode shape identification.  The 
second method is  very similar but uses  a  spectrum analyser in  place of the 
oscilloscope;  for  each accelerometer siting a swept sine output is  used to de-
termine the transfer function between the accelerometer and the dri\"e.  Thi~ 
again gives phase information about the surface motion. 
An excunple of the usage of this technique ,,"ill  be gi\"en  in chapter 5.  In  t})(' 
llext section \ve will discuss where the possible souref'S of  Illechanicallo~~ within 
coating Il1ay  be. 3.6  Potential Source of Coating Loss 
In this final section we will discuss briefly some possible source  of 1 0  du  to 
a  coating, and how  they might be manifested  in a loss  measurement  scheme 
such as that outlined above. 
Coating/ Substrate Interface 
substrate 
________________________________  ~n L ~ 
air 
Substrate/ coating 
interface 
Figure 3.6:  Location of substrate/  coating interfa ce 
One possible source  of loss would be the interface  betw en the  ubstrate and 
the coating itself.  This could be due to rubbing betw en th  two  object  or 
damage done to the substrate surface by the deposition technique.  If thi  were 
the  dominant source  of loss,  then  if  a  number  of coatings were  te ted  each 
with different thicknesses/ layer  composition it  is  likely  that the 1 0  would 
remain essentially constant as the loss arises primarily from the depo ition of 
the initial layer. 
Intracoating Interfaces 
substrate 
________________  ~ n L ~oating 
nH  interface 
air 
Figure 3.7:  Lo ation of coating/  coating  int  rjan A similar source of loss might be the interface between each layer in the coating: 
again this could be due to discontinuities at the edges of each layer caused  b~' 
the coating process itself.  A  method of detecting this type of loss  would be 
to measure the loss of a number of coated masses, each with the same coating 
composition in terms of material and total thickness but with a varying  la~'er 
thickness thus changing the number of intracoating interfaces. 
Intrinsic Coating Material Loss 
Finally,  the third possible  source  of loss  would  be the intrinsic  loss  of the 
materials used in the coating.  This is  perhaps the most likely a priori source 
of loss,  as  there will  in  any  case  be  an  intrinsic  loss  associated  ,vith  each 
thin film  material.  The question is  whether this will  be dominant compared 
to other potential loss  sources.  This loss  could  be determined by  using  a 
number of coatings with the same materials and number of layers but different 
proportions of materials, for example 1:3,  1:1  and 3:1. 
3.7  Conclusions 
There are a number of techniques suitable for the deposition of dielectric coat-
ings' of which the most suitable for mirror coatings is ion beam sputtering ~ince 
it leads to lower optical absorption than, for  example, electron beam c,'ap()-
ration.  Electron beam coatings have an optical absorption in  exc{'~~ of 1000 
ppm[88]  (parts per million) while sputtered coatings haTe an absorption of I(I~~ 
than 30 ppm[89].  Sputtered dielectric coatings are themseln's lb(ld a~ t h('~' ,Ire 
nlore  stllrd~' and have a better optical performance than met al  (,()<ltillg~. 
\rc  lWH'  estnblished  a  possible  nlOdel  for  the  l()~~  due  to  ~uch <l  ciiel('("tric coating and the experimental and analytical steps required to determine both 
the presence and potential source of the loss. 
In the next chapter the experimental techniques  used  in this  thesis  ,,"ill  be 
outlined. 
~1 Chapter 4 
N ulllerical Calculation of Strain 
Energy 
At  the end of chapter 3,  the  parameterisation and calculation  of  loss  was 
discussed.  This calculation uses  the ratio of the strain energy  (that due to 
deformation) stored in the coating of a mirror to that stored in the substrate 
of the mirror.  The purpose of this chapter is to deal with the subject of strain, 
its definition and consequent use in a strain energy definition.  Thereafter the 
finite element program used to calculate the natural modes of the test  mass 
samples, Algor, will be described along with actual models used. 
Finally, the strain energy calculation program Ocean will be examined in each 
of its stages.  We begin, however, with a simple definition of straill. 4.1  Definition of strain 
4.1.1  One dimension 
Consider a one dimensional bar such as that in figure 4. 1.  If a force  is exerted 
x  ~x 
Before extension 
x+u  L'lx+L'lu  I 
After extension 
Figure 4.1:  Typical one dimensional shear deformation 
on the bar causing it to extend, x  becomes x + u  and 6.x  become  6.x + 6.u 
where u  is a displacement.  Strain is defined  as the change  in length ov  r  the 
original length.  Thus we  have 
strain 
change in length 
original length 
6.u 
6.x 
(4.1  ) 
which tends to  du  as  6.x  -t O.  This may  be described  as  an  exten  ion  p  r 
dx 
unit length 
4.1.2  Two dimensions 
To extend this to 2 dilnen  ions, con  id r  a plat  with tvw  orthoo·oll· 1.1 \.  ·t( r~ 
d  fined  upon it, PQl and PQ2. The e are  hO\n1 in figur  -1.:". If this  1 le lt ('  i  .. 
---
then distorted, PQI  will becOlne  PIQ ~  and PCh  will b  III  P'Q~.  'sing  1H' 
n  tation in the figur  \\ e  have the  xt  n  i  n  p  r unit 1 no·tIl  parall ,) t(  .rl a dUl  dU2 
- and that parallel to X2  as  - .  However  there are al  0  tvv·o  cro  ternr . 
dXl  dX2 
dUl  and  dU2. 
d X2  dXl 
4.1.3  Rotation and symmetry 
If a pure rotation is considered, such as that shown in figure 4.2, we  ee  that 
P  0, 
x 
Figure 4.2:  Rotation of square plate 
tane 
(  -1. :.. ) for small displacements.  A notional "strain" tensor of the form 
would be similar to the form for a pure rotation; 
dUI  dU2 
Thus -d and -d signify not only strain but also rotation.  Since for  Cl  pure 
X2  Xl 
rotation there will be no strain a more accurate definition of strain is required 
which will not confuse rotation with strain.  The tensor above is  an  allti~\'lll­
metric tensor.  So a new definition of a strain tensor can be defined; 
which is symmetric and zero for  a pure rotation, as required.  [91] 
The full definition of strain is  as follows; 
.. _  ~ (dUi  dUj) 
u~J - 2  d  + d 
Xj  Xi 
(  4.3) 
which is  valid for  small displacements.  It is  this version that will be used for 
the remainder of the study [92]. 
4.2  Strain energy 
The (,ll('rg~'  d('nsit~· due to the deformation of an i:-;otropic  bod~' is[9'2] 
P  ).  (U2  + (  a  )  UllUmm) 
E  =  '2(1 + 0-)  I)  1 - '20' 
(4. !) where Einstein summation is implied (e.g.  U7j  =  UijUij which meallS multiply 
each component of the tensor together and then sum over i  and j). Y is  the 
Young's modulus and (J  is  the Poisson's ratio of the substance being studied. 
To obtain the energy stored in the whole body, this expression is  integrated 
over the volume of the body [92].  It is instructive to look at the terms in thi::; 
equation with respect to their physical relevance.  Two sources of energ~' may 
be introduced, the bulk and shear energies. 
4.2.1  Bulk Energy 
Consider a small cuboidal volume with sides of length Lx,  Ly  and Lz.  Then 
the volume V  will be LxLyLz.  If this volume is  then deformed, the principal 
strains (those in the x, y and z direction) will be; 
Uxx  = 
Uyy 
Then the new volume V' will be; 
V'  (Lx + ~x)(Ly + ~y)(Lz + ~z) 
(Lx + Lxu.n:)(Ly + Lyuyy)(Lz + L;:uzz ) 
Lx(1 + uxx)Ly(l + uyy)Lz(1 + lL;:;:) 
(  -Ui) 
(--1.11 
~"  wh('1't' higher order tenns are disregarded.  Then. since ~,  ' = , 'I  - ". V  =  Ill/. 
So it is clC,H that the second tenn in equation -±.-±  refers t  ()  the \"OlUllH'  chall~(, of the  object;  this  is  described  as  the  bulk energy  a  it  refer  to  a  \ olume 
change. The term Ull  may be referred to as the bulk strain. 
4.2.2  Shear energy 
The  first  term, that  involving  Uij,  includes  off  diagonal  terms  (tho e  of the 
form uXY' uyz  and so on).  These refer to shear strain, for example that shov,'n 
in figure  4.3.  So  it  would  appear  that  the  first term correspond  to  shear. 
Figure 4.3:  Typical shear deformation 
However, this term also has a contribution from the diagonal element  of the 
strain tensor because it  sums over the entire tensor.  So it  would appear that 
it is not possible to completely separate the two terms in the context of their 
physical representation.  However a new object can be defined: 
(4.  ) 
which  is traceless  (see  equation 4.10  wh  re  Smm i  th  trace of thi'  t  n  r). 
and thus represents strains where th  volume of the obj  ct d 
Thi  is described  as pure  h ar[92]. 
,-
r 
not  han · . Umm - Uzz 
=  0  (4.10) 
We  may rewrite the energy density (equation 4.4)  in  terms of the bulk and 
shear strains using the definitions discussed above[92]; 
(4.11 ) 
where K  is the bulk modulus and J.L  is the shear modulus.  These can be related 
to the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio as follows; 
(--1.1 ~) 
1 (  1"  ) 
J.L  =  2  1+0' 
This definition is  dne to Landau and Lifshitz [92]. 4.3  Finite element analysis (FEA) and Algor 
Once the definition of strain energy is known, the next task is to find the strains 
in the desired mass (or substrate) for each of its natural mode frequencies.  Thb 
is extremely difficult to do analytically for all but the simplest of modes.  Hence 
finite element analysis (FEA) was used.  Finite element analysis essentially in-
volves  constructing a  model divided into  "elements"  and  "nodes".  A set  of 
equations is then constructed which describes the behaviour of these elements: 
these equations are then solved simultaneously to derive the behaviour of the 
body as a whole.  The solution of a natural mode problem involves the solu-
tion of an eigenvalue problem  [93] .  A FEA program called Algor was  used to 
generate the displacement values for the nodes of each mode of the substrate. 
In this section we  will discuss the construction of a typical model. 
4.3.1  Model Construction and Assumptions 
All the test masses in use in current detectors are essentially cylindrical wit 11 
the exception of the fiats used, for example, in GE0600 to attach the silica ears 
to which the suspension fibres will be welded.  However the effect of these was 
thought to be small and so for  ease of calculation were not considered in the 
model.  Hence the model of the test mass was a basic right cylinder.  In order to 
model the coating, three assumptions were made.  Firstl~" it  'i\"a~ assllmed that 
the coating does not affect the shape of the surface of the mass on 'iyhich it  lies. 
The second assumption was that the coating follows that sllrLl(,()  exact  1.\".  Tlti~ 
is  valid as long as  the coating is  not much stiffer  than the slll)strilte.  Th('~() 
assurnptions then allow  llS  to simply IIlodel  the substrate and then  lb(' tlll' 
displacernents of the front  fiat  ~llrface of the  ~llh~trate as  the dispLw(l\ll(lllts 
of the coating.  The reason for  making these  a~suIllpti()Il~  i~ that  it  would  1)(' impractical to model with finite element analysis a thin coating (~ 10j1m)  on 
top of a  thick mass  (~ IOcm)  accurately in any reasonable length of time _ 
the computational power required would be huge.  Thus until computer power 
increases,  compromises  must  be made between accuracy  and practicability. 
The final  assumption was that the coating material was isotropic in nature -
this allowed an isotropic material type to be used in Algor.  The question of 
materials which have properties which differ in different axes,  which are said 
to be anisotropic, will be dealt with in chapter 6. 
To begin the model, a line is drawn which is the length of the diameter of the 
mass.  This line is  then divided into a  number of sections as shown in figure 
4.4.  Note that this figure is  an isometric view with the axes  RS  marked.  This 
divided line is then rotated and copied around the z axis to give a meshed disc 
in the xy plane as shown in figure 4.5.  This is a view looking onto the .ty plane 
as marked with z  =  O.  This is  then copied a number of times in the positive 
z  direction to give the correct height as shown in figure  4.6,  which is  also an 
isometric view.  The presence of the suspension loop is  ignored so  the mass 
is  said to be unconstrained.  Algor then proceeds to find  the natural modes 
of the mass by finding  the equations of motion of each of the nodes  in  the 
model and then solving the associated eigenvalue problem.  It also  cRkulates 
the maximum displacements of each of the nodes at the peak of one cycle. 
The lack of constraints means that Algor must be told that there exist  the (i 
rigid body modes. 
The output of the analysis can be seen in graphical fornl inside A.lgor  it~df. or 
the data can be extracted from a file  created by Algor called 1ll0dclnClllle.ml. 
~ow that we  han' asselllbled the model and used AJgor  t() obtain the natural 
d  ,tllod l'  ,  reqlll'red to calculate from the dispL\( '('Illent ~ t  11('  ,\lIIOUllt  IllO  es,  a  llH  '  ~,  .' 
90 ~ Y 
x 
Figure 4.4:  Diameter of cylindrical mass divided into  sections 
Figure 4.5:  One radially meshed disc 
of  train energy stored within the coating and  ub trate.  For thi . a pr gram 
was writt n call  d  Ocean.  V·/  n1U  t  fir  t, howey  r,  be  ur  that th  output of 
Algor  giv  the infon11a tion that we  require.  In t h  11  ,xt  '  ti  11  t  11i:-;  will  1)(' 
brieR  inv  tigat d. 
1 Figure 4.6:  Full cylinder 
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Figure 4.7:  Algor screenshot showing typical  deformation of  ubstrate in on 
of its natural modes 
4.3.2  Verification of Algor Displacements 
v~  r  quire to make sure that the output of Algor give  th  infonn'lti  11  that 
we  r  quire,  in  particular  that it  gn  the  di  placem  nt '  f  '1  h  11  cl.  T 
do  this  we  Vlill  10  k  at a  inlpl  nlode  hap  and  h  \\"  that  10'or  O i\"(l~  th l 
di pI  ment  a  required.  The  nlod 1 of  the  initial  ma:-;:  ll ~ l  1 ill  clwpt ' 1' 5  was  used for  this test.  Consider the fundamental  longitudinal mode of a 
cylindrical mass as shown in figure 4.8 (and again in appendix B for reference). 
in particular the centreline of the mass (the line through the origin of each di  c). 
At the peak of one oscillation cycle, the topmost point will have moved in the 
positive  z  direction and the lowest point will  have  moved  in the  negative  -
direction.  The centre point will have remained motionless.  The di  plac  ment 
of the remainder of the nodes down the centreline will follow a sinusoidal curve 
from one extreme to the other. 
A graph of displacement in the z  direction against its position on the z  axis 
for  the fundamental mode of the Algor model is shown in figure 4.9.  We may 
observe that the displacements follow  the pattern described above.  However, 
while the height of the model is 10.2 cm, the displacements shown range from r...; 
-1 to r...;  1.  This indicates that Algor does not give the absolute displacements, 
but instead relative displacements.  Since we require the ratios of energies  for 
the same mode in each case, this presents no difficulty. 
DisplacEfllf'nt 
1.0163 
0'3018 
O .18l3Y 
0.5l2!E 
0.558'-12 
O .  '+13'35 
O .32'3YG 
0.21503 
Figure 4.8:  Screenshot from Algor showing  the fundamental longitudinal mode 
us  d in the displacement graph  in figure 4· 1. 
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Figure 4.9:  Graph of displacements in the z  direction vs.  the original position 
of the nodes on the z axis for the fundamental longitudinal mode of a cylindrical 
mass 
4.4  Ocean 
To  continue, the strains associated with each node must be calculated.  Thi' 
is the task of Oceanl, a program developed using the C  language specifically 
for  this purpose,  The purpose of this section is to deal with the requirem  n 
of Ocean  and their implementation. 
As  part of the output of Algor, there exists a text file which contain  all  th 
node positions and displacements frOIIl  each of the natural mode. \lve  n  eel  t 
use these in concert with equation  4.3 and 4.4.  The ta k  requir  d of  an 
are to extract thi  information  read in th  particular lllat  rial pr  p  rti  an I 
calculation option  and then  alculat  and output the rel  \'ant  '  r a in ~' . .. tn ill 
nergies  and str ':tin energy ratio. 
f  at  ino'  n  ro'Y  l1c ly.'is In the following section the operation of Ocean will be discussed.  Consequenth". 
the numerical scheme used to calculate the strains from the displacement value:-; 
taken from Algor will be described in section 4.4.1.  Thereafter, we will exarnine 
a typical Ocean session in section 4.4.2.  In the subsequent sections we will look 
at the various stages of the running of the program.  Initially, however, we will 
examine the method used by Ocean to calculate the strains. 
4.4.1  Numerical scheme 
The difficulty in calculating the strains lies largely in the arrangement of nodes 
within the model.  We have cartesian forms for calculating the strains, yet the 
model is essentially in cylindrical polar format, for ease of construction.  There 
are therefore two options open to us:  firstly to recast the strain formulae in po-
lar form, or secondly to establish a method of using the cartesian displacements 
within a  polar framework.  The second option was  chosen  as  this allows  the 
most natural coordinate system to be used for  each task - node identification 
and strain calculation. 
To  proceed,  each node is  firstly  assigned a  set  of co-ordinates in cylindrical 
polar space,  as demonstrated in figure 4.10 in which a single disC'  is  particdl~" 
indexed.  A third co-ordinate was used for the z direction, in which the lowest 
disc  was  set  as  z  =  0  (hence  the origin  of the lowest  disc  would  have  co-
ordinates (0,0,0)). 
Calculation of strain 
\Vc are now in a  position to calculate the  ~traillS for  indi\"idwd  nodes.  Thp 
1  1 '11  l-)e  dL"-'('r'I'bed  hI''-'t  collm\"cd  bv indi\"idual sl)('cial  C<lS( 'S.  The  gCllCl"n  CC1S{,  W  l·  '- ,-.  ,  .  I'  , Figure 4.10:  Local cartesian coordinates 
early discussion will use only the xy  plane for clarity;  the calculation will  be 
extended to the z  direction at  the end. 
The first  step is to take one node and define a local neighbourhood of 4 nodes 
around that point; an example of this is shown in figure 4.11. This is because we 
will take the average of the strains over three nodes  in each axis;  thi  provide 
a more accurate value than would be achieved with two nodes. To under  tand 
this  scheme,  consider  figure  4.11.  For  clarity,  only  the  Ux  component  are 
shown. 
Consider  the  following,  where  Ux  is the  x  C OlllpO nent  of di placem  nt  in  the 
reference co-ordinates of an entire disc,  dx  is the x  compon  nt of the ve  tor d 
and so on: o::::-___  u ~x(r+  t) I 
Figure 4.11:  Typical node neighbourhood.  r  refers  to  the centre point 
OUx d  oUx  d 
ox  x +  oy  Y  (4.14) 
OUx  b  oUx  b 
ox  x +  oy  Y  (4.15  ) 
N  f 
.  oUx  oUx 
ow,  recall  rom equatIOn  4.3  that  ox  and  oy  are  exactly  the  t  rm  we 
need for the strain tensor.  To obtain average strain values  we can define new 
quantities which are given in table 4.1. 
Quantity 
oxU~ 
oxu;; 
OyU~ 
OyU;; 
Definition 
OU X  in positive x  ox 
OUx  in neo'ative x  ox  b 
°o~ x  in positive x 
OUx  in nega ti  v  x  oy 
Tabl  4.1:  Partial  strain  values  used to  calculat  train  comp071  nt.'  17I  loral 
art  sian fram 
\  rna  n  w r  ca t  and  xpand  --1 .1-:1:---1.15 as: 
7 (-J.16) 
(4.1"11 
(4.18) 
(-J.19) 
Hence we  have 4 equations and 4 unknowns.  It is  also clear that 
oUx  oxu~ +oxu; 
(  4.20)  --
Ox  2 
oUx  Oyu~ + OyU; 
(4.21 )  --
oy  2 
Hence we can now calculate both strain components using Ux  in the xy plane. 
The case for uy is  identical. 
For practical reasons related to the computation of the strain, it is  useful to 
consider a  local cartesian frame defined around each node,  for  example that 
shown in figure 4.12. 
Here  we  have  two  sets  of strain  values  (again  consider  jll~t  the  Ilr  ("a~('). 
oUx  oUx  oux  oux  f  f  f  - and -- for  the local frame  and ~  and -8 or the re ere nee  rame. 
8:1"  oy'  U.Z"  . Y 
These are related; Figure 4.12:  Local cartesian coordinates 
OUx ox'  oUx oy'  --+- - ox' ox  oy'  ox 
OUx ox'  oUx oy'  --+-- ox'  oy  oy'  oy 
x 
.  ox'  oy'  .  ox' .  oy' 
SInce -0  =  cose, - 0  =  - SIne, - =  SIne and - =  co  e, we have: 
x  x  ~  ~ 
( 
OO~ ) =  ( COS e - sin e) (  ~~~ ) 
OUx  sin e  cos e  O U r 
oy  oy' 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(  4.24) 
Although this is the most general case, there are some  implifi  ation  whi h 
can be made to ease calculation.  If th  x'y' frallle i  d  fined  uch  that  the  .1-)' 
axis lies  along a radius of the disc, th  n  we  may  implify  our previ  u  ~ tr a ill 
calculations; think of the neighbourhood of node  in  t  nn'  of th  :ely'  phn . 
with reference  to figure 4.13 and a1 0  figure ..l.10. 
Th n dx =  tx =  0 ' nd \\  now h' \ e tln e in'tRllc  S of u!l u .~ .  HClle"  C'q ll<1 t i(  11. 
4. 16-4.19 b  C  III 
c t  l 
x' 
d 
Figure 4.13:  Local neighbourhood of  points for  one node in  a meshed disc 
(  4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.2  ) 
These equations are equivalent to the original set (4. 16-4.19)in terms of ac  u-
racy but they make for a simpler calculation which therefore makes  the coding 
simpler. 
Thus our general scheme will be to calculate the local strain component  th  n 
rotate them to the reference frame.  It is interesting at  this point  to not  tlFtt 
thi  single rotation  does not, apparently,  comply  with the  tandard  f  rm f  r 
rotation of tensors betwe  n co-ordinate sy tem  .  In the  a e of a  e  n 1 or 1 r 
ten  or, two rotation tensors would be requir d; 
a  h ten  or  ik 1  a rotation. Th  r  a  11  f  r this is that thi: \\"(  ull HI  pl.\· 
100 had the displacements been in polar co-ordinates as well as the node positions. 
However  because the displacements were left in cartesian co-ordinates.  only 
one rotation is required. 
z direction 
The z  direction calculations are straightforward in comparison.  All  that we 
require is,  for example, 
(  4.30) 
with nodes on three consecutive layers of the cylinder. 
Special Cases 
We  now  have  a  full  treatment of the general case  of the strain calculation. 
There are,  however,  a  number of special cases.  At the edge of one disc,  the 
neighbourhood is reduced to 3 nodes, one in the radial direction and 2 in the 
¢ direction.  Thus the 8~ strain value will not be an average but take only one 
value.  Similarly, at the top or bottom of the cylinder there will  only
T  be one 
value used for  the Oz  component of strain.  This will  be discussed further in 
section 4.5.1. 
4.4.2  Typical Ocean Usage (ocean. ini) 
Having discussed the calculation of ~train in  :-:;OlllC  detaiL  it  110\\"  relllaill~  t () 
dis(,ll~s the workings of the progranl  it~·;('lf.  This will be d011C  h~"  ("()ll~id<'ring a 
101 typical usage of the program and describing the steps that take place as  the 
program runs. 
An Ocean session begins by configuring the ocean. ini file,  a sample of which 
is shown below: 
model_name:  silicacoin_1.ml 
mode_number:  7 
coating_thickness:  4.4e-6 
barrel_thickness:  4.4e-6 
substrate_E:  7.2e10 
substrate_sigma:  0.17 
coating_E:  2.6e11 
coating_sigma:  0.26 
barrel E:  2.6e11 
barrel_sigma:  0.260 
barrel_extent:  -1 
surface_locn:  0.0 
append:  1 
mode_print:  0 
point_data:  0 
The function  of the majority of these descriptions  are  straightforward;  the 
first  two point Ocean to the correct file  (which for  the moment should reside 
in  the same  directory  as  the  Ocean executable)  and indicate  the mode  of 
interest;  in every case the first  possible mode is  mode  '/  because of the six 
rigid body modes2.  The next two lines  allow for  different  front  coating and 
barrel coating thicknesses (both in metres).  The following 6 lines describe t Ii() 
rnaterial properties of the substrate (substrate_),  front  and barrel coatings -
_E  refers to the Young's modulus in standard units and .-Sigma  the POiSS()ll'S 
ratio. 
The last .J lines refer to the location of the barrel and front c()ating.  barrel_extent: 
2lTsing Algor.  This is  not gell('r(111~' the  ('il~(, \\"hen other finite element  anal~'~i~  p;\('ka~('~ 
an' used: see chapter 6. 
10:2 -1 indicates that the barrel coating covers the entire barrel 3and surface_locn: 
0.0 indicates that the front  surface should be used to calculate the coatincr 
b 
energy.  These allow for  a partial barrel coating and for  the energy to be cal-
culated further down the mass.  This does not have relevance to the coating 
problem but is instead present to extend the scope of the program; this will be 
discussed later.  append takes two values, 0 and 1.  0 indicates that the enerOT 
0, 
values calculated will not be appended to the current results file,  1 indicates 
that they will.  If mode_print is  set to 1,  the mode number will  be printed 
before the energy values, otherwise it will not.  The purpose of these two set-
tings is to allow a number of different models to be included under one mode 
heading;  this will be discussed later in section 4.5.2.  Finally the point_data 
setting allows individual displacements and strain components to be extracted 
for particular points for testing purposes. 
Once ocean. ini is  setup correctly,  Ocean is  then called from  the command 
line.  It will then run, picking up the settings given above.  The results appear 
in a file  called energy_ratios. csv, an example of which is shown below.  The 
CSV format is  used to allow easy importing into a spreadsheet, for  example 
Microsoft Excel. 
Mode  Number  =  14 
Number  of  nodes,Substrate Energy,Surface  Energy,Surface  Ratio, ... 
6545,7.326055e-03,1.198903e-06,1.636492e-04, ... 
.. . ,Barrel  Energy,  Barrel Ratio 
"  .,1.423757e-05,1.943415e-03 
\Ve  will  now  look  at  the stages  carried  out  b)'  Ocean.  hm'ing  read  in  t \1<' 
tt'  fil  A  . of the source code for  Ocean is  in appt'u<ii:\  E which  ha~  s('  lngs  e.  COP)  , 
been cOlnrnentcd into t lwse sections. 
:lThe llcgatin' here  ha~ no  ph~o~i('al  ~ig\lificance and  i~ simply ;\  coding ('oIl\O('lli('nc('. 
103 4.4.3  Ocean Stages - Data Import 
The first task of Ocean is to read in the values from the.  ml file.  The important 
step here was to convert the node position values to polar co-ordinates.  The 
dimensions of the mass are then calculated by Ocean (one of the long term goals 
of the Ocean development is to remove as much non-essential user intervention 
as  possible)  and the radial,  angular and z  step sizes  are  calculated.  Using 
these values the nodes are sorted into the co-ordinate scheme discussed earlier; 
although the node  scheme  used by  Algor  is  known,  this  sorting  made  fC1st 
calculation possible as it allows loops to be used.  In addition it  means that 
any future  FEA package can be used  as  long  as  it employs  the same  lllC1SS 
construction model.  The relevance of this design choice will be seen in chapter 
6. 
The cartesian displacement values are then read in and assigned to each node. 
The strain calculation then proceeds using the principles discussed in section 
4.4.1. 
4.4.4  Model used for different parameters 
Ocean then uses these strain values to calculate the energy  clensit~· associated 
with each node (which is  assigned a volume as a fraction of the whole)  using 
equation 4.4.  For the substrate, the volume assigned to each node is  a fraction 
of the surface area of the front  surface multiplied by  the increment  in  tll('  Z 
direction of the mesh.  The energ~' is thus integrated over the \\'hole lllcbS.  For 
the surface coating there are two changes; firstly'  the volume fOf  each llodl' is 
given  hy  a  fraction of the surface area as  before but this time lllult iplicd  l>~' 
the thickness of the coating.  Secolldh',  the actual  ph~'si('al propefties of the 
t'  d  h  for the first  time  For the barrel the \'OIUllH'  is  found  ill  ('()(lIng are use  ere  ., 
lO-J a similar way.  The formulae for the different parameters that Ocean currently 
calculates are given below. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Substrate,  surface and barrel enerny  p  y  (2 + (  a)  ) 
::J  E  =  2(1 + a)  uij  1 _  '2a  UIIUmm 
Surface Shear Energy  P  E  =  /--lSij Sij 
Surface Bulk Energy  P  E  =  ~  K UllUmm 
Kinetic Energy  PE  =  (27f f)2pV(~T2 + !:1y2 + ~.::2) 
Each of these is integrated over the appropriate volume. 
4.5  Verification 
An important stage in the use of this (and, indeed, any) program is  to tc:-;t  the 
validity of its output. In the case of Ocean, this was done using a test file where 
the strains and consequent energies are well known.  The form of displacenlent 
chosen for  this test was  a  cylindrical bar of length L,  starting at the origin 
and bent in a  parabola (i.e.  as  shown in figure  4.14).  This is  an unphysical 
displacement but was  chosen for  simple  and transparent analysis.  \Vithout 
volume conservation,  the equation of the centre line  would  be F(z)  =  ~CZ2 
with c the curvature.  However to include volume conservation an additional 
term is required. 
Consider the length of a  curve.  In general  this will  be  (in  the co-ordillat<' 
system used here); 
l
z 
I.)  .) 
1  (  z)  =  v  Ii :: - + d.r-
.  0 
(.1.31) 
No\\'  .1'  =  F(z) and so d.r  =  F'  dz  =  c.::  d::..  Sllhstituting this into equatioll x 
~~  __________ -+z 
y 
Figure 4.14:  Bar  bent into half  parabola 
4.31 gives, 
- )1 +  TJ2dTJ  l1
CZ 
c  0 
(  4.32) 
where  TJ  =  cz.  Using the approximation VI + x 2  :=:::;  (1 +  ~2) we  obtain: 
l(z)  l1
CZ 
TJ2  :=:::;  - (1 + - )dTJ 
c o 2 
(4.3  ) 
Now l(z) is the length of an element of original length z aft  r th  bar h·  b  11 
bent into a parabola.  Consider a point r  on th  c  ntreline of th  und  f  nn d 
bar at co-ordinat s  (0, z).  We  no~ b  nd the  bar into a  parab  la  . 11  I  xalll-
in  th  co-ordinate  of thi  point r'  a  lUning it  r  t·  in  d  i  t  ~  P  'i t i  11  11  t 11 ' 
ntr lin  (  e figure 4. 15). 
Th - Z  o-ordin'it  of thi  pint ,,-ill haye chan '  I 1)\'  Hll  am  Hllt 
1 x 
r' 
r 
Figure 4.15:  Displacement of point on the centreline of the bar after bar i  b TIt 
into a parabola 
(  4.34) 
in the negative z direction. 
Now the cylindrical bar  has non  zero radius.  Recall  that  we will  convert  this 
model into a form suitable for use with Ocean which will therefore u  e a  'tack 
of radially  distributed  nodes.  Hence  the  displacement of each  point  on  th 
cross  section is  needed  as  well.  This  can  be  calculat d  with  full  generality 
using  the  point at  the  highest  x  value  for  any  particular  cro  ection.  The 
displacement of  this  cross  section  can  be  represented  as  a  combination  of a 
translation in the x direction and a rotation in the xz plane. 
The  translation is  simply  ~ CZ 2  and  only  contribute  to the  x  di plac  m  nt. 
2 
To  calculate the  displacement  contribution  of  the  rotation,  con  ider  figur 
dF 
4.16.  The  angle e  will  be the gradient of the bar  at that  p int, or  - \\'11  r  d::: 
F  =  ~ CZ 2 here. 
The value of dz will h  nce be - x  in e.  imilarly.  ell' = I-.r  o~ e  = .1'(1 - '( ~  ). 
COlnbining th  di  pLl  elnent of the  ntre lin  , th  iispln '  III )llt  ill(  , '(  1\1111  l 
n  rvation  '~.nd th  di plac  lllent'  du  t  th  rotHti m (f  )Cl·ll  TO..  \('\ i(  II 
lO ~ Figure 4.16:  Rotation of cross section 
we  obtain the following displacement vector: 
(
1  c
2 
z 3  ) 
U  =  "2 CZ2 + x(l - cos e), 0, --6- - x sin e  (4.35) 
Now e  =  ~~ = cz in this case.  Hence  equation 4.35 becomes; 
(
1  c
2 
z 3  ) 
U  =  "2 cz2 + x(l - cos(cz)), 0, -- 6 - - x sin(cz)  (4.36) 
We are now in a position to calculate the strain tensor.  Using equation 4.3  we 
obtain the following: 
10 ~ (dUi  + dUj) 
2  dx·  dx·  J  ~ 
1 - cos(ez) 
o 
o  ~ [ez + ex sin (  ez) - sin (  c,: )] 
o  o 
~ [ez + ex sin(ez) - sin(ez)]  0 
2  2  _c;  _  excos(cz) 
(  -±.37) 
Using the small angle approximations sin(x)  ~ x  and cos(x) 
2 
~ 1 - ~  this 
becomes; 
C2Z 2 
0  ~ [ez + e
2xz - ez]  2 
0  0  0 
~ [ez + e
2xz - ez]  0  c
2
z
2  (1  c
2
z
2
)  ---ex  --
2  2 
C2 Z 2 
0  .!.e2xz 
2  2 
0  0  0  (  4.38) 
.!.e2xz 
2  0  c
2
z
2 
(  1  c
2
z
2
)  --2- -ex  - ~ 
In  addition, we  can calculate the energy using equation 4.4: 
E  - r  Y  (U2  +  (J  UIiU TTITII ) 
substrate  - lv 2(1 + (J)  I)  1 - 2(J 
2  If \ve  set (J = 0,  Hij  becomes, 
1  O~) 2  U .. 
~J 
2 
(  4.40) 
(  4.41) 
We  set  (J'  =  0  for  ease of calculation;  it removes  the second term from  the 
energy density equation 4.4.  We  are not in a physical situation with the bar 
bent into a  parabola:  the deformation imposed is  consistent with a material 
having sigma equal to zero so  there are no  adverse consequences to making 
this assumption.  In particular we must use all the strain tensor components in 
the remaining term of the strain energy density calculation and so we are still 
testing the strain calculation of Ocean completely.  A further test, not detailed 
here,  found agreement between the analytical energy and the Ocean derived 
energy for a pure longitudinal deformation for a bar where Poisson's ratio was 
not set to zero.  After conversion to polar co-ordinates and integrating the z 
terms from 0 to L, the length of the bar, the total energy  Esubstrate is  finally 
calculated as: 
(  4.42) 
If  we only integrate z over the range L - 8 to L, where 8 is a nominal coating 
thickness, we obtain the following: 
Ecoating 
110 We now have a complete scheme to test Ocean; we  have an analytical model 
for which the displacements, strains and strain energy are known accurately. 
4.5.1  Results 
Figure 4.17 shows a graph of the calculated bar energies using various mesh 
sizes  with Ocean.  The test values used are shown in table 4.2.  Recall that 
there is an approximation whereby nodes at the top and bottom of the cylinder 
use only two points to calculate the z components of strain; there is a similar 
approximation  around the rim of each  disc.  Hence  the test value  may  be 
slightly  inaccurate unless  a  sufficiently  large  number  of nodes  is  used  thus 
decreasing the contribution of the top and bottom layers and the rim of each 
disc.  Figure 4.17 shows the test values as a function of the number of nodes. 
In these test values the product of the number of radial nodes and the number 
of angle increments ranges from 8 to 400.  From this it can be seen that a few 
thousand nodes are required to obtain accurate results. 
Constant  Value 
curvature  1.00 x 10-
4 
L  1.00 x 10-lm 
Y  7.20 x 1010  kg/ms
2 
R  1.00 x 10-1m 
8  1.00 x 10-6m 
Table 4.2:  Test constants 
This shows  that there is  a  convergence  to a  steady value  of the calculated 
energy.  This graph would  indicate that  Ocean  does  quickly  converge  to a 
steady value.  However  it would  suggest that any actual FEA models  used 
should have a few thousand nodes at least to be confident of the Ocean derived 
ratio.  Table 4.3  shows the comparison of the analytical energies and ratios, 
that were obtained by Ocean with a mesh of 6416 nodes (the highest nUlnber 
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Figure 4.17:  Convergence of energy values calculated by  Ocean 
shown on the graph)and that obtained by Ocean using a mesh of 29791  nodes. 
Substrate energy 
Surface energy 
Ratio 
Analytical 
2.8274 X  10-3 
2.8274 x  10-8 
1.0000 X  10-5 
Ocean(6416) 
2.8314  X  10-3 
2.8373  X  10-8 
1.0021  X  10-5 
Ocean(29791 ) 
2.829056  X  10-3 
2.830572  X  10-8 
1.000536 X  10-5 
Table 4.3:  Comparison between analytical and Ocean test energies 
This indicates that Ocean is  accurate to within 1% for the test model chosen. 
4.5.2  Convergence 
We have discussed now the component parts of Ocean, its running and lllet jl!)( 1-
ology.  There remains one further feature of its use,  \yhich  is  the subj('('l  of 
convergence.  It is  not a priori clear hmy  accurMe a finite element  mesh  is  in 
terms of the energies that it  yields  (indeed.  an example of this  \\'as  S( '('II  ill 
the last section).  Experimental tests (see chapter :-).  table 5.1)  show that thr 
fr{'qm)ll(,~' agreement of the FE:\, rnodels \\'it  11  experiment is  ~()()d. but it  \\'( mId 
he prudent to 11se  (1  nurnber of lllOdc1s  to ensure that  8.11  aCCllr8.te  readillg of 
11:2 the energy was  employed.  To  this  end,  a  number  of model  were  u ed  for 
anyone sample with increasing mesh densities.  The number of node  in  the 
radial, angular and z directions were increased in proportion to keep the ratio 
of the individual mesh cell  dimensions approximately  the same.  The con e-
quent energy ratios were plotted in Excel and the Solver package wa  u ed to 
fit  an exponential curve to the data.  The asymptotic value of the curve  'Iva 
then used as the final ratio value since  this would apprOXilllate to an infinite 
number of points.  Although this would not give  a completely accurate answer 
- numerical accuracy issues  would  prevent this - it  would nonetheless  allow  a 
common procedure to be used for each case.  An example of such a convergence 
can be seen in figure 4.18, with data from chapter 5.  The data were found  to 
be well fitted using an exponential. 
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Figure 4.18:  Example convergence 
4.6  Conclusion 
In  this  hapter we  have introduc  d the topiC'  of str·=tin  and t  11 '  ~11 1  ,'('  PlC)ll  cClI-
Tl  of fil1l' te  lOll  nt  Clnal,\'sis  t ) obt nin till' nodnl  ulati  n of  train en  ro 'y.  le u 
11' displacements of a variety of natural modes of a mass has been discussed. along 
with the use of these displacements to numerically calculate the strain energy 
stored in this mass.  To do this,  a  program called Ocean was  "Titten \\"hich 
has been discussed both in terms of its usage and in terms of its conceptual 
working.  Finally, the output of this program has been verified using analy"ti-
cally derived strain energies and limits have been placed on the mesh densities 
which should be used with Ocean to ensure accuracy. 
114 Chapter 5 
Analysis of Coated Silica Test 
Masses 
5.1  Introduction 
The previous chapters have dealt with the theory and methodology necessar.v 
to assess the presence and determine the level of losses due to dielectric ('WI t i  llgs 
on test masses.  In this chapter these concepts will be used in practice. 
The study will comprise two parts.  The first  will describe the initial effort:-; 
made to determine the existence of an excess loss due to a coating and to obtain 
an initial level for that loss.  This work has also been published separately[qJ]. 
The second part will extend that work to investigate different types of coating 
to determine the primary source or sources of loss and thus potential \Yely"S  t() 
reduce that loss.  This investigation covers both the composition of the coatillgs 
and the materials used.  The extended in\"estigation forms part of an updated 
coating loss paper, currently" in preparation. 
115 5.2  Initial Study - 10m Prototype Masses 
5.2.1  Nature of samples 
The initial investigation employed two fused  silica masses  originall~" used in 
the 10m prototype detector at the University of Glasgow.  Each ,,·as  a right 
circular cylinder with a diameter of 0.127 m and a height of 0.103 m.  The first 
sample was manufactured from Corning  [95]  7980  fused  silica (grade OC)  and 
the second from Corning 7940 fused silica (3G). The faces of both lllRSSCS were 
super-polished to sub-angstrom roughness levels and the barrels were inspec-
tion polished.  The polishing in all cases was carried out by Wave  Precision  1 
[96]  who also applied dielectric coatings to each sample.  One face of each mass 
was given a coating designed to be highly reflective at 1064 nlll.  although the 
reflectivities of each coating were slightly different.  The rear face of each mass 
was given a coating designed to be anti-reflective at the same wavelength. 
X-ray fluorescence[97]  was carried out on the coatings to determine their ma-
terial constituents.  The outcome of this indicated that the highly reflective 
coatings on the 7980 and 7940 masses consisted of aluminium oxide (alumina) 
and tantalum pentoxide (tantala). Subsequent calculations using equations 3.4 
and 3.5 suggested that the highly reflective coating on the 7980 lllaS:-i consisted 
of approximately 43  alternating quarter wavelength layers,  giving a  physical 
thickness of 6.3  f-1m.  It is  similarly believed that the highly reflectiYe coating 
on the 7940 mass used 59 layers giving a geometrical thickness of ~.6 pm. 
An initial assumption WRS made that the loss in the coating was proporti()nal 
to the total thickness and that the loss ,,"as  h(lsi(,i111~" hOlllogell(,Olls 1  hrOll,C2,Il()ut 
the coating.  It was assunled that the anti-reflection coating.  which  had sig-
1 previous!.," General Optics 
116 nificantly fewer layers  (~ 2 layers) would not add a significant amount to the 
total loss and was thus not considered. 
The losses of seven modes were obtained using the method described in ap-
pendix A.  The modeshapes for these modes are shown in appendix B 
5.2.2  Results 
The lowest  loss  factors  measured for  each of the seven modes of the coated 
7940 and 7980 masses can be seen in table 5.1. 
Corning 7980  Corning 7940 
Modelled  Measured  Measured 
frequency  frequency  Measured  frequency  Measured 
Mode  (Hz)  (Hz)  loss(x 10-7)  (Hz)  loss(x 10-7) 
1.  Bending (8,  n  =  1)  22401  22105  1.37 ± 0.04  22361  1.6 ± 0.01 
2.  Asymmetric drum (1, n  =  0)  23238  22977  1.16 ± 0.02  23004  1.23 ± 0.05 
3.  Fundamental (1,  n  =  2)  24671  25378  0.65 ± 0.01  25404  0.5 ± 0.02 
4.  Clover-4 (16, n  =  2)  25490  26176  1.61 ± 0.03  26193  1.89 ± 0.04 
5.  Symmetric drum (4, n  =  0)  27723  28388  3.1 ± 0.12  28395  3.6 ± 0.29 
6.  Expansion  31397  31710  1.09 ± 0.01  31731  1.01 ± 0.01 
7.  2nd Asymmetric drum (3, n  =  0)  35133  36045  0.86 ± 0.01  36072  0.94 ± 0.03 
Table 5.1:  Experimental losses with mode classification (due  to  McMahon{4j) 
and modelled and measured frequencies 
The first observation that may be made is that there is a great deal of variation 
in the losses  between the different  modes;  differences  of up to a  factor  of 4 
can be seen.  It is  postulated that these variations are due to the coating. 
Previous studies of an uncoated sample manufactured from  7980  fused  silica 
yielded loss factors of between 0.87 x 10-7  and 1 x 10-
7
.  The spread of these 
losses  is  less  than 14%.  From this we  believe  that the suspension losses  do 
not contribute significantly to the measured loss  values  and hence  that  the 
variation in the losses seen in the modes of the coated sample arises from  the 
dielectric  coatings themselves.  Additionally.  however.  it  may  be noted that 
these existing uncoated losses are higher in some cases than the coated losses 
117 tabulated above.  Hence the uncoated losses cannot be used in this analysis as 
it would appear that the previous sample had a higher intrinsic loss than the 
samples in use here. It  is now sensible to proceed with the analysis to determine 
the level of the excess loss due to the coatings.  Before this, however, it should 
be noted that in each sample a small amount of the coating had spilled over 
onto the barrel of the masses during the coating process.  The importance of 
this effect will become clear presently. 
5.2.3  Analysis 
Recall  the form  of parameterisation of loss  assuming only intrinsic loss  and 
coating loss to be significant but including coating on both the face and barrel: 
E coating  E  coating 
¢(WO)coated ~  ¢(WO)substrate + E  onface  ¢(WO) coating  + E  on barrel  ¢(WO)eff  (5.1) 
substrate  on face  substrate 
E coating 
where as before E  on face  is the fraction of the energy of the mode stored in the 
substrate 
E  coating 
coating and E on barrel  is that stored in the barrel. 
substrate 
¢(WO)eff represents the overall effect of the barrel on the loss of the sample.  The 
spillage of coating down the barrel was  not part of the coating specification 
and therefore  the exact  thickness  is  unknown.  Also,  it  is  possible  that it 
is  not of even thickness down  the barrel and hence  may  not  have  constant 
loss  throughout the layer.  Thus to model  this  precisely  is  impossible.  As 
a somewhat simplistic approximation it is  assumed that the coating has the 
same thickness as the coating on the face of the sample and is essentially even 
throughout the coating. It is also assumed that the coating extends down the 
entire barrel.  This assumption is  made in case there exist patches of coating 
further down  the barrel which  are invisible  to the eye  but would  still  have 
118 an effect on the overall loss of the mass.  This assumption ,,-ill  be dealt ,,"ith 
further later. 
The mechanism for obtaining the energy ratios was dealt with in chapter 4.  The 
mode shapes used are given in appendix B. The effective Young's modulus and 
Poisson's ratio were calculated according to equations 3.4 and 3.5 in chapter 3. 
The final values used are shown in table 5.2.  The citations given in the table 
indicate the source of the original value.  Note that although the thickness of 
the different coatings were given above,  the energy ratios were calculated for 
a coating thickness of 1 f.Lm.  This was because the two coatings had different 
thicknesses;  this allows  a  single calculation of energy ratios which  ma~' then 
be scaled appropriately. 
Material 
Aluminium oxide 
Tantalum pentoxide 
Calculated multilayer[84] 
Fused silica 
Young's 
modulus (Pa) 
3.6 X  1011 [98] 
1.4 x 1011 [84] 
2.6 x  1011 
7.2 x 101°[99] 
Poisson's 
Ratio 
0.27[99] 
0.23[84] 
0.26 
0.17[99] 
Table 5.2:  Material properties used for coatings and substrate 
In  section 4.5.2 we  dealt with the necessary convergence of the energy  rati()~ 
using a number of FEA models with different mesh densities.  Figure 5.1 shows 
.  d  F'  5 ,)  a typical convergence;  in this case that of the asymmetnc  rum.  Igure  ,-
shows the calculated energy ratios. 
5.3  Analytical Ratio Calculation 
Recall that in chapter 4 we developed a method to check that (k(';lll  ;\g1'(,(,<1 
with an an(1I~-tical rHodel of a bent bar. It 'Hl1lld be an in:-:tructi\'(\ final  :-:1('P  to 
directh' COlnpare the elH'rg~' ratio~ calculated from Algor  re~lllt:-: with all<d~·ti(';d 
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results.  Indeed, the best case would be to do this for the cylindri  al ma  III u ' 
in this analysis.  It has been established, however \ that  the analytical  lut i  11 
of the  nergy ratio for the modes of a cylindrical rna  diffi  ult in many cas  .. 
(henc  th  us  of Ocean  in  the fir  t  place).  On  111  d  \\' h  r  t hi ..  i  ..  11  l  11(' 
ca  (at  least  to an appropriate level) i  th  a  )'111111  tri  drum.  \ \.  no\\'  1 ri \. \ 
th  en  rg  ratio for  th  a.  Y 1l11netric drum, u ing  fi r ~t t  11  1 r  hl'lll  f (1  har of 
r  a 11o"ular cr  b 
~ ect i on. 
l~O 5.3.1  Initial Case - Bar 
Consider  a bar, length  L, height  D and width b.  As shown in figure 5.3. one 
face has a coating of thickness  i:lR.  The energy stored in the coating a  it  i 
stretched by i:lL as a result  of the bar being bent as in figure 5.3  i : 
t.-----__  ~ 
~R  t f------------< 
o 
b 
L 
x 
End view 
\ 
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Figure 5.3:  Diagram of a bent bar 
y 
z 
where  k  =  YeA/ L is the  spring constant, Ye is the Young'  modulu  f  th 
coating  and A  =  i:lR b is  the cross  ectional area over  which  the f  r  F  is 
appli  d. All these values are known except 6L. Recall, how  \'  r. that L =  RoB. 
with e  srnall, and that L + 6L = (Ro =  ~  )e. Henc  , 
(. >.:3 ) 
1:._1 Thus we have the following expression for the energy stored in the coating: 
(SA) 
We  now require the energy stored in the bar.  Consider a thin section of the 
bar, dr, at distance r from the origin greater than Ro.  Then the energy of this 
element will be 
dE  ~kdL2 
2 
~  ~bdr  dL2 
2  L 
(5.5) 
with k  =  ~A/  L  =  ~bdr  / L.  ~  is  the Young's modules of the bar and the 
cross-sectioned area A =  bdr.  Now,  L =  RoB  as before but L + dL  =  TB,  so 
dL =  (r  - Ro)B.  Hence the energy stored in stretching a thin element of the 
bar is 
(5.6 ) 
This expression can now be integrated over the total thickness D of the bar. 
Note that we  have derived dE for an element  ;'above"  the neutral  ({xi~.  w11('1'(' 
the bar is  being stretched.  Below the neutral 8xis an equal amount of  (,lH'rg~' 
is  stored in the compression of the bar. 
So,  the total energy stored in the bar is  t\\"icr  the integr8l of dZ frOlll  Ro  to 
Ro +  ~.  Consequentl~" we  han_' 
l:?:? ~be21Ro+D/2 
2  (r - RO)2 dr 
2L  Ro 
~be2  ~ (D)3 
L  3  2 
(5.1) 
In conclusion,  therefore, we  have the ratio of energy stored in the coating to 
that stored in the bar as: 
Ecoating  = 3 Yc 6R 
Ebar  Yb  D 
(5.8) 
5.4  Second Case:  Cylinder 
Having examined the simple case of a  bar,  we  now  extend the analysis to a 
cylindrical mass excited to its asymmetric drum mode.  We  will  do  this  b~" 
considering the cylinder to be constructed from  a  number of layers.  each  of 
which is  deformed radially as the cylinder is  bent. 
With reference to figures  5.4  and 5.5,  consider the mass.  or :-;nlbtl'Clte.  to be 
made up of a number of segments reaching alrnost, but not quite. to the ('(\ntH\ 
of the substrate.  The initial stage is  to calculate t he  encrg~"  (l:-;~()ciCltcd  \\"it h 
radially stretching such a segment of the substrate abow\ the neutral  <lxi~. 
Let a segnlent be divided into a number of elenlents each wit h  dilllell~i()ll~ ,.r/fl 
by ell'  (1'-';  shmnl in figure  5.6.  Each segment would have  t hi('klj('~~  ~R.  Tllll~ 
the cross scctiOlwl area A =  1'IIo~R.  So the indi,"idual radial  ~pring (,Oll:-:t allt 
1:23 btti~~~-t- mass 
segment 
Figure 5.4:  A  segment of a cylindrical  mass 
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r~ 
segment thickness  R 
L 
x  x 
Face View of Mass  Side View of Mass 
Figure 5.5:  Diagram of a mass distorted into its asymmetric drum mode 
kn  for each element will be 
(5.9) 
x 
Face View of Mass 
Figure 5.6:  Clo  up of ' gm  nt 
wh  r  L  dr  and ~  i  ~  again th  ):  ung·s  lllociulu,'  (f t  11 '  ~lll :trn '  1'11 , 
12-1 spring constant for the entire segment will be the summation of these spring 
constants over all elements in that segment. 
The reciprocal of the spring constant k tot is  the sum of the reciprocals of the 
individual spring constants as follows: 
1  1  1  1  --=-+-+-+  ... 
ktotal  kl  k2  k3 
(5.10) 
The inverse of k is known as the compliance C;  we thus add the values of Cn 
where 
1  dr 
Cn  =  kn  =  Ysrd¢~R 
(5.11 ) 
Hence the total compliance Ctot is; 
1  lro 
1  -dr 
Ysd<p~R  re  r 
(5.12) 
Hence, 
(5.13) 
Here, L =  RoB  and L +  ~x  =  RB giving ~x  =  (R - ~)(). Therefore. 
dE =  ~Y.d4>t.R [In  G~) r  (R - R.Jl 0
2  (5.14) 
125 To find the energy stored in a segment the thickness of the substrate (a slice). 
we  integrate this expression from  Ro  to Ro + Ro + ~, then multiply by 2 as 
before; 
dEslice  l
Ro+D/2 
2  dE 
Ro 
[  (  )] 
-1  r Ro+D/ 2 
Ysd¢;  In  ~:  1j2 J  flo  (R - Ro)2 dR 
(5.15) 
To find the total energy stored we  now  integrate over ¢ from 0 to 27r.  Hence 
the total energy stored in the substrate is; 
1['  3  [  (TO)] -1  2  Esubstrate  =  12 YsD  In  T€  0  (5.16) 
Finally we wish to calculate the energy stored in a coating.  To do this, consider 
a  segment  located on the surface  of the mass.  Then the  ~x term in  the 
energy stored dE =  ~k(~X)2 will be  ~x  = (Ro + D/2)O - RoO = (D/2)O.  By 
comparison with equation 5.13 and considering ~R  to be the total thickness 
of coating, the energy stored in a segment of coating is; 
1  TO  2 
[  (  )] 
-1 D2 
dE =  2Ycd¢~R In  T€  4 0  (5.17) 
with Yc  the Young's modulus of the coating.  Equation 5.17 is integrated over 
¢ to give the total energy stored in the coating, giving; 
7r  202  I  TO 
[  (  )]
-1 
Ecoating =  4 Yc~RD  n  r  {  (5.1K) 
126 Then, finally the ratio of energy stored in the coating to that in the substrate 
is equation 5.18 over equation 5.16 giving 
Ecoating  =  3 Y c ~R 
E  substrate  Ys  D  (5.19) 
which is equivalent to the case for the bar (equation 5.8). 
In order to test the output from Algor &  Ocean, the energy ratio was found 
for  a  coating thickness  1  /-lm  on a  substrate 10.3  cm thick in the situation 
where  both have  the same Young's  modulus for  simplicity.  The analytical 
value is 2.91 x 10-
5
.  The Algor/ Ocean value (for a model using 28681  nodes) 
is  2.97 x 10-
5
,  an agreement to within 2%.  This is very encouraging as far as 
the accuracy of the Algor/Ocean technique is concerned. 
5.4.1  Regression Analysis 
Insignificant Barrel Loss 
Having obtained the relevant energy ratios, we  are now in a position to begin 
the analysis proper.  Reference will be made throughout this section to equation 
5.1.  First, consider the case where ¢eff in equation 5.1 is zero, i.e.  there exists 
no  barrel coating,  or at least  the losses  associated with such  a  coating are 
not significant for  these measurements.  We  may then plot the ratios against 
experimental loss  to obtain the coating loss  as  gradient.  Figure  5.7  shows 
the results of this plot, wherein the "front surface energy ratid' refers to the 
energy ratio for the coating only on the front surface The experimental errors 
are highest for the two points for each mass at the right-hand side of the figure 
and the size of these errors (1  standard deviation level for  the best suspension 
length in each case) is indicated by the bars on the points for  the 7940 mass. 
127 The numbering of the points refers to the mode numbering in table  .1. 
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It can be seen from figure 5.7 that if the last point in each of the 7940 and 79  0 
cases is removed, the straight line fit becomes excellent.  However, the point in 
case is  the asymmetric drum, which has  a low  experimental loss.  Confidence 
in the validity of this point is  high because  it  is  unlikely  that  experimental 
measurements would yield a loss which was significantly too low.  Thu  a more 
detailed analysis is required. 
M ul  ti Regression Analysis 
We now replace the cPe j j  tenll frOlll equation 5.1  and perform a multir  T  'Sl  11 
fit  for  the coating losses.  A simple 2D  con1pari on  uch a  tho  t  U '  d in figllr 
5.7 is no longer possible (or reI vant) and thu  \\'e pro  d fr  m n  \\'  11  t  pI)t 
th  exp rilll nta.l  los  again t  the fi  t  d  r  p7' diet  d 1 0  ~' .  TIl  r 'sult  ..  )f such 
a fit  ar  h  V ln in figure 5.  .  ~I  d  number  8.r  ,'h  \\'n  11  t 11  net 1  1  )t  ollh·. 
l~c A perfect fit would be shown by the data points following the line y =  x: thi 
line is given for reference in each case. 
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Figure  5.8:  Comparison of the  experimental loss  with  that predicted  u  in!)  a 
three-parameter multiregression  analysis  for  (a)  the  7940  and  (b)  th  79  0 
mass) assuming that the barrel is  completely  covered in coating. 
Again, as in the single regression ca e,  ther  is one point in  ach  c whi ·h d 
not follow th  otherwi e good fit.  In thi  a  e,  we ob ~  rve that tll  'Yllllll 'tri . 
drum has a  ignificantly higher  10  s than that  r  quired for all  . c  pta!  le  fit. 
which i  mor  believabl  phy  ically than th  a  ~ yllllll  tri  drulll ha,-illO t ( ()  I(  \\. 
10  .  Thi  ff ct i  ~ e n on b  tIl tIl  7.JoO ' nd 7  ~ O pI(  L'  an I .'  ell  l)('ar~ to 
L_ be real. 
Other Possibilities 
It is  possible that this is  an artifact of the assumption concerning barrel 10 
covering the entire barrel.  It is  possible that the barrel coating doe  not  in 
fact  cover  the entire  barrel,  but instead  only  the  r-v  2 cm  coating  visible  to 
the eye.  A fit  of all 7 values of coated loss  against  the front surface ratio and 
barrel ratio  (2  cm only)  was carried out to check this.  This fit  was  found to 
give an R2  =  0.52  in the 7980 case and 0.57 in the 7940  case.  The 7980  plot 
is  shown in figure  5.9.  The experimental errors have been omitted  from  this 
graph (and in the remainder of this section) as they are insignificant compared 
to the error due to the fitting procedure. 
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Figur  5.9:  Graph  of  experimental loss  again  t pr diet  d to  for  7  1 0  ma,.' 
using a partial barrel coating 
Anoth r pos  ibility i  that. th  r  l '  a  plit bet,,- en sh  ar and hlllk  ~trC1ill ill til< 
ating' re  all  th  discu'  i  n of 
I  1  1 I "  •  l"(' ?hT(.' 'iOll mw! \  i  ti n  ...  -t. :... .  an  -t. _ . - .  , 
l' 0 was carried out  using equation 5.20. 
E coating  h 
on face  sear 
E  ¢(  WO)  coattng  h  sear  substrate  on face 
(5.20) 
+ 
E coating  b  lk 
on face  U  (  ) 
E  ¢  Wo  coattng  bulk 
substrate  on face 
As can  be seen from  figure 5. 10  the fit  is not good (the 7980 results only ar . 
again shown; the 7940 results are similar). 
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Figure 5.10:  Graph of experimental loss  against predicted loss  for  79  0 ma  <' 
using shear and bulk front surface energy ratios 
If, however, the surface shear, surface bulk and total barr 1 1  u '  1 in 
the analysis, the fit  is rather better  (R2 =  O.  ,figure  -.11)  but  t h  .'urfa ·' 
hear  1 0 s calculated is (-2 ± 2)  x 10-
4  "'hich ,,,ould  indi  at  hat  hi: fit  i: 
not v  ry  ph)  ical.  One rnight exp  ct ther  11  :  Ill ' 
Inbina ion of  hear plu  bulk en r  'y:  ind  d the)' ad 1 t ) gin -- the t(  nl  f1'  III 
1'1 surface  energy.  However  there is not enough  evidence  here to  ugge  t  ""hat 
such a dependence  may be. 
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Figure  5.11:  Graph  of  experimental loss  against  predicted loss  for  the  79  0 
mass using shear  and bulk front surface  energy  ratios  and  total barrel  nergy 
ratios 
Finally,  the last possibility considered was that there wa  a loss  ari  ing from 
friction.  Thus the ratio of the kinetic energy of a band the width of th  coating 
layer around the midpoint of the barrel to the strain energy of the  ub trate wa 
obtained for each mode.  The form of energy den ity mentioned in  ection 4.4.4 
was  used  to calculate ratios  for  both the radial (6 x + 6 y) and longit Idinal 
(~ z )  directions; these  led  by  linear addition to the total kinetic r  tio.  Th 
ratios  obtained were  of the  order  10-
10 
- 10- and  w  r  multipli  d  by  10 I 
to mak  them of th  arne order a  th  other ratio  (th  r  gr  1  n pr  gram. 
Analy e-IT[100]  failed  using  the original  nlao -nitude  b  au  th y  \\'  r  tt 0 
mall);  thi  is r  a  onable  ince  v, e are not  inter  st  d  . t  this  ~ t a o'~  ab Hit  th ' 
a  tual value of any fri  ti n 1 0  ,only wh  ther it  lll(1)'  r  c1S ll c1bl)'  .'i: .  It  \\·r\'-. 
fund that th r  was no  cOlnbinati  n of \'ariabl S (llsill
O
'  fr  mt  ~llr[a '  rat i)  . . longitudinal,  radial and total kinetic ratios)  which  yielded a  better fit  than 
was  obtained using the front surface and barrel ratios except for  a fit  of loss 
against the front surface ratio and longitudinal kinetic ratio.  This was  found 
to have R2 = 0.98 but a longitudinal kinetic loss of (-2 ± 0.2) x 10-3  which is 
clearly unphysical. 
We must therefore conclude that there does exist some unmodelled loss in the 
symmetric drum; one possibility is  edge effects  associated with the chamfers 
on the masses. 
Regression Analysis Excluding Symmetric Drum 
The multiregression fit  was repeated but with the exclusion of the symmetric 
drum.  Equivalent plots to those shown in figure 5.8 are shown in figure 5.12. 
We  can observe that this time the fit  is  excellent,  with R2  =  0.9.  Coating 
losses derived from this analysis are shown in table 5.3. 
For the Corning 7940 mass:  ¢(WO)substrate 
¢(wO)coating 
¢(WO)ej  j 
For the Corning 7980 mass:  ¢(WO)substrate 
¢(  WO) coating 
¢(WO)eff 
=  (3.7 ± 0.5)  X  10-8 
=  (6.4 ± 0.6)  X  10-5 
=(6.9 ± 0.4)  X  10-5 
=(5.6 ± 0.9)  X  10-8 
=(6.3 ± 1.6)  X  10-5 
=  (6.3 ± 0.9)  X  10-5 
Table 5.3:  Coating  loss  results for the  7980  and 7940  masses.  Errors  are  at 
the  1 standard deviation level 
The results for  ¢(wo)  are comparable with the current best  results for  bulk 
samples for  these types of fused silica[101].  While we  do not  directl~' require 
these results  it is nonetheless a useful check that the predicted ndue of intrill~i("  , 
loss is  not substantially different from the accepted experinlental level. 
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Figure  5.12:  Comparison  of the  experimental  loss  with  that predicted  using 
a three-parameter multiregression  analysis for  (a)  the  7940  and  (b)  the  79  0 
mass) with the symmetric drum removed 
5.5  Mode Identification Confirmation 
During this investigation, there was one experimentally d  termin  d mod  ",hi h 
wa  not u  ed in th  analysis due to uncertainty in it  identification. Thi,' mod 
wa  In asured  to have a frequency of 2577Hz. Thi'  pIa  1 it in  1  t 'l\'  E  11  (11  ~ fundamental mode,  25378 Hz, and the c4 mode, 26176  Hz.  It  wa  decided to 
confirm the mode shapes of the fundamental and c4  mode  and con equently 
correctly identify the mode at  25787 Hz using the direct modeshape method 
discussed in section 3.5.1.  A photograph of the experiment is  hown in figure 
5.13. 
Figure 5.13:  Photograph of experiment to determine modeshapes  of cylindrical 
mass 
5.5.1  Results 
The results will be presented in two stages, showing both the oscilloscope and 
spectrum analyser data which essentially demonstrate the same re ult  .  Th 
oscilloscope results will  be indicated by a matrix of phase  angle . whi  h ref r 
to the site diagram shown in figure 5.14.  The re ults them elve  are  hown in 
table 5.4.  In this table the phase  measurements are given exc  pt wll  r  tll 
accelerometer signal was too small to disc  rn.  This i con  i t  nt  \\·i th I  ati  n 
of the accelerom ter being a node of that mod; thi  i  indicat  d in  th  tall 
a  cordingly. 
Th  fir  t of th  VI  uld indicate·  'ituatioll \\·h  r  tll  )lltir<:  front  fa  .  ~  f t  11  ' 
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Figure  5.14:  Diagram  showing  the  vanous  accelerometer  sites  on  the  front 
surface of a  cylindrical mass 
Frequency (kHz)  Phase Distribution 
225  225  225 
25.555  225  180  225 
225  255  225 
90  90  45 
25.9  node  node  node 
-90  -90  -90 
node  - 90  node 
26.3  90  node  90 
node  -90  node 
Table  5.4:  Results  of oscilloscope  modeshape  experiment showing  phase  and 
node position 
mass  is  essentially  moving in phase  (there  is  a  limit  to the  accuracy of  the 
phases measured  of 45°) .  This is reminiscent of the fundamentallongitudina1 
mode  (see  appendix B). The  second suggests  a  mode  where  one  half of  the 
surface  is  moving  out of phase with  the  other  half.  Thi  might  ugge 't ~  a 
lTIode  like the bar lTIode shown in appendix  B.  Finally. the third  m  d  ,,,ould 
appear to suggest a lTIode where points on the  urfac  0PP  ite  a  h  th  l' '1.1'(' 
in phase but points 90° apart are out of pha  e.  Thi  \\'  uld  ~ U O'g st  th  '1m-p1' 
4 mode  hown in  appendix  B. 
I' These results would tend to support the ordering of the fundal11ental and clm'er 
4 modes and indicate that the central mode is bar-like. 
The equivalent results from the spectrum analyser  version of this experiment 
are  detailed below.  Firstly,  the transfer function  between the centre  of  the 
surface and the drive is shown in figure 5.15 
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Figure 5.15:  Transfer function between  the centre of the surface  and the drive 
From  this  we  can  see  that there is  a  mode at  25.5  kHz  and some  form of 
resonance at 26 kHz. The lower mode is very strong which again is con  i t  nt 
with the fundamental longitudinal mode. 
In  figure  5.16 we  can see the transfer  function between  the drive  and a point 
on the edge of the surface, where we can again see the 25.  kHz m  de but no\\' 
also  ones at 25.8  and 26.3 kHz.  The fact  that th  two  mod  app  '1.1'  only 
when the  accelerOl11eter  is  placed  at the  edge  of th  ma '  1  nt  wi t h 
th  fact that the bar and c4  n10de  indicate littl  di plac  m  n et  th  ir  . 'ntr 
points. 
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Figure 5.16:  Transfer function between the  drive  and accelerometer  placed  at 
the edge of the mass 
The  matter of the  small  resonance  at  26  kHz  is  interesting since  it  is  not 
predicted by any of the  other experiments  and indeed  was  not seen  by  the 
oscilloscope version experiment.  The explanation is that it  is  a resonance  of 
the accelerometer itself; figure  5.17 shows  the transfer  function between  the 
drive and the accelerometer itself with no mass present. 
Here this extra resonance can be clearly be seen.  Hence  it  would appear that 
this is not, in fact, a mass resonance. 
5.5.2  Effect of Extra Mode on Analysis 
The  mode  order confirmation provided  another  reliabl  mod  identificatic n. 
the  "bar"  mode.  In order  to check  that  the  pre en  e  of  t hi ~  lllOd  di 1 llC t 
aff  ct the outcome of the foregoing analy  i  , the fit  of 10  ' against front :urfa . , 
coating  energy ratio  and barrel  co·~ ting energ)'  ratio  ,,'as  r  peat  d  "'it  11  t I1t' 
additi  n  of thi  n10de.  The fit  for the  ~ 9 0 mas,'  llla)' 1 w  s( ell  in  figure  ;-.It 
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Figure 5.17:  Transfer function between  accelerometer and  drive  with  no  mass 
present 
(again without the experimental errors); the fit  for  the 7940 mass is similar. 
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It  an  b een  that the addi tio11  f this 111  d  hets  110  ff  ,t  of t  11 ) ()  Hlcill()'  of 
l ' fit;  the fitted losses remain as they were before. 
5.6  Implications For Advanced Detectors 
In chapter 2, the presence and possible sources of thermal noise were discussed. 
To give more context to the results presented here an estimate of the predicted 
thermal noise increase which would result from the measured value of coating 
loss is presented. 
Recall equation 2.27 which gives  the increase in thermal noise  which  would 
result from a slab of excess loss of different material properties to the substrc1tc 
being placed on a substrate: 
R  =  1 + {_1_  (1 + (Jcoating)  ¢coating  Ysubstrate}  X 
fo  (1 - (J;ubstrate) (1  - (J coating) ¢  substrate  Ycoating 
(0.21) 
{  [(1 _  2  .)  + (1  _  2  )2 (1 +  (Jsubstrate)2  (  Ycoating  )  2] 
(J  coatmg  (J substrate  (  ) 2 
1 +  (J coating  Ysubstrate  C~,) } 
where d is the coating thickness, w is the radius of the laser beam incident on 
the test mass,  (J  is the relevant Poisson's ratio of the test mass or coating and 
Y is the relevant Young's modulus of the test mass or coating. 
Using values for  the substrate and coating physical properties from table 0.2. 
the mean coating thicknesses for the 7980 and 7940 masses, a laser beam of spot 
size 5.5 x 10-2 m[13], a loss for the substrate of 5 x 10-
8  and using the lllean of 
the coating loss values for the 7980 and 7940 lllosses in table 5.3, the predicted 
power spectral density of the thermal noise is  illCrC<:1sed b\ <:1  fador 1.:27.  Thus 
the amplitude spectral density of the thermal noise  is  illcreClsed  b~' a  Lwtor 
of 1.13 over that which  would  lWH' been found  without  the presencr ()f  the 
coating la~'cr.  It should be noted that it  is assumed that t he losses in b( l\ 11  tll!' 
suhstTiltC and coating ore structuraL i.e.  thcy do not \';\n' \\'it h frrqw'lln·.  This 
1-10 seems reasonable since calculations[102] suggest that thermoelastic damping. 
which is frequency dependent, is at a lower level than the losses presented here. 
The goal for  Advanced LIGO is  an increase of a factor of 1.1  in the thermal 
noise power spectral density due to the coating loss.  This is consistent \yith an 
alumina/ tantala coating loss of r-v 2.5  X  10-5  (the equivalent loss for  a silica/ 
tantala coating is  r-v  3 x  10-5).  Thus the results here indicate that, while not 
increasing the noise by a prohibitive amount, nonetheless further inyestigation 
is required to characterise and reduce the loss due to the dielectric coatings.  In 
the next section the first stage in this extended investigation will be discussed. 
5.7  Extended Investigation (Silica/ Tantala) 
Having established the existence of an excess loss due to the coatings, a fur-
ther investigation was instigated to determine the nature of this loss  and its 
major source.  To  this end,  two  directions  were  pursued.  Firstly,  different 
coating dimensions were  used  and secondly different  materials were  used  in 
the coatings. 
5.7.1  Nature of samples 
Initially,  coatings made up of layers of silica and tantala were studied.  This 
type of coating was  chosen  because it is  used in current gravitational wenT 
detectors as a result of its optical properties.  The next section will  deal with 
other Illaterials used.  The samples in this instance were right  c~'lindriraL  ~(I, 2 
.  d'  t  d 25  1  mm I'n  height.'\ll were m<llmfClct 11]'('<1  frolll  ('( II'l1ing  mm In  lame er an.'-±  .  " 
7980  fused silica (grade OA).Table 5.5  shO\\'s  the differcllt  s<lIllpl('s  ll~('d.  TI}(~ 
.  .'  l'  d  1 . 8\1 \  L\'Oll[103].  The lllasses  \\'('n'  poIisll<'d  10  <l  coM lllgs  WCl c  app Ie  )~  ""'-i,  , 
b  \  ·f  'ollghness hv \\"l\'(' Precision (formerI,\' G('Il!'!"li Opt it'S)  S11  -l'-illgstl'Olll  SUI  ace 1  ",  ( 
1--11 Run  Number of  Effect being  Layer Thicknesses  Total number 
samples  investigated  (Si02A,Ta205A)  of layers 
0  1  Cleaning/ annealing  No coating  N/A 
1  2  substrate/ coating interface  1/4,1/4  30 
+ 30 coating layers 
2  1  substrate/ coating interface  1/4,1/4  2 
+ 2 coating layers 
3a  2  Differential effect of materials  1/8,3/8  30 
3a  2  Layer thickness vs.  number  1/8,1/8  60 
of layer/layer interfaces 
4  2  Reverse differential effect  3/8,1/8  30 
Table 5.5:  Table  showing different coating compositions used in investigation 
of the source of the coating loss 
Unlike in the original experiment described above, these samples were acces-
sible from their original, that is  uncoated, state.  This allowed a full  range of 
loss measurements to be made.  The experimental technique was the same as 
that used for the original samples. 
5.7.2  Results 
Losses from each of the coating types are shown in figure  5.19.  Where losses 
are not shown they have not been measured; for example, note in particular the 
absence of the symmetric drum in some of the samples.  This will be mentioned 
further in the next section. 
The analysis of these samples differed slightly from the previous analysis.  The 
biggest difference was that these masses had been coated so that they specifi-
cally did not have barrel coating:  hence that term was removed from the loss 
parameterisation. 
In the Inajority of scunples 5 modes were measured; in sorne  instancc~ hmycnT 
it  W(1S  not possible to detect all the modes as  the coupling to the sC'llsing  \\·as 
too low.  The modeshapcs for  these modes are given in appendix C 
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Figure 5.19:  Representative losses for each  of the coating  types, including  the 
annealed mass.  ((Before " indicates the loss  before the sample has  been treated/ 
coated and  ((After!!  refers  to  the loss  after coating/  treatment.  The different 
modes  are  ((c4"  - clover-4,  ((a" - asymmetric drum,  7" - fundamental,  "2a'  -
second asymmetric drum and  ((s !!  - symmetric drum.  Pictures of these modes 
may be found in appendix C. 
The analysis, or strictly the development of analysis, of these result  wa  om -
what involved.  Consequently, a case study of a typical analy i  will  be giv  n 
for  the 30 lay  r  A14, AI4 coating. 
143 5.7.3  Analysis Case Study (30 layer A/4,A/4) 
Since we  no longer are concerned with the barrel coating, a new loss parame-
terisation will be used, as shown in equation 5.22. 
E coating 
cjJ ( WO) coated  ~  cjJ ( Wo ) substrate + E  on face  cjJ ( WO)  coatmg 
substrate  on face 
(5.22) 
As  already mentioned,  the second difference  in  this  new  set  of masses  was 
that the losses of the samples  were measured both before and after they  were 
coated.  Hence the simplest analysis now is  to plot  cjJ(WO) coated  - cjJ(WO)substrate 
E coating 
against  E  on face  ;  the resulting straight line plot should yield  cjJ( wo) coatmg  as its 
substrate  on face 
gradient.  The resulting plot is  shown in figure 5.20 
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Figure 5.20:  Graph  of experimental coated loss  minus measured intrinsic loss 
against predicted loss for  two  masses,  each with  a 30 layer A/4, A/4  coating. 
The blue set of data  corresponds to  that shown in figure 5. 19. 
With  an  R2 valu  of 0.24  for  the  red  sample  and  R2 =  0.35  for  the  blu 
ample,  these are not acceptable fits.  Given that previou  fit  wer  xc  11  nt, 
what could the problem be?  One possibility concerns th  coating proc  " it 'elf. 
In  ne part of th  pro  ess  th  sample  are heated to anneal the coating. The 
1  4 temperatures used are not high enough to anneal the substrate as silica ha  an 
annealing temperature of rv 1000°C [104]  while the sample  here were heated 
to  600°C.  An uncoated sample  which  was  "quasi-annealed",  however,  wa 
found to have losses for  each of its modes which changed by different anlount 
from the losses measured originally (see figure 5.21). 
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Figure 5.21:  The losses measured before and after an uncoated sample had been 
heated to  the temperature used to  anneal  the  coatings  on other  samples.  This 
data is the same as  the annealed sample in figure 5.19 
It is possible that this was due to stress being introduced into the sample as 
it was heated and cooled.  Previous work has noted that the true annealing of 
a mass may affect its intrinsic 10ss[105,  104].  Thus, it would be instructive to 
neglect the uncoated or substrate values  and instead fit  using the losses taken 
from the quasi-annealed mass discussed earlier.  The outcome of thi  is  hown 
in figure 5.22. 
It can  be seen that the fit  with the red sample is not very good  (R
2=0.19). 
certainly in comparison to th  fit  for  the blue salllple for  which R2=O.7  .  It 
hould be noted that th re is a  ignificant differenc  in th  10  f the 1 ftIllO't 
mod  the synl1l1  tric dnllll mode  betw en  the two  ample'.  If  t hi'  III  d  i,' 
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Figure 5.22:  Graph of experimental coated loss minus appropriate annealed loss 
against predicted loss  for two 30 layer A/4, A/4 coated  masses.  The blue data 
set refers to  the sample shown in figure  5. 19 
removed  (from both samples  for  consistency)  and the data refitted, the graph 
shown in figure 5.23  is obtained in which the fit for the red data has R2  =  0.91 
and the  fit  for  the  blue  data has  R2 =  0.84.  From  this  we  can see  firstly 
that the fit  for the red sample is significantly improved and secondly that the 
two  data  sets  are  now  consistent  in  their  gradient;  the  intercept  does  vary 
between the two sets but  this could perhaps indicate a slight difference in the 
intrinsic losses of the individual samples.  The coating losses yielded from  this 
fit  are  (2.9 ± 0.7)  x  10- 4  for  the red  data set and  (2.5 ± 0.8)  x  10-
4  for  the 
blue.  These are in agreement within error.  This would suggest (in similar way 
to the  original study)  that  the  removal  of one  mode  improves  the analy i . 
Throughout  the investigation, it  proved difficult  in the experimental work to 
obtain repeatable loss values for the symmetric drum for  all the  ample  [106]; 
inde d in later work it proved impossible. 
In  addition, a graph wa  plotted of the radial displac  lnent al  ng the barreL 
n  rmalis  d  to the n1aximum di  placem  nt  f the front  urfac, of  a  h  f t h 
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Figure 5.23:  Graph  of experimental  coated  loss  minus  appropriate  annealed 
loss  against predicted loss using only 4 modes for two  30 layer A/4, A/4 coated 
samples) where the  blue data set corresponds  to  the data  in figure 5. 19 
modes.  The maximum radial displacement for  the c4  mode was used a  it  is 
not axisymmetric.  This graph is  shown in figure  5.24.  It is possible that  the 
significantly greater curvature noticeable in the symmetric drum is leading to 
a currently unmodelled loss.  Work in this area continues. 
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147 It is instructive to examine the implications of the remarkable improvement in 
goodness of fit  demonstrated in figure  5.23.  This suggests that the annealing 
process itself adds a  mode dependent element to the intrinsic loss,  previously 
believed to be constant (see chapter 3).  This interesting result is  still under 
investigation. 
We  will thus use this analysis for  the remainder of the study,  with one final 
addendum.  This was that a similar procedure was carried out using the results 
from the 2 layer coated sample.  The parameterisation is  a little less obvious 
than for the annealed case: 
¢30  coated  ¢30  intrinsic + R30¢30 coating 
¢2  coated  (5.23) 
where  ¢30  coated  refers to the 30  layer coated loss,  ¢30  intrinsic to the intrinsic 
loss  of the 30  layer mass,  R30  the energy ratio for  the 30  layer coating and 
¢30  coating the loss of the 30 layer coating.  Similarly for  the 2 layer coating 
If ¢30  intrinsic = ¢2  intrinsic then we  have 
(5.2~) 
Now,  R30  =  15R2.  If  we  assume that ¢30  coating =  ¢2  coating, i.e.  that there loss 
dependence on the intra-coating interfaces, then we  are left with: 
¢30  coated - ¢2  coated 
R2 (15¢3o  coating  - ¢2  coating) 
R2 (15¢2  coating - ¢2  coating) 
(5.2G) 
(5.2G) 
(5.2/) 
(;- .) '")  .). -," 
(5.29) 
(:>.30) So a fit of cP30  coated  - cP2  coated against R28  should yield a straight line.  gradient 
cPcoating 
The results of a fit using these results in place of the annealed result  IS  hO\\"1l 
in figure 5.25 
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Figure 5.25:  Graph  of experimental coated loss  minus appropriate 2 layer loss 
against  predicted  loss  using  only  4 modes  for  two  30  layer  A/4, A/4  coated 
masses.  Again) the blue data set refers to  the sample shown in figure 5. 19 
where  R2 =  0.95  for  the red  data set and R2 =  0.82  for  the blue data set. 
Again, the losses agree within error.  This indicates that we are again removing 
the problem  of the substrate.  Secondly,  it  would also  appear to confirm  our 
assumption that the loss of the 2 layer coating is the same a  that of the 30 
layer coating. 
5.7.4  Results of Analysis 
The losse  obtained from the analysi  carri  d out on the  ilica/ tantala  at  I 
n1a  ar  shown in table 5.6.  The C 01UlTIn  h  ad  d  - a indicate'  tho  t  the 
'j,naly i  W '3,  ca.rried out ,~i th the removal of th  (qua 'i)-ann al d ma ':  l(  S,'  . . 
1.J The column marked c - 2 indicates that the 2 layer coated mass losses. 
Coating type  Sample  c-a fit  c-2 fit 
30  (A/4,A/4)  1  (2.5 ±  O.S)  x 10-4  (2.6 ±  O.S)  x 10-4 
2  (2.9 ± 0.7)  x 10-4  (3.1 ± 0.5)  x 10-4 
60  (A/S,A/S)  1  (2.7 ±  0.5)  x 10-4  (2.S ± 0.5)  x 10-4 
2  (2.5 ±  1.1)  x 10-4  (2.6 ±  1.1)  x 10-4 
30  (3A/S,A/S)  1  (3.7 ± 0.4)  x 10-4  (3.6 ± 0.5)  x 10-4 
2  (3.S ± 0.5)  x 10-4  (3.6 ± 0.5)  x 10-4 
30  (A/S,3A/S)  1  (1.7 ± 0.3)  x 10-4  (1. 7 ± 0.3)  x 10-4 
2  (2.1 ± 0.2)  x 10-4  (2.1 ± 0.2)  x 10-4 
2 (A/4,A/4)  1  (0.9 ± 2.S)  x 10-4 
Table 5.6:  Results of coating analysis 
For each coating type, the loss  used was  the lowest  loss  calculated from  the 
two samples.  The reason for this is that it is  always possible to measure a loss 
which is  higher than its true value due to additional damping factors present 
in the experiment.  The only way to measure a loss  lower than its true value, 
however,  is through measurement error. 
We may make a number of deductions from these losses.  Firstly, compare the 
2 layer and 30 layer (A/ 4,A/ 4)  samples.  These have losses of (0.9 ± 2.S)  x 10-
4 
and (2.5 ±  0.7)  x  10-4  respectively.  These agree within error.  The measured 
values  of loss  for  the 2  and 30  layer  samples  (see  figure  5.19)  suggest  that 
the 2 layer coating has a  much smaller effect  than the 30  layer coating.  S() 
immediately it is implied that it is the coating itself which has the major effect 
and not, say,  the substrate/ coating interface. 
Secondly, consider the 30  and 60  la~'er coatings of the same overall  thi('kll<'~~. 
These haw' losses of (2.5±0.S) x 10-4 and (:.2.5±0.7) x 10-~ respectiycl~-.  Th('~(\ 
are the same,  to within error.  Hence  ,,-e  m8.~· deduce that the intr(l-C();lting 
interfaces are not a significant source of loss. Thirdly,  we  have  the  3),,/8,),,/8  vs  ),,/4,),,/4  coatings.  These  yield  losses  of 
(3.7 ± 0.5) x 10-
4  and (2.5 ± 0.8) x 10-
4
.  Recall that the 3),,/8,)../8 coating has 
3 times as much tantala as silica.  The higher loss shown by the coating \\"hich 
did not have equal amounts of each material therefore indicates that tantala, 
at least in this coating formulation, has a higher loss than silica. 
Finally, we may compare the ),,/8,3),,/8 coatings with the 3),,/8)/8 and )../ -4.),,/-4 
coatings.  Recall  that these  coatings have  the opposite composition  to the 
3),,/8/,),,/8 coatings;  while  the latter had 3 times  as  much tantala as  silica. 
the ),,/8,3),,/8  coatings have  3  times  as  much silica.  The ),,/8,3),,/8  losses  of 
(1. 7 ± 0.2) x 10-4  agree with the suggestion that tantala has a higher loss than 
silica. 
This trend is repeated if,  instead of using the lowest losses the average  vClllle~ 
are used instead.  Furthermore, the findings presented here are corroborated by 
independent work done at Syracuse University and MIT using much thinner 
substrates.  A joint publication on this work is  currently in preparation. 
5.7.5  Coating split analysis 
Since we  now have a number of loss values for different silica/tantala coating 
compositions we  are in a position to evaluate the losses due to each material. 
We wish to use the loss due to the total coating to obtain the loss due to each 
material.  To do this we  will use the total loss term for  t he entire front surface 
coating, 
Ecooting  ,!) 
7cooting 
Esubs/,.otf' 
(.J.:n) and those of the individual materials which we will define in the same way as; 
Ecoating layeri 
E  ¢coating layeri 
substrate  (5.32) 
where i  ranges from 1 to 2.  This gives the following relation if we assume that 
all  the loss  arises from  the intrinsic loss  of the constituent materials of the 
coating: 
Ecoating  ~  .  _  Ecoating layer  1  ~  Ecoating layer2 
E  'f'coatmg  - E  'f'coating layerl +  E  ¢coating layer2 
substrate  substrate  substrate 
(5.33) 
Note  immediately that the  Esubstrate  term may be cancelled.  We  may  also 
simplify the Ecoating  terms.  These are essentially of the form  Ecoating  =  V F 
where  V  is  the volume  is  the coating and F  is  the energy density.  Recall 
equation 4.4 for the energy density due to strain: 
(5.34) 
Note that to a first approximation the energy density depends on the Young's 
modulus of the material times U;j.  If we  are comparing like  modes in each 
term of equation 5.33 then the U;j  term cancels.  Finally,  since each layer of 
the coating will have the same surface area as the entire coating, a comparison 
of volume requires only specification of the thickness t of the layer.  Hence it is 
possible to approximate the term Ecoating to Ycoatingtcoating  when carrying out 
a comparison such as that we  are considering. 
Using these approximations we  may write the following: 
152 Optical Thickness  Young's Modulus (kg/ms2)  Thickness (pm) 
>"/4,>"/4 
3>"/8,>"/8 
>"/8,3>"/8 
1.0  X  1011 
1.2  X  1011 
8.5  X  1010 
4.7 
4.3 
5.1 
Table 5.7:  Values used in the simultaneous equations involved in the calculation 
of individual losses due  to  different coating materials 
(5.35) 
where Y1, tl and (PI  refer to the properties of the first coating layer and similarly 
for  Y 2  etc. 
Recall that we have loss information for several different coating compositions, 
in particular one with an equal amount of silica and tantala, one with 3 times 
as  much tantala as silica and one with 3 times as much silica as  tantala.  \Ye 
may therefore construct equations as follows: 
yA/  4,>-/ 4t>-/ 4,A/ 4,J. A/ 4,A/ 4 
coating  coating 'f/  coating 
A/4  v  >-/4  (h 36) 
"Ysilicatsilica¢silica + J. tantalattantala¢tllfitull,(J. 
y3A/~,A/8t3>-/~,A/8  ,J.3A/8.' >-/8 
coahng  coatzng  'f/  coatzng  Ysilicat;fz~ca¢silica +  Ytantalat ;!!tala¢tantal,5.37) 
yA/8,3>-/8tA/8,~A/8  ,J.>-/8,~>-/8 
coahng  coatzng  'f/  coaizng 
3>-/8  3A/8,J.  (38) 
"Ysilica t silica ¢  silica +  Ytantala ttantala  'f/tantaI45 . 
Table 5.7 gives a list of the relevant values for the Young's l\Iodulus and thick-
ness  for  the different  coatings used  in these equations.  Table  G.8  gin\s  the 
different  (total)  thicknesses  for  silica  and tantala depending on  the  optical 
thi('kne~~ of each.  Note that the Young:s Modulus for siliccl  and t dnt ala arc  a~­
sumed not to change depending on their thickness.  }  ~,ili((l  =  7.'2  X  10
10  kg/ltl~2 
,llld }  ~(lntala =  1.4  X  1011  kg/ms:'? 
tT~ing the  10\n'~t  rt'sult~ for  the 30  la~'er >../ -J  and :W  Ll~"(T 3>"1-"'· >../s  coatin)2,~, 
153 Material  Optical Thickness  Thickness (/-lm) 
silica  >../4  2.8 
>../8  1.4 
3>../8  4.1 
tantala  >../4  2.0 
>../8  1.0 
3>../8  3.0 
Table 5.8:  Physical thicknesses associated with different optical thicknesses of 
silica and tantala coating layers 
equations 5.36 can be solved for the individual losses of silica and tantala to give 
¢silica = (-1.0±1.7)x10-4 and <Ptantala = (4.9±0.5)x10-
4 Using the previously 
obtained loss for  an alumina/tantala coating, (6.3 ±  1.6) x 10-
5  (section 5A.1 
we  obtain for the loss of an alumina coating of <Palumina  =  (-8 ± 3)  x 10-
5
. 
The equivalent coating loss splitting using the 3>../8  silica >../8  tantala coating 
yields the following  losses:  <Psilica  =  (0.7 ±  0.1)  x  10-
4  and ¢tantala =  (3.6 ± 
0.2)  x  10-4 ,  giving a  calculated value  for  the loss  of an alumina coating as 
¢alumina =  (-4 ± 2)  x 10-
5
. 
Finally, solving the simultaneous equations using the >../8  silica,  3>../8  tantala 
and 3>../8 silica,  >../8  tantala coatings gives the following losses:¢silica =  (OA ± 
0.1) x 10-4 and <Ptantala  =  (4.6±0.1) x 10-4, which results in a calculated value 
for the loss of an alumina coating as ¢alumina =  ( -7 ± 2)  x 10-
5
. 
The errors in this section were calculated with the assumption that the errors 
in the silica and tantala losses were the same in each of the two simultaneous 
equations.  This is not necessarily true, and indeed it is possible that the errors 
quoted here are too small.  Hence to give  final  values of the losses discussed 
here we take the mean of the calculated values, using the error calculated from 
the spread.  Table 5.9 gives the values of the different coating losses. 
154 Material 
silica 
tantala 
alumina 
0.3 ± 0.6 
4.4 ± 0.5 
-0.6 ± 0.1 
Table 5.9:  Mean values  of individual coating  losses  using errors from  spread 
rather than those calculated 
Although the loss  determined for  the alumina is  not a  particularly  ph~'sic8l 
result, we can still make some observations using this loss.  Firstl~', it suggests 
that that the alumina loss is  very low.  Secondly,  it should be noted that \ve 
have no information about the tantala loss from  the original Wave Precision 
coating.  One possible  explanation for  the negative  alumina loss  calculated 
here is that the tantala loss derived using the current coatings is in fact  hi,r;hcl' 
than that of the tantala in the original alumina/ tantala coatings.  This would 
imply that the alumina loss calculated here is  too low because it is  balancing 
a  higher loss  due to the tantala than was really the case.  However,  a  more 
extensive investigation of alumina/tantala coatings is required to make further 
deductions.  The initial stage of this study is presented in the next section. 
5.8  Alumina/ Tantala Coatings 
The next phase of testing involved using different  materials for  the coating; 
this time alumina and tantala as were used in the original coatings on the 10m 
prototype masses.  The choice of alumina \\Tas  made becau~c it had a sinlilarly 
low  index of refraction to silica and because the earlier work  suggested that 
alumina might have a low loss. 
Thc siunples  used wcre  the same  <:1:-;  those used in  the tcllltilLl  ~ili(";l  ~tud~·. 
This  t iIllC,  ho\\TH'L  the coating  \\Tork  "'(1~  carried  out  by  \ILD[J ()I].  The 
initial coatings \H'H'  )../ -J)../ -J  ahunina/ t ant  ala.  The m-('rall  opt ieai  t hi("kl[(,~~ was the same as the 30 layer silica/ tantala ,\/4,\/4 coating. resulting in a  .J I 
layer alumina/ tantala coating, physical thickness 6.8 pm. 
Using the same experimental and analysis techniques as those used previousl~'. 
the c - a derived loss,  averaged over two samples, was  (3.61 ± 0.01)  x  10-4. 
Since there is no equivalent 2 layer coating, there is  no c - 2 result. 
This is  an interesting results since  it  is  much  higher  than the original  loss 
measured on the 10 m prototype masses with a coating of the same composition 
(although manufactured by  a  different  company,  it  is  likely  that  a  similar 
process was used).  Further studies on this with more coatings from the supplier 
of the original alumina/tantala coatings (WavePrecision[96]) are underway. 
5.9  ConcI  usions 
Following an initial investigation it would appear that there is  indeed a me-
chanical loss due to the dielectric coatings used to turn the silica test masses 
used in current ground based interferometric detectors into mirrors.  A sub-
sequent  study,  carried out using  a  significantly greater number of samples, 
extended this finding to give  a potential source for  this mechanical loss.  The 
results suggest that the major source of loss  due to the dielectric coating b 
attributable to the intrinsic loss of the individual coating materials.  Further-
more  the tests have set limits on the losses of the individual materials used in  , 
the coatings.  Finally, a second extended investigation has now been initiatt'd 
which will determine the mechanical losses of coatings using different  materi-
als.  such as hafniuln oxide. niobium oxide and titaniu111 oxide.  This stud~' \\'ill 
also allow cOlnparisol1s to be made between different coating \'cwlors. Chapter 6 
Analysis of Coated Sapphire 
Substrates 
6.1  Introduction 
The previous chapter discussed the presence of a mechanical loss  mechani~lll 
associated with the dielectric mirror coatings used with test masses in  inter-
ferometric gravitational wave detectors.  Such a mechanical loss was shown to 
exist and an extensive investigation of possible sources of the loss was carried 
out.  However, all the experiments used silica test masses.  As "yas discussed in 
chapter 1 (section 1.7), the upgrade to LIGO, Advanced LIGO, is likely to nse 
sapphire test masses.  This is primarily due to sapphire's lower intrinsic loss. 
Hence it would be useful to be able to carry out similar coating inH'stigCltiolls 
on sapphire substrates.  A difference is that sapphire is anisotropic; its material 
properties are not the same in each axial direction and thus conditions at the 
coating/substrate interface will  be different.  The  anisotrop~' ,ds()  affects  the 
anal)Tsis;  the FEA model and Ocean itself both c1SSUllle  that t he substrate and 
('oMing ,HC isotropic in their calculations.  In particular t 11e\ bot h llS(' ()llh' the 
Young's rIlodulus and Poisson's ratio of the suhstrate/ coating in  t jw  ('Il(T,~V 
l
c::-
;)1 calculation 
One of the purposes of this chapter is to introduce sapphire as a material and 
give  a summary of its crystal nature and properties.  Thereafter the  change~ 
to the FEA model and Ocean required to deal with anisotropic materials \\'ill 
be discussed.  This will involve the use of a  separate FEA analysis package. 
I-DEAS,  and modifications both to the energy calculation section of Ocean 
and the methods it uses to import data.  Finally, the results of an experiment 
and associated  analysis to determine the mechanical  loss  associated with a 
coating on a sapphire mass will be presented.  However before these topics can 
be discussed it is necessary to introduce the stiffness tensor. 
6.2  The Stiffness Tensor 
6.2.1  Hooke's Law &  the Stress Tensor 
The one dimensional Hooke's Law with T  the stress (force per unit area), c the 
Young's modulus and u the strain, is defined by[91]' 
T  =  cu  (6.1 ) 
Recall that in 3 dimensions we have the strain tensor Uij'  Equivalentb' we may 
define a  stress tensor, Tij'  Consider a body such as that shown in figure 6.1. 
Then we may define the stress as T  =  F /8 where F is an applied force and 8  is 
the area over which a force is  applied.  Then the magnitudes of the individual 
COInponents of T  will be z 
y 
Figure 6.1:  A  small  body  which  we may use to  define  the  terms of the stress 
tensor 
F  t 
Tij  = -s·  J 
(6.2) 
where i  and j  range over X,y and z, and the direction of the surfaces is defined 
as  the normal to each surface.  We  may  make  two  interesting  observations 
about the stress tensor.  The first  is that stress  is symmetric.  Consider  the 
body in figure 6.1  which we will denote as a cube of side l.  The torque at the 
point marked in red around the point marked in green in figure 6.2, which i 
a view down onto the xy plane of the body, is: 
(6.3) 
1 I 
I 
Figure 6.2:  View onto the xy plane showing the relevant stress component  jor 
the torque as  described in the text 
Hence, the angular velocity of that point is: 
T 
w 
I 
ex: 
[ Txy l2  - Tyxl2]  l 
m[2 
ex: 
[Txyl2 - Tyxl2] l 
pZ3l2 
ex: 
[Txy  - Tyx]  l3 
pl5 
In order that w  remain finite as l ---+  0, (TXY  - Tyx)  ex:  l2 at lea t.  That i  ) in the 
limit that  l  ---+  0, Txy  =  Tyx.  Or, in other words, the stres  t  n  or i  yn1metri', 
S condly, we may observe that the stress  tensor is continuou  '  Con id  r  the 
body in figure 6.1, which we  will  again define as  having  length l.  Thi ' tim 
onsider a force  Fz following our definition above: 
( '. 1) 
1 ° Now,  the acceleration az  will be: 
[Tzz(Z)  - Tzz(Z + l)] [2 
pl3 
!J.Tzz 
pl  (6.5) 
where p is  the density of the material.  For az  to remain finite  as  l  -+ 0,  we 
must have that !J.Tzz  ex:  l.  That is,  Tzz is  continuous. 
6.2.2  The Stiffness Tensor 
We  may now extend our 1 dimensional version of Hooke's law as follows: 
(6.6) 
where Cijkl is a fourth order tensor.  We would normally expect such an object 
to have 81  independent components, but both T  and u are symmetric and so 
('  is  cyclic, i.e. 
Cijkl = Cjkli = Cklij = Clijk  (6.7) 
This Ineans that we  instead only hcrn:'  36 independent components.  Tlms it  is 
(,llstomary to refer to the stifflless tensor using a reduced not atioll as follo\\":-;  to 
gin' ,1  stiffllcss lluztri:r (no longer a tensor ,1S  it  ,,"ill not transfofln ;1:-;  a t('I1:-;( ll} 
161 Cll  C12  C13  C14  C15  C16 
C21  C22  C23  C24  C25  C26 
C31  C32  C33  C34  C35  C36 
Cij  =  (6.8) 
C41  C42  C43  C44  C45  C46 
C51  C52  C53  C54  C55  C56 
C61  C62  C63  C64  C65  C66 
where the following key should be used to translate between the reduced no-
tation and the tensor components: 
1  xx  (6.9) 
2  yy  (6.10) 
3  zz  (6.11 ) 
4  yz  (6.12 ) 
5  xz  (6.13) 
6  xy  (6.14) 
We will be comparing the energy calculations done using isotropic materials as 
a consistency check.  Hence the stiffness tensor for isotropic materials. in terms 
of Y  the Young's modulus and a  the Poisson's ratio is required.  \\'e have the 
isotropic stiffness tensor in terms of the Lame coefficients A and J.1[92]; A + 2/-1  A  A  0  0  0 
A  A + 2/-1  A  0  0  0 
A  A  A +  2/-1  0  0  0 
Cij =  (6.15) 
0  0  0  /-1  0  0 
0  0  0  0  /-1  0 
0  0  0  0  0  /-1 
where the relationships between A,  Y,  /-1  and (J are[92]; 
(6.16) 
1  Y 
(  6.17) 
6.2.3  Stiffness Matrix Rotation 
If we have the stiffness tensor (or matrix) for a particular direction of a mate-
rial, we may well wish to know the stiffness tensor in a different direction. 
In general the transformation of a  4th order tensor by a  rotation takes the 
following form: 
(  6.18) 
However we  have reduced the -it 11  order stiffness tensor to a matrix.  Alt hOllgh 
in general matrices will not transforn1 as tensors. there is  a method \yhich ('an 
IH'  used in this installce. developed by 'Y. L.  Bond[108].  The st ifi'll(,ss  matrix 
is  full.,'  transfonned b~' the expression[109]: c' =  McM  (6.19 ) 
where M  is the transpose of M  which is in turn defined as: 
2  a xx 
2  a xy 
2  a xz  2axya xz  2o.rzo.r.r  '2oLra.ry 
2  2  2 
2ayya yz  2ayza yx 
-)  a yx  a yy  a yz  -ol;.rayy 
2  2  2 
2azya zz  2azza zx  'J  a zx  a zy  a zz  _(I  :::.r(l:::y 
M 
ayxazx  ayyazy  ayzazz  ayyazz + ayzazy  ayxazz + ayzazx  ayyazx +  °,ll.r(]:::y 
azxaxx  azyaxy  azzaxz  axyazz + axzazy  axzazx + axxazz  axxazy + (lry(l:.r 
axxayx  axyayy  axzayz  axyayz + axzayy  axzayx + axxayz  aJ.J.ayy + (lry(J.lI.l' 
where a is the transformation tensor use to transform from the first axis to the 
second;  in general to transform between two sets of 3 dimensional cartesian 
co-ordinates by rotation a would be: 
a= 
cos(x'x) 
cos(y'  x) 
cos (  x'  y )  cos (  x'  z ) 
cos(y'y)  cos(y'z) 
cos (  z' x )  cos (  z'  y )  cos (  z' z ) 
(6.:21) 
where, for example, x'  x is the angle between the rotated .f 8.xis and the origin8.l 
.faxis.  This technique will be important if the sample of sapphire in  u:-;('  i:-; 
not grown along the C  8.xis.  which is the main s~'lllllletr~' (lxi:-;  (a:-;  i:-;  indeed the 
C<1se  here; see section 6.7). 
16--1 
(6.:2()) 6.2.4  Full Energy Description 
The most general form of the energy density in a body due to a deformation 
will be[92]: 
1 
PE  "2 TijUij 
1 
"2 CijklUklUij  (6.22) 
It is this form of the energy that we will use in a modified, anisotropic version 
of Ocean. 
6.3  Sapphire 
6.3.1  Crystal Nature 
Sapphire has a hexagonal  (rhombohedral) crystallographic system and hence 
has 3-fold symmetry.  It has three crystallographic axes, the c,  m and a axes. 
A diagram showing these axes is shown in figure 6.3. 
C(0001) 
=-""'"1~57.6°  f?l. 
r  10  60f 
View down c-axis 
Figur  6.3:  Diagram  of  cry  tal  ax  . of  apphir !3} 
(  1  1  nT hl · 1 1 1 ·  .::>  ~ ll b '  t  of tIl  h  xa ·c lle 1  'lel:: )  apphir  1  trigonal  a cry't· :1,  a  ",  C l 
1 and has the following  form for  the stiffness matrix (this refers  to the c-axis 
properties by convention); 
Cll  C12  C13  C14  0  0 
C12  Cl1  C13  -C14  0  0 
C13  C13  C33  0  C35  0 
Cij =  (6.23) 
C14  -C14  0  C44  C45  0 
0  0  0  0  C44  C14 
0  0  0  0  C14  ~(Cl1 - C12) 
6.3.2  Conversion from c- to m- axis 
An important application of the transformation technique discussed in section 
6.2.3  is  the conversion  between sapphire c-axis  coefficients  (those  normally 
quoted in literature) and m- or a- axis coefficients.  In this case we shall trans-
form between the c- and m- axis co-ordinates.  If we consider a 3 dimensional 
set of cartesian axes,  then the c-axis would lie  along the z  axis while  the  rn 
axis would lie  along the y  axis.  Thus, the transformation from  c- to m- axis 
involves a rotation of the co-ordinates 90
0  clockwise around the x  axis.  Thus 
a is  formed as follows,  using equation 6.21; 
cos(O)  cos(90)  cos(90) 
a  cos(90)  cos(90)  cos(180)  (6.~4) 
('o~(90)  cos(O)  cos(90) 
1  0  0 
0  0  -1 
(  .:....)  6  )-) 
0  1  0 
166 This will in turn yield an M  of the following form; 
1  0  0  0  0  0 
0  0  1  0  0  0 
0  1  0  0  0  0 
M=  (  6.26) 
0  0  0  -1  0  0 
0  0  0  0  0  1 
0  0  0  0  -1  0 
The final stage in the conversion is  to use equation 6.19 to calculate the new 
properties. 
6.3.3  Manufacture 
Small samples of sapphire may be grown using the horizontal oriented crystalli-
sation method [55].  However for larger samples, for example those required for 
future gravitational wave detectors, the Heat Exchanger Method (HE'\I) [110] 
is  required.  This process was pioneered by Crystal Systems Inc. [111].  In this 
method the entire crystal is annealed as part of the growth process and so the 
defect density is reduced. 
6.4  I-DEAS 
Algor has a limitation that it will not perform a natural frequency  illlid.\·~i~ (m 
a fully  anisotropic material (at least not in the same manner as  for  i~()t r()pic 
materials).  Thus  a  second  option  is  required.  The  ne\\"  package  t 1w t  \\-il~ 
chosen  was  I-DEAS[lL2].  This  \\"(1S  because  of cl\oailability  and ('xperience. 
gained after the (lc(}llisition of Algor and its  1l~(, in the  i~(}tr()pi('  ('(\~('. 
167 There were necessarily complications involved with employing a further FE 
package when  Ocean had already been written to work with the output from 
Algor.  The most important problem was to ensure that I-DEAS could perform 
the same calculation  as  Algor  and give  the same result.  The second problem 
arises  from  the fact  that Ocean  uses  the specific mesh pattern u ed in  Algor 
(which will be referred to as a  radial  mesh from now  on; see  figure 4.6  for  an 
example  of this type of mesh).  The default  mesh  pattern  used  by  I-DEAS. 
however, is tetrahedral  as shown in figure 6.4.  Note that in this and the other 
screenshots  of I-DEAS the  colours  have  been  reversed  for  clarity;  normall 
I-DEAS has a black background.  This raises a question - is it better to adapt 
Ocean to use a tetrahedral mesh, or discover a method to create a radial me h 
in I-DEAS? There is naturally  no correct or  incorrect answer; clearly either 
would be sufficient. 
Figure 6.4:  Tetrahedral mesh as  used in J-DEA 
However, adapting Ocean would  involve potentiall  ' changin . th  caiculati<  II 
h  4 ·  t'  t  I  t'ed  t  th  1"{ E' lllll','h  heme which is,  a  was  e  n in c  apter  J  111  1111a  e y  1 
hem  . A po  ibl  rout  1night be to  ak  in an arbitrary III  'h (t  t  1"'  h  dral [ )l' 
x  lllpi  ) and then int  rpolate to a radial 111  ~ h. Thi  ~ \\'  uld all  \\. nIl)' 1 ).  ,  .. il  I ' 
1 mesh configuration  to be used while  still  maintaining the radial calculation 
engine used in Ocean. 
The method of using I-DEAS to create a radial mesh was  the one which wa 
chosen.  The  reason  for  this  was  that it  was  more  efficient  given  the  tillle 
constraints to create a specific mesh pattern in I-DEAS  than to allow  Ocean 
to read any possible mesh. The interpolation scheme is however on the li  t of 
future alterations to Ocean; the intention is to allow  Ocean to work with any 
suitable program with the minimum of compatibility problems.  Removing the 
radial mesh dependency is a key stage in this upgrade process. 
6.4.1  I-DEAS Radial Mesh Construction 
The  method  of  construction  of  the  radially  meshed  cylinder  in  I-DEAS  is 
slightly different to that used in Algor.  Essentially the steps are to first cr  at 
a rectangle of length  the radius of the cylinder  and height the height  of th 
cy linder  (figure 6.5). 
Figure 6.5:  Initial  tage  of radial m  hirzg  in  I-DEA 
xt thi  i ~  n1  11  d  (fio'ure 6.6)  and l'  tat  1 8.1'  unci  th  z  axi~ t) mnk('  the 
16 completed  cylinder; see figure 6.7. 
Figure 6.6:  Meshed rectangle 
Figure 6.7:  Final radial mesh in J-DEAS 
Not  that although the cylinder  here appears to be oriented at ninety d  grc  s 
to that in Algor they do in fact have th  am  orientation.  Thi  would n  t  be' 
probl  m  in  any case u  ing i otropic n1at  ri·:tl  . it i  v  ry r  1 \'ant \\'11  11  ll.'ing 
ani otropic n1aterial  how ver. 
17 6.5  Necessary Changes to Ocean 
In this section the changes made to Ocean to take account of the anisotropic 
models will be discussed.  There are essentially 3 changes to be made; Ocean 
must be able to read the full stiffness matrix material properties, it must be 
able to read I-DEAS output files, and it must be able to use the stiffness matrix 
properties to correctly calculate the strain energies. 
To  illustrate the first change, a sample .ini file  is  given below,  Note that the 
Anisotropic version of Ocean is  called Aocean;  the isotropic and anisotropic 
versions currently reside in separate programs, although a combined version  i~ 
currently being tested. 
model_name  sapp_296.unv 
mode_number  1 
coating_thickness  5.11E-06 
barrel_thickness  5.11E-06 
sUbstrate_properties  c11  4.89E+11  c12  1.12E+11  c13  1.57E+11  c14 
2.31E+10  ...  c64  O.OOE+OO  c65  -2.31E+10  c66  1.45E+11  ] 
coating_properties 
c11  1.12E+11 
c12  2.86E+10 
c13  2.86E+10 
c64  O.OOE+OO 
c65  O.OOE+OO 
c664.17E+10 
] 
barrel_properties 
c111.12E+11 
c12  2.86E+10 
c13  2.86E+10 
c64  O.OOE+OO 
171 c65  O.OOE+OO 
c664.17E+10 
] 
barrel_extent  -1 
surface_locn 0 
append  1 
mode_print  1 
The dots indicate the remainder of the stiffness matrix components.  In reality, 
only the non-zero components need be specified as  all components are set to 
zero by default.  The changes to the original .ini file  are fairly self evident; the 
major change apart from the fully specified properties is the range of file types 
the program will  take.  Previously,  Ocean would only accept  .ml data files, 
i.e.  those from Algor.  Now,  however,  Aocean will accept .ml files  from Algor 
or (slightly modified)  .unv files  from  I-DEAS.  Aocean uses the file  extension 
to decide which file  type is  in use  and thus changes its file  reading routines 
accordingly.  The .unv files  from  I-DEAS are similar to those of the .ml files 
of Algor but some pre-processing is required, essentially to remove extraneous 
data and add the textual switches  Aocean  uses  to locate nodal  and modal 
data.  The source code for Aocean is given in appendix F. 
Aocean takes the stiffness matrix properties provided by the .ini file  and con-
verts them to the stiffness tensor form;  although this represents a duplication 
of information,  it allows  the energy calculation to be performed in the sim-
plest way.  The actual energy calculation involves the summation of the energy 
density given in equation 6.22 and its consequent integration in the same way 
as for  the isotropic case.  It can be seen from this that the anisotropic method 
is in fact somewhat more powerful than the isotropic method and has greater 
scope for detailed evaluation of strain component contributions to the energy. 
However for a study of that nature to be carried out a large number of modes 
would be required. 
172 6.6  Testing of Aocean & I-DEAS Models 
As with the original version of Ocean, it is a very important stage to test both 
model production using I-DEAS and the energy ratios calculated using Aocecm. 
This testing will take the steps shown in table 6.1,  with explanation of ,,"hat 
is achieved in each case to form a logical progression from the tested output of 
Algor/ Ocean to the untested output of I-DE  AS/ Aocean.  The section in which 
each test is  carried out is given at the left hand side.  The term "Fulr under 
the heading "Material Description" indicates that the full stiffness matrix was 
used (thus allowing anisotropy while not excluding isotropy) as opposed to the 
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. 
Section  Purpose  Program  1\ !aterial 
6.6.1  Algor isotropic behaviour known; 
link to equivalent I-DEAS behaviour 
Algor 
I-DEAS 
Description 
Isotropic 
Full 
6.6.2  FEA models now believed, need to check that  Algor/Ocean  Isotropic 
the new energy calculations also behave correctly  I-DEAS/  Aocean  Full 
6.6.1 
Table 6.1:  Stages of verification of I-DEAS derived  energy ratios 
Comparison of Algor (Isotropic) and I-DEAS (Full) 
Models 
A radial model of a fused silica cylinder with dimensions 7.62clll diameter by' 
2.5~Clll height was constructed in Algor and I-DEAS to compare the frequcll("il'~ 
th('~' ~'iclded. The modes used in the extended silica mass in\"('~t  i~at ion  (~cct ion 
5.7)  were  used for  the conlparison.  The results arc shmnl in  tabl(\  6.2.  The 
,",duc ofYoung\; modulus tlwt was used in the Al~or model wa~}' = 7.2  X  10
10 
kg/lllS"2  and the Poisson's rC1tio  "",lS  (T  =  0.17.  The lluml)('r of  !l()d(\~  ll~(\d  ill 
173 Algor (Hz)  I-DEAS (Hz) 
Frequencies  Frequencies 
20008  20028 
28339  28621 
47359  47367 
72628  73294 
Table 6.2:  Comparison of Algor and I-DEAS FEA models 
the Algor model was 10897. 
The same mass was modelled in I-DEAS using the full description of isotropic 
silica.  The properties used were calculated using equation 6.15  and are given 
below (all values have units 1010  kg/ms2): 
7.74  1.59  1.59  0  0  0 
1.59  7.74  1.59  0  0  0 
1.59  1.59  7.74  0  0  0 
c=  (  6.27) 
0  0  0  3.08  0  0 
0  0  0  0  3.08  0 
0  0  0  0  0  3.08 
The number of nodes used in the I-DEAS model ,,"as  10320. 
The results are shown in table 6.2. 
""c  can  SC'C'  that Algor  and I-DEAS  do  in fact  identif~" the  S,l111C\  modes  at 
equivalent  frequencies.  The slight  differences  call  be  accounted  for  h,\"  the 
slightly different nurnber of nodes and the slight  numerical diffcr< \ll( '( \S  ill  the 
materiell  properties ccl11sed  h~" the different  description met hod  lls(\d  in  each Algor Iso  1-D EAS Full 
Ratio  Ratio 
1.43x10-4  1.46x10-4 
Table 6.3:  Comparison of Algor and I-DEAS generated energy ratios 
case. 
6.6.2  Comparison  of Algor  Energy  Ratios  (Isotropic) 
and I-DEAS Energy Ratios (Full) 
Finally the isotropic description Algor model was used to generate the energy 
ratio for  the clover 4 mode of a silica cylinder 0.0254 m in height and 0.0381 
m radius (essentially the same as mode "i"  in appendix D).  The I-DEAS full 
description model was  then used to calculate the same ratios.  The coating 
modelled was a 1 /-Lm  thick sample of quarter wave silica/ tantalum pClltuxidt'. 
This has a Young's modulus of 1.0 x  1011  kg/ms2  and a Poisson's ratio of 0.2. 
The equivalent stiffness matrix is  shown below (units are lOll kg/m
2
), 
1.12  0.29  0.29  0  0  0 
0.29  1.12  0.29  0  0  0 
0.29  0.29  1.12  0  0  0 
(G.:28)  c= 
0  0  0  0.42  0  0 
0  0  0  0  0.-12  0 
0  0  0  0  0  0.-1:2 
The rt'~ult  i~ shown in table 6.3 
Th('~(' are the ~anle to \\'ithin  f"'-.J  :2
l
(. which  llleall~ that \\'('  raIl J)('iic\'('  that  tll<' Algor and I-DEAS models with different methods of material description are 
in fact performing the same calculation adequately. 
6.7  Loss Measurement of  a Coated M -axis Sap-
phire Sample 
The theory used to describe material properties has now been described, along 
with the changes necessary to calculate the natural modes and energy ratios 
of materials with anisotropic properties.  The programs used to perform t  hc~C' 
calculations have  now  been tested.  We  are  now  in  a  position to use  these 
calculations to measure the coating loss on a sapphire sample with a dielectric 
coating.  The sample used was made by Crystal Systems[lll].  It was  grown 
along the m-axis and had a  diameter of 0.0762  m.  It had a  wedge  on  one 
surface, giving a height at one end of the wedge of 0.0290 m and at the other 
0.0302  m.  The sample was  coated by Wave  Precision with 39  quarter wave 
layers of alternating silica and tantalum pentoxide layers. 
6.7.1  Experimental Losses 
The experimental losses of 5 modes were measured in the same manner as that 
used in chapter 5.  The losses found are shown in table 6A 
6.7.2  Analysis 
The c axis stiffness rnatrix for  sapphire was taken from [113].  as suggested hy 
Cry~tal S~·st(,lllS.  The  m-Clxi~ properties derived  u~ing the method in  s('('! ion 
1iC) Mode  Frequency  Uncoated measured  Coated measured 
Number  (Hz)  loss  x 10-8  loss  X 10-8 
1  35679  3.47 ± 0.08  8.33 ± 0.07 
2  54855  4.52 ± 0.08  15.02 ± 0.22 
3  68629  11.14 ± 0.20  13.81 ± 0.44 
4  82987  1.91 ± 0.04  6.41 ± 0.08 
5  87275  3.65 ± 0.11  9.43 ± 0.18 
Table 6.4:  Experimental losses measured on m-axis sapphire sample 
6.3.2 are shown below (all values are in units lOll kg/ms
2
).: 
4.9730  1.1600  1.6280  0.2190  0  0 
1.1600  5.0090  1.1600  0  0  0 
1.6280  1.1600  4.9730  -0.2190  0  0 
Cm-axis =  (6.29) 
0.2190  0  -0.2190  1.4680  0  0 
0  0  0  0  1.6725  0.2190 
0  0  0  0  0.2190  1.4680 
The major difficulty with this sample was mode identification.  The first,  sec-
ond and fourth modes agree reasonably well  with experiment.  However.  the 
third and fifth modes proved more difficult.  The ratios and frequencies for  all 
modes up to 95kHz are shown in table 6.5;  the barrel ratios assume  ({  ('o,ttillg 
over the entire barrel as before.  These were created using an I-DEAS  model 
with 18020 nodes. 
The next problem is to identif\ the modes correctl~'o  In this case the direct dri\O(, 
experilllcnt could not be used since it would be too harsh on the sampl(\.  The 
identification is straightforward for the first t\H)  lllod{'~: the frequencic:-;  ()1'  1  h(':-;(' 
177 Mode  Measured  Measured  Modelled  Front surface  Barrel 
number  Mode  (Hz)  Frequency  (Hz)  Frequency  Energy ratio  Energy ratio 
1  1  35679  35201  1. 19E-04  2.26E-05 
11  2  54855  55209  1.00E-04  8.-:1:2E-06 
111  3  68629  67324  1.02E-04  3.80E-05 
IV  3  68289  1.00E-04  3.85E-05 
V  3  68423  3.67E-05  2.37E-06 
VI  3  68818  4.03E-05  3.50E-05 
V11  3  73467  4.10E-05  3.16E-05 
V111  4  82987  86021  3.2--1E-05  l.08E-05 
IX  5  87275  89186  7.13E-05  5.7SE-06 
Table 6.5:  Mode candidates for m axis sapphire sample.  Modeshapes are  given 
in appendix D 
comply with the first two experimental modes reasonably well.  The last two 
modes are also identifiable; the second last mode is likely to be the fundamental 
mode because the experimentally determined loss results indicate that it has 
a  low  loss  and a  strong signal,  which  might  be expected of a  fundamental 
mode[106].  Also the last mode is the only mode with a frequency in the region 
of the last experimental mode. 
This leaves two difficulties.  The first is that the frequency agreement between 
the measured and modelled modes is  not uniformly good.  Of the modes al-
ready  "identified", the modelled frequency lies within 1 kHz of the measured 
frequency except for  the fundamental which appears to lie  up to 3 kHz  from 
its measured value.  However  the experimental e\"idence  would  Sll!2,!2,cst  that 
this identification was good.  Hence. one might belie\'e that the material prop-
erties were  slightl~" different fronl those used to make the model.  The s('cond 
difficult,\"  is  the range of possible candidates for  the third mode. Hence  calculations were carried out to discover  whether it  were  possible  to 
match the frequencies of the first,  second and fundamental modes  b~' altering 
the stiffness matrix slightly,  and then use the results from  this to determine 
whether the choice of candidate for the third mode became easier. 
However, these models did not prove fruitful.  Essentially it proved inlpossible 
to fit  all three modes within the time devoted to the study.  Recall that there 
are 6 independent stiffness coefficients.  It is  not a  priori clear how  all~' one 
of these affects anyone of the modes.  Hence an element of trial and error is 
required to ascertain whether a better fit can be obtained.  This is an extremely 
difficult task, made more difficult by the length of time taken to run any Olle 
model. 
Hence  this  element  of the  investigation was  delayed  until,  perhaps,  actual 
measurements of the material properties could be made from this sample. 
Thus finally  it  was  decided to accept  the mode  identifications  of  the first, 
second,  fourth and last modes and then use the regression analysis to decide 
which mode candidate to use for the third mode. 
6.7.3  Regression 
Regression analysis was used to fit  the losses of the coated sapphire lllcbS to 
the front surface ratios and the barrel ratios.  As in chapter 5.  if all  ;)  modes 
arc used the fits were not good, with values of R2  less than 0  .  .). 
However  if in each case the first  lTIode  "'Cl.S  removed.  t",o fits  elllcrg('( 1 which  , 
wcre  good, with R2  gre8ter than 0.9 
The first wm..; a fit using the tirst or sccolld candidnt  cs for t h(' third (':q )('rilllcllt al mode, with front  surface ratios  only.  The fit  curve is  hown  in  6.  .  The  R2 
value is 0.94.  This gives  a coating loss of (9.5 ± 3.0) x 10-4 . 
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Figure 6.8:  Fit of experimental coated loss  against energy  ratio 
The reason  that the fit  can  use  either the first or second candidate  1  that 
th  se  are in fact split modes;  the same modeshape but rotated 90°. 
The second working fit  uses  the  third/  fourth  candidates  (again,  the e  re 
split modes)  and both  the front surface ratios  and the barrel ratio  . The fit  i 
shown in figure 6.9.  The R2 value is 0.99 and the coating 1 0  wa  found to be 
1.1 ± 0.1 x  10- 3 
It thus  remains to decide  which  of the e  fits  i  th  correct  on.  Th r  . r 
two  a  p  ct  to this d  cision;  tatistical and phy ical.  The  ~ tati 'tical d ) 'ij  11 
would be to choose  the first;  you might hav  nlore C'onfid  11 '  in a fit  l.l~ill()  :... 
paramet r  (intrin ic 1  and coating 1  ) and -±  nlOde - than .'·Ol.l  \\'(  lliel ill  >11' 
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Figure 6.9:  Fit of experimental  coated  loss  against energy  ratio 
significant level of coating on the barrel; hence  according to the inve  tiga t ion ~ 
made thus far the barrel loss should certainly not be zero. 
Hence the physical aspect overrules  any decision made on statistical ground 
if  the  physical  reality does  not  match  the model,  then  th  model  mu  t  b 
changed.  Accordingly,  we may now state the coating los  due to a dielectric 
coating on a sapphire mass to be at a level of 1.1 ± 0.1  x 10-
3
.  Although thi 
is high compared to the losses mentioned in chapter 5,  it should be con idered 
a  an upper limit on the coating loss on a sapphire substrate.  Further \v  rk i 
required in this area and a more comprehen ive study,  imilar to that carri  d 
out for  th  silica samples, is curr ntly in the planning  tage. 6.8  Conclusions 
In  this  chapter we  have  developed  an extension to  the strain energy  ratio 
technique  which  allows  it  to be used  with  anisotropic  materials.  The first 
analysis using this technique has been completed successfully. 
New samples will allow further work to be carried out in this area.  In partic-
ular, samples without coating on the barrel would allow a simpler anal)"sis  to 
be used such as that employed in the latter sections of chapter 5.  A similar 
program of different coating compositions/ material construction 8S initiated 
with the work in chapter 5 would also give further definition to the differences 
between the use of silica and sapphire as a test mass substrate.  For example, it 
may be the case that the substrate/coating interface may be more significallt 
in the sapphire test mass case. 
Throughout this study coatings have  been treated as  being isotropic.  This 
may well  not be the case.  The new version of Ocean provides an analytical 
framework for  an investigation of anisotropic coatings to be carried out.  In 
parallel with this, a study of the crystal and phase nature of the applied coat-
ings would provide useful insight now that a phenomenological study of their 
contribution to the excess loss of their substrates has been carried out. 
1 
~.) 
(-Chapter 7 
Conel  us  ions 
One of the most important limits to sensitivity in current interferometric grav-
itational wave detectors is thermal noise.  Hence investigations into its nature 
are very important.  One aspect of this investigation is  the determination of 
the contribution to the total level of thermal noise  of the dielectric coatings 
used on the faces of the test masses used in current detectors as mirrors. 
This study requires both experimental work and considerable analytical effort. 
This thesis gives an account of the preliminary and extended studies carried 
out to establish the presence of a  mechanical loss  factor  associated with the 
dielectric coatings and to subsequently determine its source.  Emphasi~ is given 
to the analytical work involved which forms the majority of the thesis. 
The initial findings of the investigation using silica substrates with alumina! 
tantala coatings were that the coatings do present a source of excess loss "'hith 
will  be important in the design of upgraded interferometric detectors such  ilS 
AdvC111ccd  LIGO.  The extended stud,"  of silica/ tantala coatings.  abo llsing 
siliC<l  substrates.  suggested that the principal source  of  t he  excess  l()ss  \\"a~ the intrinsic loss  of the coating materials.  In addition. tantala ""a::;  found  to 
have a higher loss than silica, at least for the coatings used.  The initial stage 
of an investigation into different coating materials was presented ,yhich gave 
interesting results for  an alumina/ tantala coatings which suggested that the 
coatings tested had a  higher loss  than the coatings used in  the first  study. 
which used the same materials.  Further samples of coatings of this (\"pe  are 
currently under investigation. 
Finally,  as  might  have  been expected,  preliminary results  uSIng  a  sapphire 
substrate suggest a similar damping effect in the coating as that noticed using 
silica substrates.  The loss of a coating using the same materials as those used 
in the extended silica investigation, silica and tantala, was found to be signifi-
cantly higher than in the silica case.  However this should be best regarded  a~ 
an upper limit to the loss.  Perhaps more importantly: the sapphire  iny('~tiga­
tion has confirmed the ability of the analytical framework used, which is  now 
fully  capable of dealing with both substrates and coatings which  are  either 
isotropic or anisotropic. 
The work in this thesis has provided a complete analytical framework suitable 
for  the investigation of mechanical losses associated with a variety of coatings 
and substrates.  Considerable work in this area lies in the future.  For example, 
coatings from  different vendors with different  materials in the lay"e1's  will  be 
tested in the near future.  In addition, coatings on sapphire substrate~. impor-
tant for  Advanced LIGO, may now be fully  analysed;  a careful inYe::;tigatioIl 
of these has been planned and will be carried out in the next  month~. Appendix A 
LoW"  Suspension Loss 
Measurement 
Recall that a technique is  required to measure the loss associated with a test 
mass.  This method must be capable of measuring this loss without the presence 
of excess loss such as that due to the suspension system.  Such a technique will 
be presented here.  The work done to devise this technique in its current form 
is  given in [114]. 
Initially, consider a mass which has been excited to one of its natural reSOllcUl(,C:-; 
by  some means.  When the excitation is  removed,  the amplitude decay of  Cl 
point in the mass will be given by[63]; 
(A.l) 
If the time taken for  the aInplitude of the excitation to fall  to (l  1('\'el  A(t) = 
,role is  measured (the relaxation time.  T),  this reduces to: 2 
¢totaZ(wo)  =  -
WOT 
We  may rearrange equation A.I to give the following: 
~  (  ) _  21n (  Xo / A (  t) )  'f/totaZ  Wo  - -----.:.---.:.-.:....:.. 
wot 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
This may in turn be expressed in terms of A(t) and t,  the observed variables 
in this experiment: 
In(A(t)) = - ¢totaz(Wo)Wot + In(xo) 
2 
which is turn gives the loss at the resonant mode from the gradient of a graph 
ofln(A(t)) against t.  This may then be repeated for all resonant modes d('~ircd. 
A.1  Experimental Setup 
The experimental setup used is  shown in figure  A.I.  The mass is  suspended 
by  a  wire or silk loop from  a  clamp to provide isolation from  external 110i:-;(' 
sources.  The helium neon laser interferometer is  locked to the low  freqllenc~' 
pendulum motion of the suspension by using the piezoelectric trall:-;cill("(,l"  on 
which the mirror for the reference arm of the interferometer is  moullted,  The 
signal from the interferometer is  fed  through a  lock-in alllplifier  \\'hich  beat~ 
the high  freqllenc~' displacelllent  signed  down to a  lC\'el  suitable for  the data 
acquisition  ~~'stClll,  The yaCUUn1  tank is  enl.('uated to the 10--' Illh  level.  Tlw 
(\l('dro~tatic drin' pbte is  a c01nb  of \\'ire.  mounted off the ("(\lltral  axi:-;  of the He-Ne 
Laser 
Mirror on  piezo 
actuator 
Photodiode 
~,---I-......, 
Vacuum 
Suspended 
sample 
Amplification 
~~  and filtering 
Amplification 
and filtering 
Lock-in 
Amplifier 
Signal 
generator 
H.V. Amplifier 
Signal 
generator 
Electrostatic 
drive plate 
Data acquisition 
system 
Figure  A.I:  Experimental  arrangement used  to  measure  the  loss  factor  of 
suspended test masses 
mass to increase the effectiveness of the  drive in  xciting  a  many  modes  a ' 
possible. 
For each  mass,  the  loss  measurements ar  repeated  a  number  of time'.  On 
each occasion, small adjustments are made to the experimental  etup.  In par-
ticular, the length  of the suspension loop is altered, to remove the po  ibility 
of a  coupling  between the resonance of the mass and a re onance  of th  'u,'-
pension loop.  In addition, various different loop material  may  be employ'  d, 
for  example polished tungsten wire or silk.  Animal ba  ed  gr  a '  i  ~  al'o u '  cl 
to polish the suspension loop.  This i  to minimi  frictional eff  t,'  which mel)' 
be pr sent betwe  n the Inass and the  u  p  n  ion wire. 
Th  1 0 s  taken  for  each  n10d  f  ea  h  n1a  '  i'  tak  n  to 1  th  1  )\\'  , ~t  111('Cl-
ur-d  over  a  nUln b  r  of  ~ u p -lr ion  .  Thu  the m  'lSUr('lll  nt of 1 ss ' ~  a k ' ~  H 
e nid ,rable p  ri  d  t.o  en 'ure tIn t the b  st r  ~ u l t~ ell'  1 tain ,d. 
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10 III Prototype Modeshapes 
Figure B.1:  ((Bending ))  mode Figure B.2:  "Asymmetric Drum ))  mode 
Figur  B.3:  "Pundam  ntal"  mod 
1 Figure B.4:  "Bar" mode 
Figure B.5:  ··Clov  r-4. ,. mod 
1  0 Figure B.6:  "Symmetric Drum ))  mode 
Figur  B. 7:  "Expan  ion" mode 
1  1 Figure B.8:  ((2nd Asymmetric Drum" mode 
19:.. Appendix C 
Extended Study Silica 
Modeshapes 
Figure C.l:  ((Asymmetric Drum" mod 
1  . Figure  C.2:  ((Fundamental" mode 
Figur  .3:  ··Cio  r-4 ,.  mod 
1  .J Figure C.4:  ((Symmetric Drum ))  mode 
Figure C.5:  .. nd A  ymm tric Drum" mod 
1 Appendix D 
Sapphire Modeshapes 
Note that the rectangle protruding from these modeshapes is part of the COll-
struction process and is not part of the actual modeshape. 
F·  DIM d  II'))  Igure  .:  0  e  'I, 
1 Figure D.2:  Mode  ilii" 
Figure D.3:  Nlode  "iii"  t'il " 
1  7 Figure D.4:  Mode v 
Figure  D.S:  Mod  s  'vi" 8  ··vii"· 
1 Figure D.6:  Mode  "viii)) 
Figure  D.7:  Mod  ··zx 
1  9 Appendix E 
Ocean Source Code 
1* 
Isotropic  Ocean.  Required files are: 
ocean.exe 
ocean.ini 
*.ml file(s) 
Generated files: 
ocean. log 
*_str.csv 
*_str.map 
energy_ratios.csv 
*1 
#include  <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include  <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#define  MAXLENGTH  80 
#define  X  0 
#define Y  1 
#define  Z  2 
#define  OX  3 
#define  DY  4 
II  Maximum  length of  word 
II  Define  array labels 
II  so that it is clear 
II  which  co-ordinate is being 
II manipulated at anyone 
II  time. 
20() 
#define  DZ 
#define R 
#define PHI 
#define  DR 
#define DPHI 
#define U_RR 
#define U_RPHI 
#define U_RZ 
#define U_PHIR 
#define U_PHIPHI 
#define U_PHIZ 
#define U_ZR 
#define U_ZPHI 
#define  U_ZZ 
#define PI 
int round(  double  ); 
5 
0 
1 
3 
4 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
3.141592  IIPI 
FILE  *  settings_file;  IISettings  File 
FILE  *  log_file;  IILog  file 
FILE  *  mOde_file;11 File pointer 
FILE  *  mapping_file;IIMapping file pointer. 
FILE  *  strain_file;IIStrain tensor file. 
FILE  *  ratio_file;IIRatios file 
FILE  *  details_file;IIUseful file 
int main(int argc,  char *argv[])  { 
char word [MAXLENGTH]  ;  II General String array used to 
read in position data. 
int number; 
to read position. 
int z_no,  r_no,  phi_no; 
int disc_size; 
points. 
int desired_mode; 
wanted. 
II General  integer variable used 
II Number  of  z  values,  etc. 
II Size of disc in number  of 
II  Mode  number  on  which  info is 
double  data,trace=O.O;  II  Used  to collect data; 
temporary storage. 
double  substrate=O.O,  surface=O.O,  barrel=O.O,  coating_h=O.O, 
barrel_h=O.O;  II Energies. 
double x,y,r,phi;  II  Used  for polar conversion. 
double  z_max,  z_increment,  r_max,  r_increment,  phi_increment,  ax, 
bx,  ay; 
double  dU_dyplus,  du_dyneg,  du_dxplus,  du_dxneg,  du_dzplus, 
du_dzneg; 
201 doub1e  du_dydash,  du_dxdash,  disp_max,  disp_reduction; 
doub1e  ** node_data;  II Pointer to node  data array. 
doub1e  ** p01ar_node_data;  II Pointer to node  data 
characterised as polars. 
double  * frequency; 
int *  p; 
double  **** point; 
description; 
char * map_extension=" .map" ; 
file. 
II Pointer to frequency  array. 
II Point details for point file. 
II Pointer to integer mapped 
II Make  result file into  .map 
char *  str_extension="_str.csv";  II  Make  result file into  .str 
file. 
char * help_string="help"; 
char model_name [MAXLENGTH]  ; 
char * map_file; 
char * str_file; 
II  To  store name  of  model 
II  To  store 
II  To  store 
char * rat_file="energy_ratios.csv"; 
filename  of  .rat file 
filename  of  .map  file 
filename  of  .str file 
II  To  store 
char * det_file="point_details.csv";11 To  store point info. 
char switches[10]="\n"; 
double  *****  u; 
double  *****  du; 
tensor  components. 
double  ***  vol; 
double  ***  area; 
int number_of_nodes; 
int number_of_modes; 
int count,i,j,k,l,m; 
II  Strain tensor 
II  Used to construct strain 
II  Obvious 
II  Ditto 
II  Useful  integers. 
int  append=O,  mode_print=O,  verbose=O,  point_data=O,  centre=O, 
coating_thickness=O;  Iiswitches 
int barrel_thickness=O,  help=O,  moduli=O,  coating_moduli=O, 
barrel_moduli=O,  suspension_barrel_extent=O; 
int z_start=O,  z_finish=O,  discs=O,  slices=O;  II  switch 
dependent  variables 
double  r_large,  r_small,  substrate_E=O.O,  substrate_sigma=O.O, 
coating_E=O.O,  coating_sigma=O.O; 
double  density=2202.0,  G = 0.0,  K = 0.0; 
double  barrel_E=O.O,  barrel_sigma=O.O,  barrel_extent=O.O, 
8urface_locn=O.0; 
int r_count,  phi_count,  z_count,  phi_total,  z_disc=O; 
2()2 
/ /  SET  DEFAULT  VALUES 
coating_h=le-5; 
barrel_h=coating_h; 
substrate_E=7.2el0; 
substrate_sigma=0.17; 
coating_E=2.5ell; 
coating_sigma=0.25; 
barrel_E=coating_E; 
barrel_sigma=coating_sigma; 
II  Coating Thickness 
II Barrel Thickness 
II  substrate Young's  modulus 
II substrate Poisson's ratio 
II Coating Young's  modulus 
II Coating Poisson's Ratio 
II  Barrel Young's  modulus 
II  Barrel Poisson's Ratio 
II  READ  SETTINGS  FILE  OCEAN.INI 
settings_file = fopen("ocean.ini" ,  "r"); 
if  (  !settings_file )  { 
} 
printf("Settings file not  found.  Please 
return 0; 
if (  (log_file=fopen("ocean.log" ,  "w+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
do  {II  Get  model  name 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
i  =  strcmp(word,"model_name:"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
find ocean.ini"); 
NULL)  { 
strcpy  (  model_name,  word); 
fprintf(log_file,"Model  Name:  %s\n" ,model_name); 
mode_file  = fopen(model_name,  "r"); 
if  (  !mode_file  )  {  II  Checks  whether file exists. 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"File  %8  not  found\n",  model_name); 
printf("File %s  not  found.\n",model_name); 
return 0; 
do  {//Get mode  numbers 
fscanf (settings_file, "/'8" ,word) ; 
i  =  8trcmp(word,"mode_number:"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
2m fscanf (settings_fil.e  , "r.d",.tDumber); 
fprintf(l.og_fil.e, "Mode  number  =  r.d\n" ,number); 
desired_mode  number; 
do  {//Get coating thickness 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
i  =  strcmp(word,"coating_thickness:"); 
}  while  (  i  != 0  ); 
fscanf (settings_file, ''%If'' ,&data) ; 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
if  (  strcmp(word,"barrel_thickness:")!=O  )  { 
printf("\nSettings file corrupted;  check it out,  please. 
\nWord  found=%s",word); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"Coating thickness 
coating_h  data; 
II  Get  Barrel thickness 
fscanf (settings_file, ''%If'' ,&data) ; 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
%1. Oe  m\n" ,data) ; 
if  (strcmp(word,"substrate_E:")I=O)  { 
fprintf(log_file,"Settings file corrupted 
(substrate_E missing); 
check it out,  please.  See  help files for details"); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"Barrel thickness 
barreLh  data; 
II  Get  substrate Young's  Modulus 
fscanf (settings_file,  ''%If'' ,&data) ; 
fscanf (settings_file,  "%s", word) ; 
%1.0e  m\n",data); 
if (strcmp(word,"substrate_sigma:")I=O)  { 
fprintfClog_file,"Settings file corrupted  (substrate_sigma 
missing);  check it out,  please.  See  help files for details"); 
204 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"substrate Young's modulus 
=  %1.3e  m\n",data); 
substrate_E  data; 
//Get substrate Poisson's Ratio 
fscanf (settings_file, ''%If'' ,&data) ; 
substrate_sigma  data; 
fprintf(log_file,"substrate Poisson'S Ratio 
do  {//Get coating E 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
i  =  strcmp(word,"coating_E:"); 
}  while  (  i  1=  0  ); 
fscanf(settings_file,"%lf",&data); 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
if (  strcmp(word,"coating_sigma:") 1=0  )  { 
%O.2lf  m\n" ,data); 
printf("\nSettings file corrupted  (coating_sigma missing); 
check it out,  please.  \nWord  found=%s" ,word); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"Coating Young's  modulus 
coating_E  data; 
IIGet  coating Poisson'S Ratio 
fscanf (settings_file  , ''%If'' ,&data); 
coating_sigma  data; 
fprintf(log_file,"Coating Poisson's Ratio 
do  {IIGet  barrel E 
fscanf(settings_file, "%s" ,word); 
i  =  strcmp(word, "barrel_E: "); 
}  while  (  i  1=  0  ); 
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%1.3e  m\n" ,data); 
%1.2lf m\n",data); 1'sc~(settings_file,"Y.l1''',.tdata); 
fsc~(settings_file,"Y.s",word); 
if  (  strcmp(word,"barrel_sigma:")l=O  )  { 
printf("\nSettings file corrupted  (barrel_sigma missing); 
check it out,  please.  \nWord  found=%s",word); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"Barrel  Young's modulus 
barrel_E  data; 
//Get coating Poisson's Ratio 
fscanf (settings_file  , n%1£" ,&:data); 
barrel_sigma  data; 
fprintf(log_file,"Barrel Poisson's Ratio 
do  {//Get number  of barrel slices 
fscanf (settings_file, "%s" , word) ; 
i  =  strcmp(word, "barrel_extent: "); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
%1.3e  m\n",data); 
%1.21£  m\n" ,data); 
fscanf (settings_file,  "%1£" ,&data) ; 
fprintf (log_file, "Slices down  barrel  %1£\n" ,data) ; 
barrel_extent  data; 
do  {//Location down  mass  for surface 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
i  =  strcmp(word,"surface_locn:"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf (settings_file  ,"%1£" ,&:data); 
fprintf <log_file ,"Fraction down  mass  for surface  %1£\n" ,data) ; 
surface_locn  data; 
do  {//Get  append  switch 
fscanf (settings_file, "%s", word) ; 
i  = strcmp(word,"append:"); 
}  while  (  i  ,. 0  ); 
2()(i 
fscanf(settings_file,"%d",&:number); 
fprintf(log_file,"Append  (0  =  No,  l=Yes)  %d\n",number); 
append  number; 
do  {//Get mode_print  switch 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
i  =  strcmp  (word, "mode_print: ") ; 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf(settings_file, n%d" ,&number) ; 
fprintf(log_file,"Print  Mode  Number  (0 
%d\n" ,number); 
No,  1=Yes) 
mOde_print  number; 
do  {//Get pOint_data switch 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
i  =  strcmp(word,"point_data:"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
printf("! "); 
fscanf(settings_file,"%d",&number); 
fprintf(log_file,"Request  Co-ordinate data  (0 
%d\n",number); 
point_data  number; 
if  (  point_data )  { 
No,  1=Yes) 
p  =  (int * ) malloc  (  21  * sizeof  (  int »; 
fprintf(log_file,"\nCo-ordinates  of point  of  interest 
(r,phi,z):\n"); 
do  {//Get r  co-ord 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
i  = strcmp(word,"("); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf (settings_file, "%d" ,&:number) ; 
fprintf (log_file," (%d" ,number) ; 
p[O]=number; 
do  {//Get phi co-ord 
fscanf (settings_file, "%s", word) ; 
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} 
i  =  strcmp(word.  I •• "); 
}  vhile  (  i  != 0  ); 
i'scan.f(settings_i'ile,""d",knumber); 
fprinti'(log_file,","d",number); 
p [1] =number; 
do  {//Get  Z  co-ord 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
i  =  strcmp(word,","); 
}  while  (  i  1=  0  ); 
fscanf(settings_file,"%d",&number); 
fprintf(log_file,",%d)",number); 
p[2]=number; 
if( fclose(log_file) 1=0  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
if( fclose(settings_file) 1=0  ) 
settings file now. 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
II  FINISHED  READING  SETTINGS  FILE 
II Don't need log file 
II Don't need 
printf("Isotropic Ocean  (c)  2001  University of  Glasgow,  all 
rights reserved\nView ocean.log for details of run\n"); 
II  BEGIN  READING  MODEL  FILE 
II  Get  number  of  nodes 
do  { 
fscant (mode_file, "%s" ,word) ; 
(NUMNP) 
"=11 
i  strcmp(word,"(NUMNP)"); 
}  while  (  i  1=  0  ); 
fscant (mode_file, "%s" ,word) ; 
fscant(mode_file,"%d",  &number); 
number  of  nodes 
number_of_nodes=number; 
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II  Looks  for 
II  Looks  for 
II  To  get 
if (  verbose)  printf("\nNumber of  nodes  is:  %d", 
number_of_nodes); 
II Get  number  of modes 
do  { 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word);  II Looks for 
(NF) 
i  =  strcmp(word,"(NF)"); 
}  while  (  i  1=  0  ); 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word);  II Looks  for 
"=" 
fscanf(mode_file , "%d",  &number);  II To  get 
number  of  modes 
number_of_modes=number; 
if (  verbose)  printf("\nNumber of modes  is:  %d", 
number_of_modes); 
II Set  up  necessary arraysl perform error traps  on  settings 
if  (  desired_mode>number_of_modes  I I  desired_mode<=O)  { 
if (  (log_file=fopen("ocean.log",  "a+"»  ==  NULL)  { 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
} 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"Mode number  out  of  bounds"); 
return 0; 
if( fclose(log_file) 1=0  ) 
printf("Error closing file  \n"  ); 
node_data =  (double  **)  malloc  (number_of_nodes  * 
sizeof(double*»;  II  Initialise data 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<number_of_nodes  ;  i++  )  { 
II  array. 
node_data[i]  = (double  *)  malloc  (6*sizeof(double»; 
} 
polar_node_data =  (double  **)  malloc  (number_of_nodes  * 
sizeof(double*»;11 Initialise 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<number_of_nodes  ;  i++  )  { 
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po1ar_node_data[i]  (doub1e  *)  ma110c  (6*sizeof(double»; 
} 
frequency  =  (double  *  )  malloc  (  number_of_modes  * 
sizeof(double»;  II Init freq array 
for  (i=O  i<4  i++){ 
do  { 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word); 
for underline 
} 
j  =  strcmp(word,"----------"); 
}  while  (  j  !=  0  ); 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes 
II  Main  node data 
i=O; 
II  lOop. 
count++  )  { 
II Looks 
do  {  II Pass  over node  number 
and boundary  condns. 
fscanf(mode_file,"%d",&number);  II 
i++;  II 
}  while  (  i<7 ); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  {  II  Actually take data. 
fscanf (mode_file, ''%If'' ,&data) ; 
node_data  [count] [i]  =  data; 
} 
fscanf(mode_file,"%lf",&data);  II Passes  over  time value 
} 
IIMode  search 
if (  verbose)  printf("\nLooking for  mode  %d\n",desired_mode); 
do  { 
f scanf (mode_f ile  , "%s" ,word) ;  II  Looks  for 
mode  1 
i  = strcmp(word,"Displacements/Rotations(degrees)"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
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for  (  i=O 
times 
i<3  i++  )  {  //Looks for rotation 3 
} 
do  { 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word); 
j  =  strcmp(word,"rotation"); 
}  while  (  j  !=  0  ); 
if  (  desired_mode!=1  )  { 
do  { 
do  { 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word); 
Looks  for  ANALYSIS 
i  =  strcmp(word,"ANALYSIS"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
do  { 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word); 
Looks  for number 
11=11 
i  =  strcmp(word,"number"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf(mode_file, "%s",word); 
fscanf(mode_file,"%d",  &number); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
rotation 3  times 
} 
}  while 
} 
do  { 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word); 
j  =  strcmp(word,"rotation"); 
}  while  (  j  !=  0  ); 
number!=desired_mode  ); 
IILooks  for 
if  (  verbose)  printf("\nReading Data from Mode  number: 
%d\n" ,number) ; 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes 
displacement data loop 
fscanf (mode_file, "%d" ,&number) ; 
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count++  )  {  II  Main 
II 
II 
II Val.ues 
conv. 
for (i=3  i<6  i++)  { 
} 
fscanf(mode_fi1e,"7.1f",otdata); 
node_data[count][i]  =  data; 
x=node_data[count] [X]; 
y=node_data[count] [Y); 
the fly ... 
r=sqrt(x*x +  y*y); 
phi=atan2(y,x); 
if  (  phi<O  )  phi  +=  (  2.0*PI  ); 
phi's to be  +ve 
II Actual 
II Polar 
II  done  on 
I I  Want  all 
if  (  fabs(phi-(  2.0*PI  »<=1e-6  )  phi=O.O;  II Different dps 
mean  might not be the  same 
polar_node_data[count) [R)=r; 
polar_node_data[count] [PHI]=phi; 
polar_node_data[count] [Z]=node_data[count] [Z]; 
polar_node_data[count] [DX]=node_data[count] [DX]; 
polar_node_data[count] [DY]=node_data[count] [DY]  ; 
polar_node_data[count] [DZ]=node_data[count] [DZ]; 
if  (  verbose  &&  count%«int)(number_of_nodes/20»==0) 
printf("."); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
fscanf (mode_file, "%1£" ,&data) ; 
rotation values  (constrained) 
} 
} 
II End  of  displacement .entry 
II  Find modal  frequency 
for  (count=O  count<4  count++)  { 
do  { 
fscanf (mode_file, "%s" , word) ; 
11"-----------"*4 
} 
j  =  strcmp(word,"-----------"); 
}  while  (  j  !=  0  ); 
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IISkip  over 
for  (  count=Q  ;  count<number_of_modes 
fscanf (mode_file, ''%If'' ,&:data) ; 
fscanf (mode_file ,''%If'' ,&:data) ; 
fscanf(mode_fi1e,"%lf",&:data) ; 
frequency[count]  =  data; 
count++  )  { 
} 
fscanf (mode_file, ''%If'' ,&:data) ; 
fscanf(mode_file, ''%If'' ,&:data); 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("ocean.log",  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"Mode  frequency:  %1.0lf 
Hz\n",frequency[desired_mode-1]); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
NULL)  { 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes  count++)  {  II We  no 
longer require node_data 
free(node_data[count); 
} 
free(node_data); 
if( fclose(mode_file)!=O 
mode_file  now. 
II Don't need 
printf("Error closing file %s\n",mode_file ); 
II Determine useful quantities like z_max,  z_increment  and  so 
on ... 
z_max=polar_node_data[number_of_nodes-1) [Z]; 
count=O; 
do  { 
z_increment=polar_node_data[count++) [Z]; 
} 
while(z_increment==O.O); 
disc_size=count-l; 
r_max=polar_node_data[count] [R] ; 
within disc. 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<disc_size  ;  count++  )  { 
if  (  polar_node_data[count] [R]>r_max  ) 
r_max=polar_node_data[count] [R] ; 
} 
2I:j 
IIFind r_max 
L-______________________  --L-______________________ 
~  ____  _ r_increment=r~; 
~or (  count=O  ;  count<disc_size;  count++  )  { 
o~ r. 
//Find increment 
i~  (fabs(polar_node_data[count][R]-O.O»le-7)  { 
if  (  polar_node_data[count] [R]<r_increment  ) 
r_increment=polar_node_data[count] [R]; 
} 
} 
phi_increment=PI; 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<disc_size;  count++  )  { 
phi. 
II  Increment  of 
if  (  fabs(polar_node_data[count] [PHI]-0.0»le-7  )  { 
if  (  polar_node_data[count] [PHI] <phi_increment  ) 
phi_increment=polar_node_data[count] [PHI]; 
} 
Ilprintf("%lf %If\n'',polar_node_data[count] [PHI], 
phi_increment); 
} 
if (  (log_file=fopen("ocean.log",  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
NULL)  { 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"r  increment:  %If  m\n",r_increment); 
fprintf(log_file,"phi  increment:  %If  m\n",phi_increment); 
fprintf (log_file, "z  increment:  %If  m\n", z_increment) ; 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
z_no  =  round  (z_max/z_increment) +1; 
r_no  =  round(r_max/r_increment)+l; 
phi_no  =  round(2*PI/phi_inerement); 
phi_total = phi_no-l; 
II  Determine no  of  z  points 
II Ditto r 
II Ditto phi 
II  Useful for  cyclic angles 
later. 
z_dise  =  z_no-l; 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("ocean.log",  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
fpr1ntf (log_file, "r points:  %d\n" ,r_no); 
fprintf (log_file, "phi  points:  %d\n" ,phi_no); 
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NULL)  { 
r") ; 
fprintf (log_file  , "discs:  %d\n",z_no); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=Q  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
if  (  point_data )  { 
if  (  p[O]<O  I I  p[O]>r_no-l  )  { 
fprintf(log_file,"\nPoint  co-ordinates out of bounds: 
point_data = 0; 
} 
if  (  p[l]<O  I I  p[l]>phi_no-1  )  { 
fprintf (log_file, "\nPoint  co-ordinates out  of  bounds: 
phi"); 
point_data  0; 
} 
if  (  p[2]<0  I I  p[2]>z_no-1  )  { 
fprintf(log_file,"\nPoint  co-ordinates out  of  bounds: 
z") ; 
point_data  0; 
} 
} 
II  Begin translation to point[][] [] []  integer mapped  points. 
point = (double  ****)  malloc  (r_no  *  sizeof(double***»;  II 
Initialise 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<r_no  ;  i++  )  {  II 
co-ord array. 
*»  ; 
point[i]  =  (double  ***)  malloe  (  phi_no  *  sizeof(double**»; 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_no  ;  j++  )  { 
point[i][j]  =  (double  **)  malloe  (  z_no  *  sizeof(double 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<z_no  ;  k++  )  { 
point[i] [j] [k]  =  (double  *)  malloc  (  6  * 
sizeof(double»; 
} 
} 
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£or  (  i=O  ;  i<r_no  ;  i++  )  { 
co-ord array. 
} 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_no  ;  j++ )  { 
} 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<z_no  ;  k++  )  { 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<6  ;  1++  )  { 
pOint [iJ [jJ [kJ [lJ  =  0.0; 
} 
} 
II 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes  ;  count++  )  {  II Convert 
polar_node_data to pOint;  new  structure. 
i  =  round  (polar_node_data[count] [R]/r_increment); 
j  =  round  (polar_node_data[count] [PHI]/phi_increment); 
k  =  round  (polar_node_data[count] [Z]/z_increment); 
if  (  i==O  )  j=O;  II Defines 
phi=O  for  r=O  (convention). 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<6  ;  1++  )  { 
point[i] [j] [k] [l]=polar_node_data[count] [1]; 
} 
} 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes 
polar node  data as well. 
free(polar_node_data[count]); 
} 
free(polar_node_data); 
II  Begin strain tensor calculation. 
count++  )  {  II  Free  up 
u  =  (double  *****)  malloc  (r_no  *  sizeof(double****»;  II 
Initialise 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<r_no  ;  i++  )  {  II  strain 
tensor. 
..  » ; 
uri]  = (double  ••••  )  malloe  (  phi_no. sizeof(double.**»; 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_no  ;  j++  )  { 
u[i][j]  •  (double  •••  )  malloe  (  z_no  •  sizeof(double 
for  (k=O  k<z_no  k++)  { 
2}(j 
u[i] [j][k]  =  (double **)  malloc  (  3  * 
sizeof(double*»; 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
uri] [j] [k] [1]  =  (double  *)  malloc  (  3  * 
sizeof(double»; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<r_no  ;  i++  )  { 
tensor components  tensor. 
} 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_no  ;  j++  )  { 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<z_no  ;  k++  )  { 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
} 
} 
} 
for  (  m=O  ;  m<3  ;  m++  )  { 
uri] [j] [k] [1] em]  = 0.0; 
} 
II strain 
du  =  (double  *****)  malloc  (r_no  *  sizeof(double****»;  II 
Initialise 
for  (i=O  i<r_no  i++)  {  II partial strain 
tensor components  tensor. 
du[i]  =  (double  ****)  malloc  (  phi_no  *  sizeof(double***»; 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_no  ;  j++  )  { 
du[i] [j]  =  (double  ***)  malloc  (  z_no  *  sizeof(double 
**» ; 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<z_no  ;  k++  )  { 
du[i] [j] [k]  =  (double  **)  malloc  (  3  * 
sizeof(double*»; 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
du[i][j] [k] [1]  =  (double  *)  malloc  (  3  * 
sizeof(double»; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<r_no  ;  i++  )  { 
tensor  components  tensor. 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_no  j++)  { 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<z_no  ;  k++  )  { 
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II strain } 
} 
} 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
} 
for  (  m=O  ;  m<3  ;  m++  )  { 
du[i] [j] [k] [1] [m]  = 0.0; 
} 
disp_max=O.O;  IIPind  disp_max  within surface. 
z_count  =  z_no-l; 
for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_no  ;  r_count++  )  { 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  phi_count++)  { 
for  (  i=3  ;  i<6  ;  i++  )  { 
if  ( 
fabs(point[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i]»disp_max 
disp_max=fabs(point[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i]); 
} 
} 
} 
if (  verbose)  printf("\nCalculating strain tensor 
derivatives.\n"); 
for  (  z_count=O  ;  z_count<z_no 
tensor  component  calculation 
z_count++  )  { 
if (  verbose  && 
r_count*phi_count*z_count%«int)r_no*phi_no*z_no)/20000==0 
printf(" ."); 
for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_no  ;  r_count++  )  { 
II  Strain 
ax  =  (r_count*r_increment)*(double)sin(phi_increment); 
bx  =  -(r_count*r_increment)*(double)sin(phi_increment); 
ay  =  -(r_count*r_increment)  *  (1  -
(double)cos(phi_increment»; 
Z)  • 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  ;  phi_count++  )  { 
if  (  !(r_count==O tt phi_count!=O  )  )  { 
if  (  z_count==O  )  { 
for  (  count=3  ;  count<6  ;  count++  )  { 
du[r_count) [phi_count) [z_count) [count-3) [ 
(point [r_count] [phi_count) [1] [count)-point[r_count] [phi_count] [0] [ 
count)/z_increment; 
21~ 
if  (  point_data &&  r_count==p[O]  && 
phi_count==p[l]  &&  z_count==p[2]  )  { 
p[3]=r_count; 
p[4] =phi_count; 
p[5]=1 ; 
} 
} 
}  else if  (  z_count==z_no-1  )  { 
for  (  count=3  ;  count<6  ;  count++  )  { 
du[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count-3] [ 
Z]  = 
(point [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count]-point[r_count] [phi_count] [ 
z_count-l] [count])/z_increment; 
if  (  pOint_data &&  r_count==p[O]  && 
phi_count==p[l]  &&  z_count==p[2]  )  { 
p[3]=r_count; 
} 
}  else { 
} 
p [4] =phi_count; 
p [5] =z_count-l; 
for  (  count=3  ;  count<6  ;  count++  )  { 
du_dzplus  = 
(point [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count+l] [count]-point[r_count] [phi_count 
] [z_count] [count])/z_increment; 
du_dzneg  = 
(point [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count-l] [count]-point[r_count] [phi_count 
] [z_count] [count])/-z_increment; 
du[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count-3][ 
Z]  =  0.5*(  du_dzplus  +  dU_dzneg  ); 
if  (  point_data &&  r_count==p[O]  && 
phi_count==p[l]  &&  z_count==p[2]  )  { 
} 
} 
} 
p [3] =r_count; 
p[4]=phi_count; 
p [5] =z_count+1; 
p[6]=r_count; 
p[7]=phi_count; 
p [8] =z_count-1; 
if  (  r_count==O  )  { 
for  (  count=3  count<6 
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count++  )  { dU_dyp1us  = 
(point (r_coUDt+l] (phi_no/4] (Z_COUDt] (coUDt]-point(r_coUDt] [0] [Z_COUDt 
] (coUDt])/r_increment; 
du_dyneg 
(point [r_count+l] [(3*phi_no)/4] [z_count] [count]-point[r_c  ount] [0] [ 
z_count] [count])/-r_increment; 
du[r_count] [0] [z_count] [count-3] [V] 
0.5*( du_dyplus  +  du_dyneg  ); 
if  (  point_data &&  r_count==p[O]  && 
phi_count==p[l]  &&  z_count==p[2]  )  { 
p[9]=r_count+l; 
p[10]=phi_no/4; 
p[ll]=z_count; 
p [12] =r  _count+l; 
p[13]=(3*phi_no)/4; 
p[14]=z_count; 
} 
du_dxplus 
«point  [1] [0] [z_count] [count] -point [0] [0] [z_count] [count]) / 
r_increment); 
du_dxneg  = 
«point[1][phi_no/2][z_count][count]  -
point [0] [0] [z_count] [count])/-r_increment); 
du[r_count] [0] [z_count] [count-3] [X] 
0.5*( du_dxplus  +  dU_dxneg  ); 
if  (  point_data &&  r_count==p[O]  && 
phi_count==p[l]  &&  z_count==p[2]  )  { 
} 
} 
p [15] =1; 
p[16] =0; 
p[17]=z_count; 
p[18]=1; 
p[19]=phLno/2; 
p [20] =z30unt; 
}  else if  (r_count==l  ){ 
for  (  count=3  ;  count<6  ;  count++  )  { 
du_dyplus  = 
(po1nt[2] [ph1_count) [z_count] [count]-point[r_count] [phi_count] [ 
z_count) [count])/r_increment; 
du_dyneg  = 
(point (0) (0) [z_count] [count]-point[r_count] [phi_count) [z_count] [count 
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])/-r_increment; 
du_dydash  0.5*( du_dyp1us  +  du_dyneg ); 
if  (  point_data &&  r_count==p[O]  && 
phi_count==p[l]  &&  z_count==p[2]  )  { 
} 
p[9]=2; 
p[10]=phi_count; 
p[11]=Z30unt; 
p[12]=0; 
p [13] =0; 
p[14]=z_count; 
du_dxplus 
(point [r_count] [(phi_count-l+phi_no)%phi_no] [z_count] [count]  -
point [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count]-(du_dyneg*ay»/ax; 
du_dxneg  = 
(point [r_count] [(phi_count+l)%phi_no] [z_count] [count]  -
point [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count]  - (du_dyneg*ay»/bx; 
du_dxdash  =  0.5*(  du_dxplus  +  dU_dxneg  ); 
if  (  point_data &&  r_count==p[O]  && 
phi_count==p[l]  &&  z_count==p[2]  )  { 
} 
p[15]=r_count; 
p[16]=(phi_count-l+phi_no)%phi_no; 
p[17]=z_count; 
p[18]=r_count; 
p[19]=(phi_count+l)%phi_no; 
p[20]=z_count; 
du[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count-3] [ 
X]  =  cos«phi_count*phi_increment)-(PI/2»*du_dxdash -
sin«phi_count*phi_increment)-(PI/2»*du_dydash; 
du[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count-3] [ 
YJ  =  sin«phi_count*phi_increment)-(PI/2»*du_dxdash  + 
cos«phi_count*phi_increment)-(PI/2»*du_dydash; 
} 
}  else if  (  r_count==r_no-l  )  { 
for  (  count=3  ;  count<6  ;  count++  )  { 
du_dyneg  = 
(point [r_count-l] [phi_count] [z_count] [count]-point[r_count] [phi_count 
J [z_count] [count])/-r_increment; 
du_dydash = dU_dyneg; 
if  (  pOint_data &&  r_count==p[O]  && 
221 phi_count==p[lJ  ~  z_count==p[2J  )  { 
p[9J=r_count-l; 
p [10] =phi_count; 
p[l1]=z_count; 
} 
du_dxplus 
(point [r_count] [(phi_count-l+phi_no)%phi_no] [z_count] [coun  t]  -
point [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count]-(du_dyneg*ay»/ax; 
du_dxneg  = 
(point [r_count] [(phi_count+l)%phi_no] [z_count] [count]  -
point  [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count]  - (du_dyneg*ay»/bx; 
du_dxdash  =  0.5*(  du_dxplus  +  du_dxneg  ); 
if  (  point_data &&  r_count==p[O]  && 
phi_count==p[l]  &&  z_count==p[2]  )  { 
} 
p[15]=r_count; 
p[16]=(phi_count-l+phi_no)%phi_no; 
p[17]=z_count; 
p[18]=r_count; 
p[19]=(phi_count+l)%phi_no; 
p [20] =z_count; 
du[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count-3] [ 
X]  =  cos(phi_count*phi_increment-PI/2)*du_dxdash -
sin(phi_count*phi_increment-PI/2)*du_dydash; 
du[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count-3] [ 
Y]  = sin(phi_count*phi_increment-PI/2)*du_dxdash + 
cos (phi_count*phi_increment-PI/2)  *du_dydash; 
} 
}  else { 
for  (  count=3  ;  count<6  ;  count++  )  { 
du_dyplus  = 
(point [r_count+1] [phi_count] [z_count] [count]-point[r_count] [phi_count 
] [z_count] [count])/r_increment; 
dU_dyneg  = 
(point [r_count-1] [phi_count] [z_count] [count]-point[r_count] [phi_count 
] [z_count] [count])/-r_increment; 
du_dydash = 0.5*(  du_dyplus  + du_dyneg  ); 
if  (  pOint_data tt r_count==p[OJ  tt 
ph1_count==p[1]  tt z_count==p[2]  )  { 
p[9]=r_count+1; 
p[10]=ph1_count; 
p [11] =z_count; 
p[12]=r_count-1; 
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} 
p[13]=phi_count; 
p[14]=z_count; 
du_dxplus 
(point [r_count] [(phi_count-l+phi_no)%phi_no] [z_count] [count]  -
pOint [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count]-(du_dyneg*ay»/ax; 
du_dxneg  = 
(point [r_count] [(phi_count+l)%phi_no] [z_count] [count]  -
point [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count]  - (du_dyneg*ay»/bx; 
du_dxdash =  0.5*( du_dxplus  +  du_dxneg  ); 
if  (  point_data &&  r_count==p[O]  && 
phi_count==p[l]  &&  z_count==p[2]  )  { 
} 
p[15]=r_count; 
p[16]=(phi_count-l+phi_no)%phi_no; 
p[17]=z_count; 
p[18]=r_count; 
p[19]=(phi_count+l)%phi_no; 
p[20]=z_count; 
du[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count-3] [ 
X]  =  cos(phi_count*phi_increment-PI/2)*du_dxdash -
sin(phi_count*phi_increment-PI/2)*du_dydash; 
du[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [count-3] [ 
Y]  =  sin(phi_count*phi_increment-PI/2)*du_dxdash + 
cos (phi_count*phi_increment-PI/2)  *du_dydash; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for  (  z_count=O  ;  z_count<z_no  ;  z_count++  )  {  //Stra1n tensor 
calculation. 
for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_no  ;  r_count++  )  { 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<ph1_no  ph1_count++)  { 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
for  (j=O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [1] [j]  • 
O.5*(du[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [1] [j]  + 
du[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count][j] [1]); 
} 
n:l } 
} 
} 
} 
area =  (double  ***)  malloc  (r_no  *  sizeof(double**»; 
Initialise 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<r_no  ;  i++  )  { 
tensor. 
II 
II  volume 
area[i]  =  (double  **)  malloc  (  phi_no  *  sizeof(double*»; 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_no  ;  j++  )  { 
area[i][j]  =  (double  *)  malloc  (  z_no  *  sizeof(double »; 
} 
} 
vol =  (double  ***)  malloc  (r_no  *  sizeof(double**»;  II 
Initialise 
for  (i=O  i<r_no  i++)  { 
tensor. 
II  volume 
vol[i]  =  (double  **)  malloc  (  phi_no  *  sizeof(double*»; 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_no  ;  j++  )  { 
vol[i][j]  =  (double  *)  malloc  (  z_no  *  sizeof(double »; 
} 
} 
for  (  z_count=O  ;  z_count<z_no  ;  z_count++  )  {  IIVolume 
calculation for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_no  ;  r_count++  ) 
for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_no  ;  r_count++  )  { 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  ;  phi_count++  )  { 
r  =  r_increment*r_count; 
r_large  r_increment*(r_count+O.5); 
r_small  =  r_increment*(r_count-O.5); 
if  (  r_count==O  )  { 
area[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] 
PI.r_large.r_large; 
}  else if  (  r_count==r_no-l  )  { 
area[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count]  =  (PI*r*r  -
PI-r_small.r_small)!phi_no; 
}  elae { 
area[r_count][phi_count][z_count]  • 
(PI.r_large.r_large - PI.r_small.r_small)/phi_no; 
2:2~ 
} 
if  (  z_count==O  II  z_count==z_no-l  )  { 
vol [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] 
area  [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count]*z_increment*O.5; 
}  else { 
vol [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] 
area  [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count]*z_increment; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
II  substrate ENERGY  CALCULATION 
data  0.0; 
if (  centre  )  { 
printf("\nHow many  discs  on  either side of  centre to 
calculate energy:  (Number  of discs  inc.  z=O:%d)",z_no); 
scanf("%d",&discs); 
z_start=round«z_no-l)/2)-discs; 
z_finish=round«z_no-l)/2)+discs+l; 
printf("Start disc:  %d  \nFinish disc: 
%d" ,z_start ,z_finish-t); 
}  else { 
} 
z_start=O; 
z_finish=z_no; 
for  (  z_count=z_start  ;  z_count<z_finish  ;  z_count++  )  { 
IIEnergy  calculation. 
for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_no  ;  r_count++  )  { 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  ;  phi_count++  )  { 
if (!  (r_count==O  &&  phi_countl=O  )  )  { 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  {  II  u_ik~2 
for  (j=O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
data  += 
u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count][i] [j]*u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [1 
] [j] ; 
} 
} 
225 £or  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
trace += 
u(r_count) (phi_count) (z_count) (i) (i); 
} 
II trace 
substrate +=  vol [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] * 
(substrate_E/(2*(1+substrate_sigma»)*(data + 
(substrate_sigma/(1-2*substrate_sigma»*trace*trace); 
} 
} 
} 
} 
data =  0.0; 
trace =  0.0; 
if  (  !append )  { 
if( (ratio_file =  fopen( rat_file,  "w+"  »  !=  NULL)  { 
fprintf(ratio_file,"Mode  Number 
%d\n\n",desired_mode); 
fprintf(ratio_file,"Number of  nodes,substrate 
Energy,Surface Energy,Surface Ratio,Surface  L&L  Shear Energy,Surface 
1&L  Shear Ratio,Surface Timo  Shear  Energy , Surface Timo  Shear 
Ratio,Surface Hydrostatic Energy,Surface Hydrostatic Ratio,Barrel 
Energy,  Barrel Ratio,  Radial Kinetic Energy,  Radial Kinetic Ratio, 
Longitudinal Kinetic Energy,  Longitudinal Kinetic Ratio\n"); 
fprintf(ratio_file,"%d,%e,",number_of_nodes,substrate); 
if( fclose( ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly",rat_file); 
else if  (  verbose)  printf("\n%s closed 
correctly.",rat_file); 
}  else { 
} 
if( (ratio_file =  fopen(  rat_file,  "a+"  »  !=  NULL  )  { 
if  (  mode_print  )  { 
fprintf (ratio_f ile  , "\nMode  Number  = 
%d\n\n".desired_mode); 
fprintf(ratio_file,"Number of nodes,substrate 
Energy,Surface Energy.Surface Ratio,Surface  1&L  Shear Energy,Surface 
LlL  Shear Ratio.Surface Timo  Shear  Energy.  Surface Timo  Shear RatiO, 
Surface Hydrostatic  Energy.Surface Hydrostatic Ratio,Barrel Energy. 
Barrel Ratio.  Radial  Kinetic  Energy.  Radial  Kinetic Ratio, 
Longitudinal  Kinetic  Energy.  Longitudinal  Kinetic Ratio\n"); 
} 
fprintf(ratio_flle,"%d,%e.".number_of_nodes, 
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substrate) ; 
i£( fclose( ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not closed 
properly",rat_file); 
else if  (  verbose) printf  ("\nY.s  closed 
correctly." ,rat_file); 
} 
} 
II SURFACE  ENERGY 
data =  0.0; 
trace =  0.0; 
if  (  surface_Iocn!=O.O  )  { 
z_count  = round«z_no-l)*(l-surface_locn»; 
}  else { 
z_count  z_disc; 
} 
for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_no  ;  r_count++  )  { 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  ;  phi_count++  )  { 
if  (!  (r_count==O  &&  phi_count!=O  )  )  { 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  {  II u_ik~2 
for  (j=O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
data += 
u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count][i] [j]*u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i 
] [j] ; 
} 
} 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  {  II trace 
trace  +=  u[r_count] [phi_count][z_count][i][i]; 
} 
surface  += 
coating_h*area[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count]*(coating_E/(2*(1+ 
coating_sigma»)*(data + 
(coating_sigma/(1-2*coating_sigma»*trace*trace); 
} 
} 
} 
data = 0.0; 
trace = 0.0; 
if( (ratio_file. fopen(  rat_file,  "a+"  »  1=  NULL  )  { 
227 fprintf(ratio_fi1e,"7.e,7.e,",  surface,  surface/substrate); 
if( fc1ose( ratio_fi1e  )  )  printf("\n7.s not  c10sed 
proper1y" ,rat_fi1e); 
else if  (  verbose) printf("\n%s closed 
correctly. ",rat_file); 
} 
/ /  SURF ACE  SHEAR  ENERGY 
data = 0.0; 
trace = 0.0; 
surface = 0.0; 
G =  (0.5*coating_E)/(1+coating_sigma); 
z_count  =  z_disc;  /ISurface energy calculation. 
for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_no  ;  r_count++  )  { 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  ;  phi_count++  )  { 
if  (!  (r_count==O  &&  phi_count!=O  )  )  { 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  {  1/  u_ik~2 
for  (j=O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
data += 
u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i] [j]*u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count][i 
] [j]  ; 
} 
} 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  {  // trace 
trace  +=  u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i] til; 
} 
surface  += 
coating_h*area[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count]*G*(data -
(1/3)*trace*trace); 
} 
} 
} 
data =  0.0; 
trace = 0.0; 
if  (  (ratio_tile •  fopen(  rat_tile  ,  "a+"  »  ! = NULL  )  { 
fpr1ntf(ratio_file,"'I.e,%e,",  surface, 
surface/substrate); 
it  (  fclose(  ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly",rat_file); 
22t! 
el.se if  (  verbose  )  printf  ( .. \nY,s  cl.osed 
correctl.y.",rat_fil.e); 
} 
// SURFACE  Hydro  ENERGY 
data =  0.0; 
trace = 0.0; 
surface =  0.0; 
K =  coating_E/(3*(1-2*coating_sigma»; 
if (  (log_file=fopen("ocean.log",  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file, "K:  %If\n'' ,K); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
NULL)  { 
z_count  = z_disc;  /ISurface  energy calculation. 
for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_no  ;  r_count++  )  { 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  ;  phi_count++  )  { 
if  (!  (r_count==O  &&  phi_count!=O  )  )  { 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  {  // trace 
trace +=  u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count][i] til; 
} 
surface  += 
coating_h*area[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count]*0.5*K*trace*trace; 
trace  0.0; 
} 
} 
} 
if  (  (ratio_file = fopen(  rat_file  ,  "a+"  »  ,=  NULL  )  { 
fprintf (ratio_file  , "%e,%e, " ,  surface, 
surface/substrate); 
if( fclose( ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly" ,rat_file); 
else if (  verbose)  printf(lI\n%s  closed 
correctly." ,rat_file); 
} 
/ /  BARREL  ENERGY 
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data =  0.0; 
trace  =  0.0; 
if (  barrel_extent!=-l  )  { 
slices = round(barrel_extent/z_increment); 
z_start=z_no-l-slices; 
}  else { 
z_start=O; 
} 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("  ocean. log" ,  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
NULL)  { 
fprintf (log_file, "Start disc:  %d  \nSlices:  %d" ,z_start,  slices) ; 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
r_count=r_no-l; 
for  (  z_count=z_start  ;  z_count<z_no  ;  z_count++  )  { 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  phi_count++)  { 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  {  // u_ik-2 
for  (j=O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
data += 
u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i] [j]*u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i 
] [j] ; 
} 
} 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  {  // trace 
trace  +=  u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i] [i]; 
} 
if  (  z_count==O  I I  z_count==z_no-1  )  { 
barrel  += 
barrel_h*z_increment*O. 5*r_max*phi_increment* (barrel_E/(2  *(1+ 
barrel_sigma»)*(data + 
(barrel_sigma/(1-2*barrel_sigma»*trace*trace); 
}  else { 
barrel  += 
barrel_h*z_increment*r_max*phi_increment*(barrel_E/(2*(1+barrel_sigma 
»)*(data +  (barrel_sigma!(1-2*barrel_sigma»*trace*trace); 
} 
2:30 
} 
} 
data =  0.0; 
trace =  0.0; 
if( (ratio_file = fopen( rat_file,  "a+"  »  !=  NULL  )  { 
fprintf(ratio_file,"%e,%e,",  barrel, 
barrel/substrate); 
if( fclose( ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly",rat_file); 
else if (  verbose  )  printf("\n%s closed 
correctly.",rat_file); 
} 
// RADIAL  SUSPENSION  POINT  KINETIC  ENERGY 
barrel = 0.0; 
data = 0.0; 
trace = 0.0; 
r_count=r_no-l; 
z_count=round«z_no-l)/2); 
for  (phi_count=O  phi_count<phi_no  phi_count++)  { 
for  (  i=3  ;  i<5  ;  i++  )  { 
data += 
point [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i]*point[r_count] [phi_count] [ 
z_count] [i];// dx-2  +  dy-2 
} 
data 
4*PI*PI*frequency[desired_mode-1]*frequency[desired_mode-1]*data; 
// v-2 
} 
barrel  +=  barrel_h*barrel_h*r_max*phi_increment*density*data; 
data = 0.0; 
if  (  (ratio_file =  fopen(  rat_file  ,  "a+"  »  ,=  NULL  )  { 
fprintf(ratio_file, "%e,%e, II ,  barrel, 
barrel/substrate); 
if( fclose( ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly" ,rat_file); 
else if  (  verbose)  printf("\n%s closed 
correctly.",rat_file); 
} 
2:31 // LONGITUDINAL  SUSPENSION  POINT  KINETIC  ENERGY 
barrel  =  0.0; 
data =  0.0; 
trace =  0.0; 
r_count=r_no-l; 
z_count=round«z_no-l)/2); 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  ;  phi_count++  )  { 
data += 
point [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [DZ] *point [r_count] [phi_count] [ 
z_count] [DZ];// dz-2 
data = 
4*PI*PI*frequency[desired_mode-1]*frequency[desired_mode-l]*data; 
// v-2 
} 
barrel +=  barrel_h*barrel_h*r_max*phi_increment*density*data; 
data =  0.0; 
H( (ratio_file =  fopen(  rat_file  ,  "a+" »  !=  NULL)  { 
fprintf(ratio_file,"%e,%e\n",  barrel,  barrel/substrate); 
H( fclose( ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly",rat_file); 
else if (  verbose)  printf("\n%s  closed 
correctly.",rat_file); 
} 
/ /  OUTPUT  FILES 
if  (  point_data )  { 
if(  (details_file =  fopen  (  det_file  ,  "w+"  »  !=  NULL)  { 
fprintf(details_file, "Point details file\n"); 
fprintf(details_file,"Reference Algor/I-DEAS 
file: \n%s\n\n" ,model_name) ; 
fprintf(details_file,"Co-ordinates,(r phi z) 
(,  %d, %d, %d, )\n\n" ,prO] ,p[l] ,p[2]); 
fprintf(details_file, "Node 
position: ,r=,%e,x=,%e\n",point[p[O]] [p[l]] [p[2]] [R] ,point[p[O]] [p[l]] 
[p [2]] [RJ *cos (point [p [0]] [p [1)] [p [2]] [PHI))) ; 
fprintf(details_file,  II ,phi=,  %e ,y=,  %e\n" ,point  [prO)] [p [1]] 
[p [2] J [PHI] ,point [p [0]] [p [1)] [p [2)] [R] *sin(point [p [0)] [p [1)] [p [2]] [ 
PHI))) ; 
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fprintf (details_file," ,z=,  Y.e ,Z=,  Y.e\n\n" ,point  [prO]] [p[1]] 
[p [2]] [Z] ,point [p [0]] [p  [1]] [p [2]] [Z] )  ; 
fprintf (details_file,  "Displacements: ,dx=,  %e\n,dy=,1.e\n,dz 
=,%e\n\n",point[p[O]] [p[l]] [p[2]] [DX] ,point  [p[O]] [p[l]] [p[2]] [DY]  , 
point [p [0]] [p [1]] [p [2]] [DZ] ) ; 
fprintf (details_file  ,"Increments: ,r= ,1.e\n,phi= ,1.e\n,z= ,%e 
\n\n",r_increment,phi_increment,z_increment); 
fprintf (details_f  ile  , IINeighbours: \n  \ndui_dz 
direction\n\n(,"); 
for  (  i=3  ;  i<5  ;  i ++  )  fprintf (details_file, "%d," ,p [iJ); 
fprintf(details_file,"%d,)",p[5]); 
if  (  p[2] !=O  &&  p[2] !=z_no-l  )  { 
fprintf (details_file, " (,") ; 
for  (  i=6  ;  i<8  ;  i++  ) 
fprintf (details_file, "%d," ,p [i]) ; 
fprintf (details_file,  "%d,) \n" ,p[8]); 
} 
fprintf(details_file,"\nduLdydash direction\n\n(,"); 
for  (  i=9  ;  i<ll  ;  i++  ) 
fprintf (details_file, "%d, " ,p [i]) ; 
fprintf(details_file,"%d,)\n",p[11]); 
if  (p[0]!=r_no-1  )  { 
fprintf(details_file,"(,"); 
for  (  i=12  ;  i<14  ;  i++  ) 
fprintf (details_file, "%d," ,p [i]) ; 
fprintf (details_file, "%d,) \n" ,p [14]); 
} 
fprintf(details_file,"dui_dxdash direction\n\n(,"); 
for  C i=15  ;  i<17  ;  i++  ) 
fprintf (details_file, "%d,  II ,p [i]); 
fprintfCdetails_file,"%d,)\n(,",p[17]); 
for  (  i=18  ;  i<20  ;  i++  ) 
fprintf(details_file, n%d," ,p[i]); 
fprintf (details_file  , n%d,)\n\nn ,p[20]); 
fprintfCdetails_file,ndux_dx,dux_dy,dux_dz,duy_dx,duy_dy, 
duy_dz,duz_dx,duz_dy,duz_dz\n"); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
for  C j=O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
fprintf (details_file  , "%e, n ,du[p[O]] [p[1]] [p[2 
]J [i] [j]) ; 
} 
} 
fprintf (details_file, n\n\nStrain 
Tensor:\n\nu_xx,u_xy,u_xz,u_yx,u_yy,u_yz,u_zx,u_zy,u_zz\n"); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
2:n for  (  j=o  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
fprintf( 
detaHs_fHe, "Xe, .. , u [p[OJ] [p [lJ  J [p [2]  J  CiJ [jJ)  ; 
} 
} 
if( fclose( details_file)  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly",det_file); 
else if  (  verbose)  printf("\n%s closed 
correctly.",det_file); 
} 
} 
//Output strain tensor to filename.str 
str_file=strtok(model_name,"."); 
strncat(str_file,str_extension,9); 
if( (strain_file  fopen(  str_file  "01+"  »  !=  NULL)  { 
if (  verbose)  printf("\nFile %s  open for input\n",str_file); 
fprintf(strain_file,"Energy program strain tensor\n"); 
fprintf(strain_file,"============================\n\n"); 
fprintf (strain_file, "Filename:  %s\n\n", str_file) ; 
fprintf(strain_file,"Mode:  %d\n\n",desired_mode); 
fprintf(strain_file,"substrate Energy=  %e  (in appropriate 
units)\n\n",substrate); 
fprintf (strain_f  ile  , "Surf  ace Energy=  'l.e  (in appropriate 
units)\n\n",surface); 
fprintf(strain_file,"Co-ords",I,Strain tensor 
components"""  t""""""" I ,Displacements\n"); 
fprintf(strain_file,"r,phi,z,1 ,u_xx,u_xx-2,u_xy,u_xy-2,u_xz, 
u_xz-2,u_yx,u_yx-2,u_yy,u_yy-2,u_yz,u_yz-2,u_zx,u_zx-2,u_zy,u_zy-2, 
u_zz,u_zz-2,trace,trace-21,x,y,z\n"); 
fprintf(strain_file,"----------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------\n"); 
for  (  z_count=O  ;  z_count<z_no  ;  z_count++  )  { 
for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_no  ;  r_count++  )  { 
if  (  verbose  &;&; 
(z_count*r_count*phi_count*l)%«int) «r_no*phi_no*z_no*6) /20»==0 
printf("."); 
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for  (  phi_count=o  ;  phi_count<phi_no  ;  phi_count++)  { 
if  (  !(r_count==O  &&  phi_count!=O  )  )  { 
fprintf( 
strain_file,"(%d,%d,%d),I,",r_count,phi_count,z_count); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
fprintf( 
strain_file, "%e, %e,", u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i] [j] , u[r_count] [ 
phi_count] [z_count] [i] [j]*u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i][j]); 
} 
} 
fprintf( 
strain_file, "%e, %e,", u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [X]  [X] +u[r_count] [ 
phi_  count] [z_  count] [Y]  [y] +u [r  30unt] [phi_  count] [z_  count] [Z] [Z] , (u [ 
r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [X]  [X]+u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [Y][ 
Y] +u [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count][Z] [Z])*(u[r_count] [phi_count] [ 
z_count] [X]  [X]+u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [Y]  [y] +u [r_count] [ 
phi_count] [z_count] [Z] [Z]»  ; 
fprintf( 
strain_file," I , %e, %e, %e\n" ,point [r_count] [phLcount] [z_count] [DX] , 
point [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [DY],point[r_count] [phi_count] [ 
z_count] [DZ]); 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
if( fclose( strain_file)  ) 
printf("\n%s not  closed properly",str_file); 
else if  (  verbose)  printf("\n%s  closed correctly.",str_file); 
//Output mapping  data to filename.map 
map_file=strtok(model_name,"."); 
strncat(map_file,map_extension,5); 
if(  (mapping_file  = fopen( map_file,  "w+"  »  !=  NULL  )  { 
if  (  verbose)  printf("\nFile %s  open  for  input\n" ,map_file); 
fprintf(mapping_file,"Energy program  integer mapping 
output\n"); 
fprintf(mapping_file,"===============================-=====\n 
23.') \n") ; 
:fprint:f  (mapping_fi1e  , "Co-ords\t\tl\tPosition Data\n"); 
fprintf(mapping_fi1e, "r\tphi\tz\tl\tr  \tphi 
\tz\tl\tdx  \tdy  \tdz\n"); 
fprintf(mapping_file, ,,---------------------------------------
---------\n"); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<Z_DO  ;  i++  )  { 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<r_DO  ;  j++  )  { 
if (  verbose kk 
(i*j*k*1)%«iDt)«r_Do*phi_Do*z_Do*6)/20»==0  )  priDtf("."); 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<phi_no  ;  k++)  { 
if  (  !(j==O kk k!=O)  )  { 
fprintf ( 
mapping_file," (%d\t%d\t%d)\t I \t" ,j ,k, i) ; 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<6  ;  1++  )  { 
fprintf( 
mapping_file, "%e\t" ,point [j] [k] [i] [1]); 
} 
fprintf (mapping_f ile  , "\n") ; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
if( fclose( mapping_file)  ) 
printf  ("\n%s  not  closed properly" ,map_file) ; 
else if (  verbose)  printf("\n%s closed correctly.",map_file); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<r_no  ;  i++  )  { 
} 
for  (  j=O  j  j<phi_no  j  j++  )  { 
for  (  k=O  j  k<Z_DO  ;  k++  )  { 
for  (  1=0  j  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
free(du[i] [j] [k] [1]) j 
} 
} 
} 
free(du); 
for  (  i=O  i<r_no  i++  )  { 
2j(j 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_no  ;  j++  )  { 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<z_no  ;  k++  )  { 
free (point [i] [j] [k]) ; 
} 
} 
} 
free(poiDt); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<r_Do  ;  i++  )  { 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_DO  ;  j++  )  { 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<z_no  ;  k++  )  { 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
free(u[i] [j] [k] [1]); 
} 
} 
free(u); 
} 
} 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<r_no  ;  i++  )  { 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_no  ;  j++  )  { 
free (area [i] [j  J ) ; 
} 
} 
free(area); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<r_no  ;  i++  )  { 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<phi_no  ;  j++  )  { 
} 
} 
free(vol); 
free(vol [i] [jJ); 
if  (  point_data )  { 
free(p)j 
} 
free(frequency); 
237 return 0; 
} 
int round(double  floating_point_number)  { 
int result; 
} 
result=(int)  (floating_point_number+0.5); 
return result; 
2:1" 
Appendix F 
Aocean Source Code 
1* 
Anisotropic  Ocean.  Required files are: 
aocean.exe 
aocean.ini 
*.ml file(s) 
Generated files: 
aocean.log 
*_str.csv 
*_str.map 
ani_energy_ratios.csv 
*1 
#include  <stdio.h> 
#include  <stdlib.h> 
#include  <math.h> 
#include  <string.h> 
II#include<conio.h> 
#define  MAXLENGTH 
#define  X 
#define  Y 
#define  Z 
#define  DX 
#define  DY 
#define  DZ 
80 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
II  Maximum  length  of  word 
II Define  array  labels 
II so  that it is clear 
II  which  co-ordinate  is  bAlnp, 
II  manipulated  at  anyone 
II time. 
~:  ~~ J *de~ine R  0 
*de~ine PHI  1 
#de~ine DR  3 
#define DPHI  4 
#define U_RR  0 
#define U_RPHI  1 
#define U_RZ  2 
#define U_PHIR  3 
#define U_PHIPHI  4 
#define U_PHIZ  5 
#define U_ZR  6 
#define U_ZPHI  7 
#define U_ZZ  8 
#define PI  3.141592  IIPI 
int round(  double  ); 
void prop_assign(FILE *,  FILE  *,  doubler] [4] [4] [4]  ); 
FILE  *  settings_file;  IISettings File 
FILE  * log_file;  IILog  file 
FILE  * mode_file;11 File pointer 
FILE  * mapping_file;IIMapping file pointer. 
FILE  *  strain_file;IIStrain tensor file. 
FILE  * ratio_file;IIRatios file 
FILE  *  details_file;IIUseful file 
int main(int  argc,  char *argv[])  { 
char word[MAXLENGTH];  II General String array used to 
read in position data. 
int number;  II  General  integer variable used 
to read position. 
int z_no,  r_no,  phi_no;  II  Number  of  z  values,  etc. 
int EOF_check;  II Used  to  check for  EOF 
int disc_size;  II  Size of  disc  in number  of 
points. 
int desired_mode;  II  Mode  number  on  which  info is 
wanted. 
double  data,trace=O.O;  II Used  to collect data; 
temporary  storage. 
double  substrate=O.O,  surface=O.O,  barrel=O.O,  coating_h=O.O, 
barrel_h=O.O;  II  Energies. 
double  x,y,r,phi;  II Used  for polar conversion. 
double  z_max,z_min,  z_increment,  r_max,  r_increment, 
pbi_increment,  ax,  bx,  ay; 
double  du_dyplus,  du_dyneg,  du_dxplus,  du_dxneg,  du_dzplus, 
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dU_dzneg; 
doub1e  du_dydash,  du_dxdash,  disp_max,  disp_reduction; 
doub1e  **  node_data;  // Pointer to node data array. 
doub1e  **  polar_node_data;  1/ Pointer to node  data 
characterised as po1ars. 
double  *  frequency; 
int *  p; 
double  ****  pOint; 
description; 
II Pointer to frequency  array. 
II Point details for point file. 
II  Pointer to integer mapped 
char * map_extension=".map";  II Make  result file into  .map 
file. 
char  *  str_extension="_str.csv";  II  Make  result file into  .str 
file. 
char *  help_string="help"; 
char model_name[MAXLENGTH];  II  To  store name  of model 
char *  map_file;  II  To  store filename  of  .map  file 
char  *  str_file;  II  To  store filename  of  .str file 
char *  rat_file="ani_energy_ratios.csv";  II  To 
store filename  of  .rat file 
char  *  det_file=lani_point_details.csv";11 To  store point  info. 
char switches[10]=I\n"; 
char indexl,index2,index3,index4; 
out properties 
IIIndex  names  for printing 
double  *****  u; 
double  *****  du; 
tensor components. 
double  substrate_c[4] [4][4] [4]; 
substrate, 
coating and barrel. 
double  coating_c[4] [4][4] [4]; 
double  barrel_c[4] [4][4] [4]; 
double  ***  vol; 
double  ***  area; 
int number_of_nodes; 
int number_of_modes; 
int count,i,j,k,l,m; 
II Strain tensor 
II Used  to construct strain 
II stiffness matrices for 
II  Obvious 
II  Ditto 
II Useful  integers. 
int  ideas=O,  append=O,  mode_print=O,  verbose=O,  point_data=O, 
centre=O,  coating_thickness=O;  Iiswitches 
int barrel_thickness=O,  help=O,  moduli=O,  coating_moduli=O, 
barrel_moduli=O,  suspension_barrel_extent=O; 
int z_start=O,  z_finish=O,  discs=O,  slices=O; 
dependent  variables 
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II  switch double r_large.  r_small.  sUbstrate_E=O.O.  substrate_sigma=O.O. 
coating_E=O.O.  coati~sigma=O.O; 
double  density=2202.0.  G  =  0.0.  K  =  0.0; 
double  barrel_E=O.O.  barrel_sigma=O.O.  barrel_extent=O.O. 
surface_locn=O.O; 
int r_count.  phi_count,  z_count,  phi_total,  z_disc=O; 
/ /  SET  DEFAULT  VALUES 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
} 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
} 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<3  ;  k++  )  { 
} 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
substrate_c[i] [j] [k] [1]=0; 
coating_c[i] [j] [k] [1]=0; 
barrel_c[i] [j] [k] [1]=0; 
} 
coating_h=le-5; 
barrel_h=coating_h; 
substrate_E=7.2el0; 
sUbstrate_sigma=0.17; 
coating_E=2.5el1; 
coating_sigma=O.25; 
barrel_E=coating_E; 
barrel_sigma=coating_sigma; 
II Coating Thickness 
II  Barrel Thickness 
II  Substrate Young's  modulus 
II  Substrate Poisson's ratio 
II  Coating Young's  modulus 
II  Coating Poisson's Ratio 
II  Barrel Young's  modulus 
II  Barrel Poisson's Ratio 
II  Define property tensors 
II  READ  SETTINGS  FILE  AOCEAN.INI 
settings_file ..  fopen("aocean.ini",  "r"); 
if  (  !settings_file )  { 
} 
printf("Settings file not  found.  Please find ocean.ini"); 
return 0; 
1 f  (  Uog_f  11e-f  open ("  aocean. log".  "w+"» 
printf("Error opening  log file"); 
NULL)  { 
:2·1:2 
return 0: 
} 
do  {II Get  model  name 
EOF_check=fscanf(settings_file,"%s",vord); 
if  (EOF_check==EOF)  { 
fprintf(log_file,"\nEnd of settings file reached\n"); 
printf("\nEnd of  settings file reached\n"); 
return(O); 
} 
}  while  (  strcmp(word,"model_name")!= 0  ); 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
strcpy  (  model_name,  word); 
fprintf (log_file  , "Model  Name:  %s\n" ,model_name); 
if (  strstr( model_name,".ml"  )!=NULL  )  { 
ideas  0; 
}  else if (  strstr( model_name, ".unv"  )!=NULL  ){ 
ideas 
}  else { 
1 ; 
fprintf(log_file,"File extension unknown.  Should be 
.ml(Algor)  or  .unv(I-DEAS)\n"); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf (log_file, "Using  I -DEAS  (1:  Yes,  0:  No)  %d\n", ideas) ; 
mode_file  =  fopen(model_name,  "r"); 
if  (  !mode_file  )  {  II  Checks  whether file exists. 
fprintf (log_file, "File %s  not  found\n",  model_name); 
printf("File %s  not  found.\n",model_name); 
return 0; 
} 
do  {II  Get  mode  numbers 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
i  =  strcmp(word,"mode_number"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf (settings_file, "%d" ,&number) ; 
fprintf(log_file, "Mode  number  =  %d\n" ,number) ; 
desired_mode  number; 
do  {IIGet  coating thickness 
24:$ ~8c~(8ettiDg8_~i1e,·r~·,word); 
i  = 8trcmp(word,·coati~thicknessn); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf(settings_file,"Y.lf",l:data); 
fscanf(settings_file,"y's",word); 
if (  strcmp(word,"barrel_thickness")!=O  )  { 
printf("\nSettings file corrupted:  check it out,  please. 
\nWord  found=r.s",word); 
return 0: 
} 
fprintf(log_file, "Coating thickness 
coating_h  data; 
II Get  Barrel thickness 
fscanf (settings_file, ''%If'' ,&:data) ; 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
%1. Oe  m\n" ,data) ; 
if (  strcmp(word,"substrate_properties")!=O)  { 
fprintf(log_file,"Settings file corrupted  (substrate 
properties 
may  be missing);  check it out,  please.  See help files for details"); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf (log_file, "Barrel thickness  %1.0e  m\n" ,data); 
barrel_h  data; 
II Get  substrate properties 
prop_assign(settings_file,log_file,substrate_c); 
tscant (settings_file,  n%s" ,word) ; 
it  (  strcmp(word,"coating_properties")!=O  )  { 
fpr1ntt(log_file,"Settings file corrupted  (coating properties 
may  be  missing);  check it out,  please.  See  help files for details"); 
return 0; 
} 
prop_assign(settings_file,log_file,coating_c); 
t.can1(sett1ngs_tile,"~s·,word); 
1t  (  strcmp(word,"barrel_propertiesn)!=O  )  { 
2·U 
fprintf(log_file,"Settings file corrupted  (barrel properties 
may  be missing);  check it out,  please.  See help files for details"); 
return 0; 
} 
prop_assign(settings_file,log_file,barrel_c); 
fprintf(log_file,"substrate properties\n"): 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
for  (  j=O  :  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<3  ;  k++  )  { 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
switch  (i)  { 
} 
case  0: 
index1='x' ; 
break; 
case  1: 
index1='y' ; 
break; 
case 2: 
index1='z' ; 
break; 
switch  (j)  { 
case  0: 
} 
index2= , x' ; 
break; 
case  1: 
index2= ' y' ; 
break; 
case  2: 
index2='z'; 
break; 
switch  (k)  { 
case  0: 
} 
index3= , x' ; 
break; 
case  1: 
index3= ' y' ; 
break; 
case  2: 
index3= , z· ; 
break; 
2..j-S switch  (1)  { 
case 0: 
} 
index4= ' x' ; 
break; 
case  1: 
index4='y' ; 
break; 
case 2: 
index4='z' ; 
break; 
fprintf(log_file, 
"substrate_c  [%c]  [%c]  [%c]  [%c] =%1. 3e\n" 
,indexl,index2,index3,index4,substrate_c[i] [j] [k] [1]); 
} 
} 
} 
} 
fpr1ntf(1og_file."Coating properties\n"); 
for  (  i=O  ;  1<3  ;  i++  )  { 
for  (  j-O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
for  (  k-O  ;  k<3  ;  k++  )  { 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
switch  (1)  { 
} 
case 0: 
index1=' x' ; 
break; 
case  1: 
index1='y' ; 
break; 
case 2: 
index  1" ' z· ; 
break; 
switch  (J)  { 
case  0: 
1ndex2='x'; 
break; 
case  1: 
index2-'y'; 
:l·lL 
} 
break; 
case 2: 
indelC2=' z' ; 
break; 
switch  (k)  { 
} 
case 0: 
index3=' x' ; 
break; 
case  1: 
index3=' y' ; 
break; 
case  2: 
index3= , z' ; 
break; 
switch  (1)  { 
case  0: 
} 
index4= ' x' ; 
break; 
case  1: 
index4=' y' ; 
break; 
case  2: 
index4= 'z' ; 
break; 
fprint! (log_file, "Coating_c [%c]  [%c] [%c] [%c) -%1. 3e 
\n",index1,index2.index3,index4,coating_c[i][j) [k)[l); 
} 
} 
} 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"Barrel  properties\n"); 
for  (  1-0  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
tor  (  j-O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
tor  (  k·O  ;  k<3  ;  k++  )  { 
tor  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
switch  (1)  { 
case  0: 
index1·' x' ; 
247 } 
break; 
case 1: 
index1='y' ; 
break; 
case 2: 
index1='z' ; 
break; 
switch  (j)  { 
} 
case 0: 
index2=' x' ; 
break; 
case  1: 
index2=' y' ; 
break; 
case  2: 
index2=  , Z' ; 
break; 
switch  (k)  { 
case 0: 
} 
index3= , x' ; 
break; 
case  1: 
index3=  , y' ; 
break; 
case  2: 
index3='z'; 
break; 
switch  (1)  { 
case 0: 
} 
index4= ' x' ; 
break; 
case  1: 
index4=' y' ; 
break; 
case  2: 
index4= 'z' ; 
break; 
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fprintf (log_file,  "Barrel_c  [,I.c] [,I.c] [%c] [Y.c] =%1. 3e\ 
nil ,index1,index2, index3, index4, barrel_c [i] [j] [k] [1]); 
} 
} 
} 
} 
do  {//Get number of barrel slices 
fscanf(settings_file, "%s",word); 
i  =  strcmp(word,"barrel_extent"); 
}  while  (  i  != 0  ); 
fscanf (settings_file  , ''%If'' ,&:data); 
fprintf(log_file,"Slices  down  barrel  %If \n  " ,data); 
barrel extent  data; 
do  {//Location down  mass  for surface 
fSCanf (settings_file, "%s" ,word) ; 
i  =  strcmp  (word , "surface_locn"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf(settings_file, "%If'' ,&:data); 
fprintf(log_file,"Fraction down  mass  for surface 
surface Iocn  data; 
do  {//Get append switch 
fscanf(settings_file, "%s" ,word); 
i  =  strcmp  (word, "append") ; 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf (settings_file,  "%d" ,&:number) ; 
%If\n'' ,data) ; 
fprintf (log_file,  II Append  (0  =  No,  1=Yes)  =  %d\n" ,number) ; 
append  number; 
do  {//Get mode_print  switch 
fscanf (settings_file,  "%s" ,word) ; 
i  =  strcmp(word, "mode_print") ; 
24!J }  while  (  l  1=  0  ); 
fscanf(settings_file,"%d",&number); 
fprintf(log_file, "Print Mode  Number  (0 
r.d\n",number); 
No,  l=Yes) 
mode_print  number; 
do  {IIGet  point_data switch 
fscanf(settings_file,"%s",word); 
i  =  strcmp(word, "point_data") ; 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf (settings_file,  "%d" ,&number) ; 
fprintf (log_file, "Request  Co-ordinate data  (0 
%d\n" ,number); 
point_data  number; 
if  (  pOint_data  )  { 
No,  1=Yes) 
p  =  (int * ) malloc  (  21  * sizeof  (  int »; 
fprintf(log_file,"\nCo-ordinates  of  point  of  interest 
(r,phi,z):\n"); 
do  {IIGet  r  co-ord 
fscanf(settings_file, "%s" ,word); 
i  =  strcmp(word,"("); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf(settings_file,"%d",&number); 
fprintf Clog_f ile,  " (%d" ,number) ; 
p[O]=number; 
do  {IIGet  phi  co-ord 
fscanf (settings_file, "'los" ,word) ; 
i  =  strcmp(word,","); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf(settings_file,"%d",&number); 
fprintf (log_file," ,%d" ,number) ; 
p [1] =number ; 
do  {IIGet  z  co-ord 
fscanf(settings_file, "%s" ,word); 
i  =  strcmp(word," ,"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
2S(J 
} 
:fscanf(settings_:file,"%d",lItnumber); 
:fprint:f(log_:file,",%d)",number); 
p[2]=number; 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
file now. 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
if( fclose(settings_file)!=O  ) 
settings file now. 
printf("Error closing file  \n"  ); 
II FINISHED  READING  SETTINGS  FILE 
II Don't  need settings 
II Don't  need 
printf("Anisotropic  Ocean  (c)2001  University of  Glasgow,  all 
rights reserved\nView aocean.log for details of run\n"); 
II BEGIN  READING  MODEL  FILE 
II Get  number  of  nodes 
do  { 
fscanf (mode_file, "'los" ,word) ; 
(NUMNP) 
"=" 
i  strcmp(word,"(NUMNP)"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word); 
fscanf(mode_file, "%d",  &number); 
number  of  nodes 
number_of_nodes=number; 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log",  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return  0; 
} 
II Looks  for 
II Looks  for 
II To  get 
NULL)  { 
fprintf Clog_file, "Number  of  Nodes  is  : %d  \n" ,number _of _nodes) ; 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  )  II Don't  need  settings 
file now. 
printf("Error closing file  \n"  ); 
LSI (NF) 
"=" 
// Get  number  of modes 
do  { 
:fsean:f(mode_file, "%s",Yord); 
i  strcmp(yord,"(NF)"); 
}  Yhile  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf (mode_file , "%s" ,word); 
II Looks  for 
II Looks  for 
fscanf(mode_file,"%d",  &number); 
number  of  modes 
number_of_modes=number; 
II  To  get 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log",  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
NULL)  { 
fprintf(log_file,"Number  of  Modes  is  :%d  \n",number_of_modes); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  )  II Don't  need settings 
file now. 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log" ,  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf (log_file, "Read  Nodes  and  Modes\n"); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
NULL)  { 
II Set  up  necessary arrays  I  perform error traps  on  settings 
if  (  desired_mode>number_of_modes  I I  desired_mode<=O)  { 
if (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log",  "a+"»  ==  NULL)  { 
printf("Error opening  log file"); 
} 
return  0; 
} 
fprintf (log_file. "Mode  number  out  of  bounds"); 
return 0; 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file  \n"  ); 
node  data  (double  **)  malloc  (number_of_nodes  * 
~rJ~ 
-- - ~- --- --------
sizeof(doub1e*)); II Initialise data 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<number_of_nodes  ;  i++  )  { 
II array. 
node_data[i]  =  (double  *)  malloe  (6*sizeof(double»; 
} 
polar_node_data =  (double  **)  malloc  (number_of_nodes  * 
sizeof(double*»;11 Initialise 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<number_of_nodes  ;  i++  )  { 
II polar co-ord array. 
polar_node_data[i]  =  (double  *)  malloc  (6*sizeof(double»; 
} 
frequency  =  (double  *  )  malloc  (  number_of_modes  * 
sizeof(double»;  II  Init freq array 
if (! ideas)  { 
for  (i=O  i<4  i++){ 
do  { 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word); 
Looks  for underline 
} 
} 
j  =  strcmp(word,"----------II); 
}  while  (  j  !=  0  ); 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log",  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
NULL)  { 
for  (  count=O  count<number  of  nodes  count++  )  { 
II Main  node  data 
i=O; 
II loop. 
if (  ideas  )  { 
j=4; 
}  else { 
j=7; 
} 
II 
do  {  II Pass  over  node  number 
and  boundary  condns. 
:2.'i:l fscanf(mode_file,"%d",8tnumber);  II 
i++;  II 
}  while  (  i<j  ); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  {  II Actually take data. 
value 
} 
fscanf(mode_file, ''%If'' ,&data); 
node_data  [count] [i]  =  data; 
} 
fprintf  Clog_file, "node  %d\n", count) ; 
if (  ! ideas  )  { 
fscanf(mode_file, ''%If'' ,&data); 
} 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log",  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening  log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"Read Node  values\n"); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf  ("Error closing file \n"  ); 
IIMode  search 
II Passes  over time 
NULL)  { 
if  verbose)  printf("\nLooking for  mode  %d\n",desired_mode); 
do  { 
fscanf (mode_file, "%s" , word) ;  II Looks  for 
mode  1 
i  strcmp(word,"Displacements/Rotations(degrees)"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
for  (  i=O 
times 
i<3  i++)  { 
} 
do  { 
fscanf (mode_f ile,  "%8" , word) ; 
j  =  strcmp(word,"rotation"); 
}  while  (  j  !=  0  ); 
2.')1 
IILooks  for rotation 3 
--------------
if  (  desired_mode!=1  )  { 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log",  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"Not mode  1 ...  \n"); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
if (  !ideas  )  { 
do  { 
do  { 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word); 
II Looks  for  ANALYSIS 
i  =  strcmp(word,"ANALYSIS"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
do  { 
fscanf (mode_file, "%s" , word) ; 
II Looks  for number 
II "=" 
i  =  strcmp(word,"number"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
fscanf (mode_file, "%s" , word) ; 
fscanf(mode_file,"%d",  &number); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
rotation 3  times 
} 
do  { 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word); 
j  strcmp(word,"rotation"); 
}  while  (  j  !=  0  ); 
}  while  number!=desired_mode); 
}  else { 
do  { 
do  { 
fscanf (mode_file, "%s" , word) ; 
II  Looks  for  Shape 
i  strcmp(word,"Shape"); 
}  while  (  i  !=  0  ); 
'2:).1) 
NULL)  { 
IILooks  for ~sca.n:f(mode_file."y.drr,  anumber); 
:if  (  (log_f:ile=fopen(naocean.log".  na+"»  NULL)  { 
pr:intf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file."Mode number:%d\n".number); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
} 
} 
do  { 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
fscanf(mode_file,"%s",word); 
j  =  strcmp(word,"ds"); 
}  while  (  j  !=  0  ); 
}  while  (  number!=desired_mode  ); 
if (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log",  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
NULL)  { 
} 
fprintf (log_file, "\nReading Data from  Mode  number:  %d\n" .number) ; 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes  count++)  {  II  Main 
displacement data loop 
Values 
cony. 
fscanf (mode_file, "%d" ,&number) ; 
for  (i=3  i<6  i++)  { 
} 
fscanf(mode_file, "%If" .&data) ; 
node_data(count](i]  =  data; 
x=node_data(count] (X]; 
y=node_data(count] (Y]: 
the fly ... 
r=sqrt(x*x  +  y*y): 
phi=atan2(y,x): 
if  (  phi<O  )  phi  +=  (  2.0*PI  ); 
phi's to be  +ve 
if  (  fabs(phi-(  2.0*PI  »<=1e-6  )  phi=O.O: 
mean  might  not  be  the  same 
polar_node_data[count] (R]=r; 
fprintf (log_f ile.  II (%If ". r) ; 
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/1  Actual 
/1  Polar 
II  done  on 
II  Want  all 
/1  Different dps 
polar_node_data[count] [PHI]=phi: 
fprintf (log_file." •  %11''' .phi) ; 
polar_node_data[count] [Z]=node_data[count] [Z]; 
fprintf (log_file." •  %If)\n'' •  node_data  [count] [Z]): 
polar_node_data[count] [DX]=node_data[count] [OX]; 
polar_node_data[count] [DY]=node_data[count] [DY]: 
polar_node_data[count] [DZ] =node_data  [count] [DZ]; 
if  (  verbose  &&  count%«int) (number_of_nodes/20»==0) 
printf("."); 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
fscanf (mode_file, "%If" ,&data) ; 
rotation values  (constrained) 
} 
} 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file  \n"  ); 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log",  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
NULL)  { 
fprintf(log_file,"Reading Node  data successful.\n"); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
1/ End  of  displacement  entry 
1/ Find modal  frequency 
if (!  ideas)  { 
for  (  count=O  :  count<4  ;  count++  )  { 
do  { 
fscanf (mode_file, "%S" ,word) ; 
//"-----------"*4 
} 
j  =  strcmp(word,"-----------"); 
}  while  (  j  !=  0  ); 
IISkip  over 
for  (  count=O  count  <number_of_modes  count++  )  { 
fscanf (mode_file, n%lf n .&data) : 
257 } 
fscanf  (mode_fi~e,  n".1.f" • Mata) ; 
fscanf(mode_fi~e."~~f"  •  .tdata); 
frequency[count]  =  data; 
fscan:f(mode_file."%lf" • .tdata); 
fscan:f(mode_file,"%lf",&data); 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log" ,  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file,"Mode  frequency:  %1.0lf 
Hz\n",frequency[desired_mode-l]); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
} 
NULL)  { 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes 
longer require node_data 
free(node_data[count]); 
count++  )  {  II We  no 
} 
free(node_data); 
if( fclose(mode_file)!=O 
mode_file  now. 
printf("Error closing file %s\n",mode_file ); 
II Don't  need 
II Determine  useful quantities like z_max,  z_increment  and  so 
on ... 
if  (! ideas  )  { 
z_max=polar_node_data[number_of_nodes-l] [Z]: 
count=O; 
do  { 
z_increment=polar_node_data[count++] [Z]; 
} 
while(z_increment==O.O); 
}  else { 
z_max=fabs(polar_node_data[O] [Z]); 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes  ;  count++  )  { 
if  (  fabs(polar_node_data[count] [Z]»z_max 
z_max=fabs(polar_node_data[count] [Z]); 
} 
z_min=polar_node_data[O] [Z]; 
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for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes  ;  count++  )  { 
if  (  polar_node_data[count] [Z]<z_min  ) 
z_min=polar_node_data[count] [Z]; 
} 
if  (  z_min<O.O  )  { 
} 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes 
polar_node_data[count] [Z]+=z_max; 
} 
z_min=polar_node_data[O] [Z]; 
count++  )  { 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes  ;  count++  )  { 
if (polar_node_data[count][Z]<z_min) 
z_min=polar_node_data[count] [Z]; 
} 
z_increment=z_max; 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes;  count++  )  {  IIFind 
increment  of z. 
if  (  fabs(polar_node_data[count] [Z]-0.0»le-7 )  { 
if (fabs(polar_node_data[count][Z])<z_increment  ) 
z_increment=fabs(polar_node_data[count] [Z]); 
} 
} 
} 
if (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log",  "a+")) 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
NULL)  { 
fprintf(log_file,"Found z_max,z_increment.\n"); 
fprintf(log_file,"z max:  %If  m\n",z_max); 
fprintf(log_file, liZ min:  %If  m\n" ,z_min); 
fprintf(log_file,"z  increment:  %If  m\n",z_increment): 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
disc_size=count-l; 
r_max=polar_node_data[O] [R]; 
disc. 
if  (  !ideas )  { 
IIFind  r_max  within 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<disc_size  ;  count++  )  { 
if  (  polar_node_data[count] [R]>r_max 
r_max=polar_node_data[count][R] ; 
2.'j!) ; 
;  else { 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes  ;  count++  )  { 
if  (  fabs(polar_node_data[count] [Z]-O.O)<le-7  )  { 
if  (  polar_node_data[count] [R]>r_max  ) 
r_max=polar_node_data[countJ [RJ; 
} 
} 
} 
r_increment=r_max; 
if (  !ideas  )  { 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<disc_size;  count++  )  { 
increment  of  r. 
IIFind 
if  (  fabs(polar_node_data[count] [R]-0.0»1e-7  )  { 
if  (  polar_node_data[count] [R]<r_increment  ) 
r_increment=polar_node_data[count] [R] ; 
} 
} 
}  else { 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes;  count++  )  {  IIFind 
increment  of r. 
if  (  fabsCpolar_node_data[count] [Z]-0.0)<1e-7  )  { 
if  (  fabsCpolar_node_data[count] [R]-0.0»1e-7  )  { 
if  (  polar_node_data[count] [R]<r_increment  ) 
r_increment=polar_node_data[count] [R]  ; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
phi_increment=PI; 
if (  ! ideas  )  { 
for  (count=O  count<disc_size;  count++  )  { 
of  phi. 
II  Increment 
if  (  fabs(polar_node_data[count] [PHI]-0.0»le-7  )  { 
if  (  polar_node_data[count] [PHI] <phi_increment  ) 
phi_increment=polar_node_data[count] [PHI] ; 
} 
/ /printf ("I.lf  I.lf\n", polar  _node_data [count] [PHI] , 
phi_increment); 
} 
}  else  { 
2(j() 
for  (  count=O  ;  count<number_of_nodes;  count++  )  {  II 
Increment  of  phi. 
if  (  fabs(polar_node_data[count] [Z]-O.O)<le-7  )  { 
if  (  fabs(polar_node_data[count] [PHI]-O.O»le-7  )  { 
if  (  polar_node_data[count] [PHI] <phi_increment  ) 
phi_increment=polar_node_data[count] [PHI] ; 
} 
Ilprintf  (''%If  %If\n'' ,polar_node_data[count] [PHI] , 
phi_increment); 
} 
} 
} 
if (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log",  "a+")) 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
NULL)  { 
fprintf(log_file,"r  max:  %If  m\n" ,r_max); 
fprintf(log_file,"r increment:  %If  m\n",r_increment); 
fprintf(log_file,IIphi  increment:  %If  m\n",phi_increment); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file \n"  ); 
z_no  =  roundCz_max/z_increment)+l; 
r_no  =  roundCr_max/r_increment)+l; 
phi_no  =  round(2*Pllphi_increment); 
phi_total = phi_no-l; 
II Determine no  of  z  points 
II Ditto  r 
II Ditto phi 
II Useful  for  cyclic angles 
later. 
z_disc  = z_no-l; 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log",  "a+")) 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
fprintf(log_file, "r points:  %d\n" ,r_no); 
fprintf (log_file, "phi points:  %d\n", phi_no) ; 
fprintf(log_file,"discs:  %d\n",z_no); 
if( fclose(log_file) !=O  ) 
printf("Error closing file  \n"  ); 
if  (  point_data )  { 
21jJ 
NULL)  { r"); 
if (  p[O]<O  "  p[O]>r_no-l  )  -( 
fprintf(~og_fi~e,"\nPoint co-ordinates out of bounds: 
point_data  0; 
} 
if (  p [1] <0  "  p [1] >phi_no-l  )  { 
fprintf(log_file,"\nPoint co-ordinates out  of bounds: 
phi"); 
point_data  0; 
} 
if  (  p[2]<0  I I  p[2]>z_no-l  )  { 
fprintf(log_file,"\nPoint  co-ordinates out  of  bounds: 
Zll); 
point_data =  0; 
} 
} 
.  ..  as for  Ocean until ... 
II substrate  ENERGY  CALCULATION 
data  0.0; 
if  (  centre  )  { 
printf("\nHow many  discs on  either side of  centre to 
calculate energy:  (Number  of  discs inc.  z=O:%d)",z_no); 
scanf("%d" ,&discs); 
z_start=round«z_no-l)/2)-discs; 
z_finish=round«z_no-l)/2)+discs+l; 
printf("Start disc:  %d  \nFinish disc: 
%d" ,z_start ,z_finish-1); 
}  else { 
} 
z_start=O; 
z_finish=z_no; 
for  (  z_count=z_start 
IIEnergy calculation. 
z_count<z_finish  z  count++  )  { 
262 
for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_Do  ;  r_count++  )  { 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_DO  ;  phi_count++  )  { 
if  (!  (r_count==O  &&  phi_count!=O  )  )  { 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<3  ;  k++)  { 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
data += 
substrate_c[i] [j] [k] [l]*u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count][i][j] 
*u[r_count] [ 
phi_count] [z_count] [k] [1]; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
substrate  += 
vol [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count]*0.5*data; 
data  0.0; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
if  (  ! append  )  { 
if  (  (ratio_file =  fopen (  rat_file  ,  "w+"  »  ! =  NULL  )  { 
fprintf(ratio_file,"Mode Number 
%d\n\n",desired_mode); 
fprintf(ratio_file,"Number of nodes,substrate 
Energy,Surface Energy,Surface Ratio,Barrel  Energy,  Barrel Ratio\n"); 
fprintf(ratio_file, "%d,%e, ",number_of_nodes,substrate); 
if( fclose( ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly" ,rat_file); 
else if  (  verbose  )  printf(II\n%s  closed 
correctly.",rat_file); 
} 
}  else { 
if( (ratio_file = fopen(  rat_file,  "a+"  »  !=  NULL)  { 
if  (  mode_print  )  { 
fprintf(ratio_file,"\nMode Number. 
%d\n\n",desired_mode); 
fprintf(ratio_file,"Number of nodes,substrate 
2(j;j Energy,Surface Energy,Surface Ratio,Barrel Energy,  Barrel Ratio\n"); 
~ 
fprintf(ratio_file, "Y.d,Y.e, ",number_of_nodes, 
substrate); 
if( felose( ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly" ,rat_file)  ; 
else if (  verbose)  printf("\n%s closed 
correctly. ",rat_file); 
} 
} 
II SURFACE  ENERGY 
data =  0.0; 
traCe  =  0.0; 
if  (  surface_locn!=O.O  )  { 
z_count  =  round«z_no-1)*(1-surface_locn»; 
}  else { 
z_count  =  z_disc; 
} 
for  (  r_count=O  ;  r_count<r_no  ;  r_count++  )  { 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  ;  phi_count++  )  { 
if  (!  (r_count==O  &&  phi_count!=O  )  )  { 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<3  ;  k++)  { 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
data += 
coating_c[i] [j][k] [l]*u[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [i) [j]*u[r_count] 
[phi_count] [z_count] [k] [1]; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
surface  += 
coating_h*area[r_count] [phi_count] [z_count]*0.5*data; 
data = 0.0; 
} 
} 
} 
2(j4 
if(  (ratio_fi1e =  fopen(  rat_fi1e  ,  "a+"  »  != NULL  )  { 
fprintf (ratio_fi1e,  "%e, %e,",  surface, 
surface/substrate); 
if( fclose( ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not closed 
properly",rat_file); 
else if  (  verbose  )  printf("\n%s closed 
correctly.",rat_file); 
} 
II BARREL  ENERGY 
data = 0.0; 
trace =  0.0; 
if (  barrel_extent!=-1  )  { 
slices =  round(barrel_extent/z_increment); 
z_start=z_no-1-s1ices; 
}  else { 
z_start=O; 
} 
if  (  (log_file=fopen("aocean.log" ,  "a+"» 
printf("Error opening log file"); 
return 0; 
} 
NULL)  { 
fprintf(log_file,"Start disc:  %d  \nSlices:  %d",z_start,slices); 
if( fclose(log_file)!=O  ) 
printf("Error clOSing file \n"  ); 
r_count=r_no-1; 
for  (  z_count=z_start  ;  z_count<z_no  ;  z_count++  )  { 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  ;  phi_count++  )  { 
if  (!  (r_count==O  &&  phi_count!=O  )  )  { 
for  (  i=O  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
for  (  j=O  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  { 
for  (  k=O  ;  k<3  ;  k++)  { 
for  (  1=0  ;  1<3  ;  1++  )  { 
data += 
barrel_c[i] [j] [k] [1] *u [r  _count] [phLcountJ [z_countJ (i) [j].u  [r  _countJ [ 
phi_count] [z_count] [kJ [lJ; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
2(jfj i~  (  z_count==O  II  z_count==z_no-l  )  { 
barrel.  += 
barrel._b*z_increment*O.5*r_max*pbi_increment*O.5*data; 
}  el.se  { 
barrel += 
barrel_h*z_increment*r_max*phi_increment*0.5*data; 
} 
data  0.0; 
} 
} 
} 
if( (ratio_file =  fopen( rat_file,  "a+"  »  !=  NULL)  { 
fprintf(ratio_file,"%e,%e\n",  barrel, 
barrel/substrate); 
if( fclose( ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly" ,rat_file); 
else if  (  verbose)  printf("\n%s closed 
correctly. " ,rat_file) ; 
} 
// RADIAL  SUSPENSION  POINT  KINETIC  ENERGY 
barrel =  0.0; 
data =  0.0; 
trace  =  0.0; 
r_count=r_no-1; 
z_count=round«z_no-1)/2); 
for  (phi_count=O  phi_count<phi_no 
for  (  i=3  ;  i<5  ;  i++  )  { 
data += 
phi_count++  )  { 
point [r_count] [phi_count) [z_count] [i)*point[r_count] [phi_count] [ 
z_count] [i];// dx-2  +  dy-2 
} 
data 
4*PI*PI*frequency[desired_mode-1]*frequency[desired_mode-l]*data; 
/1  v-2 
barrel  +=  barrel_h*barrel_h*r_max*phi_increment*density*data; 
data =  0.0; 
L(j(j 
} 
if  (  (ratio_f  ile =  fopen  (  rat_f  ile  ,  "a+"  ))  ! '=  NULL  )  { 
fprintf(ratio_file,"%e,%e,",  barrel, 
barrel/substrate); 
if( fclose( ratio_file)  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly",rat_file); 
else if  (  verbose)  printf("\n%s closed 
correctly.",rat_file); 
} 
// LONGITUDINAL  SUSPENSION  POINT  KINETIC  ENERGY 
barrel =  0.0; 
data =  0.0; 
trace =  0.0; 
r_count=r_no-l; 
z_count=round«z_no-l)/2); 
for  (  phi_count=O  ;  phi_count<phi_no  ;  phi_count++  )  { 
data += 
point [r_count] [phi_count] [z_count] [DZ]*point[r_count] [phi_count] [ 
z_count] [DZ];// dz-2 
data = 
4*PI*PI*frequency[desired_mode-1]*frequency[desired_mode-1]*data; 
// v-2 
} 
barrel  +=  barrel_h*barrel_h*r_max*phi_increment*density*data; 
data =  0.0; 
if(  (ratio_file =  fopen(  rat_file,  "a+"  »  1=  NULL)  { 
fprintf(ratio_file,"%e,%e\n",  barrel, 
barrel/substrate); 
if( fclose( ratio_file  )  )  printf("\n%s not  closed 
properly" ,rat_file) ; 
else if (  verbose)  printf("\n%s  closed 
correctly. ",rat_file); 
} 
...  as for  Ocpan until ... 
2(j7 //end of maine)  function 
void prop_assign(FILE *settings_file,  FILE  *log,  double  c[J [4J [4J [4J) 
{ 
char word[MAXLENGTH]; 
char character  [3] ; 
int index[4]; 
int number,  i; 
double  data; 
fscanf (settings_file, "%s", word) ; 
if  (  word[O]  ==  'c'  &&  strlen(word)==3  )  { 
do  { 
fprintf(log,"%s\t",word); 
for  (  i=l  ;  i<3  ;  i++  )  { 
} 
sprintf (character, "%c\n", word[i]); 
number=atoi(character); 
switch(number)  { 
} 
case  1: 
index[2*(i-l)]=0; 
index [2*i  -1] =0; 
break; 
case  2: 
index[2*(i-l)]=1; 
index[2*i-l]=1; 
break; 
case 3: 
index[2*(i-l)]=2; 
index[2*i-l]=2; 
break; 
case  4: 
index[2*(i-l)]=1; 
index[2*i-l]=2; 
break; 
case  5: 
index[2*(i-l)]=0; 
index[2*i-l]=2; 
break; 
case  6: 
index[2*(i-l)]=0; 
lndex[2*i-1]=1; 
break; 
:2{iK 
fscanf(settings_file,"%lf",&data); 
fscan:f (settings_file, "%s", word) ; 
fprintf(log,"%1.3e\n",data); 
c [index [0]] [index[l]] [index [2]] [index [3]] =data; 
c[index[l]] [index [2]] [index[3]] [index [O]]=data;  II C 
tensor is cyclic ... 
c[index[2]] [index [3]] [index[O]] [index[l]]=data; 
c [index [3]] [index [0]] [index [1]] [index [2]] =data; 
c [index [1]] [index [0]] [index [2]] [index [3]] =data;  II ...  and 
symmetric 
c[index[O]] [index[l]] [index [3]] [index [2]] =data; 
c[index [1]] [index [0]] [index [3]] [index [2]] =data; 
fprintf (log, "c [%d]  [%d]  [%d]  [%d] =%1. 3e  \n" , index [0] , index [1] 
,index[2],index[3],data); 
}  while  (  word[O]=='c'  ); 
if (  strcmp(word,"]")!=O)  fprintf(log,"Settings file 
corrupt"); 
} 
} 
int round(double  floating_point_number)  { 
int result; 
} 
result=(int)  (floating_point_number+0.5); 
return result; 
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Abstract 
Interferometric gravitational wave detectors use mirrors whose substrates are 
formed from materials of low intrinsic mechanical dissipation. The two most 
likely choices for the test masses in future advanced detectors are fused silica 
or sapphire (Rowan S et a12000 Phys. Lett.  A 265 5). These test masses must 
be coated to form mirrors, highly reflecting at 1064 nm.  We have measured 
the excess  mechanical  losses  associated  with  adding dielectric  coatings  to 
substrates of fused silica and calculated the effect of the excess loss on the 
thermal noise in an advanced interferometer. 
PACS numbers:  0480N, 6240, 7755, 9555Y 
1.  Introduction 
Interferometric gravitational wave detectors use laser interferometry to sense the position of 
test masses coated as  mirrors,  suspended as  pendulums and highly isolated from external 
disturbances.  Across part of the frequency range of interest for gravitational wave detection, 
thennal noise from the test masses and their suspensions forms a limit to achievable detector 
sensitivity [1-6].  To  minimize the  thermal noise from the test masses, substrate materials 
of low intrinsic loss are desirable.  All  the detectors currently under construction use fused 
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silica as the substrate material, due to a combination of its properties including relatively low 
mechanical loss, availability in suitably sized pieces and ease of polish.  To benefit from the 
low intrinsic dissipation of the substrates all sources of excess mechanical loss associated 
with using the substrates as suspended mirrors should be minimized [7,  8].  The multilayer 
dielectric coatings which are applied to each substrate to form mirror coatings are a potential 
source of excess dissipation, and we present here measurements of the excess dissipation 
associated with typical coatings. To assess the level of  dissipation, the loss factors of  samples 
of  fused silica with dielectric coatings were measured. Similar measurements on substrates of 
different geometry and with a coating of  different constituents were simultaneously carried out 
by a subset of  the authors at Syracuse University and are published in an accompanying paper. 
From these measurements it is possible to estimate values for the mechanical loss associated 
with the dielectric coatings. Using the papers of Nakagawa et at [9, 10] the effect of this loss 
on the expected sensitivity of  advanced gravitational wave detectors may then be calculated. 
For advanced detectors sapphire is also under consideration as a substrate material, since 
it can have an intrinsic dissipation even lower than fused silica. Mechanical losses associated 
with adding coatings to sapphire substrates are a subject of ongoing research. 
2. Experimental measurements on fused silica samples 
1\vo coated fused silica samples were studied, each being a right circular cylinder of  0.127 m 
diameter and 0.103 m height.  The first sample was made from Coming 7980 fused silica 
(grade OC) and the second from Coming 7940 fused silica (3G). Each sample was polished by 
General Optics Inc?, having faces super-polished to sub-angstrom roughness levels and barrels 
with an inspection polish. Dielectric coatings were applied to each face of the cylinders by the 
same company. One face of each sample had a mirror coating designed to be highly reflecting 
at 1064 nm, and an anti-reflection coat (at 1064 nm) was applied to each rear face.  From our 
analysis we believe that the high reflective coating on the 7980 mass consists of  approximately 
43 alternating quarter wavelength layers of aluminium oxide and tantalum pentoxide, with a 
geometrical thickness of 6.3  /i-m.  For the 7940 mass we believe there were approximately 
59 layers with a geometrical thickness of 8.6/i-m. 
We make the assumption that the loss in  the coating is proportional to the total coating 
thickness and that the loss is homogenous throughout the coating, thus we assume that the 
anti-reflection coating (which has significantly fewer layers -2)  does not add appreciably to 
the total loss.  In the accompanying paper describing results obtained by colleagues at Syracuse 
University the possibility of the coating loss being different depending on whether the coating 
is deformed perpendicular to the surface, parallel to the surface or in shear, is examined. There 
will be further discussion of this later. 
The loss  factors  of seven  modes of each sample were  measured.  The experimental 
arrangement used to measure the loss factors is shown in figure 1. 
The samples were suspended using a single sling  of lightly greased tungsten wire of 
150 /i-m  diameter,  with  the  upper ends of the  wires  held  inside a  steel  clamp,  mounted 
on  a rigid tripod structure.  This structure was  mounted inside a vacuum tank.  evacuated 
to  approximately  10-5  mb.  The resonant modes  of each sample were excited  using  an 
electrostatic drive plate mounted behind the samples, and the amplitude of the induced motion 
of the front face  of each sample was sensed  using a Michelson interferometer illuminated 
by light from a helium-neon laser.  The mirror in  the reference arm of the  Michelson was 
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Data acquisition 
system 
FIgure 1. Experimental arrangement Cor measuring the loss factors of suspended test mass samples. 
mounted on a piezoelectric transducer which, using a  signal from the photodiode sensing 
the interference signal, was locked at low  frequency  to the pendulum motion of the mass 
on its  suspension.  The high frequency motion of the front face of the  mass,  sampled by 
the  laser  beam,  was  obtained  from the  signal  from  the  photodiode,  at frequencies  well 
above  the  unity  gain  point of the  servo  loop.  By  measuring  the  rate  of decay  of the 
amplitude of the  resonant  motion  of the  test  masses,  the  loss  factors  of the  modes  of 
the samples were obtained. 
It should be noted that the samples were suspended multiple times, with the lengths of the 
suspension wires being varied each time, and the lowest measured loss factors for each mode 
used in our analysis. The reason for this is that previous experiments [8, II] have shown that 
the measured loss factors may be too large if the frequency of the resonant mode of the test 
mass happens to coincide with a frequency of a resonant mode of the suspension wires. 
3.  Result~ 
The lowest measured loss factors for seven modes of the coated 7940 and 7980 fused silica 
masses are shown in  table  I. 
It can be seen that there is  a considerable variation in the level of measured loss factor 
between the  modes. with some modes showing a loss factor as  much as  four times higher 
than others and we postulate that this difference is due to losses associated with the coating. 
Previous measurements of an uncoated 7980 test mass of the same dimensions, but different 
Inclu~lon class, showed a much smaller variation of the loss factor between equivalent modes. 
The loss f"Li<'"  varied from 0.87 x  10-' to  I  x  10-
1
, lower than the loss factors for most of 
the modes of the (""ted masses.  The spread in  measured loss factors was within  14%.  Thus 
we believe that  suspension losses  ace  Inslgmflcant and that  the  substantial variation in  loss 
measurements seen for the modes of the coaled samples is  predominantly due to the effects of 
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Table 1. Expcrimentallosses Cor Coming 7980 and 7940 silica lcst masses, with dielectric coating 
as described in section 2.  (Errors shown are the I standard deviation level Cor the best suspension 
length in each ease.) 
Corning 7980  Coming 7940 
Modelled  Measured  Measured 
frequency  frequency  Measured  frequency  Measured 
Mode'  (Hz)  (Hz)  ioss (x 10-7)  (Hz)  loss (x 10-7) 
I. Bending (8. II =  1)  22401  22105  1.37 ±  0.04  22361  1.6±0.01 
2.  Asymmetric drum (I.  11 = 0)  23238  22977  1.16 ±  0.02  23004  1.23 ±  0.05 
3.  Fundamental (I, 11= 2)  24671  25378  0.65 ±  0.01  25404  0.5 ±0.02 
4.  Clover-4 (16, 11  = 2)  25490  26176  1.61  ±  0.03  26193  1.89 ±0.04 
5.  Symmetric drum (4.  11 = 0)  27723  28388  3.1 ±0.12  28395  3.6 ±  0.29 
6.  Expansion  31397  31710  1.09 ±0.01  31731  1.01  ±O.OI 
7.  2nd Asymmetric drum (3. n = 0)  35133  36045  0.86 ± om  36072  0.94 ±  0.03 
• Numbering denotes the symmetry classification of the modes following G McMahon [12]. 
the dielectric coating.  In each case a small amount of the coating had spilled over on to the 
barrel of the mass during the coating process. As will be seen later this is an important effect. 
Assuming that all other losses have been reduced to a negligible level, the total measured 
loss may be expressed as the sum of the intrinsic loss of the substrate material plus any loss 
associated with having added a coating to the substrate. In the general case of coating both on 
the face and on the barrel: 
E  E rooling  E bnrrel 
substrate  on  face  CODling 
¢(Wo)ro.,cd =  -E--¢(WO)subSlrale + -E--¢(Wo)  coaling  + -E--¢(Wo)eff 
lotal  lotal  on  face  (0u.1 
(I) 
and, assuming Eco.,ing on  Cace « Esubslrole and Ebarrcl coaling « E,ubslI1lIC 
E rooting  E  baqel 
¢(Wo)C03led  "'" ¢(WO)subslrole + Eon face  ¢(WO) coaling  + E=un
g 
¢(Wo)cff 
substrnle  on  face  subsb'aIC 
(2) 
where Ecoaling on r.cel Esubslralc  is  the fraction of the energy of the mode stored in  the coating 
compared with the substrate and Ebarret cOaling/ Esub.lralc is the fraction of the energy of the mode 
stored in the barrel compared with the substrate. 
¢(Wo)eff represents the effective loss due to the coating material on the barrel of  the sample 
and it  is  assumed at this stage that the distribution of the coating on the barrel is  essentially 
even and of the same thickness as the coating on the faces. This assumption will be discussed 
further at a later stage. 
Finite element analysisB was used to model the displacement of the test masses for each 
of the modes under study-these mode shapes are shown in the appendix. The relevant energy 
ratios for the faces and for the  barrels of the different modes were then calculated.  It  was 
assumed that the coating followed the contours of the silica mass below.  Using typical bulk 
values for Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for aluminium oxide and lantalum pentoxide, 
an  equivalent value for each property was obtained for the  multilayer coating as  described 
in [13]. These values were used in calculating the energy associated with the layers of coating, 
whereas the relevant values for fused silica were used for the  substrate.  The values used arc 
as in table 2. 
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Figure Z.  Variation in the computed ratio of energy stored in the dielectric mirror coating on a 
silica substrate per micron of coating thickness to the total energy stored in the substrate as  the 
number of nodes in the FE model is increased. These data are for the asymmetric drum mode. The 
convergent value for this ratio is 1.19 x  10-6_ 
Table Z.  Material properties for coatings and substrate_ 
Material 
Aluminium oxide 
Tantalum pentoxide 
Calculated multilayer [131 
Fused silica 
Young's modulus (Pa) 
3.6 x  lO" [151 
1.4 x  lO" [131 
2.6x lO" 
7.2 x  10'0 [14] 
Poisson's ratio 
0.27 [141 
0.23 [131 
0.26 
0.17 [141 
In carrying out this calculation, care was exercised as the ratios obtained depended on the 
coarseness of the mesh used in the FE analysis_  In  practice the ratios were computed for a 
range of grid dimensions and the results extrapolated to the case of an infinitely fine mesh. 
The convergence of an energy ratio as a function of the number of nodes used in the FE 
model for a typical mode is shown in figure 2 and the convergent energy ratios for the different 
modes are shown in figure 3_ 
3.1. Regression analysis 
As an  initial approach it was assumed in equation (2) that tPcrr =  0 (Le_  mechanical losses 
usociated with the coating overs  pray on the barrel of the sample were of  a level which was not 
significant for these measurements). Then the variation of  tPcoeled against front surface energy 
ratio was examined for the 7940 and 7980 test masses. 
It can be seen in figure 4 that if one point in each case is excluded from the data. then 
for both datasets there is an excellent linear fit of coated loss to the front surface energy ratio. 
However. the point which is excluded-that for the asymmetric drum mod(}-is one where the 
confidence in its value is panicularly high since it is unlikely that experimental measurements 
will result in losses which are significantly too low.  Thus it seems that the simple analysis is not 
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by the  bars on the  points  for  the  7940 mass.  The numbering of the  points  refers  to  !be  mode 
numbering in table 2. 
adequate and a fuller analysis involving losses due to the coating on the barrels of the masses 
was carried out.  In this case a multivariable linear regression algorithm for  three parameters 
was adopted and it was no longer possible to use the simple graphical representation of  figure 4. 
The fits were now demonstrated by graphs of  experimental Joss against predicted loss for both 
the 7940 and the 7980 masses as in figures 5 and 6. 
As can be seen the fit is likely to be good in both cases provided the point corresponding 
to  the symmetric drum mode is ignored.  This is clear from figure 6 which shows the same 
results as above with the symmetric drum removed. EJu:cu __  lIUOCIaled willi die/ecUic mlnoc coatings 
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The loss for the symmetric drum mode is significantly higher than that which is consistent 
with the best fit.  Since this is the case for both the 7940 and 7980 masses it appears to be 
a real effect.  In  case this result is an artifact of the assumption of even coating thickness 
on the barrel a number of possibilities were investigated_  For example, situations where the 
coating effects on the barrel were mainly at one end or mainly in the middle were investigated. 
However. no improvements were observed for the fitting of the data either with or without 
the symmetric drum mode included.  Also. the possibility of the result being due to differing 
loues associated with shear and bulk strains was studied.  Analysis shows that the ratio of 
shear to bulk strain is broadly similar for all the modes except for the clover-4 mode (mode 
number 4) where shear dominates by a large factor.  There is no sign that the loss for this 
clover mode is Significantly different from that of  the others suggesting that our assumption of 
a homogeneous 10" is well founded. We also checked that the kinetic energy of the symmetric 
drum mode at the breakaway points of  the suspending wire was not particularly high compared 
with thai of the other modes and thus it seems unlikely that frictional loss could explain the 
observations. II has to be a"umed that there is some unmodelled loss associated with the shape 
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of the symmetric drum mode, perhaps due to edge effects at the chamfers between the coated 
mirror faces and the barrels. 
The multivariable regression analysis, with the symmetric drum mode excluded, yields 
values for the loss parameters as shown in table 3. 
Table 3.  Filled values of bulk. coaling and barrel losses [or the 7940 and 7980 masses. Errors nrc 
cnlculaled from the regression analysis at the 1 standard devlalion level. 
For the Coming 7940 rna.ss:  9(WO)",brt",. = (3.7 ± 0_5)  )(  10-8 
,p(WoJ....i..  =  (6.4 ±  0.6) )(  10-5 
9("'0}.rr  =  (6.9 ± 0.4) x  10-5 
For the Coming 7980 mass:  9(""')  .....  "." = (5.6 ± 0.9) x  10-1 
9(wo)  ....  ,..  = (6.3 ± 1.6)  x  10-5 
4>(wo}."  = (6.3 ± 0.9) x  10-' Excess mccharucaJ los.s  a.ssocuHcd With dlClcctnc ffijlTOr coatings  891 
The values obtained for ¢(WO).ubstr.IIC are comparable with the best results for bulk samples of 
these types of fused silica [J 6). 
4.  Significance of coating results for advanced detectors 
Until  relatively recently the  method of predicting the  thermal  noise  in  the  test masses  of 
gravitational wave detectors, at frequencies well  below the first internal resonant modes of the 
mirrors, invol ved a normal mode expansion of the acoustic modes of the mirrors. The expected 
thermal noise was calculated by adding incoherently, with suitable weighting factors, the noise 
in the tails of the resonances of the test masses (see for example [2)  and  [1 7)).  Alternative 
approaches to the problem have been developed  by Levin [1 8],  Nakagawa et at [9], Bondu 
et at [19) and  Liu and Thome [20).  Levin has  pointed out that in cases where the  spatial 
distribution of the loss in  a  mirror is  non-uniform,  using a  modal expansion approach may 
lead to an incorrect estimation of the thermal noise. 
Nakagawa el at [9] have developed a formalism where the fluctuation dissipation theorem 
can  be expressed in  terms of the static Green's function to calculate  the distribution of the 
thermal motion on the  front face of a semi-infinite mirror.  This study has been extended to 
allow estimation of the effect of having a coated layer of finite thickness and different material 
properties on the front face of the mass.  It is calculated [10)  that the spectral density of the 
thermal noise, S '1,OOlcd(f) is increased, over that of the uncoated mass, s ;,ublralc (f), by the factor 
shown in equation (3) 
S~o"OO (f)  {  2  (l - 2a)  ¢ co"ing  (d)} 
S;'Ub '~"C(f) =  1 + ft~  ¢ sub"'''c  ; 
(3) 
where d is the coating thickness, w is the radius of the laser beam interrogating the test mass 
and a  represents  the  Poisson's  ratio of the substrate  material  of Young's modulus  Y. This 
assumes that the substrate and coating have the same mechanical properties but different loss 
factors. 
More fu lly,  all owing different values for a  and Y in  the coating and substrate the ratio 
then becomes [2 J J 
I  ( I + acoJlUlg)  ¢ co,ung  Y,u,bSlr"C  Yc - ( 1 _  2  . )  {  [ 
, 
I + -- 1  ,  Oco:umg  ft  (I - 0s-uh1tf'31C)  ( I  - aco~tlns) ¢ subs tr.'lIC  Ycoating  Y J -
( I  _  2  )2 (I + a ,U'OlnIC»)  (  Yco"ing )  1 ]  (d) }  +  asuhslr.I!C  1  --- - . 
( I + acoallng)- Y,ubstralc  IV 
(4) 
sing the  moduli of elasticity and  Poisson's ratio for the coating material and  the substrate 
listed in  table 2, the mean of the bulk and  coating losses for the 7940 and 7980 masses listed 
In  table 3 and using the  mean of the coating thicknesses for  the 7980 and 7940 masses the 
predicted power spectral density of the  thermal  noise  is  found  to  be increased  by  a  factor 
( I  +  1.5  x  /O-2jW)  For the case of LIGO, where the laser beam has a spot radius of 5.5  x 
/0-1 m [22], thiS factor becomes 1.27. 1l1is  means tllat the amplitude spectral density of the 
nOise  IS Increased by  I  13 over that  which would  be  predicted wi thout  evaluating the effect 
of the  mechanical  loss of the  coating.  It should  be noted  that  we have  assumed  that the 
lo~ses In  the coating and the substrate are structural in  nature,  i.e.  they have the same value at 
low Irequency  a~ they have at the  mode frequencies where they were measured. This seems 
rea~onJble as our calculations suggest that  tllermoelastic  damping-often  non-s trLlctural in 
nature-IS 3t  a lo ... er /cvel than the losses we have  measured 
892  o R  M  Crooks et oi 
5. Conclusion 
Experiments  suggest that  the  effect  of argon-sputtered dielectric  coatings  on  the  level of 
thermal  noise associated  with  silica  test  masses  in  advanced  interferometric gravitational 
wave detectors will  be significant.  Experiments on  sapphire  substrates are under way and 
preliminary analysis suggests a similar damping effect by the coating.  There is a clear need 
for a series of experiments to be carried out, in which coating parameters are systematically 
varied as  this will allow the source of the coating losses to be investigated. 
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Abstract 
We  report on thermal noise from the internal friction of dielectric coatings 
made from alternating layers of Ta20S  and Si02  deposited on fused  silica 
substrates.  We present calculations of the thermal noise in gravitational wave 
interferometers due to optical coatings, when the material properties of the 
coating are different from those of the substrate and the mechanical loss angle 
in the coating is anisotropic. The loss angle in the coatings for strains parallel 
to  the  substrate surface  was  determined from ringdown experiments.  We 
measured the  mechanical  quality  factor of three  fused  silica samples with 
coatings deposited on them.  The loss angle, tPlI(f), of the coating material 
for strains parallel to the coated surface was found to be 4.2 ± 0.3 x  10-
4 for 
coatings deposited on commercially polished slides, and 1.0 ± 0.3 x 10-4 for a 
coating deposited on a superpolished disc.  Using these numbers, we estimate 
the effect of  coatings on thermal noise in the initial LIGO and Advanced LlGO 
interferometers.  We  also find  that the corresponding prediction for thermal 
noise  in  the 40 m  L1GO  prototype at Caltech is consistent with  the  noise 
data. These results are complemented by results for a different type of  coating, 
presented in a companion paper. 
PACS numbers:  0480. 0480N, 6835G, 686OB, 9555Y 
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1. Introduction 
The  experimental effort  to detect gravitational waves is entering an important phase. A number 
of  interferometric gravitational wave observatories are being built around the world [1-4] and 
most should be operational in the next few years.  Plans are being developed to operate the 
next generation of interferometers, and crucial research is going on now to ensure that these 
interferometers will have the sensitivity necessary to reach distances at which multiple events 
may be detected per year [5-7]. 
The  sensitivity  of  interferometric  gravitational  wave  observatories  is  limited  by 
fundamental noise  sources.  In Advanced LIGO, thermal noise from the internal degrees 
of freedom of the interferometer test masses is expected to be the limiting noise source in 
the middle frequency range (-30-500 Hz).  This is also the interferometer's most sensitive 
frequency band.  Thus, any additional thermal noise, such as thermal noise associated with 
optical coatings, wi\1 directly reduce the number of events that Advanced LIGO can detect. 
The initial LIGO interferometer uses fused silica for the interferometer test masses, the 
beam splitter and other optics. Fused silica has been shown to have very low internal friction 
[8-10] and will  therefore exhibit very low (off-resonance) thermal noise.  This property, 
coupled with the fact that high quality, large, fused silica optics are commercially available, 
makes fused silica a natural choice for the initial interferometer.  Sapphire, which has even 
lower intemal friction [11,  12] (although higher thermoelastic loss), is currently proposed as 
the material from which to fabricate the optics for use in Advanced LIGO [5].  In addition to 
lower thermal noise, sapphire offers benefits due to its superior thermal conductivity, which, 
in transporting heat from the reflective surface of the test masses, allows a higher power laser 
to be used. 
In order to use the test masses as mirrors, optical coatings must be applied to the surface. 
To obtain high reflectivities, multi-layer, dielectric coatings are used.  Such coatings consist of 
altemating layers of two dielectric materials wi th differing refractive indices.  The number of 
layers deposited determines the reflectivity. It  is possible to use a number of  different dielectric 
material pairs for reflective coatings, but it has been found that coatings made with altemating 
layers of Ta20S and Si02 give the necessary reflectivity while at the same time satisfying the 
stringent limits on optical loss and birefringence required for LIGO [\3]. However, the effect 
of these coatings on thermal noise is only now being studied. 
The simplest way to predict the thermal noise is to use the fluctuation-dissipation theorem 
[14].  It states that the thermal noise power spectrum is  proportional to the real part of the 
mechanical admittance of the test mass. Explicitly 
koT 
Sx(f) =  1f2 J2 Re('tt'(j)}  (I) 
where Sx is the spectral density of the thermally induced fluctuations of the test mass surface 
as read by the interferometer, T is the temperature of the  test mass and f  is  the frequency 
of the fluctuations.  The quantity Y<J) is  the mechanical admittance of the test mass to a 
cyclic pressure distribution having the same form as the interferometer beam intensity profile 
[IS].  For LIGO, the proposed beam profile is Gaussian.  Re('tt'(j)} can be written in terms 
of the mechanical loss angle, t/!readouh  of the test mass response to the applied cyclic Gaussian 
pressure distribution. To calculate the thermal noise we must therefore obtain tPtcadoul. 
The loss angle tPtcadoul depends both on the distribution of losses in the test mass and on the 
shape of  the deformation of the test mass in response to the applied pressure. If the distribution 
of losses in the test mass were homogeneous, the loss angle tPtcadoul would be independent of 
the deformation of the test mass.  In that case, one could obtain tPtcadoul by measuring the loss 
angle associated with a resonant mode of the test mass, tP  =  I/Q, where Q is the quality factor 'JbemJaI_ iII_~  pari_  wave defcc:Ion  899 
of  a resonant mode. However. when !he distribution of mechanical losses in !he test mass is 
DOt homogeneous, this approach does not work. 
One way of  obtaining tPraoou, would be to measure it directly. This would involve applying 
a cyclic Gaussian pressure distribution to the test mass face and measuring the phase lag of 
the response. But such an experiment presents several insuperable technical difficulties and is 
useful mainly as a thought experiment, in which interpretation of the result would be simple. 
In this paper, we give the results of another kind of  experiment whose results allow us to 
calculate tPreadoul using elasticity theory. The measurement process is relatively straightforward: 
we compare the quality factor, Q, of vibrations of an uncoated sample of fused silica to the 
quality factor when a coating has been applied. In order to make the effect easier to measure, 
and to improve the accuracy of the measurements. we used thin pieces of fused silica rather 
than the relatively thick mirrors used in LlGO. Our measurements show a significant reduction 
of the Q due to mechanical loss associated with the coating. 
In choosing to make the measurements easy to carry out, we necessarily complicated the 
interpretation of the results.  Scaling from the results of our measurements to the prediction 
of tPreadoul  takes some effort.  In section 2 we describe the relationship between the measured 
coating loss angle,l/Ju, and the interferometer readout loss angle, tPreadoul.  Section 3 describes 
the measurement process. The results are given in section 4.  The implications for LlGO are 
described in section 5, and a programme of future work is discussed in section 6.  This paper 
is complemented by a companion paper describing similar measurements on Ah03/Ta20s 
coatings [16]. 
2. Theory 
To use the ftuctuation-dissipation theorem. equation (I), to predict thermal noise in LlGO, we 
need to calculate the real part of the mechanical admittance of the test mass. The mechanical 
admittance of the test mass is defined as 
Y(f) = i27rfx(f) 
F 
(2) 
where F is the (real) amplitude of  a cyclic force applied to the test mass at frequency f and x (f) 
is the amplitude of the steady state displacement response. Choosing the appropriate pressure 
distribution with which to excite the test mass constitutes !he first step in the calculation. Levin 
[ I  5  l has argued that in calculating the thermal noise read by an interferometer, the appropriate 
pressure distribution has the same profile as the laser beam intensity and should be applied to 
the test mass face (in the same position and orientation as the beam). In the case of the initial 
LlGO interferometer, the laser beam has a Gaussian intensity distribution.  A Gaussian beam 
profile is also proposed for Advanced LIGO. The corresponding cyclic pressure distribution is 
_  2F  (-2r
2
).  p(r  ,I) =  p(r, r) =  --2  exp  -,- slR(2Trft) 
TrW  W-
(3) 
where; is a point on the test mass surface. r  =  1;1, f  is the frequency of interest and W is 
the field amplitude radius of the laser beam.  (At the radius w, the light intensity is  l/e2 of 
maximum.) To simplify the calculation of the response xU), we make use of the fact !hat the 
beam radius is considerably smaller than the test mass radius, and approximate the test mass 
by an infinite haIr·space. This allows us to ignore boundary conditions everywhere except on 
the face of the test mass.  For the case of homogeneous loss, Liu and Thome [171 have shown 
that this approximation leads to an overestimate of the thermal noise, but that for a test mass 
of radius 14 em, the error is about 30% or less for beam field amplitude radii w up to 6 cm. 
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To calculate !he real part of the admittance we follow Levin and rewrite it in the form 
Re{\'(f)} =  4Trf~(f)  tP  (4) 
where V (f) is the maximum elastic energy stored in the test mass as a result of the excitation 
at frequency f  and tP  is the loss angle of the response. Equation (4) holds at frequencies far 
below the first resonance of the test mass, provided tP «  I, and is obtained as follows. Under 
the conditions stated 
V(f) =  ~FIX(f)1  (5) 
and the response x (f) to the excitation is 
x(f) = Ix(f)1 exp(-itP) ~  Ix(f)I(1- il/».  (6) 
Substituting equations (5) and (6) into equation (2) and taking the real part yields equation (4). 
The strategy is then to calculate V (f)  and I/> under the pressure distribution in equation (3). 
Calculation of the loss angle  I/>  requires some care since the loss angle is specific  to the 
applied force  distribution and to  the associated deformation.  If the material properties or 
intrinsic sources of loss are not isotropic and homogeneous throughout the sample, different 
deformations will exhibit different loss angles.  Since interferometer test masses do have 
inhomegeneous loss  due to the dielectric coating on  the  front surface,  the  calculation of 
thermal noise depends on obtaining the value of the loss angle associated with precisely the 
response to  the pressure distribution given in equation (3).  Throughout this paper we will 
assume that losses in the substrate are always homogeneous and isotropic and that the only 
source of inhomogeneous and anisotropic loss is the coating. 
The loss angle I/>  = I/>,.,.dout  associated with the Gaussian pressure distribution can be 
written as a weighted sum of coating and substrate losses.  We will first obtain an expression 
for the loss angle in the simple case where the coating loss is homogeneous and isotropic, but 
quickly generalize to anisotropic coating loss. 
If the loss in the coating is  homogeneous and isotropic, yet different from that of the 
substrate, we can write 
I 
"".adout = U  (Vsubstmu:  I/>.ubstrate + Veo.ting  I/>eoating)  (7) 
where V is the maximum elastic energy stored in  the sample as a consequence of the applied 
pressure,  Vsubstrate  is  the portion of the energy stored in  the substrate,  Vco.ting  is the portion 
of the energy stored in  the coating, I/>.ubstrat.  is the  loss angle of the substrate and <Peo.ting  is 
the loss angle of the coating.  To  simplify the calculation of the energies, we  make use of 
the fact that the frequencies where thermal noise dominates interferometer noise budgets are 
far below the first resonances of the test masses.  Thus, the shape of the response of the test 
mass to  a cyclic Gaussian pressure distribution of frequency f  is  well approximated by the 
response to an identical Gaussian pressure distribution that is constant in time.  Thus, to a good 
approximation. V, V,ubstr.lI. and Vcoatins can be calculated from the deformation associated with 
the static Gaussian pressure distribution 
2F  (-2r
2
)  p(r) = --2  exp  -,- • 
TrW  W- (8) 
Since we are in  the limit where the coating is  very  thin compared to the width of the 
pressure distribution 
Vc:oalin,  ~  8Vd  (9) .... -
n.moJ  _  Ja ___  ,_  wave do:IecIan 
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wbece IU ill die energy density stored at the surface, integrated over the surface, and d is the 
thickness of  die coating. Similarly, U  ••  barnl<:  "'" U, giving 
IUd 
~ut  =  t/I  ...  barn'" + Ut/lcaaling.  (10) 
If, however, the loss angle of the coating is not isotropic, the second term in equation (10) 
must be expanded. Since the coatings have a layer structure, we cannot ignore the possibility 
of  anisotropy of structural loss in the calculation of thermal noise. 
To address the possible anisotropy of  the structural loss we shall use the following model. 
The energy density Pu of a material that is cyclically deformed will generally have a number 
of terms.  We shall associate a different (structural) loss angle with each of these terms.  For 
example, in cylindrical coordinates 
where 
Pu  =  p" + Pro + ... 
P" ==  ~UrrEr,. 
PrO  == !ar8E'r8 
(11) 
(12) 
where ajj are the stresses and Ejj the strains. The associated loss angles are 4>", 4>ro, etc. In this 
paper we will assume that the loss angles associated with energy stored in strains parallel to the 
plane of the coating are all equal. This assumption is motivated by the observation that many 
isotropic amorphous materials, like fused silica, do not show significantly different quality 
factors for many modes even though the relative magnitude of  the various terms in the elastic 
energy varies significantly between the modes [18]. The measurements made at Glasgow and 
Stanford Universities further strengthen this assumption [16]-those measurements show no 
significant variation of the coating loss as the relative size of the parallel strain energy terms 
changes from mode to mode. 
Since we will always have traction-free boundary conditions for the problems considered 
here, we shall always have Erz  =  E zr  =  o.  Thus we will have loss angles associated only with 
the following coating energy density components: 
P~R = t(E';ra:r +  E'~Oa80 + E;oa:o) 
,  I" 
PUJ. = 2E«azz 
(13) 
where E;j  are the strains and a:) the stresses in the coating. We define the loss angle associated 
with the energy density in parallel coating strains  P~II' as  4>11,  and the loss angle associated 
with the density of energy in perpendicular coating strains,  P~J.' as 4>J..  The components of 
the energy density in equation (13) integrated over the surface of the (half-infinite) test mass 
are 
au. = is P~I d
2
r 
(14) 
au J. = is P~J. d
2
r 
so that finally.  10 account for the anisotropic layer structure of the coating, equation (10) is 
replaced by 
aU.d  WJ-d 
ct>- = 4>...- + u4>. + --U4>J..  (15) 
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To obtain an expression for tf>r.adoul we need to calculate .sUn,  .sUJ- and U for a coated 
haIf-infinite test mass subject to the Gaussian pressure distribution per) of equation (8). The 
quantities .5 UII  and .5 U  J- involve only the stress and strain in the coating.  The total energy 
involves the stress and strain throughout the substrate, 
U =  1C 1
00 
dz 1
00 
r dr(E'rrarr + E'ooaoo + E«a"  + 2Erzar,)  (16) 
where Ejj are the strains and ajj the stresses in the substrate. To obtain the stresses and strains 
in the coating and in the substrate we must solve the axially symmetric equations of  elasticity 
for the coated half-infinite test mass subject to the pressure distribution per).  The general 
solution to these equations for an uncoated half-infinite test mass is given by Bondu et al [19] 
(with corrections by Liu and Thorne [17]). 
Because the coating is thin, we can, to a good approximation, ignore its presence in the 
solution of the elastic equations for the substrate.  The strains in the coating should also not 
vary greatly as  a function of depth within the coating, and we shall approximate them as 
being constant.  Due to  axial symmetry, Ero  =  EOr  =  E;O  =  E~r =  O.  Due to traction-free 
boundary conditions, E;z =  E~r = 0 at the coating surface, and the same must therefore hold 
(to leading order) for the entire coating. This approximation is valid, provided the Poisson's 
ratio of the coating is  not very different from that of the substrate.  To obtain the non-zero 
stresses and strains in the coating (E';r' Eeo and  E~z) we note that since the coating is constrained 
tangentially by the surface of the substrate, the coating must have the same tangential strains 
(E':r  and  E'oo)  as the surface of the substrate.  Also, the coating sees the same perpendicular 
pressure distribution (a;') as the surface of the substrate.  These conditions, which represent 
reasonably good approximations for the case of a thin coating, allow us to calculate all the 
coating stresses and strains in terms of the stresses and strains in the surface of the substrate. 
See the appendix for the details of this calculation. 
Using the solutions for Efj , a:j , Ejj  and ajj derived in the appendix, and substituting into 
equations (13)-(16), we obtain the required quantities, 
F2(1_ ( 2) 
U=-~-':" 
2.jiiwY 
(17) 
I  Y'(l + a)(1 - 2a)2 + Ya'(I + a')(1 - 2a) 
SUII / U =  -.jii-1C-w  Y(1 + a')(1 - a')(1 - a)  (18) 
I  Y(I + a')(1 - 2a') - Y'a'(I + a)(l - 2a) 
.5 U  J./  U =  -.jii-1C-w  ~----:y77,7:(I-_-a-:'-')~(l:-+-a-:-)(:':-I-_-a-:-)  (19) 
where Y and a  are the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the substrate, and Y' and a' 
are the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the coating.  In general, the coating Young's 
modulus and Poisson's ratio are different in the parallel and perpendicular directions. For the 
Young's modulus, these values can be found by averaging the Young's moduli of the coating 
materials, and by averaging the reciprocals of  the Young's moduli, respectively [20).  However, 
because the values for Si02 and Ta20, are similar, the Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios in 
the two directions are similar.  This is in contrast to the case for the  4>  where it is not known 
whether 4>u  is similar in magnitude to 4> J..  For simplicity, we have therefore approximated the 
Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios in  the two directions as equal to the value for stresses 
parallel to the coating. Thus, from equation (15) 
_  + _I_!!... (Y'(l + a)(1 - 20-)2 + Ya'(l + a')( I - 2a) 
4>",odout - 4>"MlllIlC  .jii  W  Y (l + a')(  I  _ a')( I _  0- )  4>11 
+ yo  +a'~~.l.- 2a') ~  Y'a.'e! +0-)(1 - 2a) 4>1.).  (20) .........-
~_lD  ____  wavc __ 
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Substituting  equations  (17)  and  (20)  into  equation  (4)  and  substituting  the  result 
into the ftuctuation~issipation theorem. equation (I), gives the power spectral density of 
interferometer test mass displacement thermal noise as 
S  2kBT  1 - 0'2  {  1  d 
~u) = 1(3/2 f ~  4>mbslnllC + ..j1iw-=-=--:---'--·  .-:------:=,---,----:;,-
X  [yl2(1 +0')2(1- 20')24>0  + YY'O"(1 +0')(1 +0")(1 - 20')(4),,- 4>1.) 
+  y2(l + 0")2(1 - 20")4>1.)} .  (21) 
Equation (21) is  valid  provided that most of the loss at the coated surface occurs in  the 
coating materials themselves and is not due to interfacial rubbing between the coating and the 
substrate, or to rubbing between the coating layers. If  a large proportion of the loss is due to 
rubbing, the coating-induced thermal noise will not be proportional to the coating thickness 
as indicated in equation (21). Rather, it may be proportional to the number of layers and may 
be very dependent on the substrate preparation. 
The limits of equation (21) agree with the previous results.  In the limit that tPll  =  tP1., 
the YY' term disappears and the result agrees with the result of Nakagawa who has solved 
the problem for that case by a different method (21).  The limit of equation (21) in the case 
Y' = Y, 0"  =  0' and tP1. =  tP"  agrees with the result obtained previously [22], 
2kBT  1-0'2 {  2  (1-20') d  } 
S~u) = rr3/2 I ~  4>.ubslr.lte + -.Iii  (I - 0') w tPll  .  (22) 
For the case of fused silica or sapphire substrates coated with alternating layers ofTa20s 
and Si02, the Poisson's ratio of the coating may be small enough (~0.25) that, for likely 
values of  the other parameters, equation (21) is reasonably approximated (within about 30%) 
by the result obtained by setting 0' =  0"  =  0, 
2kB T  1  {  1  d (Y'  Y)  } 
S~u) = rr3/2 I  wY  !/IsubstralC + -.liiw  y!/lll + y,!/I1.  .  (23) 
Equation (23) highlights the significant elements of equation (21).  It shows that, in order to 
estimate the thermal noise performance of  a particular coating, we must know all of Y, Y', !/In, 
and !/I1..  It also shows that if  !/In  ~  !/I1., then the lowest coating-induced thermal noise occurs 
when the Young's modulus of the coating is matched to that of the substrate.  If Y' 1: y, one 
of  <PI or <P..L will be emphasized and the other de-emphasized. This is particularly worrying for 
coatings on sapphire substrates, whose high Young's modulus means that for most coatings, 
<P..L  is likely  to  be the  main contributor to the coating thermal noise.  Section 3 describes 
ringdown experiments on coated samples in order to determine !/In.  Unfortunately, we do not 
obtain 4>1.  from ringdown experiments of samples with coatings on the surface.  Since the 
coatings experience free boundary conditions, they are not greatly compressed perpendicular 
to the surface (there will be some small amount of  compression due to Poisson's ratio effects). 
Therefore 4>1.  cannot be easily  measured in  such experiments, and no measurement of tPJ. 
exiats at the present time.  Because of this, we can only obtain very rough estimates of the 
coating-induced thermal noise.  We  will set<pJ.  =  tPn,  but the accuracy of our thermal noise 
estimates will remain unknown until<pJ. is measured. 
3. Method 
In order to estimate the coating loss component 4>"  we made measurements of the loss angles 
of  fused .ilici samples with and without the Ta10,/Si01 high rellective coating used in LIGO. 
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A  standard way of determining the loss angle at the frequency of a particular resonant mode 
is to measure its ringdown time, rn.  This allows the calculation of the mode's quality factor 
Q, through 
Q == rr/.rn  (24) 
where In  is the frequency of  the resonant mode. The loss angle at the resonance frequency is 
the inverse of the mode's quality factor 
tPu.) =  l/Q.  (25) 
Because of the free boundary conditions no energy is stored in strains with perpendicular 
components. The loss angle !/Ico.ted of a resonating sample after coating is therefore related to 
the loss angle !/Iuncoated of the same sample before coating by 
siilld 
tPeoated =  !/IUDcoated + U!/l"  (26) 
where 0 is the energy stored in the resonance. Similarly, as in section 2, the quantity SOli  is 
the resonance energy stored in strains having no component perpendicular to the surface 
- [0,"" 
SUII = is d-r ~  Pjj 
s  i,j# 
(27) 
where S is the coated surface of  the sample, z is the direction perpendicular to the surface and 
I  1  I  I 
Pij =  '2, EijUij .  (28) 
Just as in section 2,  !/III  in equation (26) is  the loss angle associated with the energy stored 
in strains in  the plane of the coating.  Because we assume that all in-plane loss angles are 
identical, the loss angle !/III  is the same as in section 2, and once measured, can be substituted 
directly into equation (21). 
For each sample resonance that was found, !/Icoated and !/Iuneoated were measured by recording 
the Q with and without an  optical coating, respectively.  The quantity (SOlid/O) was then 
calculated either numerically or analytically, allowing equation (26) to be solved for !/In  based 
on the measured values of  !/Ieoated and !/Iunrooled.  The resulting value for !/In  was then substituted 
into equation (21) to obtain an interferometer thermal noise estimate. 
In order to reduce systematic errors in the Q measurements, we  took a number of steps 
to reduce excess loss (technical sources of loss,  extrinsic to  the sample) [23, 24]6.  All  Q 
were measured in a vacuum space pumped down to at least 1 x  10-5 Torr, and more typically 
2 x 10-6 Torr. This reduced mechanical loss from gas damping. During the Q measurements, 
the samples were hung below a monolithic silica suspension made by alternating a massive 
bob of silica with thin, compliant, silica fibres.  The suspensions and samples are shown in 
figure I. (The suspension is of the same style used previously in [10,24,25].) The piece of 
fused silica rod at the  top of the suspension is held in a collet which is rigidly connected to 
the underside of a thick aluminium plate supported by  three aluminium columns.  Between 
the piece of rod held in the collet and the sample was a single fused silica isolation bob.  lis 
function was to stop vibrations from travelling between the sample and the aluminium optical 
table from which it was suspended.  The size chosen for the isolation bob depended on  the 
sample, with the heavier sample requiring a larger bob.  The two fibres in the suspension were 
monolithically pulled out of the neighbouring pans using a Hr02 torch.  These fibres had a 
typical diameter of roughly 100-200 J.l,m.  The normal modes of the sample were excited using 
•  In the referenced  paper. die more general  .urface loa poramcter  d,  i, used.  For coaling .... we have  modelJc<l 
diem bere. d,<A.ut. = dY',p./y. Thcnnal nouc- UJ tn.l.Cf'fcromreUlC  ~V l taOOn.aJ \AI7IVC dclCC:::lOrs 
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Figure 1.  (a) 1l1e snspended microscope slide and exciler.  (b) 1l1e suspended disc and exciter.  In 
both (a) and (b),  the enlire struclure below the steet collel is fused sitica. 
a comb capacitor [26]. This exciter was made from two copper wires sheathed with Teflon, 
each having a total diameter of about  1/2 mm.  The two wires were then wrapped around a 
ground plaoe and placed about  I mm from the face of the sample.  Special care was  taken to 
ensure that the exciter and the sample did not touch at any point.  The position of the exciter 
is shown in  figure I. Alternating wires of the comb capacitor were given a 500 V dc voltage 
while the other wires were  held  at ground  to induce a polarization in  the glass sample.  To 
reduce any eddy current damping [23] and to reduce the probability that polarized dust could 
span the gap between the sample and  the exciter,  the exciter was always kept more than  1/2 
mm away from the sample.  An  ac voltage at a resonance frequency of the sample was then 
added to  the dc voltage  to excite the corresponding mode.  Once the mode had  been excited 
('rung up') to an amplitude where it  could  be seen clearly above the noise,  both the ac and 
dc voltages were removed and  both  exciter wires  were held at ground. The sample was then 
allowed to ring down freely. 
The amplitude  of excitation  in  the  sample was  read  out  using a birefringence sensor 
[27,28) or (in the earliest measurements) by a shadow sensor. For the birefrin gence sensor, a 
linearly polarized beam is passed through the sample at or near a node of the resonant mode 
under study  Modally generated stress at the node induces  birefringence in  the glass, which 
couples a small  amount of the light into  the orthogonal polari z.ation, phase shifted by IT /2. 
Thus,  the light  eXIting the sample IS slightl y elliptically polariz.ed.  The beam is then passed 
through a )./4 wave-plate aligned wllh the initial polarization. 111is brings the phases of the 
two orthogonal polanzatlon components together, converting the elliptically polariz.ed light 
to  a linear polamauon that  tS rotated  slightly compa.red  with  the initial polarization.  The 
rOlalion angle tS (to first  order) proportional to  the modal strain, and  is measured by  splining 
the beam'" Ith a pola.nZlng be.~msplitter and monllonng the relative intensity of light in the two 
ch.:!nnelc  This was done With two Iden tical photo<.hodes and a differencing current-to-voltage 
JmphherThc output voltage  o~tllate., SinUSOidally  at  the  resonant  frequency  in proportion 
to  the  moJ"lIy inuuced strain  This  Signal  '" sen t to J  loc J..·ln amplifier to demodulate II to 
"  lo"'cr freqllcnc)' ;lnd  the  dat.!  I  collcttcu on  a PC  The  nngdown time  Tn  was obtained 
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Figure 2.  Layout of the birefringence sensor. 
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by  fitting  the  acquired  signal  to  a damped sinusoid, or  by  extracting  the envelope of the 
decay. Both approaches yielded the same results, although the accuracy of the former was less 
sensitive to corruption from noise. A schematic drawing of the optical readout system is shown 
in  figure 2. 
For the shadow sensor, an LED is  used  to cast the shadow of the fused silica suspension 
fibre onto a split photodiode. The LED/diode pair is positioned close to where the suspension 
fibre is welded to  the edge of the sample. The fibre near the weld point wi ll  faithfully follow 
the motion of the edge of the sample.  As  the  sample  resonates,  the fibre's shadow moves 
back and  forth  on the  photodiode at  the same frequency.  The amount of light  falling on 
each half of the split photodiode changes proportionally.  The currents from each half of the 
photodiode are then compared with a differential current-to-voltage amplifier as in the case of 
the birefringence sensor.  The data acquisition and analysis were identical  for both sensors. 
For relatively  rigid  but  transparent  samples like  the ones used  here,  the  birefringence 
sensor is significantly more sensitive  and  much easier to use  than the  shadow sensor.  The 
shadow sensor is better suited to more compliant samples. In both cases, however, the dominant 
sources of broadband noise were laser noise and  noise from the differenlial amplifier. 
The samples were coated  by  Research  Electro-Optics  Corporation (REO) of Boulder, 
Colorado, USA. The coating was a dielectric optical coating consisting of alternating layers 
of SiO] a.nd Ta10s.  The coating was laid down using argon ion beam sputtering, followed by 
annealing at 450 °C. We chose to examine this parlicular Iype of coating because it  is the one 
used on the initial  L1GO interferometer mirrors that are currently installed at the L1GO sites. 
This coating is also of the type currently proposed for Advanced L1GO optics. 
The first samples  we studied were three rectangular prisms in  the shape of microscope 
slides  (7.6 cm  x  2.5 cm  x  0.1 cm)  made of Suprasil  2  brand  fused silica  from Heraeus 
Quartzglas GmbH of Hannau, Germany.  The surface  of these samples  was treated with  a 
commercial polish to a scratch/ dig spec ification of 80/50. There was no specifica tion on the 
overall  flatness or the surface  figure. Two of the three slides (slides A and  B) were coated on 
both  sides  with  a reflective  Ta]Os/Si0 1  coating of 3%  transmittance  for normally inCident, 
I /-lm wavelength  light.  The third slide (slide C) was left  uncoaled as a control.  Slide A was 
suspended from a corner, which had remained uncoated due to belllg supported at those points 
during coating.  Therefore, welding the suspension fi bre to  the corner did not Induce  vlslbl<: 
damage to the coating.  Slide B, on the other hand,  was suspended from th l.! centl e 01 one of Its 
short edges.  During the weld, the coating near the suspensIOn point was viSibly damaged In  II 
small crescent shape of radius 2 mm surroundlllg the suspension  pO lili. ThiS damaged region 
was etched off uSing hydrofluoric (HF) acid  Table I shows the moues anu quality factOls  lor 
which Q were repeatably mea ~ u red  A preliminary VerSion of the,.: results was reported "t the 
Third Edoardo Amaldl Conference on Gravitational Wav.:., [25 J ~  _1n_en>aJdIk,,-_  wave """""""  9fY7 
'J»1e L  Measured Q (0< ......  _  balding modes of  dJe _  conunercially polished (used silica 
.1Jdeo. SIJdeo A and B were CXJaIed  while slide C was len uoc:oaIed as a conlrol. 
Slide  Coaling  Mode  Frequency (Hz)  Q 
A  HR  2  1022  I.J ± 0.5 x  lOS 
HR  3  1944  1.6±0.1 x  lOS 
HR  4  2815  1.6 ± 0.1  x  lOS 
B  HR  2  962  1.3 ± 0.1  x  lOS 
C  None  2  Jl88  4.0 ± 0.2 x 10" 
None  3  2271  4.9 ±0.3 x  10" 
After  measuring  the Q of the  slides,  we  obtained a  disc  of Dynasil  brand  fused 
silica, 164.85 mm in diameter and 19.00 mm thick from Zygo Corporation of Middlefield, 
Connecticut. In an effort to determine the effect of  surface preparation on the loss due  to optical 
coatings, this sample was made with strict specification for surface flatness, scratch/dig and 
surface roughness. The coated surface had a surface flatness of less than ')../20 (').. = 633 nm), 
a scratch/dig of 60/40 and a surface roughness of less than 4 A rms.  The back surface had 
a surface flatness of less than ')../6,  a scratch/dig of 60/40, and a surface roughness of less 
than 4 A  rms. These specifications are nearly as stringent as the actual requirements for LIGO 
mirrors. To avoid destroying the surface with welding, an 'ear' of  fused silica was bonded onto 
the back surface using hydroxy catalysis bonding (silicate bonding) [29].  This ear is shaped 
like a rectangular block with a pyramid on one face.  One face of the block is bonded to the 
sample, so that the tip of the pyramid faces radially. This allows the monolithic suspension to 
be welded with a torch to the tip of the pyramid without heating the sample very much (see 
figure 3).  Once hung, the Q of the sample was measured using the birefringence readout. 
Due to the thickness of this sample (required to meet the flatness specification), only 
one normal mode had a frequency below 5 kHz.  The useful bandwidth of the high voltage 
amplifier that was used to drive the exciter is about 5 kHz, so measurements were possible 
only on this mode. This was the 'butterfly' mode, with two radial nodal lines (l = 2) and no 
circumferential nodal lines (n = 0) [30]. 
After measuring the Q of this  uncoated sample, it was sent to REO to  be coated.  It 
received a high reflective (HR) coating on one side, having I ppm transmittance and optimized 
for a 45->  angle of incidence. The sample was then rehung and the Q remeasured.  As can be 
seen from table 2, the coating caused a significant reduction in the quality factor.  To rule out 
possible excess loss due to the suspension, the sample was then removed and again rehung. 
During this hanging attempt (between successful hanging numbers 3 and 4 in  table 2), the 
isolation bob fell and sheared off the bonded ear.  The bond did not give;  rather, material 
from the sample was pulled out along with the ear. A second ear was rebonded at 180° to the 
original ear.  Unfortunately, this ear was also sheared off in the same way during the attempt 
to suspend the sample. This time, the source of the break occurred along the bonded surface, 
although some of the substrate pulled away as well.  Finally, a third attempt succeeded with 
an ear bonded at 90
00  to the original ear (hanging number 4 in table 2).  Despite the broken 
eaR. the quality factor of the coated disc did not change significantly.  The results of all Q 
measurements on the disc are shown in table 2. 
Since it is difficult in any measurement of high Q to completely eliminate the extrinsic 
technical sources of loss (excelS loss). the quality factors measured for a given sample varied 
llipdy from mode to mode or wilhin a single mode between different hangings. Since excess 
lou always acts to reduce the measured Q. the best indicator of the true internal friction of a 
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Figure 3.  Details of the auachment point.  The suspension fibre  is  welded to the top of the ear. 
1be ear is in tum silicate-bonded along one of its fiat faces  to the uncoated side of the sample. 
Table 2.  Measured  Q for  bulterfiy mode of the  superpolished fused silica disc.  In  hangings 
I and 2, the disc remained uncoated whereas in hangings 3 and 4 the disc had been coated. 
Hanging number  Coating  Frequency (Hz)  Q 
None  4107  3.46 ± 0.02 x  106 
2  None  4107  3.10 ± 0.007 x 106 
3  HR (45°)  4108  1.28 ± 0.02 x 10" 
4"  HR(45°)  4121  1.24 ± 0.001  x  10" 
• Ear was sheared off twice before this hanging. 
sample is the quality factor of  the highest Q mode over all modes and hangings. The spread of 
measured Q within single hangings was relatively small. For example, the three Q measured 
in hanging number 2 (sample uncoated) were all between 3.1  x  106 and 2.8 x  106.  The twelve 
Q measured in  hanging number 3 (sample coated) were all within 1.28 x  106 to 1.09  X  106• 
As can be seen from tables 1 and 2. the measured Q also did not vary much between modes or 
hangings. nor between samples in the case of the two coated slides. The reproducibility of  the 
Q of the disc argues strongly that neither the silicate-bonded ear nor the broken ears affected 
the loss of the sample. The range of  measured Q for nominally similar situations is indicative 
of the level of the variable excess loss.  Thus, for all our samples. the large difference in  Q 
between the coated and the uncoated measurements must be due to  the coating. and not  to 
statistical variation. excess loss. nor, in the case of the disc, to the broken ears. 
4. Results 
Using the procedure described in  section 3,  we obtained Q values from both the slides and 
the thick disc.  To calculate ¢n  from the measured Q we need to know the value of 80lldjO ~_/a_~  ...... __ 
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'Doble 3. PIIywk:aJ parameI.enI oIlbe coating and samples. n.ese values are used 10 calculate !he 
OOIIIlnS lou _. from equa1ioo (26). 
Sample  I'anmeIer  Value  Units 
Slide  Coaling layers  14 
Coaling Ihideness d  2.4  f.Lm 
Disc  Coaling layers  38 
Coaling Ihickness d  24.36  f.Lm 
Bolh  Substrate Young's modulus (Y)  7.0 x  1010  Nm-2 
Coaling Young's modulus (Y')  1.1  x  1011  Nm-2 
for each measured mode of the samples.  For transverse bending of the slides, the strain is 
approximately 
~  {a2"~(l) 
Ejj (r ) =  03Z  Y  i=j=z 
otherwise 
(29) 
where z is the coordinate in the slides' longest dimension, y is the coordinate in the slides' 
shortest dimension with the origin in the centre plane of the slide and uy(z) is the transverse 
displacement of  (the centre plane of) the slides due to the bending. Displacements in directions 
other than y are zero for the transverse bending modes. Using equations (27) and (28) and the 
coating parameters given in table 3, we find 
[ 80~ld]  =  7.2 x 10-3  (30) 
U  llide 
for all transverse bending modes of  the slides. The butterfly mode of  the disc is more complex, 
and an analytical expression for strain  amplitude E(;) was not found.  We  made a finite-
element analysis (PEA) model of this sample and calculated 0  coating I 0 numerically.  Details 
of  the PEA analysis are given in the companion paper [16). This resulted in a value of 
[80_ud]  ""  [O~ling]  =  5.3 X  10-3  (31) 
U  disc  U  disc 
for the butterfly mode of the disc. 
The quantities  needed  to  calculate  tPcoa"'d  from equation  (26)  are  shown  in  table  3. 
Substituting the Q measurements from table  I  into equation  (25)  to  get the  loss  angles, 
then using equation (30) and the values in table 3 in equation (26) and solving for tPlI, we get 
tPg.llldc =  4.2 ± 0.3 x  10-4.  (32) 
Similarly, from equation (31) and the disc Q in table 2 we get 
~1.dUC =  1.0 ± 0.3 x  10-
4
•  (33) 
The agreement in  order of magnitude between these two measured values for  tPn  sets 
a scale for coating thermal noise.  This allows us  to make rough estimates of the effect of 
coating thermal noise on Advanced LlGO. The value of  tPu  for the polished disc agrees within 
its uncertainty with the value measured for coating loss by the Glasgow/Stanford experiment 
(16],  despite  the use  of a  different coating material  in  that experiment (TalOs/AhOJ as 
opposed to TalO,/Sio,). This suggests that the substrate surface polish, which is of similar 
quality on the disc and on the Glasgow /Stanford samples but less good on the slides, may be 
an important factor contributing to the loss. 
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Thble 4.  Comp1lrison of structllt8i tbcnnal noise with and without taIdng coatings into accoun\. 
The effective quality factor Q  ... (equal to the reciprocal of ¢r..do..) represents the qUality factor 
a bomogeneous minor would need to bave to give the same SlrUctllt8i  eonlributioo to tbennal 
noise as the actuul coated mirror.  (The effect of thennoelastic damping, important for sapphire, 
is not included in Qeff.)  1be /inal colunm sbows the sUUin amplilUde thermal noise at 100 Hz 
in the Advanced LIGO interferometer resulting [rom structural loss in !be test mass coatings and 
substrates. 
StruclUrlll lhennal noise 
Test mass material  Coaling loss  Q.a(=I/<P....to.a)  at 100Hz. ./Sh 
Sapphire  None  200 x  10·  I x  10-2• 
4>n=lxlO-4  22 x  10·  2 x  10-24 
4>y  =4 x 10-4  6 x  10·  4 x  10-24 
Fused silica  None  30 x 10·  6 X  10-24 
4>8  =  I  x 10-
4  18 x  10"  7 x 10-24 
4>0  =4 x 10-4  8 x  10·  9 X  10-24 
5_  Implications 
Using equation (23) for the thermal noise due to the coated mirrors, we can now estimate the 
thermal noise spectrum of the Advanced LIGO interferometer.  We calculated the range of 
coating thermal noise in the pessimistic case using the tPll  =  4 x 10-4 (from the slide results) 
and in the more optimistic case using tPll = I x 10-4 (from the disc result). In both cases, we 
assumed a beam spot size of 5.5 em, which is the maximum obtainable on fused silica when 
limited by thermal lensing effects [31]. We have extrapolated our results to sapphire substrates 
using the known material properties of sapphire, even though we did not measure coating loss 
directly on sapphire. (There have been recent measurements of  tPll  for REO coatings deposited 
on  sapphire [32).  Those results are in rough agreement with the measurements described 
here.)  As mentioned before, the thermal noise estimates will be least accurate for sapphire 
substrates because sapphire coating thermal noise is likely to be dominated by tP 1. which has 
not been measured. The Young's modulus of sapphire is considerably higher than both Ta20~ 
and Si02 in bulk, so the coating Young's modulus is considerably less than sapphire's. For the 
purposes of estimating coating thermal noise, we will set the Young's moduli and Poisson's 
ratios in the two perpendicular directions equal, taking them to be the average of the Si02 and 
Ta20s values. 
Table 4 compares the thermal noise estimates for the four cases considered (optimistic 
estimates and pessimistic estimates on both fused silica and sapphire substrates) to the thermal 
noise estimates when coatings are not taken into account. The corresponding noise spectra for 
Advanced LlGO are shown in figures 4and 5. These were generated using the program BENCH 7 
1 . 13  and show both the total noise and the contribution from the test  mass thermal noise. 
The curves for the total noise were generated using the noise models and parameters from the 
Advanced LlGO systems design document [31).  The figures show that coating thermal noise 
is a significant source of noise in the frequency band -30-400 Hz for fused silica test masses 
and -4~500  Hz for sapphire test masses. 
These estimates are only preliminary indications of the level of coating-induced thermal 
noise.  The largest source of uncertainty is that no measurement has been made of  tP.I..  Also, 
7  1be program BENCH  is available II htlp:llgravlty.phYI.plU.edu/Bench/.  Note:  1be COOlrlhuu,,,,  (rom .tructurol 
internal thennaJ nnile in BENCH  1. 12 W8I found to be erroneoully low by • (actor o(  2.  Thl. ener hal been conccled 
In vetSions of BENCH  1.13 (Aug.  2(01) and higher. "I'IMra.-I...-.e 1II.taIa'1'~ ~  wave deCecton  911 
3! IO-D 
..,. 
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10'  '(Hz) 
Figure 4.  SIrain speclrum for Advanced L1GO wilh fused silica mirrors.  The SOlid. straight lines 
represent lhe lest mass lhermal noise; !he dashed curves show lhe tolal interferometer noise.  The 
lighter curves were generated using optimistic assumptions including  4>11  =  I x 10-4• The darker 
curves were generated using pessimistic assumptions including 4>n =  4 x 10-4• The curve shown 
wilh a dotted line  is  lhe Advanced L1GO noise curve wilhout coating  noise as  modelled in !he 
Advanced LIGO system design document.  In each case, lhe paranteters have been optimized for 
binary neutron star inspiraI. 
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PIp", ,.  Strain spectrum for Advanced  L1GO  with sapphire  mirrors.  The soUd. straight  lines 
tqJIacnI the !ell _  lhctmaI nOl"'. the dashed curves show the total  interferometer noise.  The 
"pta  curves were pncnil'd lIlinc optirruSlic assumptions mcludlng <PI  ==  I  x  10-<. The darI<cr 
CUNeI were ccnenICd UIIna .....  imISUc assumptions including 4>J  = 4  "  10-'. The curve shown 
WIth  • doUcd line  It the  AdYlllC<d  LIC'.o  IIOIIC  curve without  coating noise as modelled in IhI: 
AdYlllC<d L100 Iysrem desi", _  In <>ch cue, the paramet  .... have been optimized for 
blnat)' "",lIron IUf ....  p1t21 
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the Young's modulus of the coating material has not been definitively measured.  The half-
infinite test mass approximation adds funher uncenainty. and this estimate needs to be refined 
by taking the finite size of the coated test mass into account.  In addition. there remains the 
possibility that the loss associated with the different terms in  the energy density PII  are not 
equal as supposed here.  However. if  this were the case, the apparent consistency of  the loss 
between different modes of the samples measured at Glasgow and Stanford [16]  would be 
spurious  . 
We have also examined the effect of coating thermal noise on the expected sensitivity of 
the initial LIGO interferometers that are currently being commissioned.  In the initial LIGO 
interferometer, shot noise will be greater than in Advanced LIGO and seismic noise will be 
significant up to about 40 Hz.  Due to the higher level of these other noise sources, test mass 
thermal noise was not expected to be a large contributor to the total noise [1].  The addition 
of coating thermal noise raises the overall noise in the most sensitive frequency band, around 
200 Hz, by only 4%. Thus, coating thermal noise should not significantly impact the sensitivity 
of the initial LIGO interferometer. 
In addition to the interferometers used for gravitational wave detection, there are a number 
of prototype interferometers within the gravitational wave community.  We  have examined 
data from one of these-the 40 m prototype located at Cal tech [33]. In this interferometer. the 
beam spot size was 0.22 em and the highest Q seen for a mirror mode was Qm  ....  = 8.1  X  10
6 
[34].  Using equation (23) with 41/1  =  tPJ. = I  X  10-4 and tPsubstmle = l/Qm,x in equation (23) 
yields a predicted thermal noise of -2 x  10-19 m/.JHz at 300 Hz.  This is consistent with the 
40 m interferometer noise floor shown in figure 3 of [33].  Coating thermal noise is therefore 
a possible explanation for the broadband excess noise seen between 300 and 700 Hz.  The 
effect of coating thermal noise is also being explored in the  Glasgow  10  metre prototype. 
the thermal noise interferometer (TNI) at Cal  tech [35] and in the LASTI prototype at MIT. 
6.  Future work 
The measurements and predictions described here indicate that mechanical loss associated 
with dielectric optical coatings may be a significant source of thermal noise in  Advanced 
LIGO.  Plans  are  under way  for experiments that  will  allow  us  to  better understand  and, 
perhaps, reduce the coating thermal noise.  A programme of loss measurements on  various 
optical coatings deposited on both fused silica and sapphire substrates has begun so that the 
most appropriate coating may  be  found.  There are also plans to try and correlate the loss 
angle of the coating with other methods of interrogating its structure. To improve the coating 
thermal noise without major changes to the optics. the coating loss must be reduced.  Study 
of different dielectric materials is clearly warranted, and changes in the deposition process or 
post-deposition annealing may also lead to improvements.  An agreement has been reached 
between the LIGO laboratory and two optical coating companies to engage in such research. 
Two main models exist for understanding the source of the excess loss in the coating. One 
is that the internal friction of the coating materials. thin layers of  TalO, and SI02, is high.  The 
other model is that the excess damping comes from rubbing between the layers. and between 
the coating and the substrate. Experiments are under way to test these models. 
Measurement of the unknown parameters in equation (21) are crucial.  As discussed in 
section 2,  ringdown Q measurements cannot detennine 4JJ.  due  to  the  boundary conditions 
on  the free  vibration of a sample.  A variation of the  anclastic aftereffect experiment (28). 
which will measure the relaxation rate of  the coating aftef being stressed perpendicularly to the .,......, .....  '"  ~.,.."iIadonaI  wave deIecIon  913 
aubscrare. is being pursued at Calrech [36]. This experiment should give a dicect measurement 
of  ~.J.. 1be  same apparatus is also being used to measure !he Young's modulus of  !he coating. 
As seen  in  equation (21). !he coating !hennal noise in an  inJerferomeJer is  a  strong 
function of the laser spot size.  Increasing !he size of the laser spot reduces the contribution 
from coatings to the total thermal noise. so large spot sizes are desirable.  Large spots also 
help decrease the effect of thermoelastic damping in sapphire mirrors [37], so configurations 
to increase the spot size are already being considered. A spot size of  about 6 cm is the largest 
that can be achieved on the 25 cm diameter Jest masses while still keeping the power lost due 
to diffraction below -15 ppm.  In the case of 25 cm diameter fused silica test masses, the 
largest spot size that can be achieved is about 5.5 cm, limited by thermal lensing [31]. Larger 
diarneJer test masses and correspondingly larger spot sizes would be one way of reducing the 
coating-induced thermal noise in Advanced LlGO. However, this would require a re-evaluation 
of a number of Advanced LlGO subsystems. 
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Appendix. Stresses and strains in the coating 
We  obtain the stresses and strains in the coating in  terms of the stresses and strains in  the 
surface of the substrate by utilizing the thin coating approximation, and assuming that the 
coating Poisson's ratio is not very different from that of the substrate. Denoting strains by fij 
and stresses by ai/, this can be summarized in terms of the following constraints. In cylindrical 
coordinaJes 
~~, =  Err 
I 
£1.10  =  EOO  f;: =  €r:z  a~z =  (Jr.z  0::.  = (lrl.  (AI) 
where primed quantities refer to the coating and the unprimed quantities refer to the surface 
of the substrate.  Due to axial symmetry €~o =  f~o =  a;o =  C1~o =  O.  We  use the following 
relations, valid for axially symmetric deformations [19): 
a" =  (A + 2J.L)€" + A€oo + At" 
OO~ =  At" + (A + 2J.L)€oo + A€" 
a" =  Al" + Atoo + (A + 2J.L)€zz 
a,: = 2S1(,z 
(A2) 
where i. and" are the Larnt coefficients.  In terms of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, 
the Lam6 coefficit:nts are 
i.  _  Ya/(O +0)(1- 20»  /1  =  Y /(2(1 + 0».  (A3) 
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Combining equations (A  1) and equations (A2), we obtain the stresses and strains in the coating 
in terms of the stresses and strains in the surface of  the substrate. 
€;r  =  €rr 
f~9 =  fOO 
,A-A'  A+2/-t 
fz·  = ~2  ,(frr+fOO)+ ~2  ,fu 
- ,,+/-t  ,,+/1 
I 
€rz =  Erz 
a:r  =  (A' + 2/-t/)frr + A' foo + A' f;" 
a~o =  A' frr + (A' + 2/-t
/
)foo + A' f~ 
a;z = azz 
u:z = urz 
(A4) 
where A' and /-t' are the Lame coefficients of  the coating. and A  and /-t are the Lame coefficients 
of  the substrate. 
We obtain the stresses and strains in the substrate fij, aij from the general solutions to the 
axially symmetric equations of  elasticity for an infinite half-space [17, 19], 
ur(r, z) =  ct(k) - --{J(k)  + {J(k)kz  e-kzJl(kr)kdk  1
00  [  A +2/-t  ]  . 
o  A+/-t 
uz(r, z) = 1
00 
[ct(k) + A:  /-t {J(k) + {J(k)kZ] e-kzJo(kr)k dk  (AS) 
uo(r, z) = 0  (axial symmetry) 
where ur(r, z) is the radial deformation of the test mass, u,(r, z) is  the deformation of the 
test mass perpendicular to  the face  (z being positive inward) and Uo (r, z) is the transverse 
displacement.  J) (kz) and Jo(kz) are Bessel functions of the first kind.  The functions ct(k) 
and {J(k) are determined by the boundary conditions at the front face:  arz(r, z =  0) =  0 and 
au(r, z =  0) =  p(r) [19].  Using the pressure distribution p(r) from equation (S) gives 
a(k) =  {J(k) = ~  exp(--sl  k2w2) .  (A6) 
41T/-tk 
Substituting equation (A6) into equations (AS) and performing the integrals leads to 
F(w)  [  (  2r
2)J  ur(r.z=O)=- I-exp -- (A7) 
41T(A + /-t)r  w2 
F(w)(A+ 2/-t)  (r2)  (rl)  u,(r, z = 0) =  GC  exp  -2  10  -,  (AS) 
2v21r(A + Jl)JlW  W  w-
where 10 is a modified Bessel function of the first kind.  These deformations are shown, along 
with the pressure distribution p(r), in figure 6.  The strains in the substrate are obtained from 
the relations 
l" = SurlSr  lOO  = u,lr  €Zl = Su,ISz  €,Z =  (fJudfJr + !JurI8z)/2.  (A9) 
These strains can  now  be  used  to  find  the  stresses  in  the surface of the substrate  through 
equations (A2), and then to find the stresses and strains in the coating through equations (A4). ~  DDIIac Ia Jalaf'CIIOOIeII1I: ....  vUadonaI .,..,. ~  915 
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The results for the surface of the substrate are 
F  (1  (1  -a'lw')  4 -2r'/w')  E,.,.=  - -e  --e 
4lt(>.. + IL)  r2  w2 
F  (1 (  -2r'/w'))  E66=  - 1-e 
471" (A + IL)  r2 
F  (4  _2r2/w')  E  - -e 
u  - 471"(}..+ JL)  w2 
Erz  =  0 
_  F  (JL (1  -2r2 /w')  4(}" + JL)  -2r2 /w')  arr - - - e  - ---e 
271" (A +  JL)  r2  w2 
_  F  (JL (1  -2r'/w')  4A  _2r
2/w')  aoo  - - -e  +-e 
271"(}.. +  JL)  r2  w2 
F  (4  -2r'/w')  a" = - 271"  w2 e 
art = 0 
and for the coating 
E;,. =  Er,. 
E~6 =  €oo 
,  F(2(}" + JL)  - A')  (4  -2r'lw') 
€  - -e 
zz  - 471"(}.. + JL)(}..' + 2JL')  w2 
€;z  =  0 
,  F  (JL'(}..' + 2JL')  (1  -2r'lw')  a  - -e 
rr - 271" ().. + JL )(}..' + 2JL')  ,2 
_  4(}..'(}.. + JL) + 2JL'(}..' + JL'» e-2r2/w2) 
w2 
'- aoo  - F  (JL'()..' + 2JL')  (1  e-2r'lw') 
271"().. + JL)()'"  + 21L')  r2 
4(}'" ().. + IL + JL'»  -2r' IW')  +  e 
w2 
, 
azz  =  az~ 
a:z  = O  . 
GMHGrt"Y rral 
(AIO) 
(All) 
Equations (A  10) can now be used to find Ihe energy density in Ihe substrate and integrated over 
Ihe half-infinite volume, equation (16), to give the total energy in Ihe substrate, equation (17)  . 
Equations (All) can be substituted into Ihe expression for Ihe energy density at Ihe surface, 
equation (13), and integrated over Ihe surface to  give the expressions for  &Uu  and &UJ,  in 
equations (18) and (19). 
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Abstract 
The  GEO  600  laser  interferometer  with  600  m  armlength  is  part  of  a 
worldwide network of gravitational wave detectors. Due to the use of  advanced 
technologies like multiple pendulum suspensions with a monolithic last stage 
and signal recycling, the  anticipated sensitivity of GED 600 is close to  the 
initial sensitivity of detectors with several kilometres armlength.  This paper 
describes the subsystems of GEO 600, the status of the detector by September 
2001 and the plans towards the first science run. 
PACS number  0480N 
(Some figures in !his anicle are in colour only in !he electronic version) 
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1. Introduction 
An international network of earth-bound laser-interferometric gravitational wave detectors is 
currently in the final commissioning phase. These detectors will be searching for gravitational 
waves from a number of different astrophysical sources like supernovae explosions, non-
symmetric pulsars, inspiralling binary systems of  neutron stars or black holes and remnants of 
the big bang. Furthermore, unknown sources may produce gravitational waves of  detectable 
strength.  A summary of the current understanding of astrophysical sources for gravitational 
waves and of predicted event rates is given in  [I].  Although the expected sensitivities of 
the detectors under construction might be high enough to detect the first gravitational waves, 
only future detector generations with advanced technologies promise an event rate suitable for 
gravitational wave astronomy. 
Six laser interferometric gravitational wave detectors are currently under construction: 
three interferometers of the LIGD project [2]  in  the USA (two interferometers with 4 km 
baseline and one interferometer with 2 km  baseline), one detector of  the French-Italian VIRGO 
project [3]  in Italy with 3 km baseline, the TAMA detector [4]  in Japan with a baseline of 
300 m and the British-German GED 600 detector with 600 m armlength in Germany.  An 
80 m prototype interferometer with the option to extend it to a large-scale detector is under 
construction by the ACIGA project in Australia [5). 
The GED 600 detector was designed based on the experience with two prototypes:  the 
10 m interferometer at the Glasgow University and the 30 m interferometer at the Max-Planck-
Institut fiir Quantenoptik in Garching, near Munich.  The construction of GED 600 started 
in  1995 as a German/British collaboration on a site near Hannover in Germany and will be 
completed in 2002.  Based on the constraint that the length of the vacuum pipes could not 
exceed 600 m, an advanced optical layout including signal recycling and novel techniques 
for  the  seismic isolation systems  were included in  the detector design.  In  parallel to  the 
commissioning of the detector methods for data analysis as well as simulations of possible 
sources were developed at the University of Cardiff and at the Albert-Einstein-Institut of the 
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft in Potsdam. 
The following sections of this paper will describe the different subsystems of the GED 
600 detector, briefly review the detector characterization and data analysis effort within GED 
600 and end with an outline of the future plans. 
2.  Noise sources and design sensitivity 
The measured quantity in a laser interferometric gravitational wave detector is  the change of 
the light power on a photodetectorplaced at the interferometer output. A fluctuation of the light 
power at this photodetector can be caused by  many different sources.  A gravitational wave 
passing through the detector plane causes the light beams to accumulate a phase difference 
litpgw  while travelling through the interferometer arms, and the signature of the gravitational 
wave can be detected as a power modulation Maw on the photodetector.  A change 61n_ of 
that light power can as well be due to laser power fluctuations of  either technical or quantum 
nature or a displacement of the mirrors caused by seismic motion or thermal noise.  Some of 
the numerous additional noise sources that have to  be taken into account are fluctuations of 
the index of refraction on the optical path, laser frequency fluctuations in combination with a 
difference in the arm length of  the interferometer and coherent superposition of the main laser 
beam with light scattered from optical components. 
To describe the  sensitivity of a gravitational wave detector a quantily h  is  defined as: 
h =  AL/i. In this equation i  is the optical path length of one interferometer arm and AL ia TIIII' aBO  CIOD ......  tuUoaaI ..  \lit:' deCcc"  ..... 
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Figure I. Expected noise specIral density of the GEO 600 detector shown in two different modes 
of opera1lon:  broad-band (upper) and narrow-band (lower). 
the apparent differential change in  optical path length between the two interferometer arms, 
which is either caused by a gravitational wave or by  a noise process.  We  call it apparent 
length change as it can be due to either a real displacement of a mirror or to a different process 
changing the phase of the light when it returns to the beamsplitter. To be able to quantitatively 
describe noise sources like laser power noise on the photodetector that do not directly change 
\be phase of the two interfering beams we calculate the ll.L which would cause the same power 
modulation on \be output photodetector.  By  this method h can be used to describe all noise 
sources of  a detector as well as the signal strength of a gravitational wave.  As some of  the noise 
IOUrces have a very strong frequency dependence, the spectral density iino\ae  is widely used to 
describe \be so-called strain sensitivity of laser-interferometric gravitational-wave detectors. 
Three main noise sources will limit the expected sensitivity of the GEO 600 detector as 
shown in  figure  I  TIle low-frequency range below 40 Hz will be limited by seismic noise. 
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In the intermediate region thermo-refractive noise [6] will be the main contribution and shot 
noise on the interferometer  --output photodetector will dominate the noise spectral density in the 
high Fourier frequency range. The expected thermal noise of  the mirror and the suspension are 
plotted as well.  Other noise sources such as radiation pressure noise. residual gas fiuctuations, 
gravity gradient noise or laser noise are omitted in this figure as they are not expected to limit 
the performance of GEO 600. 
One feature of  figure 1 is special for GEO 600, which is the shape of the shot-noise curve. 
The use of the signal-recycling technique [7]  allows shaping of the shot-noise curve in the 
strain-sensitivity plot. By changing the reflectivity and position of the signal-recycling mirror 
the bandwidth and the centre frequency of the dip in the shot-noise curve can be tuned. The 
left part of figure  I shows the broad-band case, and in the right part the expected shot noise 
for narrow-band signal recycling tuned to 600 Hz is plotted  . 
3. Buildings and vacuum system 
To avoid fluctuations of the optical path length caused by a fluctuating index of  refraction, the 
whole interferometer has to be set up in a high-vacuum system.  For this purpose GEO 600 
uses two 600 m long vacuum tubes of 60 cm diameter which are suspended in a trench in the 
ground.  A novel convoluted-tube design which allows a wall thickness of only 0.8 mm was 
used to reduce the weight and cost of the stainless-steel vacuum tube.  Baffles were installed 
inside the tube to avoid stray light reflections by the shiny tube wall.  Each tube was baked for 
two days in air at 200 °e and for one week under vacuum at 250 °e. Currently the pressure in 
the beam tubes is in the upper 10-9 mbar region. 
One central building (13 m x 8 min size) and two end buildings (6m x 3 m)accommodate 
the vacuum tanks (2 m tall) in which the optical components are suspended.  Eight of these 
tanks form a cluster in the central building which can be subdivided into three sections to allow 
mirror installation without venting the whole cluster.  Therefore only short down-times are 
expected for a change of  the signal-recycling mirror, needed to change the detector bandwidth. 
The whole  vacuum system,  except for the  modecleaner section,  is  pumped by  four 
magnetically levitated turbo pumps with a pumping speed of 1000 I S-I, each backed by a 
scroll pump (25 m3 h-I). Additional dedicated pumping systems are used for the modecleaner 
and the signal-recycling section. 
Great care was taken to minimize contamination of the vacuum system by hydrocarbons. 
For this  reason  the  seismic  isolation  stacks,  which comprise rubber and  other materials 
containing hydrocarbons, are sealed by  bellows and pumped separately.  Furthermore, the 
light-emitting diodes (LEDs),  the photodiodes and the feedback coils used as sensors and 
actuators in the pendulum damping systems are sealed in glass encapsulations. 
The buildings of GEO 600 are split into three regions with different c1eanroom classes: 
the so-called gallery where people can visit and staff can work with normal clothes, the inner 
section which has a cleanroom class of 1000 and a movable cleanroom tent installed over open 
tanks with a c1eanroom class 100. 
4.  Seismic Isolation and thermal noise 
One of the most important sub-systems in a laser-interferometric gravitational-wave detector 
is  the seismic isolation and suspension system.  The spectral density of the seismic ground 
motion at the GEO site! is about eight orders of  magnitude above the displacement requirement 
for the mirror. The filter effect of a sequential system of harmonic oscillators with resonance 
frequencies below \0 Hz is used to isolate the mirrorJ against this seismic motion. .,...-vtutJonaJ wave dekc:lor 
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Figun:  2. The GEO 600 modcclcancr  suspension syslem.  Two passive  stack layers. a rotational 
nexure and a double pendulum are used to isolale the modecleancr mirror rrom  scismic noise.  The 
qualilY  faclor of a violin mode of Illis suspension 01190 Hz was  measured 1 0 be belwccn 5 x  10' 
and  I  x  10". 
Two different types of isolation  systems  are implemented in GEO 600.  The  first one, 
which is used to isolate the modecleaner optics, consists of a top plate supported by three legs 
and  a double-pendulum suspension (see fi gure 2).  Each leg has two  passive isolation layers 
(rubber layers  with an  intermediate stainless-steel  mass) which  are  followed  by  horizontal 
adjustment motors and flex-pivot rotation springs to reduce rotational coupling  between the 
vacuum tank and the tOP  plate. To avoid an excitation of the pendulum mode four co-located 
control systems measure the motion of the intermediate mass with respect to a coil-holder arm 
that IS ngldly attached to the top plate. These so-called loea I controls use shadow sensors and 
feedback colis that apply forces to magnets glued to the intermediate mass.  The bandwidth of 
these local controls  IS  about 3 Hz.  1lle in termediate mass is suspended  by two wlres and the 
modecleaner mirrors are supported by two wire slings.  These mirrors are 10 cm in diameter 
nd 5 cm thIck  ThIs arrangement allows us to control ti lt and rotation of the mirror as well as 
11\ SIdeways nnd longitudinal posiuon Jtthe Intermediate-mass level.  Hence the coil/ magnet 
Untt of the local controls can also be used for automatic alignment control of the modecleaners 
[II)  Sm.lll tu ,ed  SIlica pmms are attached to the mirrors to define the break-off pOints of the 
Wile  Irom the mtrrOI cIIcumfcrence  A fixed break-off point reduces the friction of the wire 
on the  mirror whICh dlleClI) affects the thermal nOIse  A  measurement of the quality factor 
Q of the vllllln mode, 01  the modec1eancr suspensIOns shows Q values between 5  x  101 and 
I  "  10
0  'Tn  ,,\10'"  I.IU  fecdb.lcl.. 01  the  modeclcaner length control system. a second double 
ndulum called ;1  1~ .lCtl"n pendulum 1\ plJ.cd a few mtlltmetres behInd one mllror of each 
ec l c. ~ncl  'lhe tK'ltnm nMU  "Ilhe IC.l(lIOn  pendulum Clrnes cotls .... hlCh  act on magnets 
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Figure 3.  The GEO 600 main  suspension system.  Two stack layers (one active. one passive). a 
rotational flexure.  twO vertical canLilcvcr stages and a triple horizontal  pendulum arc used 10 isolulc 
lhe test mass  rrom seismic noisc. TI1C  lowcr pendululll stage  is a monolithic ruscd·siltca deslg11  to 
minimize  thermal noise. 
glued  to  the  corresponding  mirror.  This  provides a  feedback  actuator  with  small  seismic 
motion above 10 Hz Fourier frequency. 
Figure  3  shows the  seismic  isolation  system  used  to  isolate  the  beam  spliller  and  the 
mirrors of the  Michelson interferometer.  Just as for the  modecleaner suspensions three legs 
support  the  so-called  stack  stabilizer  and  the  rotational stage.  Wilhout  lateral  movement 
the rotational stage can be rotated  with respect to  the stack stabilizer 10  allow for rotational 
pre-alignment of the  mirror.  The  mirror is  the  lowest mass of a  triple  pendulum with  two 
blade-spri ng stages for vertical isolation which is mounlcd  to the  rolnlional stage.  Each leg 
has an active and a passive layer for seismic isolation. The active system consists of three 2 11z 
geophones to sense  the motion of the  upper plate of a  three-axis piezo actuntor  By  mean.' 
of a  feed-forward control system  for  the  horizonta l and a  feedback system for  the  vert,cal 
dlreCiion the motion of this upper plate is reduced with respect to the seismic ground mOl ion 
On top of this plate a rubber/stainless-steel isolation \nyer is placed, and n nex-p,vot is u,ed 
for rotational  isolauon. 
The  triple pendulum has three masses:  an upper mass made of SIDlnicss steel, a  fll ~cd 
silica Intermediate mass and the mjrror wh,ch is  18 cm In diamelcr (the beam splllier dWnlctcr 
is 26 cm)  In the case of the triple pendulum SIX  co-located feedback syslcm, arc  1I ,~d 10 cl.IIlIP 
all degrees of freedom of the upper mass  Due to the SpeCl ftC deSign of the Inple pendulum 
thiS damptng extracLS energy from all  pendulum modes below Founcr fr equcnel'"  01  10  III 
SlmJlar to the modecleancr suspel1'>lon the cotl  mJ~net unlt5 01  Ihcsc Itx.t1 conllo\' ,Ill' u,  ... 1 -"--
TareCUJD dOD ~  .......  cIeCcc:tor  1383 
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Figure 4.  Optical layout of GEO 600:  a 12 W injection-locked laser system is filtered  by two 
sequential modecleaners anti injected into the dual-recycled interferometer.  A folded light path is 
used 10 inaease the round-trip length of  the interferometer anns to 2400 m.  An output modecleaner 
will be used to spatially clean the laser mode before it reaches the photodcteclor. 
as actuators for the automatic alignment-control systems. The reaction pendulums for length 
control of the Michelson interferometer consist of similar triple pendulums suspended 3 mm 
behind the corresponding mirror.  The intermediate mass of the reaction pendulum carries 
coils that act on mirrors glued to the intermediate mass of the mirror triple pendulum.  To 
keep the internal quality factor of the mirrors as high as possible no magnets are glued to the 
mirror itself but electrostatic feedback between the mirror and the lowest mass of the reaction 
pendulum is used to apply feedback forces in  the high Fourier frequency range.  A detailed 
description of the seismic isolation system can be found in the paper of Plissi el al [9]. 
To minimize the internal thermal noise of  the mirror and the pendulum thermal noise. the 
lowest pendulum stage is made entirely from fused silica. The Q of fused-silica suspensions 
of comparable size has been demonstraled to be as high as  I  x  107 [10].  Small fused-silica 
pieces are attached to the intermediate mass and to the mirror itself by a technique called 
hydroltide-catalysis bonding [11].  This technique provides high-strength bonds and allows 
the quality factors to be kept high and thus the thermal noise low. Four fused-silica fibres with 
270 /.lm diameter are welded to these fused-silica pieces and support the mirrors. 
5_  Optlcallayoul 
The optieal layout or GEO 600 (see figure  4)  has  three major parts:  the laser system.  two 
sequential inpul modecleanera and the dual-recycled Michelson interferometer with the output 
rnodecluner and the main photodetector al its output port.  Some steering mirrors. electro-
optical modulators and Faraday isolators are omitted in figure  4.  All  optical components 
e.cept the lner system and the photodeteclor are suspended inside the vacuum system. 
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5.1. Laser sysrem and madecleaners 
The GEO 600 laser system is based on an  injection-locked laser-diode-pumped Nd:YAG 
system with an output power of 12 W.  A non-planar ring-oscillator (NPRO) with an output 
power of  0.8 W is used as the master laser. 
Two Nd:YAG crystals, each pumped by a fibre-coupled laser diode with a power of 17 W, 
are used as the active medium in the four-mirror slave ring cavity.  Three of these mirrors 
and a piezo-electric transducer (PZT) carrying the fourth mirror are mounted on a rigid invar 
spacer to increase the mechanical stability of the slave-laser cavity.  A measurement of the 
free-running frequency noise of the slave laser showed that the fluctuations in the acoustic 
Fourier frequency range are of an order of magnitude lower for the rigid spacer design than 
compared to a slave cavity with discrete mirror mounts.  The PZT is used to control the 
length of the 45 cm long resonator to keep the slave-laser frequency within the injection-
locking range of 1.6 MHz. Two Brewster plates are incorporated in the slave cavity to define 
the polarization direction, reduce depolarization losses and compensate for the astigmatism 
introduced by the curved mirrors of the slave resonator. The good spatial beam quality (M  2 :>;; 
1.05) of the injection-locked laser system allowed us to couple 95% of the light into a Fabry-
Perot resonator. The frequency noise of  the injection-locked laser system was measured to be 
dominated by the master-laser frequency fluctuations. The free-running intensity noise which 
is in the 10-6 Hz-I  12 region for Fourier frequencies between 10 Hz and 1 kHz is dominated by 
fluctuations of the slave-laser pump diodes.  Feeding back to these pump diodes, the relative 
power noise could be reduced to a level below 10-7 Hz-1/2. A detailed description of  the GEO 
600 laser system can be found in [12]. 
The light from the laser system is injected into the two modecleaners, each with 8 m 
round-trip length. The main purpose of  the two sequential modecleaners is the spatial filtering 
of the laser beam [13]. In the frame of  the suspended interferometer even a perfect laser beam 
would show spatial fluctuations due to the motion of the laser table relative to the suspended 
interferometer. Hence the modecleaner filter cavities have .to be suspended as well.  The laser 
frequency is stabilized to the resonance frequency of the first modecIeaner MCI by feeding 
back to the master-laser's temperature and PZT actuator.  A  phase-correcting Pockels cell 
between the master and the slave laser is used to enhance the bandwidth of this first control 
loop to approximately 100 kHz. 
With the first control loop in place the laser frequency will change when the length of 
MCI changes. Due to this effect the length-control actuator of MCI can be used to  bring the 
laser/MCI unit into resonance with the second modecleaner MC2. To increase the bandwidth 
of this loop the high Fourier frequency components of  the control signal are fed into the error 
point of the first  loop.  A third control loop is  used to bring the laser/MCI/MC2 unit  into 
resonance with the power-recycling cavity.  A detailed description of the frequency control 
scheme of GEO 600 is given in [14]. 
Under  the  assumption  that  the  laser  exactly  follows  the  resonance  frequency  of 
the  first  modecleaner.  the  control  signal  needed  to  stabilize  the  laser/MCI  unit  to  the 
second modecleaner can be  used to analyse the fluctuations between the lengths of the two 
modecleaners (see figure 5).  Under the additional assumption that the modecleaner mirrors 
move independently of  each other this measurement describes the motion of the modecleaner 
mirrors. The ems length changes of the modecleaners in time intervals of 10. is below I /.lm 
which allows a lock acquisition of the modecleaners within typically 10 s. 
Until  now the modecleaners were only operated with an  attenuated laser beam of I W 
power.  With this power level 85% of the light was transmitted through the tint modecleaner 
and approximatelly SOO mW  were measured behind the second modecleaner.  An  aUlomotic J he vC.u OUJ gnVIlAlUonaJ  wave cJelCClor  JJlD 
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flgu  ....  5.  Displacement-noise  spectrat density of  ~)e GEO 600 modecleaner  nUITors.  Fur this 
measurement the taser was locked 1 0  ~1<!  fi rst modeclcaner and the actuator signal  needed to tock 
Jhc second modccleMer to the stablli7 .ed laser was calibraled. 
alignment  and  drift control system is  used  to  maintain  the alignment  of the  Inodecleaner 
caviues.  The error signals  generated  by  the  differential-wavefront-sensing method  were 
diagonalized to get control signals for the three different mi.rrors.  The feedback was applied to 
the intermediate mass of the modecleaner double pendulums.  This means that for frequencies 
above  I  Hz  the  actuator  has a  l/f 4 transfer function from  the coil  current  to  the  mirror 
displacement.  Nevertheless,  a unity-gain  frequency  of about  10  Hz  was achieved.  For a 
detailed description of the automatic alignment system see [8]. With this automatic alignment 
system  IIlstalled,  continuous  lock  periods  of  more  than  48  hours were  achieved  for  both 
modecleaners 
52. / 111  romelef  alld rec)'c/lll[i caVllies 
The main Interferometer IS designed as a dual-recycled folded-arm Michelson interferometer. 
Dual  recycling on a suspended Interferometer was first demonstrated by Heinzel el al [15]. 
A length-control-loop system keeps the operaung pOint of the interferometer at the so-called 
dark fringe which means that due to destructive intcrference no light Icaves the output port of 
the Intcrferometer  Under thiS cond ition all  light  IS refiected  back  towards the laser and the 
IIlterterometer  beha v e ~ like  a mITror  A so-called  power-recycling cavity is formed by  this 
'mlrror' .lOd  the  power·  recycling mlfror (scc  figure 4) which leads to a power buildup In  the 
Intericrometer and Improves the shot-nolse-Iimlted sensluvllY of the detector. The anticipated 
power buildup In GLO 600 IS 2000 which leads to a power of about  10 kW at the beam spillter 
\ny pha oG  change 01 the light  In  the Interferometer arms caused  by  a gravitational  wave  or 
n(me "",II lead to Iightlea\.lIlg out atthc output port of the Interferometer  The stgnal-recychng 
nmrN  will  rcO ed  tllJ ~  Itrht  bJc\.  Into the Interferometer, thus fornung another  Fabry-Perot 
"J\ It)"  the  \1 £n.11  recycling cavity  In  tim  ca'!!,  the  light  power  represenung the  signal 
;,t  ~ rcCl IJ C  I'ouflcr  Ir~q u ~ nc l ~~  I~  enhanced  Thl ~ dfect reduces  the  shot-nolse-equlvalent 
rp:Jlcnt  d l ~pi.lccmcnt nOise  of the  detc(tol  for  thes~ Founer frequenCIes  The shot-nOIse 
(urve iho  .... '  3  dtp, the  centre  trt'qucncy III  "h,ch cJn be  lUned  by changmg the posllJon of 
the signal-recycling mirror.  The bandwidth of the dip is determined by the reflectivity of that 
mirror.  Due to unequal radii of curvature of the interferometer mirrors and due to a thermal 
lens that develops in  the  beamsplitter as the  power in  the power-recycling cavity increases, 
the achieved interferometer contrast will not be perfect and  some light in higher order spatial 
modes will leave the output port. This light could increase the shot noise on the photodetector 
without  enhancing the  signal.  Even though  signal  recycling improves the  interferometer 
contrast due to  the 'mode-healing' effect [15]. an output modecleaner will  be implemented 
in GEO 600 to reduce the higher-order-mode content of the light reaching the photodetector. 
The photodector consists of 16 InGaAs photodiodes of 2 mm diameter, each of which can 
operate up to 50 rnA of photocurrent. The AC part of the photocurrent of these diodes will  be 
combined and demodulated at the modulation frequency of the heterodyne readout scheme  . 
6. Detector control and data analysis 
GEO 600 has four suspended cavities and the suspended Michelson interferometer all of  which 
need length  and  alignment control  systems.  Twenty-five pendulums need local damping of 
at  least four degrees of freedom, eight  vacuum tanks  have  active seismic isolation control 
(in  three  supporting legs each) and additional feedback-control systems are  needed for  the 
laser  stabilization.  Most  of these control loops  are  implemented with  analogue electronic 
controllers with some guidance by a LabView computer-control environment (1 6).  Only the 
active seismic isolation  and  some slow  alignment-drift-control systems are implemented  as 
digital control  loops.  The LabView computer control has authority  to  allow pre-alignment, 
guide lock acquisition, monitor the detector status and compensate for long-term dri fts. Typical 
response ti mes of this system are  100 ms. 
Although only the h(r) channel includes a possible  gravitational-wave  signal.  a  multi-
channel data acquisition  system is needed to  detect environmental and detector disturbances 
and exclude false detections.  Two different sampling rates (16384 Hz and 512 Hz) are used in 
the data-acquisition system of GEO 600. In the central building 32 fast channels and 64 slow 
channels are available. and in each of the end  buildings we can use  16 fast channels. Most of 
these channels will  be used for detector characteriza tion onl y.  A selec tion of those channels 
together with information coming from the LabView control program will  be combined as a 
data stream with a data rate of approximately 0.5 MB ytc S- I and sent via a radio link  from the 
site to Hannover where  the data will  be stored.  From here the data will  be distributed to the 
data-analysis groups, whereas the time-critical data analysis wi ll  be performed in  Hannover. 
Due  to  the  low  signal-to-noise  ratio  of expected  gravitational-wave  signals  a  very 
good  understanding of  the detector noise  is needed to perform  an  adequate data  analysis. 
Furthermore. an extensive  detector characteri zation effort  [17) during  the commissioning 
phase  can  help  to  identify  noise  sources  and  improve  the  sensitivity.  Based  on  the 
understanding of the detector noise sources a so-ca lled detector characterization robot (OCR) 
[1 8] will  be developed to condition the data and provide fa lse-alarm vet  os for the data analY SIS 
A common analysis of the LlGO and  GEO 600 data will  be performed within  the GEO 
600 project as well  as in the  LlGO Scientific Community  Four different BcoWolf computer 
clusters will be used in the GEO 600 project for the search for graVitational waves from different 
sources  A cluster with 14 nodes in  I lannover wi ll  perf  01  m the OCR data condi  tionlng and the 
tranSient-data analySIS. Three different BeoWolf ciustci  s,  each With  morc than  100  nodes,  nt 
the Albert-Elnsteln-Instituttn Potsdam, German y, at  thc Cardiff UnlversllY , Greal Britain and 
at the  UllIverslty of Birmingham, Great  Britain  wtll  be used to  search for coalescing bll).Jf ), 
systems. pulsars and  unknown  sources.  A group at  the UnlversllY  of Glasgow will  perf  01  In 
the sc:arch for gravltauonal waves  from known  pulsars -
-.--~-------.--
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7.  Current status and outJook 
As mentioned above. the laser system and the two modecleaners of GEO 600 are installed and 
are working reliably. Sltetches of  continuous locking for more than 48 h were achieved. The 
two far mirrors of GEO 600 are installed with monolithic suspensions.  To reduce the risk of 
contamination during the commissioning phase. test optics are currently installed for the near 
mirrors and the bearnsplitter.  With this configuration an interference conltast of better than 
99% was measured.  With the help of an automatic gain-conltol elecltonic circuit we were 
able to lock the power-recycling cavity with the Michelson interferometer swinging through 
fringes. and we expect to achieve the first lock of the Michelson interferometer soon.  Once 
the Michelson interferometer is locked we will have a first optimization phase of the detector 
followed by a two-week coincidence run between LIGO and GEO scheduled for the end of 
2001.  This coincidence run will  be followed by  the  implementation of signal recycling in 
early 2002. Once the dual-recycled Michelson is working reliably we plan to replace the test 
optics with the final  optics. enhance the circulating power and have a second optimization 
period. This period will be followed by the first science run. 
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Abstract 
In  this paper, we describe the conceptual design for the  suspension system 
for the test masses  for Advanced LIGO, the planned upgrade to  LlGO, the 
US laser interferometric gravitational-wave observatory.  The design is based 
on  the  triple  pendulum design developed  for  GEO 600-the German/UK 
interferometric gravitational wave detector.  The GEO  design incorporates 
fused silica fibres of circular cross-section attached to the fused silica mirror 
(test mass) in the lowest pendulum stage, in  order to  minimize the thermal 
noise from the pendulum modes.  The damping of the low-frequency modes 
of the triple pendulum is achieved by  using co-located sensors and actuators 
at the highest mass of the triple pendulum.  Another feature of the design is 
that global control forces acting on the mirrors. used to maintain the output of 
the interferometer on a dark fringe, are applied via a triple reaction pendulum, 
so that these forces can be implemented via a seismically isolated platform. 
These techniques have been extended to meet the more stringent noise levels 
planned for  in  Advanced L1GO.  In particular, the Advanced L1GO  baseline 
design  requires  a  quadruple  pendulum  with  a  final  stage  consisting  of a 
40 kg sapphire mirror, suspended on fused silica ribbons or fibres.  The design 
is  chosen  to  aim  to  reach a  target  noise  contribution from  the  suspension 
corresponding to a displacement sensitivity of 10-19 m HZ- I/2 at 10 Hz at each 
of the test masses. 
PACS number:  0480N 
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1. Introduction 
The sensitivity of  the interferometric gravitational wave detector presently installed in the US 
LIGO [1] is expected to be limited by the thermal noise associated with the suspensions of its 
mirrors at frequencies in the region ~40  Hz to ~150  Hz.  The LIGO suspension design [2,3] 
for the main mirrors has the following features. 
•  The fused silica mirrors (10.7 kg) are hung as single pendulums on a single loop of steel 
piano wire. 
•  The sensing and actuation for damping of  the low-frequency pendulum modes are carried 
out at the mirror itself, with the magnets for actuation attached to the back and side of  the 
mirrors via metal standoffs. 
•  Actuation for global control, required to hold the interferometer at its correct operating 
position, is also carried out via the magnets attached to the mirrors. 
In GEO 600 [4], the German/UK interferometric gravitational wave detector, the approach 
to the suspension system represents a second-generation design for which the performance 
is more aggressive than in LIGO, in particular in terms  of the reduction of thermal noise 
associated with the suspension of the  mirrors.  The GEO design incorporates fused silica 
fibres  of circular cross-section to  suspend the fused  silica mirror in  the  lowest stage of a 
triple pendulum, the damping of  whose low-frequency modes is achieved by using co-located 
sensors and actuators at the  highest mass of the  triple pendulum.  Global control forces 
are applied via a triple reaction pendulum, so that these forces can be implemented from a 
seismically isolated platform.  These design features have been discussed in previous papers 
[5-10].  Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the GEO suspension system and a picture of 
the first triple pendulum to be assembled with a monolithic fused silica final stage, hanging 
in sitll in one of  the GEO tanks. 
The more advanced suspension design has been used in GEO to compensate for its shorter 
arm length (600 m compared to 4 km), in order to achieve a similar strain sensitivity to LIGO. 
Operating these detectors at their design sensitivities will be an exciting step forward in the 
quest for detecting gravitational waves, and may lead to their tirst detection.  However, to 
realize the possibility of carrying out serious astronomy using gravitational waves,  further 
improvement in  sensitivity  is  required.  An obvious  step  is  to  adapt the  more  advanced 
suspension design  of OEO in  the planned upgrade  to  L1GO,  and  this  has  been proposed 
in  the  white paper [11]  put forward  by  the L1GO Scientific  Collaboration to  the National 
Science Foundation describing the next generation of  L100. The GEO team, in collaboration 
with L1GO and other members of the L1GO Scientific Collaboration, has been developing 
the  suspension design to meet the requirements for Advanced L1GO.  In  particular, we are 
designing a quadruple pendulum suspension for the main mirrors, which is an extension of 
the OEO design. The key features of the proposed design are as follows. 
•  Sapphire mirrors (40 kg) will  form  the lowest stage of a quadruple pendulum, and wlll 
be suspended on four vertical fused silica fibres or ribbons to reduce suspension thermal 
noise. 
•  The fibres will be welded to fused silica 'ears' or prisms which are  silicate bonded [8) 
to the tlat sides of the penultimate mass and the mirror below.  This technique ensures 
that the low mechanical loss of the mirror itself is preserved, maintaIning the low thermal 
noise of the sapphire substrate. 
•  Included in the quadruple pendulum are three stages of cantilever blade springs made of 
maraging steel to enhance the vertical seismic isolation. (.,JUUJruP'C  su.spc1Ulon design lor Advanced LJGO  4045 
j tJlever spring 
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/ 
test mass 
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Figure J. Schcma,ic diagram (Icfl) of thc full suspension and isolation systcm for the main mirrors 
(ICS I masses) in GEO 600, and  a piclure  of  the  firsl IIiplc pendulum  with  monolithic  final slage 
hanging  in  S;tII in one  of the  GEO lunks.  TIl.rCC  of lhc coil  aClualOrs for local control can  be  seen 
above thc upper mass of thc !riple pendulum . 
•  The damping of  all of the low-frequency modes of the quadruple pendulum will be carried 
out either by using six co-located sensors and actuators at the highest mass of  the pendulum 
(as in GEO). or by using eddy current damping applied at this mass. To achieve adequate 
damping the design has to be such that all the modes couple well to motion of the highest 
mass  . 
•  DC alignment of mirror yaw and  pitch will be done by applying forces to the actuators 
at the highest ma%. or at the mass  below.  The masses  hanging below the highest mass 
are each suspended  by four wires,  two on each side,  so  that the system behaves  like  a 
marionette from the highest mass downwards. 
lobal longitudinal and  angular control forces  will be applied via a reaction pendulum, 
e\\entially identIcal tn mechanical design to the main pendulum, bUI with wires replacing 
the '1 lLca fibre, 
•  Global  conLIol  WIll  be  carried  out  using a  hierarchical  feedback  system,  with  large 
low· frequency forces applIed elecLIomagnetically between the penultimate masses,  and 
,mall  hIgher-frequency  sIgna\>'  applied  elecLIo\latically  between  the  mirror  and  the 
corre,pandlng lawest reaCllan  ma,s which may be  made of  silica  or  heavy glass  with 
J  palicmcd gald  cOJung.  Alternallvely. phaton  pres,ure  from  an  auxiliary laser  may 
be  u,ed  far the  hIgher· frequency \ignJI\, in whIch case  the lowe't reaction mass  is nat 
reqUired 
I he e\len\lOn from ..  triple pendulum .. \  tn  GI::O 600 10 a quadruple pendulum for Advanced 
LlGO h  ncce,sary  10.  meet Ihe more ~LIlngcn l  requirement, an «;alallan of nOIse  assaciated 
'" Ith the dJmplnl1 0.1  the  low-frequency pendulum mode~,  dl\cus~ed In seCllon 3 2. 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of quatlruplc pendulum s u ~ pcn s i on  sy~ tcl1l for AtJvancccJ  LlGO. TIlt.: 
diagr.un  above  shows  OJ  face  view of U1C main chain 011  O lio!  ldl, and  on  the right  a side vicw  With 
main  and  reaction cha.ins is visible.  TIle wagram  hclO\II  shows  a clnse  up of the firsl IwO masses 
(masses  1 and 2), wilh the lap of maso;;  I removed  so Ihal  the cllllldcVt:r h l acJe~ for vcrrical i1iolalinll, 
which  an: crrn.'\l.!tI  lO  ~avc space. can be seen  morc cJt:arly. 
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram af our present conceptual design (ar the quadruple 
pendulum suspensian.  We discuss  the features  of the prapased design in more detail belaw, 
addressing the various issue5.  and  giving predictions af the perfarmance  af Ihe \u\pensian 
,ystem. 
2. T hermal noise issues 
2 J  Some general considerations 
Thermal  noise,  or motion due  10  the  ulerrnal  energy.  SCIS a  fundamcnlill  1111111  10  Ihe nOI\(; 
performance af  the suspension. and IS  thus the paramount design driver  The matn conlnbullon ... 
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from Ibe suspension per  se comes from the dissipation in Ibe fused silica fibres used to suspend 
the mirror, giving a direct optical axis noise component. To minimize this noise, the baseline 
design currently incorporates ribbons rather than fibres of circular cross-section, so Ibat the 
dilution factor [12], by which the pendulum loss factor is reduced from the value of  the intrinsic 
loss factor of  the suspension material, is increased. The choice between ribbon and cylindrical 
fibre is discussed more fully below; we will refer to both as 'fibres' when the distinction is not 
needed. 
Another strong contributor to the thermal noise spectrum arises from the lowest set of 
blade springs, giving a  vertical noise component which will cross-couple into horizontal 
motion.  In general, thermal noise arising further up the pendulum chain is filtered by the 
stages below. However, the vertical frequency of the final stage is necessarily higher than the 
horizontal frequency, since no blades are included at that stage, and thus there is less vertical 
filtering. 
Since it is desirable from astrophysical arguments to extend the working frequency of 
the detector downwards as far as is experimentally practicable, we are considering a baseline 
design for Advanced LIGO which has a 'cut-off' in the vicinity of  10Hz. Below this frequency 
the noise will rise steeply to lower frequencies due to seismic effects, essentially giving a cut-
off in detector sensitivity. Our working requirement is that the required noise level at each of 
the test mirrors be 10-19 m HZ-1/2 at 10 Hz, falling off at higher frequencies. To achieve such 
a requirement calls for the highest vertical mode of the multiple pendulum to be kept below 
10 Hz.  The highest mode essentially corresponds to relative vertical motion of the mirror 
with respect to the penultimate mass. To push this frequency down, we use a combination of 
several factors: 
(a) The fibre length is chosen as long as practicable, consistent with ease of production and 
the need to maintain the 'violin' modes high enough for control purposes.  The current 
design target is 60 cm. 
(b) The fibre cross-section is chosen to be as small as practicable, consistent with working at 
least a factor of 3 away from the breaking stress. 
(c) The penultimate mass is chosen to be as heavy as possible, consistent with the overall 
design characteristics of the multiple pendulum.  In Ibe baseline design we have chosen 
to make this mass approximately double the mass of the mirror. 
To achieve a penultimate mass which can be bonded, we are considering the use of heavy 
glass (glass doped with lead or other dense metals). 
We  will return to these design factors after consideration of the choice of ribbons or 
cylindrical fibres. 
2.2.  Ribbons and  fibres 
There are potential advantages to using ribbons rather Iban cylindrical fibres, and Ibese have 
already been discussed elsewhere [13-151.  Not only can the dilution factor be made larger for 
ribbons, but reducing the thickness of the flexing element also raises Ibe frequency at which 
the maximum loss due to thermoelastic damping occurs [161, which can lead to a lower overall 
level of noise around 10Hz. Experimental results on losses in ribbons have also been carried 
out [ 17). and these are encouraging.  However, there are several other factors which need to 
be considered before a choice can be made. 
Firstly, recent work by  Cagnoli and Willems [18)  has shown that there is a significant 
thermoelastic effect  nOI  previously considered,  basically due 10  the  variation of Young's 
modulus wilh temperature. This effect. in combination with the more familiar coefficient of 
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thermal expansion, gives rise to an effective coefficient of thermal expansion which can be 
zero for a particular static stress. Hence, under those conditions the thermoelastic damping can 
become arbitrarily small, and also the overall noise level is reduced. The null condition can, in 
principle, be achieved by increasing the cross-section of the silica suspension over that which 
has been previously indicated as optimum from other design considerations. However, simply 
increasing the cross-section to null the thermoelastic effect has the two adverse consequences 
of  increasing the highest vertical pendulum mode above the 10Hz goal, and of  decreasing the 
violin mode frequencies, thus placing more of  these resonances below 1 kHz and complicating 
the control design. 
An alternative possibility which has recently been suggested [19] is to use circular cross-
section fibres of  varying cross-section, thicker near the ends and thinner in the middle section, 
such that the thermoelastic effect is reduced, but also that the highest vertical mode is kept 
below 10 Hz.  Similar tailoring of ribbons could also yield enhanced performance.  These 
ideas are being pursued for possible incorporation into the design. 
A second consideration is the breaking stress of ribbons and cylindrical fibres, and the 
ease with which they can be made. Measurements on cylindrical fibres have shown that they 
can be as strong as high tensile steel [20, 10], and we now achieve an average value of  breaking 
stress of  ~4.5  GPa. Ribbons with breaking stress comparable to the strongest fibres have yet 
to be developed.  However, this is an active area of research, and initial results at Glasgow 
have already shown breaking stresses in excess of 1.8 GPa. 
An additional complication with ribbons is the need to allow flexing without buckling in 
both the plane, and perpendicular to the plane, of the ribbon. Twists or other flexures may be 
needed. Again, this is an area of  research. 
In conclusion, it can be seen that there are various issues in the suspension design which 
as yet are unresolved.  The final design choice of ribbons or cylindrical fibres, possibly with 
varying cross-section, will depend on the results of  investigations of  such matters as reliability 
of manufacture, strength and loss measurements, and controls design.  For the purposes of 
this baseline design we use ribbons of constant cross-section for our estimation of expected 
thermal noise in a quadruple suspension system. 
23. Thermal noise estimation/or qllad/"llple pendlilum sllspension 
The thermal noise model which has been used for this estimation has been developed using 
MAPLE. It has subsequently been modified into MATLAB code for inclusion in the BENCH 
modelling tool  (http://gravity.phys.psu.edu/Bench) which has been developed as  a tool  for 
predicting the astrophysical range for various potential sources, for varying parameters of 
detector configuration for Advanced LIGO. Some details of  how the thermal noise calculations 
are carried out are presented in appendix AI.  Examples of pendulum thermal noise spectra 
produced using the MAPLE code are given in section 4. 
3. Isolation, damping and control 
Modelling  for  investigation and  optimization  of the  mechanical  design  for  a  quadruple 
suspension. wilb particular reference to the isolation and damping properties, has been carried 
out using an extension of the MATLAB model developed for the GEO 600 triple suspension 
[5.211. Some details of  the MATLAB model are presented in appendix A2. 
The key elements of the design are very similar to  GEO, with  the addition of another 
stage.  The aim has once again been to develop a model whose coupled resonant frequencies 
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modes which are associated wilh the extension of Ihe silica fibres in Ihe lowest pendulum 
stage. In addition, we aim for good coupling of  aillhe low-frequency modes, so Ihat damping 
of  all such modes can be carried out at Ihe top mass in the chain. 
3.1. Mechanical design 
'The mass at the top is suspended from two cantilever-mounted, approximately trapezoidal 
pre-curved spring blades and two spring steel wires.  The blades are  made from  Marval 
18 (18% Ni) maraging (precipitation hardened) steel, chosen for its high tensile strength and 
low creep under stress,  as  used in the French-Italian VIRGO gravitational wave detector 
project [22]. 'The blades lie horizontally when loaded. The mass below this is suspended from 
two cantilever blades and two steel wire loops.  The top mass (mass 1) and mass 2 have a 
'sandwich-type' construction with Ihe blades fitting in between, so Ihat the break-off points 
for wires going both upwards and downwards lie close to the centre of mass of these masses; 
see figure 2.  Mass 3, which may be made of heavy glass, is suspended from two cantilever 
blades and two steel wire loops from mass 2.  Fused silica ears silicate bonded to fiats on the 
side of this mass form the fibre attachment points at the mass.  Similar ears are bonded to 
the mirror (mass 4). and the final suspension is made by welding cylindrical fibres or ribbons 
between the ears of  masses 3 and 4, with two fibres on each side. 
There are several key points which differ from the Original GEO design. Firstly, in order 
to achieve a smaller footprint, alllhe blades are angled with respect to each olher and crossed 
(as shown in figure 2). In GEO only the top set of blades in the beamsplitter suspension were 
crossed. Secondly, again due to space considerations, Ihere are two blades rather Ihan four at 
masses 1 and 2, each blade supporting two wires from its end.  As stated earlier, the overall 
choice of the number of  wires or fibres is such that orientation of  Ihe mirror can be carried out 
from the top mass. 
Currently, we have chosen to stress the blades at a conservative level, to approximately 
one half of  the elastic limit (-800 MPa) for the blades closest to the mirror and slightly larger 
(up to -900 MPa) for those further from the mirror. However, we may choose to increase the 
stress slightly to raise the internal mode frequencies of the blades, as discussed in section 5. 
There should be a strong coupling of  all degrees of  freedom to motion of  sensors/  actuators 
at the top mass.  To a first approximation, this is satisfied by having approximately the same 
mass in each stage, approximately Ihe same momenl~  of inertia about equivalent axes. and by 
suitable choices of  wire angles and connection points. In this particular design. thermal noise 
considerations have necessitated the use of a significantly heavier penultimate mass than the 
other masses in the chain. 
3.2. Local control 
In  GEO.  the  active  local  control  damping is  applied  at Ihe  top  mass  ensuring  that  the 
pendulum stages below filter any extra motion caused by  electronic noise in the feedback 
system.  However. given the more ambitious target noise level for the L1GO suspensions of 
10-19 m Hz-Ill at 10 Hz. the GEO design needs some modification. In particular. to provide 
more isolation from the noise associated with the local damping. the suspension is increased 
from three 10 four stages. with local damping still applied only to the lOp mass.  Even then. 
local sensing noise can dominate.  Typical optical shadow sensors [23. 24)  with a range of 
-1 mm have a noise level of _10-10 m HZ- 112. much greater than the _10-19 m Hz-l(2 target 
for the suspensions al 10 Hz.  However. the mechanical isolation from the sensed point to the 
tesl mass Is only of  order 10-7 (see figure 7) at  10 Hz.  Thus. the sensor noise-isolation product 
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is greater than the target sensitivity of  the target by at least two orders of  magnitude. In GEO. 
there is roughly a decade between the highest locally damped suspension mode and the 50 Hz 
lower edge of  the sensitive frequency band-enough room to electronically filter local sensor 
noise to a level below the target sensitivity.  At Advanced LIGO's 10 Hz cut-off frequency, 
however. little electronic filtering can be achieved while maintaining adequate phase margin 
in the damping loops. 
A partial solution to the local sensing noise problem is  provided by the interferometer 
global sensing system [25]. In the power-recycled, Fabry-Perot arm Michelson interferometer 
configuration,  four  interferometric  relative  position signals  are generated by the  relative 
longitudinal movements of the test masses. beamsplitter and power recycling mirror;  with 
the addition of signal recycling in Advanced LIGO. one mirror is added and thus one further 
interferometric position signal is obtained.  These interferometric position signals all have 
sensitivities better than 10-13 m Hz-1/2. I.e., at least three orders of  magnitude better than the 
local shadow sensors. Thus we can use four of  these global signals to control the longitudinal 
degrees  of freedom  of Ihe  four  test masses.  When  this  is  done,  the  local  longitudinal 
damping of the test masses can be  greatly reduced.  or even turned off,  to suppress local 
sensor noise. Similarly,low-noise global interferometric signals are available for the pitch and 
yaw orientation degrees of  freedom of  the test masses which can be used to control their pitch 
and yaw modes.  The same mechanical coupling between the suspension stages that enables 
local damping forces applied at the top mass to effectively damp test mass motion, also allows 
that globally sensed motion of  the test mass can be damped by actuation at the upper stages. 
This scheme applies to all but the vertical. transverse and roll modes of  suspension, which 
are not independently sensed by  the interferometer.  For these modes we could use one or 
more of several strategies to limit local damping noise: reduce the mechanical coupling from 
these degrees of freedom to the motion sensed by the gravitational wave readout; operate with 
reduced active damping, allowing higher Q for these modes; take advantage of what limited 
electronic filtering can be performed on the local damping signals;  or develop lower noise 
local sensors. 
Eddy current damping may provide an alternative solution to active local control.  Such 
damping is used in the Japanese TAMA project to damp their double pendulum suspensions 
(26). In Advanced LIGO, we could use eddy current damping in six degrees of  freedom applied 
at the top mass of the quadruple suspensions to give Q of approximately 10 for the lowest 
frequency modes (which dominate the impulse response).  We  have estimated that residual 
motion at the mirror due to the thermal noise force generated by such eddy current damping 
is approximately 4  x  10-20 m Hz-1/2 at 10 Hz. which meets the target sensitivity.  The final 
decision on how to apply damping will be made once more experimental investigations have 
been carried out. 
33. Global control 
The GEO philosophy for applying the feedback signals to the test masses for longitudinal 
and angular global control was briefly described in the introduction.  The general idea is  10 
apply forces  between the main pendulum chain and an essentially identical reaction chain 
(which does not include fibre suspensions).  The reaction chain is  itself locally damped in 
the same manner as  the main chain.  In L1GO,  however. not all the sensitive optics require 
wide bandwidth global control, and in those cases the reaction chain need not have as many 
stages.  In addition. where wide bandwidth Is required, the final stage wide-bandwidth small-
signal feedback could be realized using photon pressure from an auxiliary laser. rather than QachpIe .....,....;ao dcoign for Adwnced L1GO  4051 
electrostatically as in GOO. In that case also the lowest stage of  reaction chain would not be 
required. 
Another issue is the potential need to damp (actively or passively) the very high Q violin 
modes of the silica suspensions to allow the global feedback to remain stable.  Any such 
damping has to be done in such a way as not to compromise the lOW-frequency thermal noise 
performance of the suspensions. In GEO we have taken the approach of using small amounts 
of  amorphous P1FE coating on the fibres, suitably placed to damp the first few violin modes 
to Q of  around 106, without compromising the low-frequency suspension noise. For GEO we 
use two coated regions each 5 mm long, one at the centre and one one-third of  the way down 
the fibre.  The LIGO situation has to be considered fully once a control philosophy has been 
decided upon, and there will be some trade-off required between controllability and thermal 
noise associated both with the low-frequency vertical modes and the violin modes. 
4. Expected performance 
In  this  section,  we  present  various  graphs,  showing  expected  overall  thermal  noise 
performance, horizontal and vertical isolation performance with and without damping, and 
transfer functions from which residual sensor noise may be estimated.  Key parameters used 
in the models to generate these graphs are also given. In some cases several curves are given, 
where different choices of  parameters are possible. 
4.1. Key parameters 
The key parameters used for all the curves presented in this section are as follows (except 
where otherwise indicated): 
Fmalmass 
Penultimate mass 
Upper masses 
Overall length 
Ribbon parameters 
Stress in ribbon 
40 kg sapphire, 31.4 em  x  13 em 
72 kg (heavy glass) 
36 kg, 36 kg 
1.7 m (from top blade to centre of mirror) 
Length 60 em, cross-section  113 /-Lm  x 1.13 mm 
770 MPa 
We note that in carrying out these analyses, the availability of sapphire pieces of the desired 
quality with these dimensions, and the  availability of heavy glass of suitable density in  the 
required size, are still open questions. 
4.2. Thermal noise performance 
In  figure  3,  we  present the  thermal  noise  for  the  baseline design.  The target figure  of 
10-19 mHz-1!2 at 10Hz is effectively met. We also indicate the performance if the penultimate 
mass is made of silica rather than heavy glass, raising the uppermost vertical mode frequency 
of the quadruple pendulum to above 10 Hz.  Note that for the latter case, the blade designs 
were altered to keep the other three vertical resonant frequencies at the same values. 
Various changes could be made to the baseline design.  A marginal improvement to the 
performance at  10  Hz and  above could be  made if one lengthened the  final  stage  to  say 
70 em. Increasing the cross-section of the fibre could gain some improvement above 10 Hz at 
the expense of rai~ing the vertical resonant frequency to be closer to 10 Hz, and lowering the 
violin mode frequencies  This improvement arises since changing the cross-section changes 
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Figure 3.  Suspension thermal noise for baseline 40 kg quadruple pcndulwn.  Two suspension 
curves are shown. The heavy solid line is the baseline design. The light solid line shows the effect 
of replacing  the 72 kg heavy glass penullimale mass with a silica mass of the  same dimensions 
(weighing 22.1  kg).  The peaks of the resonances are not resolved.  NOie the first violin mode at 
approximalely 500 Hz.  For comparison we also show the expected internal thermal noise curve for 
sapphire, dominated by thermoelaslic damping (dOlled  line).  NOle also that the  inlemalthermal 
noise curve assumes no loss due to coalings, or due to bonding of ears for attaching the suspensions. 
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Figure 4.  The light solid line is thermal noise for  fibres  of 200 I"m radius,  .lresS<.-d  10 Iho same 
value as the baseline ribbon design.  The heavy solid line is the baseline, Ihe dOlled line is inlemal 
Ihenna! noise for sapphire. 
the position of the thermoelastic peak.  Using cylindrical fibres loaded to the same stress as 
the baseline design (thus keeping the vertical mode frequency at the same value) raises the 
thermal noise in the 10 Hz region and above-as can be seen from figure 4. Quadruple suspension design {or Advanced LJGO  4055 
multiplied by the sensor noise in m Hz-I/2. The longitudinal transfer function is ~ 2 x  10-7 at 
10Hz. Thus, with a sensor noise of 10- 10 m HZ-I/2 and no further electronic fi ltering the noise 
level at the  test mass would be  ~2 x  10-17  m Hz- l/2  at  10  Hz, much larger than the target 
sensitivity. As discussed in section 3.2, a solution to this problem is to turn the gain down or 
off completely for the  longitudinal modes once the global control of the interferometer is in 
operation and suitable signals from that control can be used to take over the damping. 
For  the  vertical direction, the  longitudinal noise  level  at  the mirror can be  calculated 
as  above,  with  an  extra  factor,  the  cross-coupling  factor,  in  the  product.  The  vertical 
transfer  function  at  10  Hz  is  ~2 x 10-4,  so  with  a  sensor  level  of  10-10  m  HZ-I/2,  and 
assuming a  cross-coupling  factor of 10- 3,  the  residual noise  level  at  the  mirror would  be 
~ 2 x  10-
17 m Hz- I/2 at  10 Hz, again far exceeding the target sensitivity.  As discussed in 
section 3.2, there are several strategies which could be used to address this issue, separately 
or in combination. With respect to the idea of turning down the gain once the global control is 
in operation, giving higher Q for these modes, a more complete overall interferometer control 
model will  be needed  before  it can  be determined if the  resulting  larger motion could  be 
tolerated. 
S. Current and future work 
Work  towards  developing  a  quadruple  pendulum  suspension  as  described  above  is  well 
underway.  Experience is  being  gained at GEO 600 with constructing  and  operating triple 
pendulum suspensions.  This should give us informatiun on many of the key aspects of the 
design, including thermal, isolation and damping properties and operation of global control. 
To address thermal noise issues, ribbon and fibre production, including strength, reliability, 
welding and loss tests are being carried out in Glasgow and at Cal  tech. Investigation of bonding 
continues at Glasgow, Stanford and Caltech, with regard to bonding silica ears to sapphire and 
to lead or bismuth loaded glass, the latter materials being considered for the penultimate mass 
in  the quadruple chain. 
To address mechanical design, a first all metal prototype quadruple pendulum and reaction 
mass was developed in Glasgow early in 200 I; parLs were procured and shipped to MIT where 
they were  assembled during  summer 200 I.  Figure  8 shows  pictures of the  two quadruple 
pendulums (main chain and reaction chain), hanging in the lab at MIT in the summer of 200 1. 
This suspension mimics a 30 kg sapphire mirror with an identically sized silica penultimate 
mass.  which was a previous baseline design, now superceded with  the design as discussed 
above  ThiS prototype has already given us experience in  assembly and handling.  Current 
and  future work  includes measuring mode frequencies, and investigating transfer functions, 
damping  ~U1d global control. 
More work on blade design is underway, involving fi nite element analysis and comparison 
to expen mental res ul L~  Another Issue being considered is the noise level from the blades when 
thermally or se"mlcally excited at their  internal  mode frequencies (in  particular. the lowest 
\et of blades nearest to the  test  masses).  It  IS desired  that the  peaks  at  these  frequencies 
not compromise the semlUvny,  and damping may be needed to ensure this.  For the design 
presented  In  secllon 4  the lowest  II1tcrnal modes were  in  the  range 75  to  120  Hz.  Initial 
caiculalJon\  \ugge\t d.lmplng could  be  avoided  if the  frequencic, are  a  little  higher than 
the\e  SUlwblc frequenclc\ could be achieved by  aJlowing the maximum stress to be around 
1050  ~ t Pa 
II  ,hould be  nOied  that "'c have addreS\cd  the  de\ign of the  mo,t \ensitivc  mirrors in 
Advanced l lGO II1thl\ PJper, namely the end mlrrOf\ 111  the two caVlue\. However, the tools 
dc, eloped fur de\lgnlnj! the qUJdrupJt: \u\pen\lon can be ea\lIy applied for the design of other 
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Figure 8.  1\yo views of the prololype  quadruple suspension  assembled 01 MIT. On the leCi  is an 
oyerall  view showing the main and rcacuon chains. suspended from a suppor1  frame.  On the righl 
is a close-up of the lop masses. with some of the local control aClualors yisible. The construcuon 
can  be compared 1 0 the diagrams in figure 2. 
suspensions.  In addition to the design issues mentioned above which are under investigation, 
there are several key issues still  unresolved for the suspension design, some of which depend 
on other areas of research for Advanced LIGO. For example, the choice of mirror material and 
its size and aspect ratio are not yet fixed. Sapphire is presenUy favoured, and work is underway 
on investigating the growth of  large enough pieces and investigating the optical properties such 
as absorption, inhomogeneity,  polishing, etc.  The fa llback position is to use silica.  Another 
area currently under discussion is the choice of the lower limit to the observation frequency 
for the Advanced LIGO instrument. and this has a bearing on the final design. 
In conclusion. we have presented the current conceptual design of the suspension system 
for Advanced LIGO, which is based on the GEO suspension system.  Experience WiU l GEO 
will  be invaluable as a test of the ideas incorporated in  this design.  However. much work  has 
still to be carried out, and is actively underway in several laboratories in Europe and the USA. 
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Appendix A 
We include here a bricf di,cu" ion of the modelling tool\  u\ed to produce the th,'rmal  noi\\! 
and i\olation curve, pre\ented in  \ection 4. ~ 
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Appendix  A.i. Thermal noise model 
The thermal noise associated with the suspension system is calculated using the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem [28].  The calculations in the code are carried out in the following way. 
The pendulum dynamics are simulated by four point-like masses linked by springs for both 
horizontal and vertical degrees of freedom. with no coupling between the orthogonal degrees 
of  freedom. Suitable values to be used as input for the masses and other necessary parameters 
to calculate spring constants have previously been established using the MAlLAB model of 
the quadruple pendulum, discussed in the following section.  The first  three spring stages 
consist of  maraging steel blades in series with steel wires. and the final (lowest) stage consists 
of silica fibres.  The horizontal and vertical transfer functions are calculated separately and 
then combined to get the effective overall horizontal function. assuming a cross-coupling of  the 
vertical into the horizontal dimension of  0.1 %.  This is a figure we have used in GEO [5] as a 
conservative estimate for cross-coupling. and is larger than the purely geometric effect  due the 
curvature of  the Earth over the 4 kIn arms of  LIGO. Dissipation in the pendulum is introduced 
via the imaginary part of the spring constants, and hence using the fluctuation-dissipation 
theorem. the resulting thermal noise at the mirror in the horizontal direction is obtained. 
Spring constants of  the steel stages have been treated differently from the silica stage. For 
the steel the loss is included. with a dilution factor as appropriate. by including an imaginary 
term in the spring constant.  For silica. the spring constants have been worked out from the 
solution of the beam equation. following the method used in Gonzalez and Saulson [29], in 
which case the imaginary part is introduced into Young's modulus.  As a consequence. the 
programme calculates the violin modes of the silica stage. but not of the steel stages. 
Loss angles for the materials arise as the sum of  three parts: bulk. surface and thermoelastic 
effects. including the new thermoelastic effect referred to in section 2. which is included where 
appropriate. The surface loss is estimated following the work by Gretarsson and Harry [30]. 
which indicated that there is an energy loss proportional to the surface to volume ratio for 
silica which dominates the bulk dissipation. For steel. however. the bulk loss dominates. The 
thermoelastic loss term has been considered in the pendulum motion of all four stages and 
in the vertical motion of the three steel stages in which the restoring force dominantly arises 
from the bending of the blades. 
Appendix A.2. MATUB model for Isolation and contl"Ol 
The  MAlLAB model (recently extended to  work in Simulink) consists at present of four 
uncoupled sets of dynamical equations. corresponding to vertical motion. yaw. longitudinal 
and pitch  (together) and  transverse and roll (together).  To first  order these  motions are 
uncoupled in the GEO design.  Forces due to gravity and extension of wires are included. 
but not due to the bending of wires.  Cantilevers with wire(s) attached are approximated by 
taking the series sum of the spring constants of wire(s) and cantilever. noting that this sum is 
dominated by the softer cantilever blade.  The model makes use of presumed symmetries in 
the design. With the crossed blades in the L1GO design. there will be some coupling between 
the longitudinal/pitch and  transverse/roll modes.  As yet the  model does not incorporate 
thiJ coupling.  However. it is not expected to significantly affect either the isolation or the 
damping properties of the pendulum. In addition. the model does not yet take account of the 
twllting of the blade lips which will occur as the pendulum moves in the various pitch modes. 
~perimenta1ly.  we have seen that this effect slightly lowers the pitch modes. However. again 
the isolation and damping should not be significantly affected. 
It should aJso be noted thaI the violin modes and the internal modes of the blades are not 
IIlcluded III thi~ MAlLAB model. The violin modes of  the final stage are. however. included in 
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the thermal noise model. and they can be seen in the thermal noise curves shown in section 4. 
The expected frequencies of the internal modes of the blades can be  calculated from the 
dimensions of the blades. and are specific to each design of blade. Examples of their typical 
values were given in section 5. 
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Abstract 
The  Glasgow  group  is  involved  in  the  construction  of  the  GE0600 
interferometer  as  well  as  in  R&D  activity  on  technology  for  advanced 
gravitational wave detectors. GE0600 will be the first GW detector using quasi-
monolithic silica suspensions in order to decrease thennal noise Significantly 
with  respect  to  steel  wire  suspensions.  The  results  concerning  GE0600 
suspension  mounting  and  perfonnance  will  be  shown  in  the  first  section. 
Sectlon 2 is devoted to  the  present results  from  the  direct measurement of 
thermal  noise  in  mirrors  mounted  in  the  10 m interferometer in  Glasgow 
which has  a sensitivity limit of 4 x  10-"  m Hz-'/2 above  I kHz.  Section 3 
presents results  on  the  measurements of coaling losses.  R&D  activity  has 
heen carried out to  understand beller how  thennal noise in  the suspensions 
affects the detector sensitivity. and in section 4 a discussion on the non-linear 
thermoelastic effect is presented. 
I. SUia IUSpeosionsln GE0600 
The interferometer OE0600 is designed to detect gravitational waves above SO Hz.  At such 
r""luendca the Internal thennaI noise in the mirrors is expected to give the main limitation lathe 
,  AuWw,, __  ~""'u1d"'_· 
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detector sensitivity.  The other two relevant mechanical noises, seismic noise and suspension 
thennal noise, do not give a significant contribution due to the suspension isolation system and 
the relatively low frequencies and low mechanical losses of  the suspension resonances. Creep 
in suspension fibres may introduce a significant continuous noise or generate spurious bursts 
in the detector.  Measurements have been made on steel wires [II for creep rate  and events 
detection showing that the contribution of creep for steel suspension is not relevant  From 
the same authors a measurement on creep rate for a loaded silica fibre has been reported in 
[21.  Due to the low rate measured, continuous noise coming from creep should be well below 
the thermal noise level.  A group at  the Moscow State University is  working on the direct 
measurement of creep events in silica fibres to tackle the problem of  spurious bursts [31. 
Energy loss mechanisms are sources of thermal noise.  Due to contact friction,  mirror 
suspension systems realized with steel wires give a major contribution to the energy loss in 
the internal dynamics of test masses.  In order to reduce this energy loss and then reduce the 
thennal noise in the detection bandwidth, GE0600 uses a special bonding technique (silicate 
bonding) to attach mirrors to the suspension systems.  In this technique small silica prisms are 
chemically bonded on lIat surfaces machined on the barrel of each rnirror (figure  I).  Silica 
fibres  are then  welded onto these silica prisms realizing what is  called a quasi-monolithic 
suspension. In this system all internal frictional mechanisms are avoided and the high quality 
factor of  silica is then preserved. 
Fibres have been pulled using a computer-driven machine. Silica rods (Suprasil3) of  8 cm 
length, 5 mm diameter, are melted in a middle region using an oxy-hydrogen lIame coming 
out from five nozzles. Then they are pulled for approximately 2 em in order to create a section 
having a diameter of about 2 mm.  Finally, once this thin section is melted again the fibre is 
pulled to the length of28S mm The first pulling makes the fibre neck sufficiently thin to allow 
easy cutting later on (figure 2). Several fibres were produced in the AEI Institute in Hannover 
and then transported to the GE0600 site in a special box. 
The pulling machine used was electronically controlled in order to produce a set of fibres 
as homogeneous as possible in terms of  diameter and length. Differences of the order of a few 
mm in length are recovered through the cutting process.  So, the only relevant fibre parameter 
is  the  longitudinal spring constant which  has  heen  measured through the  bouncing  mode 
resonant frequency.  In  this measurement each fibre  was suspended with a load of 1.4 kg 
which  is  exactly  the  nominal  load  expected  in  GE0600.  The  fibres  used  had  resonant 
frequencies between 16 and 16.5 Hz. 
Due  to the  high quality silica used  and high dilution  factor,  the  violin modes'  Qs  are 
foreseen to be of  the order of 10'. This corresponds to a characteristic decay time of about 2 
days for the first mode (500 Hz).  Unexpected excitations of violln modes could compromise 
the  locking performances for  too  long  a time.  In  order to  reduce  this  time  all  the  fibres 
used in this  first suspension were coated with  a small amount of Tellon on two 5 mm long 
sections: one in the middle and the other at a third of the total fibre length.  In this way a non-
homogeneous loss was created.  The particular poSition of the coated sections was chosen to 
damp particularly the first modes while affecting the dynamics at frequencies below a hundred 
Hertz in a negligible way.  Tellon was applied through the deposition of drops of a solution of 
Tellon AP in a solvent called F1ourinert. 
Fibre  strength  was  tested  at  5  kg  after coating.  After this,  cutting  was  initiated  by 
scratching the necks with a diamond liIe.  The correct position of the scrutches was fixed using 
a jig where the fibres were held.  Length reproducibility is of the order of  0.5 mm. 
Each  fibre  was welded to  the tip of a prism using  the small neck  left  from  the cutting. 
Again an oxy-hydrogen lIame was used to melt the silica.  Several types of hypodermic needles 
were used as nozzles. The upper neck was welded at first, holding the Ii bre with steel tweezers Silica research In Gla.s:gow 
F~ur~ I  Intcnncdullc rna .. un lOp and mlrror .. t the bouom ci3Jll(X--d  111:1  sll:cI  frame  Olllhc hrst 
pbnc. U1C  ca.n \ltC bonl.k"ll on both the m:lc.)o lJld the two  rtbres ""c=h.Jcd 
:;IS  dose to the  neck OJ'  poSSible  Any resulung scr:ucl1es  were cured  hy mellJng  the siitcJ 
where  the  neck WJS  helLl  by lhe twCCtcr.  DJ,crcr>:::tnclc~ between the  Ilore length  ~ nd me 
dl\tance between pmm tips were fixed usms melted "ilca fnllll thI n rods or hy  odJu"m!; the 
\o'~nll,:JI [Xl\IUOn ~}I one nctk U<itng tWCC'Cr3 :lgaln 
1.  I)lrL"Ct  measurement or therm.tl  noicoc 
In the Pl.,t  yeM the GIJ'guw 10  III  protOtype mterfenll11eter WIth  Fahry-Perot CavitIes III the 
."'"  hl\ been upgraded U>ln~ J  hIgh power IR  IJ,er (XOO  noW)  As" result o( thIS  work. the 
!Iocn!.llI\ltY hnut w.n pw~hcd  dO\lrrn hcluw 10- 11 mil,·  II~ ahove 600 HL, J.~ shown In spcclrum 
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Figun :,  2.  [).: ... II  of two IJbrl!s wcl£kd on th..:  tIpS of n mlITOr ear 
(~) in figure 3.  Several noise sources contributed to this limit and il  \V~S not possible 10  estimate 
them separately.  fn panicul'-lr II was not clear how much displacement  noise  canle fmlll the 
themul noist! associated  with the intcm:'.11  mooes of t.he suspt!nded optic, 
In order to measure  the internal  thermal  noise,  II  was decided  to  Increase  the  Intemul 
damping of one of the nurrors uSing lhree stnr>5 of vacuum grease placed along the b'-ln-e l, und 
then spectrum (b) 10 figure 3 wos reconJeu. The time log betwccnthe recordi ng t>f 'pectrunl (n) 
and  spectrum (b) was  kept  as  shon  a.  ...  possible compatible Wi Lh  the rc-m:.Jking of vaCUUIlIIn 
the  tank  Clearly.  an Increase of the  nOise  noor was  secn suggcsllng thai  II  may have  come 
from the them.,1 nOIse o( the greased moss 
Q  mCOlsurcmcnt5,  of the  greased  mOlSS  were  taken  In  another  fJctllly  In  'hl ~  (:.u.:lll1y 
the mass  was  suspended  by  a single steel  Wire  After thl!  modes  h;1(1  heen excJletl  hy un Silica research  LD  Glasgow 
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Figure 3. Dilploccmcnt ,pcctral densities. Curves (a) and (b) arc:  recorded from the inlerferometer 
output be(ore and  aflCT  put ling grease on one o( the  masses. respectively.  Curves (e) and  (d) are 
estimations using  Ol  Q o( 1800 (or the gn:ascc..l  mass  and  1.2  x  loj (or the others. 
eleclrOstatic  actuator.  the  displacement of  the  fronl  face  was  delected  using  a  Michelson 
interferometer.  More details aboutlhis f,cility  can be found in  [4J.  Due to  the shon  decay 
lime of all  the deteC1ed  modes. Q  measurements  were nrst taken by measuri ng  the transfer 
funclion at frequencies close 10 the resonances and laler the peak widths were extracted.  Laler. 
a recording OSCtlloscope was used 10 sample the ring down of each delecled mode and then the 
decay ume was derivcd. The transfer funclion measuremenl could be affecled by the presence 
of spill modes so close 10 each other as to  nOl be measured as separate modes.  The IWO  sels 
of measuremenlS gave conSlSlenl  results.  After removing the grease. Q measurements were 
taken agaln 
Based  on a  Q  average value of 1800 for the  greased  mass and  1.2  x  10' for Ihe Olher 
clean masses. the Internal themlJl noise was estimaled  using a semi-innnile  hOlllogeneous-
loss model as  In [51  The results of this calculation arc shown in  ngure 3.  The agreement  is 
good but the theoreucal  model used IS not correCI in  principle because the grease introduces 
a  non-homogeneous loss.  As showed by  Yamamoto 1 6J  them,,1 noise predictions based on 
"  homogeneous  loss model can di ffer substantially from those hased on an inhomogeneous 
one  On thc other h: lnd. grc3se  IS a matcnal h~vlOg very different mechanical conStants  from 
th0'C of silica. and the layer IS so t.hJck (about a  few  milli metres) that II  may well  be that the 
Inhomogeneous model cannot be applied  In  a strJlghtforward manner.  CUlTently.  research IS 
Oclng pursued III t.hJs area 
J. Coating 10""" 
In .l gravll .1 LJon.11  wave  IOtertcmmClnc detector such as  GE0 600 mc Silica masses are cO::ited 
In order In nbt31n  Lhc desired rcnCC LJvtly  Dlflcrcnt  groups In  the  SCientific community have 
\LJned hl mc~urc:  ur c5lirrulC: Ihe cifcet oithlsco:lllng on the Inlemal damplngoflhc suspended 
rna"" IX.  91  A  mullilayer structure  and the  klnd 01 matenals  used give sufticlent reasons 
Inr J  ",,,,,hie high I"" ChJrlctcmllC of the COJlI ng  At  the  IGR In Glasgow  we measured 
the lou lauor nl the ,e,en lowest modes (ligure 4) of " Coming 7980 coated  moss (127 mm 
Ulolmclcr.  lOO mnl  length)  The  \u~tr.1 t c loss  tS  dtll1l1n.1tcti  hy  Lhc  structural  dJmplng  mJt 
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Figure  "'.  Shapes of  the  detocll!d  mOOcs.  (Il)  Bending.  (b)  first  llSymmelric.  (e) fundamenlal. 
(d) clover. (e) symmcDic. (f) expansion. (g) second  Dsymmelric. 
TobIe  1.  SUnutl llJ'Y  l:lble  showins  results  obtained  (or the Cornin!! 7980 mass.  Loss foctor values 
:l(e averages of measures laken with  dHTerenl  suspensions.  ell is the  front·faee·lo-bulk energy 
ratio. C  b is the barrd-to-bulk  energy  ratio.  Both are per J.Lm coaling t.hiekness. 
Frequency  Loss (oclor  ell  c, 
Mcx:le  (Hz)  Ix 107)  (front (oce)  (barrd) 
Bending  221 10  137 ± 0.04  1.67 x  IO-
j  2.00 x  10- "' 
ISIa5)'mmelric  22910  \.17 ± 0.12  1.23  x  10- "'  3.61  x  JO - ~ 
Fuooam,-,nlal  25 380  0.65 ± 0.t4  1.39  x  10- 1  2.71  x  IO-
j 
Clov!..'!"  25  180  1.62± 0.15  3.56 x  IO- s  2.21 x  IO - ~ 
Symm'-'tric  28390  3.13 ± 0.33  1.05  x  IO - ~  2.12 x  IO - ~ 
EApansion  31710  1.09±0.19  1.85  x  IO-
j  8. J3  x  IO-
j 
2nd asymmctne  36 050  0.86 ± 0.15  2.94  x  10- 6  9.22  x  JO - ~ 
is independent of frequency.  So. the differences between the  loss factor or different modes 
have  to be considered as a result  of the coaling effect.  The loss propenies 01 the coating arc 
assumed to affect the total loss factor ¢, shown by a mode through the fo liowing relation: 
¢, =  ¢o + C II ' ¢' I  + C  • . ¢,b  ( I) 
where ¢o  is  the  substrate  or bulk  loss  angle  and ¢,I  and ¢,b lire  Ihe  cDm ing  loss  factors 
associated  with  lhe  front  f~cc Jnd  wah the barrel.  In (nct. dunng the  co~ ting procl!ss. sonll! 
coating ma lcn~ J  spilled off and contaminated  Lhc harrelln an unknown way.  In order 1 0 (::Ike 
into account  mls unccna.lnty.  twO different  loss  ractors  nrc  assumed  for the coating. olle  lor 
lhe front face and one for the harrei.  C If and Co arc the scaling factor, and they arc deli ncd", 
front-face-IQ-bulk and barrel-to-bulk energy rJtios. respectively. A proof of equallon (I) tnl a 
gcneral case IS given In  110J. Since  the energy rali OS  scale  linearly with the C OJ!!Il£!  I.hl c kncs~ . 
at lcJSl for thin coati ngs. bolh lhe C parJnleters arc calculated ref  Jim coati ng Ihi c knc~s: value!. 
for each mooe  ;Ire  iJsL cd In  table I  Finite clement analYSIS was used for the moue shares : lI1d 
a C-code was developed to calculate the energlcs 
When all  me dJta were used In .1  three·paramcter linear IlI1Ing. Itl solve equation (I ).  Ihe 
rcsulling  rcg rc~slO n pamlllctcr R WJ~ raLhcr low  The best (lttlng  WJ ';  oht:Jlncd  hy rC Jl!Cltng IIII""""C 
Silica.esan:b in O"',ow 
cI> 
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Fleure s. Thil plot shoWllhe comparison between the measured 10&15 factor for each mode (circles) 
and lbe estimated 1011  {actor (squares) II they come from a three.parmnder linear filling.  The 
lymmetriC mode dllla were removed from the fitling process because they show a significantly 
bl,ber 1011 thlD the estimated one. 
the data for the symmetric mode and the result is shown in figure 5.  The agreement between 
expected values and the experimental points is  within the experimental errors.  The large 
discrepancy obtaIned for the symmetric mode may come from a suspension loss particularly 
effective for this mode. 
Using the loss factors per unit thickness coming from the fitting function and knowing 
thatlhe effective coating thickness was 6.3 /Lm, the following values for the loss factors are 
oblained: 
t/>o  = {5.6 ± 0.9}  x  10-" 
1/><1  = (6.3 ± 1.6)  x  10-5 
I/>,b =  (6.3 ± 0.9) x  10-'. 
4.  Non-linear thermoelastic errect 
1bermal ftucluaLions  inside a material produce slrain nuctualions due 10 thermal expansion 
effects (coefficient a).  This mechanism is  responsible for shape nuctuations of milTOrs  (5) 
and of suspcnsion fibres that are seen by the interferometer as displacement noise.  Thermal 
conduction makes this mechanism dissipative and it represents a fundamental process known 
as thermoelastic damping. studied first by Zener (7]. 
1be mechanical loa angle determined by thermoelastic damping has the following general 
exprcuion: 
~z = a' ET  f(w) 
Cv 
(2) 
whe", /I la the  linear thermal cltpanslon coefficient. E Young's modulus, T the temperature, 
Cv  the heat capacity per URlt  yolu"", and rtnally  1(0)) the frequency-dependent part that is 
1662  B WBurrd_l 
defined by the dimensions of the sample and by the heat conductivity K and capacity C v of 
the material used. The coefficient in front of f{o>}  in the previous equation gives the strength 
of the damping. For silica this coefficient is about 3.6 x 10-6, which is high compared to the 
structural loss factor which can be as low as 1 x 10-7 in thin fibres.  This comparison becomes 
more relevant if  one considers that for silica fibres the thermoelastic pick has its maximum in 
the range of tens of Hz where the effects of  the pendulum thermal noise are still relevant in 
comparison to those coming from the internal thermal noise of  mirrors. 
There is another mechanism to convert temperature Iluctuations to strain (E) Iluctuations. 
In this mechanism the stress-strain relations have an explicit temperature dependence through 
their elastic coefficients.  Young's modulus variations contribute to the strain field (O')  as  a 
second-order effect except when a large static stress is present in the material.  This is the 
case for the suspension wires or fibres that are stressed by the weight of a test mass.  For 
longitudinal deformations the stress-strain relation reads E =  0' IE. If  a variation ~E «: E of 
Young's modulus is considered,then ~E ::=  -E  (8 E  IE). In the case of  a large static strain, from 
the previous relation, Young's modulus variation produces a first-order effect on the dynamical 
strain.  Moreover the sign of  ~E with respect to ~E  depends on the static strain applied. 
For a stressed body, then, one can talk about an effective thermal expansion coefficient 
a, =  a - {3(0'01 E}, where{3 =  (dE/dT}/Eis the linear thermoelastic coefficient. Itis possible 
to demonstrate [II] that the loss factor becomes 
( 
0'0)2 ET 
I/>NLT  =  a - {3E  CV  f(o>}.  (3) 
For silica {3 =  2 x  10-4 11K, a = 5.5  x 10-' 11K, E =  72 GPa.  Assuming these constants, 
the thermal expansion is completely compensated by Young's modulus variation with a static 
stress of only 0'0 = 200 MPa.  In this condition the overall thermoelastic effect is nullified. 
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